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My dissertation examines the tum-of-the-century rhetoric of “truth” and

“objectivity” in relation to the era’s obsession with racial definition and categorization.

Whether these definitions were based on biology, sociology, psychology or law; whether

they opposed or encouraged social equality; and whether they questioned the notion of

racial difference itself, they relied almost exclusively on a rhetoric of objectivity. My

project attempts to chart how writers of fiction - Charles Chesnutt, W.E.B. DuBois,

Frances Harper, Pauline Hopkins, Mark Twain, and Albion Tourgée - borrowed,

amended, and rejected these varying notions of truth in order to give their own texts an

“objective” authority, particularly as this authority pertained to racial classification.

The claim that tum-of-the-century debates about race hinged on contested

definitions of truth is, in itself, no startling revelation. Scholars such as Hazel Carby,
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George Fredrickson, Kevin Gaines, Henry Louis Gates, Jr., Stephen Jay Gould, Susan

Gillman, Sandra Gunning, Evelyn Higginbotham and Eric Lott, just to name a few, have

in recent decades contributed significantly to the project of documenting and historicizing

the racial dynamics of the period. Yet, the unique ways in which writers of fiction

marshal the rhetoric of objectivity to defend, resist, edit, or avoid contemporary racial

definitions remain largely unexplored. This study examines how different genres,

philosophies and methodologies of writing affect writers’ conceptions and treatments of

racial “truth.” The study also examines how access to privileged literary communities

such as publishing houses and magazines influences the negotiation of racial definitions,

how the rhetoric of objectivity can be used to manufacture as well as resist established

ideologies of racial difference, and how these negotiations adopt and amend

contemporary views of gender and class. By looking closely at the genres with which

various authors align themselves, I simultaneously demonstrate how different genres

often identify competing sites of authority and contrasting conceptions of Truth.



CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION: “UNDER CONSTRUCTION” - RACIAL DEFINITION IN

TURN-OF-THE-CENTURY AMERICA

You and we are different races... .We have a broader difference than exists
between any other two races.

- Abraham Lincoln in 1862, explaining to
black leaders his support of the removal
of African Americans to Africa

We must recognize race as providing sites ofdialogic exchange and contestation,
since race has constituted a discursive toolfor both oppression and liberation.

- Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham

[SJlavery only dogs [the black artist] when he is denied the right to tell the Truth
or recognize the ideal ofJustice. . . The white public today demands from its
artists, literary andpictorial, racial prejudgement which deliberately distorts
Truth and Justice, asfar as colored races are concerned, and it will payfor no
other.

- W.E.B. DuBois1

This project examines the tum-of-the-century rhetoric of “truth” and “objectivity”

in relation to the era’s obsession with racial definition and categorization. Whether they

were based on biology, sociology, psychology or law; whether they relied on polygenetic,

monogenetic or cultural theories of racial histories; whether they opposed or encouraged

social equality; and whether they questioned the notion of racial difference itself or not,

these definitions relied almost exclusively on a rhetoric of objectivity. This study charts

i Citations for the epigraph are as follows: 1) Henry Louis Gates, "Race,” Writing and
Difference, pg. 3; 2) Evelyn Higginbotham, “African-American Women’s History and the
Metalanguage of Race,” pg. 252; 3) W.E.B. DuBois, “Criteria of Negro Art,” pgs. 66-67.

1
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how writers of fiction borrowed, amended, and rejected these varying notions of truth in

order to buttress their own texts with an “objective” authority.

The claim that tum-of-the-century debates about race hinged on contested

definitions of truth is in itself no startling revelation. Scholars such as Hazel Carby,

George Fredrickson, Kevin Gaines, Henry Louis Gates, Jr., Stephen Jay Gould, Susan

Gillman, Sandra Gunning, Evelyn Higginbotham, Eric Lott and Claudia Tate have in

recent decades contributed significantly to the project of documenting and historicizing

the racial dynamics of the period. Yet the unique ways in which writers of fiction

marshal the rhetoric of objectivity literarily in order to defend, resist, edit, or avoid

contemporary racial definitions remain largely unexplored. This study examines how

different literary genres and methodologies affect writers’ conception and treatment of

racial “truth,” how access to privileged literary communities, such as publishing houses

and magazines, influences the negotiation of racial definitions, how the rhetoric of

objectivity can be used to manufacture as well as resist established ideologies of

difference, and how these negotiations adopt and amend contemporary views of gender,

race, and class. By looking closely at the genres with which various authors align

themselves, I simultaneously demonstrate how different genres identify competing sites

of authority and contrasting conceptions of Truth.

Rather than simply exposing the biased logic of tum-of-the-century racist science

and/or literature and replacing it with a paradigm that espouses the social constructedness

of race, I interrogate what we mean by the “social construction” of race. Through this

interrogation I ultimately suggest that as many conflicts about race arise from competing

social definitions of race as arise from the clash between the belief in absolute biological
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difference and a cultural model of race. When we look at the specific rhetoric

undergirding claims of the construction of racial identity and racial classification,

traditional alignments between the “good guys” - those who work for progress in the

nation’s racial dynamic by exposing the cultural basis of racial definition - and the “bad

guys” - those who depend upon a biological understanding of race in order to forward a

racist agenda - begin to disappear, or at the very least, become extremely fuzzy.

Similarly, when we account for the multivalent rhetoric of racial classification, we can no

longer easily divide the literature into a “black” camp of progressive social agitators and a

“white” camp of oppressive social conservatives. With this said, my project also

maintains the belief that racial issues were often divided upon precisely these black and

white lines. For example, when examined through their reliance on the rhetoric of

objectivity, supposedly “progressive” white liberals exhibit many of the same

unexamined assumptions and beliefs as do their racist white counterparts, even as they

espouse conflicting values and ideas.

Although at times I deal with very fixed racial notions that resist our critical

interest in destabilizing and de-essentializing the “fact” of race, I do so intentionally and

for important reasons. First of all, this study’s outlining and documenting of the racial

“truths” of the era stand in strict opposition to any belief that racial lines are rigidly fixed

or that there exists some essential “whiteness” or “blackness.” At times, these racial lines

were maintained precisely to deflect attention from, and destabilize, class and gender

lines. In fact, DuBois noted in his sociological writings that race and racist propaganda

such as Dixon’s The Clansman were often used to undermine cross-racial labor
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movements - a point he also makes in his novel The Quest of the Silver Fleece? Rather

than “correct” the errors in the definition of race that existed a century ago, this project

seeks to identify, chart and unravel the conflicting “attitudes” of racial difference in order

to understand “race” in a more historically complex manner.

Even as much of the nation’s literature, legislation, and scientific research served

to segregate the races in predictable ways, when we look at the ideologies, politics, and

rhetoric behind racial definitions, traditional separations and alignments are no longer so

easily maintained. For example, while 1 discuss how black authors’ publishing

possibilities were constrained severely by the era’s dominant social and political powers

of the time and how established literary genres fail these writers, I also explore how

authors coming from different sides of the race debate often rely on a very similar rhetoric

of “truth.” In this study, I juxtapose literary texts authored by black and white writers in

an attempt to redraw, or at least reconsider, how we understand the relationship among

the rhetoric of objectivity, genre, and the metaphor of racial difference.

2 In the chapter titled ‘The Cotton Mill” (a fitting title for a chapter principally about
labor issues), John Taylor, the white owner of the cotton mill, says to the all-white labor
union, “If you don’t want to work, quit. There are plenty of others, white and black, who
want your jobs.” DuBois continues, ‘The mention of black people as competitors for
wages was like a red rag to a bull. .. . The result was curious. From two sides, from
landlord and white laborer, came renewed oppression of black men” (393). In this novel,
DuBois also invokes the African American protagonist Bles Alwyn’s “manhood” - in
stem opposition to the effete Southern aristocrat Harry Cresswell - as a means of
destabilizing racial difference and establishing lines of difference along class and gender
issues.
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Once Upon a Time: The Fictionalization of Science

Perhaps the best way to begin an examination of the rhetoric of racial difference is

to examine briefly two of the era’s most provocative “race” novels, Thomas Dixon Jr.’s

The Clansman and Charles Chesnutt’s The Marrow ofTradition. Even a cursory glance

at these novels’ invocation of the specter of racial classification begins to illuminate how

writers used the rhetoric of objectivity in similar ways to advance very dissimilar ideas.

These novels’ disparate histories of reception also reveal how ostensibly “objective”

aesthetic evaluations of literature often rely on what DuBois terms “racial prejudgement.”

While these two texts were judged by the white literary community in terms of their

artistic qualities, these judgements both reflect and depend upon existing normative

notions of entrenched racial difference.

Dixon’s enormously successful and frankly racist 1905 novel The Clansman

relied on two of the most inflammatory stereotypes fueling the tum-of-the-century racial

debates: the radical, “meddling,” northern politician and the increasingly “uncontrollable”

Southern black man. Dixon presented both of these stock characters as threats to the

prosperity and stability of the “honest” white South. In order to give credence/legitimacy

to his romantic tale of the mythic rejuvenation of the Old South, Dixon leans on the era’s

preoccupation with the scientific verification of racial difference. In The Clansman,

where Reconstruction and its carpetbag supporters - principally the Northern

''Commoner" Austin Stoneman - are mercilessly vilified, the African Americans gain

control of governmental positions, and immediately abuse their power. Predictably, given

Dixon’s racist philosophies, as soon as the regulatory positions of power such as the

police chief and Mayor are occupied by African Americans, the white heroine of the
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novel, Marion, is raped by "four black brutes," causing her and her mother to jump to

their death from the precipice aptly named Lover's Leap. When Ben Cameron finds the

house in mysterious silence and the women missing, he immediately searches the

premises. Dixon infuses the scene with a formulaic detective rhetoric, replete with

“scientific” clues:

At the house he could find no trace of the crime he had suspected. Every room
was in perfect order. He searched the yard carefully, and under the cedar by the
window he saw the barefoot tracks of a negro. The white man was never bom
who could make that track. The enormous heel projected backward, and in the
hollow of the instep where the dirt would scarcely be touched by an Aryan was the
deep wide mark of the African's flat foot. He carefully measured it, brought from
an outhouse a box, and fastened it over the spot. (309-10, emphasis added)

Here we see Dixon use the rhetoric of objectivity to forward a very biased racial agenda

in a supposedly unbiased manner. The crime is revealed, documented, and partially

solved by Ben's ability to discern the assailant’s race. Once Ben's measurement of the

foot identifies the criminal as a black man, the text precludes the possibility of the scene

pointing to anything except a rape/murder. Furthermore, the footprint suggests not only

the identity of the attacker, but the barbarity of the African American race in general.

With the “deep wide mark of the African’s foot,” this clue becomes what one critic terms

a "monstrous sign of primitive physical development" (Gunning 34).

Of course one crucial difference between The Clansman and a traditional

detective plot is that in this novel the reader has already witnessed the crime, and has

identified the criminal, an African American named Gus. Therefore, rather than giving

the reader conventional clues concerning the crime, in this instance the detective and

scientific discourses serve to legitimate the suspicions of the guilt of black men to

“prove” absolute racial difference. Further following a detective style, Dixon introduces
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a forensic expert, Dr. Cameron, into the scene. Here we see Dixon manipulate a

scientific discourse reminiscent of Sherlock Holmes in order to put a quantifiable

biological stamp on his desire to put African Americans "in their place."3 After one

skeptic claims that "there is no trace of [the killer] here," Dr. Cameron uses a microscope

- with his "brilliant eyes [that] flashed with a mystic light" - to examine the victims' eyes

so that he can see the imprint of the killer (the victims' last images) recorded on the

retinas of the deceased. Dr. Cameron explains, "Impressions remain in the brain like

words written on paper in invisible ink. So I believe of images in the eye if we can trace

them early enough. If no impression were made subsequently on the mother's eye by the

light of day, I believe the fire-etched record of this crime can yet be traced" (313,

emphasis added).

If the eyes are traditionally the windows to the soul, in this instance they are

literally the windows to the brain’s memory or “records.” Although what the microscopic

images reveal remains incomprehensible to the untrained eye - Ben looks into the

microscope and sees "nothing" - for Dr. Cameron they leave a scientific "record" that can

be used to document the crime and expose the criminal. Not surprisingly, he sees in Mrs.

Lenoir's eyes the "bestial figure of a Negro" (313). Here, we see Dixon adopting the

mantle of objective science in order to give credence to his use of a racist stereotype,

proving its veracity with scientific "Truth." Mrs. Lenoir (“the black” in French) becomes

3 It is quite possible that the connection to Sherlock Holmes is more than incidental.
Arthur Conan Doyle published his first story in 1887, and his most famous mysteries
were published in the two decades prior to The Clansman. The Adventures ofSherlock
Holmes was first published in 1891-2 and The Hound of the Baskervilles was published in
1901-2. Both books originally appeared serially in The Strand magazine.
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the sacrificial victim to the terror of untethered blackness - the image of the black rapist

is forever etched on her brain.4

Perhaps Dixon is here responding to arguments, such as those levied by Ida B.

Wells, that innocent African Americans have been lynched for fictitious crimes of rape

and murder. To counter this logic, he depicts the Ku Klux Klan as just, discerning, and

objective vigilantes rather than conniving and insecure tyrants. Instead of simply killing

Gus or any black man who is convenient, as white supremacists typically did during that

era, Dixon’s Klan kidnaps Gus and takes him to their secret lair in order to further

“prove” his guilt.

Once again, in order to document the crime, Dixon relies on a scientific

methodology that implicitly advances his racial agenda. Dr. Cameron reemerges,

appearing like an "ancient alchemist ready to conduct some daring experiment in the

problem of life." Just as alchemists sought to transform commonplace materials into

valuable metals, Dr. Cameron will produce the most precious of treasures for the

incensed Ku Klux Klan members - irrefutable proof of the guilt of a black rapist. He

informs the hooded audience of the case history: "His feet have been measured and they

exactly tally with the negro tracks found under the window of the Lenoir cottage... I will

not relate to you the scientific experiment which first fixed my suspicion of this man's

guilt. My witness could not confirm it, and it might not be to you credible" (321,

4 Interestingly, while le noir translates as “the black” or “blackness” (le is the definite
article for a masculine noun), the translation for “negro” is gender specific-ic noir for a
male and la noire for a female. If we see her name as symbolizing an intrusive African
American presence, then we could say that not only does Dixon offer up Mrs. Lenoir’s
white “purity” to the rapist, but her femininity as well. Her body is colonized by a black
male presence.
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emphasis added). With this possible doubt still within the realm of reason (for Dixon the

Klan is eminently rational), Dr. Cameron turns to another form of scientific

documentation. With his "rigid gaze" he hypnotizes Gus, who confesses to the entire

crime, reenacting it to the horror of the audience. With this irrefutable evidence, the Klan

is free to kill the rapist with impunity and a clean conscience. Furthermore, when the

white aristocracy regains power of the town, Dixon is able to forward this usurpation as a

just and divine occurrence. After all, the town has systematically and fairly proven the

inability of African Americans to handle positions of authority.

As offensive and irrational as this tale strikes us today, much of the era’s scientific

studies came to similar conclusions. Not surprisingly, such “scientific” indications of the

potential threat from African Americans became increasingly prevalent as, in the climate

of Reconstruction, African Americans began to assume positions of power. In his 1896

book Traits and Tendencies of the American Negro, Frederick Hoffman writes, “Rape is

only one of the many manifestations of an increasing tendency on the part of the negro to

misconstrue personal freedom into personal license, and this tendency, persisted in, must

tend towards creating a wider separation of the races” (234, emphasis mine). Coming to a

conclusion very similar to Dixon’s, Hoffman argues, with the support of a plethora of

statistical evidence, that African Americans remain incapable of responsibly handling

anything but subservience - that they need to be controlled in order to maintain a

coherent social order.

In both The Clansman and Hoffman’s social science, racial difference can be seen

clearly in qualitative terms, documenting the “superiority” of white blood. In these most

racist of books, science becomes an extremely useful tool. It records essential racial
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difference, reveals the “essence” of African American males - their uncontrollable

criminal and sexual desires - and protects violent white supremacists from accusations of

wrongdoing. I have used this example illustratively in order to illuminate the intersection

of the rhetoric of objectivity and racial agenda. My project traces the manipulation of the

rhetoric of truth by members of disparate literary communities in order to reveal some of

the era’s implicit and hidden notions of racial difference. I also suggest in the conclusion

that this rhetoric remains very prevalent today, and is used similarly to undergird

contemporary ideas of race. While Dixon’s novel may seem kooky to us today, his logic

remains imminently and frighteningly popular and effective.

The Clansman built on the success ofDixon’s earlier novel The Leopard’s Spots

(1902), and garnered popularity due as much to its contentious topic as to its perceived

literary merits. An anonymous reviewer for a 1905 edition of the Bookman captured the

complex reception of Dixon’s novel: “The Clansman may be summed up as a very poor

novel, a very ridiculous novel, not a novel at all, yet a novel with a great deal to it” (Clark

v). The comment suggests some of the tensions my project explores. How can a novel be

simultaneously a “very poor novel” and “a novel with a great deal to it”? In this instance,

the reviewer seems to be making a distinction between the craft (execution) of the novel

and its message (politics). While Dixon relied on familiar generic formulae commonly

associated with melodrama, such as peerless heroes and “pure” heroines, sentimental

marriages, and the intrigue of a mysterious murder, he also touched the raw nerve center

of the nation’s fears and insecurities about the “race problem.” His use of

romance/melodrama only intensified this irritation of the nerve center, since the crude and
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violent racial clash stood out against the ancillary plot about the genteel union through

two aristocratic marriages of the South and a sympathetic North.

If The Clansman has interest for us today, its chief value may be in its fusion of a

“moonlight and roses” melodrama with a vicious race hatred. While this combination

seems odd, it reveals much about the era’s racial Zeitgeist. Though the novel was not

considered a literary masterpiece by its reviewers, neither was it considered particularly

inappropriate or offensive to an alarmingly large percentage of the nation’s white

population - “liberal” and “conservative.” U.S. Representative Edgar Crumpacker had

earlier declared that Dixon’s The Leopard’s Spots “ought to be read by every man in

America” (H. Chesnutt 181), an opinion apparently shared by much of white society.

Later, in 1915 Dixon help convert The Clansman into a script for one of the nation’s

earliest and most popular motion pictures, D.W. Griffith’s The Birth ofa Nation. The

movie adaptation of Dixon’s work was so popular, in fact, that the NAACP fought to

have it censored for decades after its release (Lewis, W.E.B. DuBois 506).5

If Dixon used the rhetoric of objectivity to forward his thesis of the inherent

danger and bestiality of African American men, then Charles Chesnutt sought to access

an alternate site of objectivity/truth in his fictional response to the logic of absolute,

biological racial difference, his 1901 novel The Marrow ofTradition. For Chesnutt, a

“realistic” depiction of the nation’s racist policies would expose the fallacies,

5 President Woodrow Wilson, after seeing a private screening of the movie in 1915,
commented that the movie was “like writing history with lightning” and “all so terribly
true” (cited in Lewis, W.E.B. DuBois 506).
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assumptions, and lies within Dixonesque depictions of the nation’s racial dynamic.6 If
Dixon and similar tum-of-the-century racist writers sought to give their racist diatribes an

air of truth by relying on contemporary “empirical” science, then Chesnutt sought to

expose the half-truths and illogical foundations holding up the nation’s perception of the

difference between the races.

After experiencing an unprecedented amount of success writing within (and

revising) the plantation literary tradition with his conjure tales, by 1900 Charles Chesnutt

had become alarmed by the frequency of, and the respect given to, racist policy-makers

and writers such as Congressman Edgar Crumpacker and Dixon.7 As Chesnutt would

later write, ‘Thomas Dixon was writing the Negro down industriously and with marked

popular success. Thomas Nelson Page [a leading member of the plantation school of

literature] was disguising the harshness of slavery under the mask of sentiment” (cited in

Heermance 19). For Chesnutt, the respect given to Dixon’s work required immediate

attention and rebuttal. Writing to Crumpacker about the correlation between “Negro

rights” and the corruption of “pure” white blood in Dixon’s The Leopard's Spots,

Chesnutt exclaims,

There has always been a great deal of Southern claptrap about the disastrous
results that would follow the intermingling of blood. Such intermingling as there
has been, and there has been a great deal, has been done with the entire consent

6 Chesnutt describes his book in a 1901 letter to Booker T. Washington: “It discusses...
miscegenation, lynching, disfranchisement, separate cars, and the struggles for
professional and social progress in an unfriendly environment. . . It is, in a word, our side
of the Negro question” (Chesnutt, To Be an Author 160).

? Before he became a fiction writer, Dixon served as a member of the North Carolina
state legislature froml884 to 1886 and as a Baptist minister from 1886 to 1899 (Clark
xiii).
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and cheerful cooperation of the white race, and I am unable to see any disastrous
results that have followed so far.” (cited in Keller 236)8

While this letter was written in 1902, one year after the publication of Chesnutt’s Marrow

ofTradition, we can see Marrow espousing this very attitude, and as such responding to

the views of people such as Dixon.

While Marrow met with some critical resistance, as Chapter Three discusses,

what Chesnutt found most perplexing and disappointing was the relative apathy towards

his novel. Despite an aggressive advertising campaign by Houghton, Mifflin & Co. that

included window displays in prominent bookstores across the country, and despite the

critical attention it received in certain literary circles, Marrow failed to make an impact

on the American commercial market (Andrews 205). Chesnutt clearly linked his novel to

the tradition of protest novels in America, and for the book to accomplish this goal it had

to have a large public readership. Before the book was released, Chesnutt wrote to

Houghton Mifflin, “If The Marrow ofTradition can become lodged in the popular mind

as the legitimate successor of Uncle Tom’s Cabin and the Fool’s Errand as depicting an

epoch in our national history, it will make the fortune of the book and incidentally of the

author, which would be very gratifying” (To Be an Author 162). Where Stowe fought

against slavery and Tourgée condemned the repealing of Reconstruction legislation,

Chesnutt hoped to fight against the logic espoused by Dixon, Crumpacker, et al that

suggested tum-of-the-century America was entering into a new era of “negro

8 Chesnutt entered into correspondence to voice his indignation at Crumpacker’s public
declarations that Dixon’s work was extremely valuable as an example of the frightening
racial dynamics in the post-Reconstruction.
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domination,” a domination that needed to be met with swift and decisive reactions from

the white community.

The disparate receptions of Dixon’s and Chesnutt’s novels suggest the shifting

grounds of evaluation applied to works of literature coming from those in different social

positions. Dixon’s The Clansman remained valuable to a white readership because of the

horrible “truths” it told about the evolving racial dynamics in the South. Chesnutt’s

novel, on the other hand, according to the Cleveland World, “teems with fine writing and

a masterly handling of incident, yet it is a wanton attack upon something that the South

holds as sacred” (To Be an Author 166). The fact that Dixon’s book remained popular in

both the North and South and Chesnutt’s novel met a cold reception in both sections of

the country suggests that racial opinions, especially when dealing with touchy subjects

such as miscegenation and “social equality,” were not nearly as divided along regional

lines as we might think.

Sticks, Stones, and Names: The Metaphor of Race

In her essay, “African-American Women’s History and the Metalanguage of

Race,” Evelyn Higginbotham argues that race “serves as a ‘global sign,’ a

‘metalanguage,’ since it speaks about and lends meaning to a host of terms and

expressions, to myriad aspects of life that would otherwise fall outside the referential

domain of race. ... Race not only tends to subsume other sets of social relations, namely

gender and class, but it blurs and disguises, suppresses and negates its own complex

interplay with the very social relations it envelops” (95). For Higginbotham, this

“metalanguage” influences the way that we make value judgements, for example what is
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“good” hair and what are “correct” speech patterns. In short, race is such a powerful

metaphor because it affects the manner in which we see everything, not just topics that

overtly deal with “race.” I argue that the “metalanguage of race” specifically influences

scientific and literary discourses by creating or reflecting a racial prejudgement that filters

into “empirical” studies that claim to provide objective examination. In so doing, it

racializes bodies and stigmatizes race in a way that often suppresses (or mutes) other

demarcations of difference, such as gender and class.

Of course, labeling race as a sign or metaphor hardly does away with the troubling

issues one encounters when discussing race in modem, or postmodern, society. For, if

race is a sign, then it would seem people designate different signifiers to this sign, even as

we admit the relationship between these two is unreliable or nonexistent. Even if we

agree that race is a social construct, there seem to be a variety of opinions about which

materials will be used in its construction. Is race an ethnic identity? Is it a destructive

tool of oppression? Is it undergirded and enabled by implied class relations? Or is it

some diaphanous mixture of all the above? If it is a mixture, which ratio do we use in the

combination? The answers we get to these questions depend upon who you ask, and the

circumstances and audience in which they are asked.

In their book Racial Formation in the United States, Michael Omi and Howard

Winant claim that there are three rough “paradigms” through which race has been

discussed in the past several decades: ethnicity, class and nation. While Omi and Winant

do not claim that these paradigms are exhaustive or absolute, they “do think that they

embrace the vast bulk of [racial theories] and demarcate the major lines of debate” (11). I

briefly outline these paradigms in order to show the multivalent nature of the discourse
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behind the social construction of race. According to Omi and Winant, the ethnicity

theory arose from the 1920s response to biological essentialism, where race “was equated

with distinct heredity characteristics." This paradigm adopted the concept of cultural

pluralism espoused by sociologist Horace Kallen, and became “an insurgent theory which

suggested that race was a social category” (15). In other words, the term “ethnicity”

served to recuperate discussions of difference in a way that removed this discussion from

racist attempts to assert absolute racial separation. This ethnicity paradigm evolved into

what is now commonly referred to as multiculturalism.

For Omi and Winant, the class paradigm tends to “explain race by reference to

economic processes, understood in the standard sense of the creation and use of material

resources” (24). They develop this idea by outlining three approaches to a class theory of

race. The "market relations" approach challenges the neoclassical notion of economics

that avoids race by focusing on “taste for discrimination,” monopolistic practices, and

disruptive state practices. The stratification theory focuses on the social distribution of

resources and often “detaches ‘class’ (i.e., status) categories from racial ones. Finally, the

class conflict theory recognizes “the existence of racial oppression, but regard(s) class

divisions as the fundamental source of exploitation in society” (24-29).

Finally, Omi and Winant outline the “nation paradigm” of race. This paradigm

primarily encompasses the ascension of black nationalism: “The rise and popularity of

black nationalism initiated an intense theoretical and strategic debate about the nature of

racism and the future of black politics in the U.S.” (36). Although it emerges from a long

history of black nationalist impulses, the nation-based theory “is fundamentally rooted in

the dynamics of colonialism.” This paradigm relies on “organizations and movements
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uniformly composed of the ‘colonized’... the need for ‘cultural autonomy’ to permit the

development of... unique characteristics ... [and] the necessity of ‘national liberation’

to uproot colonial heritage and restructure society on a non-racial basis” (36-38).

I introduce these theories of racial definition in order to emphasize that while

most modem scholars agree that race is best conceived of as a social construct, we get a

very different view of race depending on how we construct it. It is not my intention to

declare my “colors” and side with a particular paradigm. Instead, I would like to suggest

that many of the tensions in black literature and racialized political thought arise in part

from conflicting theories of race - not necessarily crude conflicts between biological and

social racial definitions, but between competing versions of the social constructedness of

race. For example, much of the contemporary debate about Charles Chesnutt, like the

roller-coaster history of his reception, seems to emanate from whether one ascribes to him

an ethnicity, class or national paradigm of race. From an ethnicity perspective, we can

see Chesnutt manipulating black cultural history and practices to undermine white forms

ofwriting - or “signifyin(g)” on them, in Gates’ language - and, in so doing, exposes the

illogical basis of biological definitions of race. If we see Chesnutt adopting a class-based

paradigm, we could claim he implies that class exploitation creates racial

inequalities/inferiority, and therefore that upper-class African Americans deserve to be

placed with other upper-class Americans. From this perspective, one would figure

Chesnutt as an assimilationist: if class inequalities would disappear, so would racism and

eventually race. Chesnutt certainly believed in the social construction of race, but what

he chose to do with that belief remains very much up to debate.
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Rather than solve these discrepancies, in this project I explore them as tensions,

not merely as they affect us as readers today, but as they influenced the literary choices

and strategies that African American and white American writers made a hundred years

ago. As Omi and Winant mention, a fairly coherent sense of black nationalism can be

found at least as early as DuBois’ The Souls ofBlack Folk (1903). Yet, one could read

DuBois’ classic text through the ethnicity and class paradigms just as easily and just as

fruitfully. This fact does not suggest a problem with Omi’s and Winant’s argument.

Instead, it shows the multilayered richness of black texts from this era. It also

demonstrates what Higginbotham has called “the multiple determinations that make race

such a complex lived social reality” (35). These “multiple determinations” make it

entirely possible to invoke all three of Omi’s and Winant’s paradigms simultaneously, on

different levels and in different registers, a possibility that they do not deny.

Henry Louis Gates writes that “[rjace is the ultimate trope of difference because it

is so very arbitrary in its application” (Introduction 5). This very arbitrariness in selecting

from the multitudinous meanings of race makes it such a dangerous and stubborn

metaphor. Its strength lies in its elusiveness, its adaptability. To this degree, the

ascendance of our current belief in the social constructions of race over the belief in its

biological “truth” has made racism, through race’s very illusiveness, increasingly hard to

identify and combat. For if race has become in our society increasingly invisible, it is

still very much there. Gates reminds us that race “has become a trope of ultimate,

irreducible difference between cultures, linguistic groups, or adherents of specific belief

systems - which more often than not - also have fundamentally opposed economic

interests” (5). In order to understand more fully how this trope has functioned and
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functions today, we need to reconstruct historical conceptions of differing discourses of

“truth,” even as we show these differences to be fraught with contradictions. In short, it

becomes increasingly necessary to document and historicize tum-of-the-century “truths”

(including racial “truths”) to reconstruct the racial, literary, and social dynamics of the

period before we can adequately expose these views as limiting and seek alternative

perspectives.

In his thoughtful analysis of antebellum minstrelsy, Eric Lott claims that “the

minstrel tradition is still too present for us to take antiracist critiques of it for granted.”

Instead, he argues, “we must better historicize the minstrel show, for in fact we remain

ignorant of exactly what its antebellum political range happened to be” (35). I believe

this contention to be true of racial classification more generally. Rather than simply

glossing over the racist and racialist attitudes of tum-of-the-century America, or using

what Lott calls “outmoded antiracist strategies of reversal and inversion,” we need to

examine the ways in which race became fixed as a metaphor of difference, recognizing

how this metaphor shifted throughout time. So, while this project takes for granted the

contention of Higginbotham, Omi and Winant, and Gates that race is a trope, a discursive

tool, and a social construct, we must also explore in detail the historical perception of its

rootedness and concreteness. Rather than striving to be a definitive analysis of the “the

multiple determinations that make race such a complex lived social reality”

(Higginbotham 35), this study seeks to contribute to an ancillary process of discovery.

The rhetoric of objectivity and Truth stands as one of the “multiple determinations” of the

era’s conception of race and racial classification. In examining how that rhetoric became
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so prominent, I demonstrate how the binary constructions behind the rhetoric of both

“truth” and “race” ultimately undermine themselves.

Since the marshaling of race by tum-of-the-century authors often reflects very

static definitions of racial categories, we run the risk of replicating tum-of-the-century

racial binaries by arguing that white authors construct racist or racialist definitions that

black authors resist or subvert. In response to Gates’ challenge to explore how racial

differences influence literary texts, Tzvetan Todorov recognizes the danger and asks, “[I]f

‘racial differences’ do not exist, how can they possibly influence literary texts” (371)?

Gates uses the enviable advantages of being the editor of their debate to get in the last

word: “Todorov is being disingenuous here, and is guilty of shallow thinking about a

serious problem of all theorists of so-called ‘noncanonical’ literatures. Todorov attempts

nothing less than a neo-colonial recuperation of the sense of difference upon which a truly

new criticism of world literature must be granted” (“Talking That Talk” 404-5). Gates

explains that he pursues not absolute racial difference, but attitudes about racial

difference, “how attitudes toward [pointed or purported] racial differences generate and

structure texts by us and about us” (405). While Gates’ response speaks to a critical

imperative with which I agree, the debate shows the uncertain definitions and applications

of “race,” even among those that agree about its social construction.

The concept of literary access helps to explain how authors in different social

positions responded to rigid racial classification through the medium of fiction. In his

book Cultures ofLetters, Richard Brodhead argues that an examination of the scenes of

reading and writing “offers to recognize the reality of literature’s different availability but

also to understand that difference historically, as a culturally mediated historical product”
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(115). Such an analysis would necessitate “a systematic asking by what means and by

what virtue of what circumstances different potential authors have been able to lay claim

to different powers in the literary realm” (109-110). What avenues of access are closed to

certain writers because of culturally determined preconceptions, restrictions, or opinions?

How do these writers respond to such pressures? In what ways do they resist these

pressures, and how are they complicit with them?

While Brodhead focuses primarily on the cultural situations that influence the

scenes of writing [“no one comes to authorship out of nowhere” (183)], I apply this idea

of literary access more directly to the scenes of reading - the ways the reception and

acceptance of works are influenced by a host of cultural and racial preconceptions.

Combining Brodhead’s notion of “literary access” with an attention to the history of

reception of African American writers suggests an alternative means of looking at how

literature reflects the racially obsessed culture in which it is enmeshed, the manner in

which the tum-of-the-century literary and cultural expectations condition how literary

access/acceptance become racially coded. I examine the white literary establishment’s

reception of “race writing” in order to reveal how its expectations of literature and what

qualifies as literature are racially determined. This racial prejudgement does not

necessarily depend upon a crude racism that disavows literary contributions by African

Americans, but upon the more subtle way in which one’s understanding of racial

boundaries and characteristics influences his/her aesthetic evaluation of literary texts that

depict non-white subjects.
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What’s In a Name?: Genre and the Politics of Race

I specifically explore the issues I have thus far raised through a juxtaposition of

works of black authors and white authors, men and women, works that were popular at

the time of their release and those that were largely ignored. I discuss at length the fiction

of Mark Twain, Pauline Hopkins, Charles Chesnutt, William Dean Howells, W.E.B.

DuBois, Frances Harper, and Albion Tourgée, attempting to reconstruct the historical

specificities of their interaction with, and espousal of, theories of race and the nation’s

racial dynamic. While these authors may seems to be odd bed-fellows in one sense, they

all enter into the contemporary field that has at times been labeled “racial literature.” In

her essay, “The Mulatto, Tragic or Triumphant? The Nineteenth-Century American Race

Melodrama,” Susan Gillman attempts to provide a rationale for the modem tendency to

discuss these authors together. To do so, she invents a new genre, which she terms “the

American race melodrama”: “Encompassing literary, sociological, and scientific texts by

both black and white writers,” Gillman writes, “the race melodrama focuses broadly on

the situation of the black family - almost always of an interracial genealogy - and

specifically on the issue of ‘race mixture,’ as a means of negotiating the social tensions

surrounding the formation of racial, national, and sexual identity in the post-

Reconstruction years” (222).

Gillman attempts to recuperate the term “melodrama” from the pejorative

associations of a didactic and formulaic literary form, “flat” literary characters, and an

avoidance of “serious social criticism.” She explains, “Far... from providing simply the

sense of order associated with the formulaic conclusion of the melodrama, the race

melodrama acknowledges, even embraces, everything that is most unsettling about this
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period and its cultural expression” (223). Although I balk at Gillman’s attempt to create

theoretical room for her new genre by dismissing the “formulaic conclusion” of

traditional melodrama - a move that minimizes the complexity of other texts labeled as

melodramatic -1 agree that these texts can and should be grouped together because they

all negotiate the tensions “surrounding racial, national, and sexual identity.”

Even so, my study expends much energy attempting to show how generic

categories repeatedly fail to make sense. When we look closely at what we mean by a

genre, whether it be realism, sentimentalism, romance, or melodrama, the definitions

become increasingly murky and contradictory. If, for example, realism supposedly

represents a harsher look at the “real facts” of American culture, why is it dismissed by

proponents of naturalism as “tea-party” drama? Ultimately, any genre, no matter how

revised and refined, limits our reading and understanding of texts by giving us a filter

through which to view them. In this regard, Gillman’s “race melodrama” ultimately

proves no more helpful than earlier conceptions of genre.

Yet genre remains a very central aspect of this study, as my title would suggest,

because to examine what genres meant to the authors remains a valuable line of inquiry.

If writers believed they were writing in a particular genre, as Chesnutt did with realism in

his later writings, what does this belief reveal about the authors’ perception of the stakes

involved in their projects and the desired effects that these projects would have on the

reading public? What can we learn, for example, by noticing that DuBois’ novel The

Quest ofthe Silver Fleece unfolds along the lines of what has been termed a sentimental

format? How does this “sentimental” text relate to, and influence our understanding of,

his “empirical” scientific texts?
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In Chapter 2, “The ‘Amalgamation’ of Science and Literature: Irony and the

Miscegenation Taboo,” I examine the rhetoric of racial “purity,” its basis in scientific

theories of race, and how Pauline Hopkins and Mark Twain incorporate and resist these

theories within their tum-of-the-century fiction. In this process I point towards some of

the literary possibilities and limitations of social commentary coming from very different

societal positions. How would someone occupying Mark Twain’s social space have a

different relationship to the rhetoric of racist science than someone occupying the social

position of Pauline Hopkins, even as both authors seek to criticize this rhetoric? This

chapter suggests that Twain and Hopkins ultimately rely on very similar notions of

miscegenation as a trope of social disorder to make their not-so-similar declarations about

the nation’s “race problem.”

In Chapter 3, entitled “The Veiled Truth: Objectivity, Race and the Role of

Literature,” I continue my exploration into race and class as influences on authors’

publishing possibilities, by demonstrating how an author’s preconceived societal position

and race condition his/her reception by the literary establishment. As his journals, letters,

and novels all demonstrate, Charles Chesnutt understood literature as a means of resisting

the static and predetermined social status of African Americans. While he attempts to

redefine constricting racial definitions, in his novels The House Behind the Cedars and

The Marrow ofTradition Chesnutt relies on a masculinized rhetoric of Truth (through a

faith in Howellsian realism) that is closely aligned with the scientific discourse of racial

classification discussed in Chapter 2. Scientific discourse marshals racial difference, and

racializes bodies in a way that often fends off (or mutes) other demarcations of difference,

such as gender and class. As Higginbotham puts it, “Race not only tends to subsume
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other sets of social relations, namely, gender and class, but it blurs and disguises,

suppresses and negates its own complex interplay with the very social relations it

envelops” (255). For this reason, Chesnutt perceives the need to adopt a competing

rhetoric of “Truth” in order to establish a solid foundation for his claims of racial

equality.

If Chapter 3 demonstrates how Chesnutt relies on notions of a masculinized Truth

and the “real” in order to resist contemporary racial definitions, then Chapter 4, entitled

‘The Sentimental DuBois: Genre, Race, and the Reading Public,” qualifies this statement

and explores the generic differences between DuBois’ political/sociological writing and

his fiction. This chapter questions conventional definitions of “realism” and

“sentimentalism” by exploring DuBois’1911 novel The Quest of the Silver Fleece in the

context of “sentimental literature.” Tum-of-the-century writing by black women,

specifically Frances Flarper, reveals that “sentimental literature” makes some of the same

claims as does realism, particularly in speaking for the voiceless, avoiding the trappings

of “High Art,” and transcending the limitations of social difference and the status quo.

And yet these two “genres” claim to be speaking to very different audiences and registers.

What is at stake in DuBois’ and Chesnutt’s claim to be speaking the “real” Truth when

the distinctions between realism and sentimentalism are no longer so clear? How do we

understand these claims when DuBois’ fiction in many ways appears to be almost

formulaically sentimental? How are these lines of inquiry affected when we consider that

DuBois and Chesnutt rely on very masculine values in their definitions of “Art,”

especially when American sentimental fiction has traditionally and stereotypically been

defined as belonging to the sphere of women?
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In Chapter 5, “Who Owns the Whip?: Chesnutt, Tourgée, and Reconstruction

Justice,” I return to the fiction of Chesnutt - this time focusing on his collection The Wife

ofHis Youth and Other Stories. This chapter focuses on the notion of objectivity,

specifically legal objectivity and “right reason,” Reconstruction lawyer and fiction writer

Albion Tourgée once claimed, “Justice is pictured blind and her daughter, the law, ought

at least to be color-blind.” I examine the concept of legal objectivity by looking at the

paradoxical relationship between the writings of Tourgée and Chesnutt. It is well known

that Tourgée sparked Chesnutt's career as a writer. However, if we consider Tourgée’s

line of argumentation as the chief defense lawyer in Plessy v. Ferguson and his ideas of

justice in A Fool’s Errand, we can see that Chesnutt's collection The Wife ofHis Youth

and Other Stories challenges the very tenets upon which Tourgée's political convictions

rest. Especially in "The Web of Circumstance," Chesnutt contests the Enlightenment

belief in a "blind" or, in this case, "color-blind" legal system to which Tourgée so

devoutly clung.

My Conclusion, Chapter 6, entitled “Black Men Thinking, White Men Jumping

and the Human Genome Project,” brings back into focus the many disparate issues

surrounding racial definition and the rhetoric of objectivity explored in this study by

examining how they are still relevant today. The tum-of-the-century debate surrounding

objectivity and scientific discourses on race remains particularly important today because

as George Levine puts it, “‘scientific realism’ remains alive” (14). By exploring how the

rhetoric of objectivity continues to hold its sway in our collective imagination, whether

through new scientific “discoveries,” such as The Bell Curve, or the logical consequences

of the Human Genome Project, I argue that such “scientific” modes of racial classification
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as craniology, racial eugenics, and biological essentialism are not as much of a memory

as we wish them to be.

“I’m Not Racist, Honest”: The Politics of Interpretation

One of the principal problems with a project like this is that in constructing my

argument about the fallacies inherent in “truth” claims, I simply add my version of the

“truth” to the mix. My study, like almost all academic work, implies that it reveals the

“true” or “right” analysis of the contestable material with which I’ve been wrestling, even

if it ends up being the “truth of truth’s absence.” On one level, the nature of constructing

an academic argument lends itself to such a discourse of truth. Certainly I understand that

my argument presents only one interpretation of the materials and ideas I’ve collected,

that many others will develop and have developed competing arguments, and that this

disagreement questions the idea of absolute truth. Even so, I find the contradiction within

constructing my “truth” about the failure of the rhetoric of truth unsettling.

One way of resisting this truth-telling is to recognize and admit my own stakes in

this project. Without a doubt, my position as a white male writing about race and gender

issues complicates my relation to a discourse of truth about these subjects; I am always

open to the charge that I’m an outsider, or the ultimate insider, who just “doesn’t get it.”

While I don’t believe African Americans have an inherent ability to “get it” and white

people never can, I do think my “race” matters, and influences the manner in which I

construct my argument. To deny this and to claim I’m developing a “color-blind"

argument would only reinforce the logic I attempt to work against in this project. First of

all, it would replicate the rhetoric of color-blindness, and the attendant implication of an
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unmediated access to the “real” story, that I seek to contest. Secondly, it would suggest

that race is a condition that applies only to people of color - that my position as a white

American doesn’t influence my work, while my argument shows how African

Americans’ positions in society affect their work.

In his book Negotiating Difference, Michael Awkward asks, “[h]ow does race

direct, influence, or dictate the process of interpreting both black texts and Western

theories? Is there a politics of interpretation that is determined or controlled by race in

ways that can be compared to the ideologically informed readings of, for example, white

American feminist critics?” Awkward asks these questions to explore “the impact of

categories of difference such as race and gender have upon the interpretive and artistic

processes” (25). If my study claims to deal with these issues as they affect tum-of-the-

century “interpretive and artistic processes,” it would be disingenuous to proceed as if

these categories of difference - what Awkward calls “positionality” - do not affect my

own argument.

Of course, it proves to be monumentally more difficult to discover one’s own

assumptions and biases than to uncover those of other people. Nonetheless, I will provide

a brief personal history ofmy interest in African American literature as an attempt to

provide at least a glimpse into my stakes in this project. When I was in middle school

and high school in Knoxville, Tennessee, in the 1980s, I attended very integrated schools,

principally consisting of white, black, and Asian kids. As anyone familiar with the city

would know, Knoxville is very segregated racially. In fact, one white supremacist leader

recently pronounced it one of the last bastions of white society left in the South. So, this

integration came primarily from an aggressive busing program. From my perspective as a
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white student, the busing was by and large a success. There were not huge, impassable

racial rifts in the school, although divisions definitely existed. I developed friendships

with a number of black students, friendships that continued well past my high school

days. I do not bring up this fact to demonstrate that by virtue of my friends, I can prove

I’m not racist. Some of the most acutely racist moments I witnessed at school happened

between “friends.” Rather, I mention this because with a few exceptions, during high

school these friendships never extended outside school. On Friday, I would say goodbye

to Renée, Jonée, and Mark as they got on the bus or in their parents’ cars, and I wouldn’t

see them until Monday morning.

What strikes me most about this situation is that at the time it didn’t seem that

unusual. It was just “the way things were.” It wasn’t as if I wouldn’t have enjoyed seeing

them over the weekend, or that our parents would have objected. It just didn’t happen. I

have often thought about this dynamic recently. I wonder, for example, if it felt to my

African American friends as if “it just didn’t happen.” Or did it feel to them that there

were certain barriers other than the geographical distance between our homes that would

not make meeting on the weekends appropriate or feasible? In some ways, this

segregation seems to be one of the most virulent forms of racial separation, not because it

reveals anything overtly racist on any of our parts. Rather, it shows how internalized and

invisible the idea of racial difference becomes. My friends and I didn’t avoid each other

because of “race.” But, it seems to me now that race was the chief reason we never went

for pizza, or played ball, or went to the movies on the weekends.

In college, I began studying African American literature for two reasons. First,

the classes I took in African American literature seemed to “matter”; they seemed to deal
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with issues that affected my negotiation of society. (I see now that this has as much to do

with the teachers as it did the subjects.) We had discussions about situations that I dealt

with daily. Undoubtedly, these classes gave me the interpretive skills and perspective

that allowed me to understand my relationship with my high school friends in a more

complex manner. Second, the literature affected me more deeply than anything I had read

until that point. I still remember shaking with intensity - and not with the caffeine

overdose that in college was often the cause - as I first read Native Son by Richard

Wright. That book taught me how deep the ideas of racial difference and racism ran. I

suddenly understood to some extent the looks I received when I traveled for sporting

events to Austin East and Rule high schools, the schools from which my black friends

were bused. I ended up writing my senior thesis on the writing of Richard Wright. I

believe this project taught me more about myself than it did about Richard Wright, or

literature, or academic writing.

As I studied black literature in college and graduate school, I was trained by a

number of leading scholars of African American writing. These scholars trained me in

the analysis of African American literature, and I learned many of the interpretive tools

that I use in this study. In a graduate seminar titled “Reading Black Women Writing,”

Mae Henderson assigned a paper topic requiring that we examine one of the novels we

had read in class from a black feminist perspective. Suddenly, I was uncertain. Could I,

the only white male in the class, write a black feminist critique? Could I become a black

feminist? While I had read the same criticism as everybody else in the class, and while I

had a deeper background in the reading than many of the other students, and despite the

fact that I felt I understood the theory that we’d studied, I wasn’t sure that I could provide
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a black feminist reading. When I went to her office with these insecurities/fears, Dr.

Henderson told me that she had trained me and taught me the skills necessary to write

such a paper, that I had the requisite tools to write it. But, at the same time, she brought

up the concept of “positionality” - that in her opinion my position as a white male did, in

fact, matter. My task, as she presented it, was to negotiate these conflicting aspects of the

assignments.

In some ways, this study serves as a continuation of that assignment. I feel that,

due to my training and research, I can write about African American literature without

reproducing the white critical tendency to enter the field as, in Houston Baker’s words, a

“superordinate authority]” (84). On the other hand, I am wary of Awkward’s reminder

of the racialized stakes behind what Gates’ calls racial “attitudes” and what we might call

perspective. Awkward writes, “I believe we must concede that a white critic is differently

invested in Afro-American texts than a black critic because of what Sue-Ellen Case terms

‘racial privilege,’ which is characterized by a lack of ‘experience of racial oppression’ ...

. Even in self-reflexive white critical acts, racial privilege may create interpretive

obstacles or, more important, points of resistance that color, in racially motivated ways,

the effects of an exploration of blackness” (60).9 I agree whole-heartedly with Awkward

here, and this acknowledgment has made my work on this project extremely

uncomfortable and, at the same time, absolutely essential.

9 Later in the text, Awkward more pessimistically adds, “(Ijnterpretive differences
between white and black critics may result. . . from a desire on the part of the former to
limit, circumscribe, or otherwise control the range of black discourse in order that this
discourse can be made to act in accordance with existing caucacentric formulations of
race and difference” (85).
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I have striven as meticulously as I can to avoid the assumptions that arise from my

position as a white male scholar writing about black literature. Nonetheless, perhaps the

potential for “interpretive obstacles” and “points of resistance” in my work means I can

never be an “authority” on African American literature. While I feel free to write about

black texts, perhaps African American scholars should be the primary ones to judge this

writing and point out its blind-spots and “racial prejudgment,” to echo DuBois’ quote in

the epigraph. But, even so, I hope it continues a dialogue that will illuminate intellectual

affinities as well as disparities. I also hope that if fifteen years from now, my daughter

doesn’t spend the weekend with her school friends, it won’t be because that is “just the

way things are.”



CHAPTER 2
THE “AMALGAMATION” OF SCIENCE AND LITERATURE: IRONY

AND THE MISCEGENATION TABOO

Rape is only one ofthe many manifestations ofan increasing tendency on the part
ofthe negro to misconstrue personal freedom into personal license, and this
tendency, persisted in, must tend towards creating a wider separation of the
races.

- Frederick Hoffman

Emancipation has done much, but time and moral training among the white men
ofthe South are the only curesfor concubinage.

- Pauline Hopkins

**America in 1885. (Negro supremacy - the whites underfoot.)
- Mark Twain1

In the final decades of the nineteenth century, the tenor of the discourse

surrounding racial politics and race in general changed dramatically. Not only had much

of the Reconstruction legislation been repealed, but new means of discussing race

empirically were being created. While by this time phrenology and similar mid-century

scientific theories of racial classification had been largely discounted, new theories arose

to reestablish the comparative differences between races that phrenology, and earlier the

lineage of slavery, initially affirmed. The debate surrounding these issues intensified as

disciplines such as criminal anthropology sought for the first time to evaluate and identify

the biology and heredity of criminals. Since this research into heredity unsurprisingly

i Citations for the epigraph are as follows: 1) Frederick Hoffman, Race Traits and
Tendencies ofthe American Negro, pg. 234; 2) Pauline Hopkins, Contending Forces, pg.
332; 3) Mark Twain, Journals and Notebooks, Vol. III.

33
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hinged on racial difference, reformers used pseudo-scientific “discoveries” to reexamine

the social and legal systems in terms of the ramifications that biology would have on

racialized human behavior (Gould 17). If criminal activity proved to be more pronounced

in certain races, as many scientists theorized, then the legal system and social codes

would have to be adapted to reflect this difference.

As a result of the search for the biological underpinnings of racial traits, the body

and the power to define and categorize the body, rather than traditional notions of

ancestry, became a key site of contestation in the debate over racial classification. That is

to say, the debate often revolved around whether or not racial identity could be revealed

through an empirical examination of the body, and often individual body parts. In short,

as it became increasingly difficult in social situations to determine race, these discourses

that purported to demonstrate veracity gained cultural legitimacy because they seemed to

resolve (or at least address) the question of racial identity/identification.2 Two novels,

Pudd'nhead Wilson (1894) byMark Twain and Contending Forces (1900) by Pauline

Hopkins, entered into this debate by invoking the rhetoric behind contemporary scientific

discourses of racial classification.

In this chapter, I will argue that by turning our attention to the use of scientific

rhetoric in these texts, we can see how Twain and Hopkins deal explicitly and implicitly

2 In an attempt to contest the value given to, and strength of, this rhetoric, the groups
responsible for challenging Jim Crow segregation in Plessy v. Ferguson (1896)
intentionally chose a very light-skinned man with African American ancestry, Homer
Plessy, to be arrested in the “whites only” train car. The prosecuting attorneys hoped that
such a move would prove the impossibility of determining race in such a situation. For a
more detailed examination of this case in relation to Charles Chesnutt’s concept of Justice
and the United States’ judicial system, see Chapter Three of this work.
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with one of the era’s most threatening and unspeakable topics - miscegenation.

Although Twain satirizes some of the time’s racial hysteria, his reliance on Wilson’s

“scientifics” of fingerprinting to establish the “truth” about Tom Driscoll’s ancestry

exposes his reluctance to deal in any substantive way with the topic of miscegenation and

its attendant suggestion of “social equality.” As Twain does, Pauline Hopkins mobilizes

the rhetoric of scientific racial classification to explore the racial dynamics of the period.

However, Hopkins makes ironic use of the key terms and concepts of scientific discourse

- such as the distinction between biological “traits” and cultural “tendencies” - to resist

the racist conclusions of this science and to illuminate the social anxieties surrounding the

nation’s obsession with racial and sexual identity.

Nancy Stepan and Sander Gilman have pointed out that irony ultimately proved

ineffective for many late nineteenth century authors writing from “disadvantaged and

problematic positions. . . because [it] did not fit the depersonalized, nonauthorial style of

modem science” (83). As modem science gained a more authoritative position in

American culture, and as much of this science was tied more firmly to racial

classification, scientific claims could be “effectively rebutted,” in the words of Stepan

and Gilman, only by competing scientific discourses. Obviously, marginalized voices

such as Hopkins could not easily enter into these fields. If irony often proved impotent in

the face of the authority of science because it was either missed by the dominant public or

it was dismissed as bitter and inappropriate, and black women were largely excluded from

the scientific community, how then could a writer like Hopkins create a text that would

“faithfully portray the inmost thoughts andfeelings of the Negro with all the fire and
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romance which lie dormant in our history,” to quote Hopkins’ preface (14, emphasis in

original)?

Hopkins’ mention of the dormant nature of this fire and romance illuminates the

vexed nature of her project. After all, these aspects of African American culture

remained dormant in large part due to the desires and prejudices of a politics that also

served to buttress the scientific classification of race. If “fire” proves to be dangerous and

“romance” causes one to drop his/her defenses, then we can see the white community’s

reluctance to touch either one of these aspects of African American culture. Furthermore,

racist science often attempted to negate - by claiming they did not exist - these types of

“feelings” within the black community.

In this paper I use the term “irony” when discussing Hopkins’ text, because irony

creates a linguistic space for contesting established norms by suggesting a fundamental

incongruity or duplicity which leads to multiple interpretations. Because it fragments or

divides its topic, irony can be used to destabilize, or at least question, culturally

established structures of meaning. If Stepan and Gilman argue that irony proved largely

ineffective, I would claim that it remained one of the few tools available to writers of

color who sought to argue against rigid social and political norms. While this irony may

have been missed or ignored by the dominant society, surely it served a vital purpose to

the African American readership who doubtlessly “got” it. This idea ofmultiple

audiences seems to be at the heart ofHenry Louis Gates’ notion of a double-voiced

discourse, one that speaks to two audiences and in two registers simultaneously. In fact,

we could take it one step further and suggest that writers such as Hopkins depended upon

the white community’s misreading of the irony. As Gates claims, “Free of the white
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person’s gaze, black people created their own unique vernacular structures and relished in

the double play that these forms bore to white forms” (xxiv). While Gates’ figuration

does not allow us to recognize Hopkins’ struggle with the internalization of white racist

pronouncements of racial difference, it does illuminate her strategy of resistance against

dominant racial paradigms.

At times, Hopkins’ critique of racial classification seems to share much with

Twain’s dismantling of racial categories in Pudd’nhead Wilson. Both authors, after all,

expose the illogical foundations upon which claims of racial difference are based.

However, this chapter argues that while Twain and Hopkins both use irony/satire to

critique tum-of-the-century racial hysteria, this use is inevitably affected by their

positions in a racist and sexist society - Twain as a prominent and well-liked white male

and Hopkins as a relatively obscure (except in African American circles) black woman.

Nineteenth-century American society (specifically white society) was undoubtedly more

inclined to accept Mark Twain criticizing the nation’s obsessions than it would Pauline

Hopkins.3 For this reason, I will use the word “satire” when discussing Twain, as

opposed to Hopkins’ irony, in order to distinguish between the stakes for Twain and

Hopkins in writing a parodie critique of society. In Pudd’nhead Wilson Twain freely

satirizes the nation’s racial dynamics from the position of a famous writer known for his

3 In much the same way, our society tends to chuckle, and nod our collective head, at
Dave Barry’s satirical comments on, for example, our nation’s technological obsession
and the resulting labor dynamics, but we dismiss as unruly comments from the labor
unions or from strident minority factions. Obviously, I understand that there are
numerous substantial differences between Twain and Barry, but I do think the fact that
their satire is “loved” by American society does to some degree depend upon their
position as relatively comfortable white men. This comfort allows these men to poke fun
at certain aspects of our society without questioning their foundations.
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indecorous observations of American culture. Because of his position as a respected if

iconoclastic white author, Twain can satirize the “fiction” of racial classification while

using the discourse of scientific ethnology without deeply alarming his audience or

undermining significantly the more deeply-ingrained social codes behind this discourse,

such as defacto segregation and the miscegenation taboo. I do not wish to digress into a

lengthy philosophical discussion about the difference between satire and irony. Instead, I

use these terms simply to recognize and turn our attention to the different reception their

parodie commentaries would encounter. In short, although both Twain’s satire and

Hopkins’ irony critique the logic of post-Reconstruction racial classification, they do so

in different registers.4

4 To see the importance of the difference between what I’m calling irony and satire in the
context of public reaction one need only to compare the response to Hopkins’ book with
that of the black journalist Alexander Manly’s notorious 1898 reply to Rebecca Latimer
Felton’s speech on lynching. In this speech Manly uses what I have termed “satire” to
attack the logic of Felton’s argument for need of increased lynching to protect “woman’s
dearest possession.” Manly counters Felton by suggesting that white men should:

guard their women more closely. . . thus giving no opportunity for the human
fiend, be he white or black. . . Every negro lynched is called a Big Burly Black
Brute, when, in fact, many of those who have been dealt with had white men for
their fathers, and were not only not black and burly, but were sufficiently
attractive for white girls of culture and refinement to fall in love with them, as is
very well known to all.(cited in Sundquist 411-12)

While Manly addresses the same topics as do Hopkins (miscegenation and the rape of
black women) and Twain (consensual sexual relations across racial lines), the white press
used Manly’s article as a call-to-action for reestablishing white supremacy in political,
social, and economic arenas. Although there are doubtless many reasons why Manly’s
article was vilified and Hopkins’ text was not (in fact, it was barely noticed by the white
community), one can see the ways in which the different rhetorical routes taken by these
writers, and the white response to their critiques of racist dogma, affect their reception.
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A “Trace” of Fear: Mark Twain and the Logic ofMiscegenation

In Pudd'nhead Wilson Twain initially satirizes the discourse of racial purity

through his use of an overly-determined conception of inherited “blood.” From the

beginning of the text, the narrator informs the reader of the biracial “blood” of the

principal enslaved characters. This sardonic observer of the events of Dawson’s Landing

meticulously (and a bit facetiously) breaks down the characters' lineage according to their

racialized ancestry, emphasizing the fact that Roxana is one-sixteenth “black,” and as

Roxana herself claims "thirty-one parts o'" her son are “white” (109). This information

provides a frame of reference to help clarify the intricate relationships between the

characters in the novel and emphasizes the extent that miscegenation was a reality in the

pre-Emancipation South. It also evokes the terminology of the legal racial classification

of the 1890s. As with the "one-drop" theories, whereby a person is labeled black by

virtue of any identifiably black ancestors at all, Roxana and her son Tom are

overwhelmingly “white,” both in terms of ancestry and appearance - Roxana's “one

sixteenth” does not show (29), while Tom is successfully switched with a "white" boy,

Chambers. However, by a "fiction of law and custom" (29), society defines both

characters as black.

In the first half of the book. Twain seems to advance the notion that race is a

social construction, that environment (training) determines the “racial” characteristics that

are so often attributed to heredity. Soon after Roxy switches Chambers and Tom, the

reader sees the effect that environment has on the two boys: “Tom got all the petting,

Chambers got none. Tom got all the delicacies, Chambers got mush and milk, and

clabber without sugar. In consequence Tom was a sickly child and Chambers wasn’t.
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Tom was ‘fractious,’ as Roxy called it, and overbearing; Chambers was meek and docile”

(41). Here, Twain clearly appears to be taking issue with the rhetoric of inherited racial

traits that was so prevalent in the 1890s. He remarks with irony that “by the fiction

created by [Roxy], [her son] was her master.” This satirical reevaluation of the rhetoric

of biological difference that so pervaded the era’s scientific discussions of racial

classification is a potentially radical one, calling into question the foundational logic of

the society’s institutional racism.5

Many scholars have commented on Twain's exposure of this legal "fiction" - the

ways in which he demonstrates the cultural construction of racial identity. For example,

in her illuminating essay “Sure Identifiers: Race, Science, and the Law in Pudd’nhead

Wilson,” Susan Gillman states, “For Twain the apparent precision implied by minute

fractional divisions (one-sixteenth, one thirty-second) only underscores their disjunction

from reality” (“Identifiers” 90). By reading this “fiction” of law and custom alongside the

murder plot in which Tom becomes both “property (an extension of the master’s will) and

nonproperty (in that he can be tried for very willful, antisocial acts, such as murder)”

Gillman concludes that Twain undermines absolute racial categories. In Pudd’nhead

Wilson, “[t]hose categories are not biologically fixed but rather culturally determined”

(90). Similarly focusing on Wilson’s line of argumentation in the climactic court case,

Eric Sundquist argues that “Wilson’s triumphant display of Tom’s identity as a ‘negro

5 For some salient examples of the scientific theories of the time, see Daniel Aaron’s
“The ‘Inky Curse’: Miscegenation in the White Literary Imagination,” George
Frederickson’s The Black Image in the White Mind, Stephen Jay Gould’s “Politics of
Evolution,” John Haller, Jr.’s Outcasts from Evolution, Frederick Hoffman’s Race Traits
and Tendencies, and chapter five of James Kinney’s Amalgamation.
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and slave’ shows ... that those two categories are social constructions that have been

wrongly construed as natural” (252). Thus, Sundquist builds his argument around the

idea that Twain “subverted the category of instinct and portrayed race as a role” (231).6

Gillman and Sundquist expertly illuminate Twain’s satirizing of the era’s rhetoric

of racial essentialism. However, I would claim that, while Twain may uncover the fictive

nature of racial identity, he does not ultimately delegitimate this fiction as these critics

claim. By having Wilson’s science ultimately “reveal” Tom’s status as an African

American and a slave, Pudd’nhead Wilson suggests that racial classification may be hard

to identify, but it nonetheless remains. As one critic phrases it, “People may appear to be

equal, [the novel] says, but they are really not” (Jehlen 50). In short, although Twain may

want to claim that racial classification is a fiction that depends upon training and role-

playing, it appears to be a fabrication that he is finally unable to dismiss. Or to put it

another way, while Twain seems interested in illuminating the absurdity of the racial

dynamics in pre-Emancipation America (and by extension the 1890s), he ultimately shies

away from the logical consequences of a raceless society.7

6 For several differing interpretations of Twain’s racial theories in Pudd'nhead Wilson,
including Gillman’s and Sundquist’s, see Mark Twain’s Pudd’nhead Wilson: Race,
Conflict, and Culture, edited by Susan Gillman and Forrest Robinson.

? Here I differ from the argument advanced by Brook Thomas in his article ‘Tragedies of
Race, Training, Birth, and Communities of Competent Pudd’nheads.” While I follow his
lead in reconstructing the novel’s engagement of the logic of “one-drop” theories of race,
I part with Thomas with his assertion that Twain does not reconstruct the prevailing
societal order at the end of the text. He writes, “For both Twain and Roxy, tragedy
replaces comedy/farce because of cultural circumstances beyond their control. The
traditional plot of European comedy in which confusion over identity disrupts a
hierarchical order that is restored when true identity is revealed does not seem to work in
democratic America - at least not when the confusion of identity involves race” (754).
While I do not wish to claim that this ending makes Twain’s novel a comedy, when
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In keeping with the era’s scientific attempt to document physically identifiable

racial characteristics, Wilson’s quest to measure empirically fingerprints shifts the debate

and determination of individual identity firmly onto one’s physical characteristics. While

a person’s “true race” may be nearly invisible, and constructed socially, his/her body

contains subtle clues which proclaim his/her racial identity. In this text, the hand

(through Wilson's fingerprinting) initially works to accentuate one's embodiment - to

forge the connection between personal identity and the body's physicality. Throughout

the story, Wilson industriously circulates throughout Dawson's Landing, collecting

fingerprints of all the townspeople. From Judge Driscoll to Roxana's infant, Wilson

"records," identifies, and stores all the fingerprints identically, as a chronicle of each

subject's unchanging individuality. This new science of fingerprinting sought to insure

one’s individuality, as Francis Galton explains in his 1892 Finger Prints : "To fix the

human personality, to give to each human being an identity, an individuality that can be

depended upon with certainty, lasting, unchangeable, always recognizable and easily

adduced, this appears to be in the largest sense the aim of the new method” (cited in

Gillman, “Identifiers” 98).

Whatever Galton claims to be "in the largest sense" the goal of fingerprinting, he

also believed that some universal racial traits could be discerned in his new science.

Although he ultimately admitted that his method could not indicate "Race and

Temperament," he initially believed that essential racial characteristics, such as

"intelligence," could be identified in fingerprints (“Identifiers” 100). In this instance, we

Tom’s “true identity” - his status as “black” slave - is revealed he is “sold down the
river” and the “correct” hierarchy is reestablished.
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see society’s unquestioned belief in the hierarchical distribution of intelligence amongst

the races influencing Gabon’s “objective” science. His theory that racial characteristics

would show up in fingerprints did not come from his scientific research; it came from his

preconceptions. Fittingly, after completing his work on fingerprints, Galton went on to

become one of the leading proponents of eugenics, which strove for a "progressive

breeding" and "an improved society" (Sundquist 251-2).

The idea that intelligence is an empirically identifiable racial trait also proves

crucial to the political milieu of the era. Twain was writing Pudd'nhead Wilson at a time

when the scientific community was linking political rights to racial abilities/traits. If

Gabon’s assumption of racial difference ultimately compromised his scientific accuracy

(as he eventually admitted), this science nonetheless undergirded and legitimated racist

social policy. In 1890, four years before Pudd'nhead Wilson was published, D.G. Brinton

wrote,

The adult who retains the more numerous fetal, infantile or simian traits, is
unquestionably inferior to him whose development has progressed beyond them. .

. . Measured by these criteria, the European or white race stands at the head of the
list, the African or negro at its foot. ... All parts of the body have been minutely
scanned, measured, and weighed, in order to erect a science of the comparative
anatomy of the races.” (cited in Gould, Mismeasure 21-22)

At the end of this passage Brinton is talking about quantitatively categorizing individual

bodies in order to develop a racial hierarchy - scanning, measuring, and weighing bodies

in order to create ethnological distinctions between races. While such a claim

demonstrates the perceived scientific value of one’s physical measurements, perhaps we

could turn our attention to Brinton’s earlier metaphorical invocation of the body - the

European stands at the “head” and the negro at the “foot” - to claim that such a racial
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science has severe implications for the body politic. If African Americans are linked

through their bodies with children, with their “infantile or simian traits,” then they can,

like children, be denied political rights, a political voice, and due process. In short,

physical traits, such as the flat foot, become loaded signifiers for claims of the inferiority

of the black population, which places them “naturally” at (under?) the “foot” of society.

Although fingerprinting and eugenics begin to enter the discursive fields of the

scientific community dominated by the likes of Brinton at the turn of the century, Twain

anachronistically places Wilson’s fingerprinting “scientifics” in the 1840s. We can see

this move as Twain’s way of dealing cautiously with the volatile subject of miscegenation

by placing it at a historically safe distance, where the reality of “race mixing” was

undeniable but the rules governing it clearly determined - the offspring would generally

be remanded to slavery. In this way, he remains free to explore the subject of racial

classification in a contained way without opening up the questions of racial identity that

so disturbed the white public of the 1890s.

As the science of fingerprinting can be linked to eugenics through Galton, perhaps

it is no coincidence that Twain describes Wilson's project in terms that resonate with past

eugenic endeavors. Wilson's science, while it claims to reveal one’s personal identity,

actually serves to classify the townspeople of Dawson's Landing according to race. When

Goading Wilson about his fingerprints, Tom quips, "Here they don't give shucks for his

scientifics, and they call his skull a notion factory... he'll make his mark someday -

fingermark" (81-2). By calling attention to Wilson's "skull" in the context of the science

of classification, especially racial classification, the narrative invokes ideas of

phrenology, a "science" that measured the skull in hopes of establishing, like Galton's
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fingerprints, an essentia] and quantifiable racial difference. By the 1890s phrenology was

largely understood as a pseudo-science of "notions," rather than a legitimate method of

distinguishing the races.8 At the time Twain was writing Pudd'nhead Wilson, Galton's

fingerprinting had surpassed this obsolete science. Fittingly, Wilson will "make his

mark" through a science that, in the context of the book, discerns a person's "appropriate"

place in society. In this context, fingerprinting performs the task that phrenology was

unable to do. Wilson's "records" ultimately indicate precisely this racial classification.

The fingerprints, which should establish individual identity apart from racial identity,

actually prove and solidify racial distinctions.

If Twain exposes the "fiction" of racial classification, his book only strengthens

the force of this fiction by having Wilson discover and reveal scientifically Tom’s black

ancestry, thus casting him back into his “place” - slavery. In this light, Roxy’s switching

of the children (a potentially subversive act of racial mixing) is canceled by Wilson’s

science.9 Before he is caught and labeled as "black," Tom confidently gloats in what he

8 While I have used the term “pseudo-science” to identify the changing scientific
sensibilities of the late nineteenth century (the ways in which scientific theories of
classification were debunked and supported), we should also keep in mind Stepan’s and
Gilman’s claim that scientists have historically used this term to ignore the political
ramifications of their theories, particularly with regard to racial difference. They write,
“[C]alling scientific racism a pseudoscience. . . allows scientists to refuse to confront the
issue of the inherently political nature of much of the biological and human sciences, and
to ignore the problem of the persistence of racial metaphors of inferiority in the sciences
of today” (76).

9 Myra Jehlen argues similarly that Wilson “counters, then surpasses Roxy’s authority”
(53). For Jehlen, Wilson, by asserting a “godlike authority,” reestablishes white
patriarchy, although Twain does not relish this restoration of the status quo. She writes,
“This is a familiar dilemma in his works, which frequently end, as does Pudd’nhead
Wilson, in a stalemate between radical criticism and an implicit conservatism expressed
in the refusal, or the inability, to imagine significant change” (52-55).
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believes to be his flawless murder of Judge Driscoll: "All the detectives on Earth couldn't

trace me now" (142). "There's not even the faintest suggestion of a trace left" (150).

Although Tom is alluding to how expertly he covered his tracks during the murder, the

word "trace" hints at how closely this trial hinges on racial purity and classification. For

in the context of the book there are several ways he may be traced. Firstly, one could

trace his lineage as Roxana does,

My great-great-great-gran'father en yo' great-great-great-great-gran'father was Old
Cap'n John Smith, de highest blood dat Ole Virginny every turned out, en his
great-great-gran'mother, or somers along back dah, was Pocahontas de Injun
queen, en her husban' was a nigger king outen Africa. (109)

Secondly, one could identify the "trace" of "black" blood that denies him the entitlements

of aristocratic whiteness; lastly, one could trace the lines of his fingerprint (as Wilson

does with the pantograph). All three examples, though different in methodology, come to

the same conclusion - that Tom is “black” and “belongs” with the black community.

Although Tom feels his crime is flawless, Wilson eventually uncovers his crime in these

ways.

In the concluding courtroom scene, Tom - ironically the most skeptical heckler of

Wilson's "black magic" (85) - is betrayed by his body (hand), and is revealed to be a

"black" imposter. Earlier in the text, when Tom receives his first up-close demonstration

of Wilson's science, he exclaims in horror, "Why, a man's own hand is his deadliest

enemy... a man's own hand keeps a record of the deepest and fatalest secrets of his life,

and is treacherously ready to expose him to any black magic stranger that comes along"

(84-5, emphasis mine). On a literal level, this quote acts as foreshadowing, ironically

commenting on Tom’s ultimate downfall. If we look at the quote in terms of the rhetoric
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of racial purity we have been exploring, however, it also indicates a more subtle aspect of

Twain's novel. Tom's body (hand) is uncontrollable, unable to hide his "blackness.” As

he comments in the courtroom, "A body can't win every time; you'll hang somebody yet"

(152, emphasis mine). His uncontrollable body (hand), with the prodding of a science of

classification, has revealed his essential blackness, his invisible drop of black blood. At

the end of Pudd'nhead Wilson, Twain seems to be saying that even if race is ultimately a

social construction, white society needs the fabrication of absolute racial difference to

indulge its fantasies of racial purity.

After Wilson’s triumph at the trial, he loses the nickname Pudd’nhead, as Dawson

Landing “came to serenade Wilson. .. for all his sentences were golden, now, all were

marvelous” (165). Even as Twain satirizes the flippant reactions of the community, his

text seems to share its relief. Perhaps we can see Dawson Landing’s post-trial exaltation

ofWilson as the end of Twain’s satire, as the citizenry finally realizes the value of

Wilson’s “scientifics” to the maintenance of social order. We can see a similar hesitancy

to undermine established social roles on Twain’s part in A Connecticut Yankee at King

Arthur’s Court. Indeed, in both Connecticut Yankee and Pudd’nhead Wilson, Twain

reverses the roles of slave and master - suggesting the arbitrary nature of these

distinctions - but both novels seem uneasy with this reversal and finally re-establish the

“appropriate” hierarchy at the end.10

io Both books also look back historically to eras of forced servitude/slavery, but have
very real connections to Twain’s own time, including details of post-slavery America.
(Pudd'nhead Wilson contains Gabon’s fingerprinting, which wasn’t developed until the
1870s, while Connecticut Yankee focuses on late nineteenth-century labor issues and
industrialization, but places them in the time of King Arthur’s Court.) For a discussion
of Connecticut Yankee in connection to post-Emancipation America, see Richard
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Needless to say, two inevitable casualties of a raceless society, even a theoretical

one, would be the taboo against miscegenation and the strictly-enforced segregation that

served the white elite power structure. After all, the miscegenation taboo and the

attendant slogan of “social equality” served as crucial lynchpins holding together the

entire scaffolding of “white supremacist ideology” (Gaines 58). When we examine

Twain’s commentary on the “fiction” of racial categories not in terms of his discussion of

slavery’s inconsistencies/contradictions from the distance of fifty years, but in terms of

the logical extension of these inconsistencies - i.e., miscegenation in the 1890s, we see a

very different side of Twain’s satire.

Although the very plot of Pudd’nhead Wilson seems to demand attention to the

topic of miscegenation, Twain never addresses the issue in any substantive way. All of

the “race mixing” in Twain’s narrative occurs well before the opening of the book. We

learn second-hand of Roxana’s relationship with Colonel Burleigh Essex of “ole Virginny

stock” (73). From the scant details that Twain provides, we learn that Roxana remains

proud of her association with Colonel Essex, with Tom apparently the result of a

consensual affair between slave and master. This history removes the topic of

miscegenation from all but the distant memory of Twain’s text, thus displacing it from

the center of the narrative. It also implies that, even during slavery, miscegenation was a

harmless and mutual display of affection and/or passion. Whereas the reality of

miscegenation for the overwhelming majority of the enslaved community was the

institutional rape of black women by white masters, as critics such as Hazel Carby, Ann

Slotkin’s article, “Mark Twain’s Frontier, Hank Morgan’s Last Stand.” Here, he argues
that Morgan functions in the novel as a Reconstruction carpetbagger.
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duCille, Kevin Gaines, and Sandra Gunning have pointed out, for Twain it remains a

harmless and perhaps even tender meeting of a passionate slave and her obliging master -

an image we will see that Hopkins emphatically challenges. In fact, with the exception of

Percy Driscoll, who indirectly threatens to sell her child, Roxana almost unanimously

supports the white aristocrats as noble and gentlemanly leaders.

Even if we bracket Twain’s avoidance of the “amalgamation” that resulted in the

birth of Tom, the text has other moments when the topic of miscegenation is

conspicuously absent. While Pudd’nhead Wilson has undergone numerous and mercurial

reevaluations, critics have consistently returned to the manner in which Twain invokes

and satirizes the sentimental romance. We could take issue with the idea of

sentimentalism as a stable genre - the ways in which it elides disparate textual strategies

within a static transhistorical category and excludes others. Even if we leave aside the

critical problems that this genre raises, we would expect a novel dealing with traditional

sentimental plots, even a satire of the convention, to deal with one of the genre’s most

established tropes - the marriage plot. For example, even as Charles Chesnutt challenges

and satirizes the notion of the Southern romance as filtered through Sir Walter Scott in

his bitingly ironic and condemnatory novel The House Behind the Cedars (1900), he

advances his critique of Southern honor in terms of its marriage customs and the

miscegenation taboo.

Similarly, if Twain mocks the conventions of the romance in Pudd’nhead Wilson,

he would seemingly have to address one of its most crucial themes - love and marriage.11

ii For a compelling discussion of the ways in which the literary conventions of love and
marriage are racially inflected, and particularly how these conventions are reproduced and
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Certainly, Tom Driscoll, as a young and apparently financially “set” aristocrat, would

seem to fit perfectly into this role. However, Twain does not mention any romantic

interludes, amorous intentions, or desires on Tom’s part at all; to do so would be to

position the topic of miscegenation firmly at the center of the novel. Because Tom is a

slave switched with the “true”aristocrat, any mention of love or marriage would

inevitably lead to the accidental mixing of the races. Twain seems to balk at this

possibility - the threat of inadvertent miscegenation. Instead of finding a suitable “mate”

either in Dawson’s Landing or his bachelor haunts in St. Louis, Tom falls in love with a

pursuit that is traditionally segregated along gender lines - gambling. In fact, Tom rarely

even speaks to a white woman. If Twain critiques the “fiction” of racial science, he

rigorously maintains the social customs which this science buttresses.

Given the political connections that marriage conventionally provides in

“romance” texts , such as familial alliances and social introductions, Twain’s failure to

deal openly with the subject of miscegenation allows his text to bolster the political and

economic status quo. After all, while both Roxana, as a mistress of a member of the

Virginia aristocracy, and Tom, as a slave adopting the position of the master, have the

potential to forge economic, social and political connections across racial lines. Twain

snubs the radical possibilities inherent in the theme ofmiscegenation, and instead prefers

to dabble in a temporary racial confusion, one that is clearly rectified by the end of the

altered in tum-of-the-century black women’s fiction, see the introduction and first chapter
of Ann DuCille’s The Coupling Convention. She writes, “[Wjhile the marriage plot has
been coded as white, female, and European, its relationship to the African American
novel has always been highly political. Making unconventional use of conventional
literary forms, early black writers appropriated for their own emancipatory purposes both
the genre of the novel and the structure of the marriage plot” (3).
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text. In his article “The ‘Inky Curse’: Miscegenation in the White Literary Imagination,”

Daniel Aaron claims that we can understand Twain’s reticence on the subject of

miscegenation by placing him in a tradition of white Southern authors, which for Aaron

means white Southern male authors. We must understand that while Northern writers,

according to Aaron, “had no first hand knowledge of interracial unions, Southern writers

did. Miscegenation for them was a fact of life enmeshed in family history.” Given

Twain’s Southern background, “his reluctance to speak candidly about miscegenation is

understandable” (178-79). Not only does Aaron’s assertion excuse Twain’s omissions by

placing them in the context of Southern codes of gentlemanly honor and decorum -

“Mark Twain confined his comments on sexual matters to the smoking room” - it also

obscures the political ramifications of Twain’s decision to render miscegenation

unspeakable. However, as his 1885 journal entry on race relations which reads

“«America ¡n 1885. (Negro supremacy-the whites under foot.)” demonstrates, Twain

was clearly not immune to the hysteria surrounding the changing racial dynamics.

Stitching Up the Seams: Hopkins’ Mending of the Reputation of Black Women

If Mark Twain initially satirizes the "fiction" of racial categories, but ultimately

keeps them firmly in place by eschewing the topic of miscegenation, then in Contending

Forces Pauline Hopkins seems to refocus traditional depictions of racial difference,

ironically commenting on them, in order to magnify the illogical foundations of the

science of racial classification and segregation more generally. As I mentioned earlier,

Hopkins’ use of irony depends upon its covert or understated nature to advance its

commentary. While Hopkins challenges many of the racialist assumptions which gird the
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traditional figuration of a race hierarchy, her text superficially seems to support the

scientific rhetoric of an absolute disparity between the races. Certainly, if we do not

recognize Hopkins’ ironic use of scientific discourse, some of her descriptions of the

“white blood” of the "superior race" are hard to read for contemporary readers looking for

a liberatory message in Hopkins’ work. As Richard Yarborough comments in his

introduction to Contending Forces, "we must reluctantly conclude that in striving to

convince the skeptical white reader that 'valuable specimens' like Will and Dora do exist,

Hopkins never challenges the basic assumption that races can be ranked qualitatively"

(xxxvi). While Yarborough’s comment turns our attention to Hopkins’ engagement with

the topic of miscegenation, I believe Hopkins provides an ironic commentary on the

scientific discourse of racial classification that does in fact challenge the basic assumption

that races can be ranked qualitatively.

As I mentioned earlier, Stepan and Gilman see satire, wit, and irony - for their

purposes these terms are interchangeable - as inadequate tools for a strategy of resistance

to the authority of scientific racism. These critics suggest that the most effective response

to this racism resided in what they term a “recontextualization” of scientific data. By

meeting scientists on their own terms, “‘recontextualization’ resulted in new

interpretations, new narratives of self and identity, which amounted to a scientific

counterdiscourse” (95). Since we have already seen the difficulties that members of a

marginal community had in publicly mounting such a challenge, it is not surprising that

all of the evidence that Stepan and Gilman cite as successful African American
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“recontextualization” of scientific racism comes exclusively from black males.12 While

these critics point out the obstacles Miller and DuBois overcame, surely black women

faced sterner tests. We could certainly ask whether Pauline Hopkins could have

published vitriolic manifestos attacking the scientific analysis of African Americans, as

did Du Bois.

Whereas Wilson’s “scientifics” render visible the invisible but unalterable

physical racial determiners on the bodies of Twain’s “white” and “black” characters,

Hopkins relocates the debate surrounding the corporeality of difference by turning the

issue inward (beneath the skin) with the trope of racialized blood. Contending Forces

contains two distinct storylines and eras, which merge at the novel’s end. The book

begins in 1800 in Bermuda with Charles Montfort claiming he is moving his family and

his slaves to the States to avoid the increasing British pressures on slavery. Montfort

claims that after he becomes financially set, he plans to manumit his slaves and retire to

England. Once settled in North Carolina, Montfort discovers that his plan to free his

slaves does not sit well with the Southern white population. The tension between

Montfort and the U.S. slaveholders increases until his supposed friend, Anson Pollock,

orchestrates the murder of Montfort and the whipping of his wife, Grace. Unable to

endure the disgrace, Grace drowns herself in the local sound. Due to research that points

to Grace’s alleged “black blood,” their children, Charles and Jesse, become slaves.

12 Stepan and Gilman mention Dr. Kelly Miller’s critique of Fredrick Hoffman’s Race
Traits and Tendencies of the American Negro and W.E.B. DuBois’ ‘The Conservation of
Races” and The Health and Physique of the Negro American as texts that successfully
reject the interpretations of dominant scientific discourses (93-99).
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The second half of the story follows Dora and Will Smith, and their mother Ma

Smith, as they run a tum-of-the-twentieth-century boarding house in Boston, A beautiful

Southern mulatta, Sappho Clark, shows up at the boarding house, becoming close friends

with Dora, and attracting the interest of every young male, including Will. We eventually

discover that, while in New Orleans, Sappho, known then as Mabelle Beaubean, was

kidnaped by white folks jealous of her father’s successful store. She was then “sold” into

“service” at a brothel, where she became pregnant. After she escaped from the brothel

she gave her child to a convent and reinvented herself in Boston, changing her name to

Sappho Clark. When John Langley, a friend ofWill’s and Dora’s betrothed, discovers

her history, he attempts to blackmail Sappho into sleeping with him. The Smith family

discovers this plan and Dora and Will break off associations with Langley, but not before

Sappho, who has recently accepted Will’s proposal of marriage, leaves without a trace

and hides herself in New Orleans. The Smith family look for her in vain; after graduating

from Harvard, Will goes dejectedly off to Heidelberg to continue his studies, and Dora

marries her childhood sweetheart, Dr. Lewis, and moves with him to the South.13

The two stories merge and the novel comes to a conclusion as we learn that the

mulatto Smiths are direct descendants of the Englishman Charles Montfort, who is the

grandson of Charles and Grace Montfort, and as such they are entitled to a large sum of

money. They also discover that Langley is an ancestor of Anson Pollock, thus

confirming, through the novel’s neo-Lamarckian philosophy, his degenerate character.

13 Hopkins gives Will a biography and a philosophical perspective that has much in
common with that of W.E.B. DuBois, while Dr. Lewis runs a Southern industrial school,
and is clearly meant to represent the philosophy of Booker T. Washington.
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Dora and Dr. Lewis settle in New Orleans, where Will finds Sappho while visiting. Will

and Sappho marry, and Alphonse, Sappho’s child, joins them in what the book suggests

can only develop into a close-knit and happy family. And, fitting with the novel’s moral

economy, John Langley freezes to death alone in a greedy attempt to finds gold in Alaska.

Hopkins attempted to pitch this story of “mixed” blood lines to both black and

white audiences. Contending Forces was aggressively advertised in the Colored

American Magazine, a periodical over which Hopkins was serving as editor, and was

touted “the greatest race book of the year” (Peterson 177). In 1903, Hopkins wrote in a

letter to Cornelia Condict, claiming, “My stories are definitely planned to show the

obstacles persistently placed in our paths by a dominant race to subjugate us spiritually”

(Shockley 25). Despite this “radical” agenda and Hopkins’ close ties with the Colored

American Magazine, the novel was clearly targeted to white audiences as well. Two

advertisements in the magazine claimed the novel was a “book that will not only appeal

strongly to the race everywhere, but will have a large sale among the whites” (Peterson

177); and, similarly, “The book will certainly create a sensation among a certain class of

‘whites’ at the south, as well as awaken a general interest among our race, not only in this

country, but throughout the world” (Shockley 25).

Perhaps this two-sided agenda of the novel - to serve both as a radical tale of

subjugation and as a best-seller among white audiences - can explain Hopkins’ complex

relationship to the era’s scientific rhetoric. Writing about what he terms Hopkins’ “self¬

contradictory narrator,” Thomas Cassidy states, “[Hopkins’] white audience, she

apparently hopes, will be comforted and flattered by [the novel’s] non-threatening
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reassurances of [the] general superiority [of the white race]; her black audience will

understand her double-voicedness and will find the other scenes of portrayal of black life

to be worth their patience" (664). While such a figuration begins to account for some of

Hopkins’ troubling rhetoric of a racial hierarchy, I would claim that we do not need to

look to separate scenes, or bracket off certain quotations, in order to see Hopkins’ dual

objectives. They occur, 1 would argue, within the book simultaneously.

In short, the book juxtaposes what I will call her intercommunal message aimed at

comforting, and eliciting empathy from, the white community and an intracommunal

expression of the unity and progress of the black community designed to inspire and

educate the black community. Perhaps the best place to see these two registers at work

would be the chapter entitled “The Sewing-Circle.” In this chapter, and in the related

section on the American Colored League, Hopkins presents an alternative vision of the

African American race, one that exists outside the domain of science’s cold glare and

relies on a different site of authority than does science. Mrs. Willis directs the sewing

circle, and Hopkins describes her as a “shrewd woman” who outmatches “subtle

businessmen” with “her apparent womanly weakness and charming simplicity” (144).

Under Mrs. Willis’ direction, the sewing circle represents the values of the black

woman’s club movement. As Hopkins explains, “the first business of the meeting was to

go over events of interest to the Negro race which had transpired during the week

throughout the country” (143).

In this context, the sewing circle functions much like a teach-in, as informed

individuals teach others about injustices committed against and triumphs within the
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African American community. We might think of this as the intracommunal function of

the sewing circle. Hopkins explains that the work of Mrs. Willis and other like-minded

black women “bore glorious fruit in the formation of clubs of colored women banded

together for charity, for study, for every reason under God’s glorious heavens that can

better the condition of mankind” (147). This rhetoric of uplift was meant to inspire and

educate, to provide examples and patterns of success to “striving” black women.

Hopkins’ inclusion of “study” in this list of activities is crucial to the rhetoric of uplift:

“Describing a group struggle for freedom and social advancement,” writes Gaines, “uplift

also suggests that African Americans have, with an almost religious fervor, regarded

education as the key to liberation” (1). By claiming that the women had “banded

together” for a unified purpose, Hopkins emphasized the intracommunal role that the club

movement played in her notion of uplift.

Even as she advances this vision of a tight-knit group of women assembled for the

purpose of education, the lessons learned at the sewing circle seem to be pitched at white

readers, as well as members of the black clubs. Mrs. Willis opens the meeting by turning

the women’s attention to the “great cause of the evolution of true womanhood” and “the

place which the virtuous woman occupies in upbuilding the race” (146, 148). In short,

the women are being educated about Victorian womanliness/purity. Mrs. Willis explains,

“it will rest with you and your children to refute the charges brought against us as to our

moral irresponsibility, and the low moral standard maintained by us in comparison with

other races” (148). While Hopkins clearly sees this idea of true womanhood as a valuable

one for all black women, the manner in which she presents this message seems aimed at
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the white readership in order to convince them that their stereotypes of licentious black

womanhood are just that - false and damning stereotypes. In this “lesson,” Hopkins,

through Mrs. Willis, directly contradicts the legacy of a racist science that constructs

black women as inherently sexual beings.14 While not invoking the rhetoric of science,

this “moral” message directly confronts its findings.

This lesson, then, would be her intercommunal message, designed to

educate/convince white readers of their erroneous beliefs. Hopkins presents us with the

roots of these scientific conclusions, roots that disprove them. Mrs. Willis informs us,

“Travelers tell us that the native African woman is impregnable in her virtue” (149).

Slavery, then, and the institutional rape of black women before and after Emancipation

become the base of the rumors of black women’s licentiousness. To be sure, the sewing

circle forwards a paradigm of womanhood that closely mirrors what Gaines terms, “the

Victorian myth of women’s moral superiority” (142).15

Black women, Hopkins implies, “naturally” contain the same desire for purity as

do white women. The difference for Hopkins, and this constitutes the basis of her

H For an in-depth examination of the scientific obsession with black female sexuality,
see Sander Gilman’s "Black Bodies, White Bodies: Toward an Iconography of Female
Sexuality in Late Nineteenth-Century Art, Medicine, and Literature."

is To see a clearer example of how black women writers used Victorian notions of
femininity to advance the cause of African American women’s uplift, look at Anna Julia
Cooper’s “Womanhood a Vital Element in the Regeneration and Progress of a Race.” In
this essay, originally read before the “colored clergy” of the Protestant Episcopal Church,
Cooper asks the clergy, “Will not the aid of the Church be given to prepare our girls in
head, heart, and hand for the duties and responsibilities that await the intelligent wife, the
Christian mother, the earnest, virtuous, helpful woman, at once both the lever and the
fulcrum for uplifting the race?” (Cooper 568).
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intercommunal message, is that, due to white men’s actions, black women have been

denied the ability to pursue and fulfill this desire. For this reason Hopkins presents a

redefined, relative notion of purity that has much in common with that of Harriet Jacobs.

Responding to Sappho’s fears about black women being blamed by God - and we could

add the white community also - for their illegitimacy, Mrs. Willis answers, “I believe that

we shall not be held responsible for wrongs which we have unconsciously committed, or

which we have committed under compulsion. We are virtuous or non-virtuous only when

we have a choice under temptation” (140, emphasis in original). Hopkins appeals to the

broader issue ofmorality to circumvent science’s tendency to reduce African American

women to their bodies, including bodily measurements, and bodily urges. While her

appeal to a moral standard may appear a subjective concept tied to religiosity today,

Hopkins seeks to align her morality to similar claims that yoke morality and respectable

humanity. In other words, to be moral, in the era’s conception of the term, is to be fully

human in the eyes of society, an elusive goal for tum-of-the-century African Americans.

Fitting under the mantle of morality not only gets one into heaven; it allows one to take

part in American society. When in 1872 Charles Loring Brace refers to the “moral and

fortunate classes” who direct and govern American society (Trachtenberg xiii), he defines

the very communities in which racialist science claimed African Americans did not

belong. Race science asserted that African Americans were not “fit” for handling

positions of power; morality became a powerful tool for blacks to prove they were.

The myth of black women’s licentiousness, Hopkins argues, stems from three

causes: 1) erroneous reports and lies about African American women’s sexual mores; 2)
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the white community’s denying the black populace the opportunity for education and a

stable social structure that enable the practice of “purity” - thus leading to unconscious

“wrongs”; and 3) the rape of black women by white women, as in Sappho’s example -

“wrongs” committed “under compulsion.1’ While providing an intracommunal paradigm

of uplift education, Hopkins’ example of the sewing circle simultaneously presents an

intercommunal declaration of the connections between the rhetoric of purity and the

oppression of black women. In the words of Gaines, “the proverbial sanctity of white

womanhood was intertwined with the moral devaluation of black women, all of which

abetted the terroristic component of white supremacy, and the dispossession of blacks,

practiced in the name of ‘civilization’” (149).

Irony-ing Out the Difference: Pauline Hopkins’ Scientific “Specimens”

Without a doubt, one of the most deleterious prongs of the racist discourse of

civilization is the rhetoric of scientific racial classification. Hopkins enters into this

discourse by describing John Langley, perhaps the “whitest” of the mulatto characters, in

terms of the scientific rhetoric so often marshaled to isolate and identify the empirical

difference of blackness, which became equated with criminality and inferiority. In fact,

Hopkins accounts for Langley’s moral delinquency in terms of the racialist pseudo¬

science of phrenology: "Sensuality was prominent in the phrenological development of

his head, although no one of his associates would have called him a libertine.

Nevertheless, there it lurked ready to assert itself when the conditions were ripe to call it

into action" (226). Here Hopkins invokes phrenology to bind together quantitative
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physical attributes with qualitative moral faculty. Relying on a neo-Lamarckian concept

of heredity, Hopkins suggests that Langley's licentious behavior is rooted in his biological

make-up. Even if his ''conditions" (training) allow such behavior to remain latent, it will

one day emerge, revealing his "true" degenerate self. In this instance, it appears as though

“training” does not supercede heredity. Rather, it merely drapes a facade over Langley’s

biological “essence.” One wonders why Hopkins would give credence to phrenology, a

science that both provides so much damaging "evidence" against the black populace and

inevitably calls into question the very sorts of reevaluations of African Americans in

which Hopkins so ardently partakes.

Recalling how intrinsically phrenology was related to racial classification and

racist characterizations of African Americans, as well as Hopkins' comments on the

superiority of the white race, one might assume that what John Langley lacks is a quantity

of "white blood" that would push him further up the evolutionary chain-of-being - and

presumably alter his cranial dimensions. Indeed, Hopkins says as much earlier in the text.

As she argues against white skeptics who doubt the plausibility of morally-refined

African Americans, she states, "We do not allow for the infusion of white blood, which

became pretty generally distributed in the inferior black race during the existence of

slavery.... Surely the Negro race must be productive of some valuable specimens, if only

from the infusion which amalgamation with a superior race must eventually bring" (87,

emphasis mine). While this quotation surely served to jab at an uneasy white audience,

reminding them of how often white masters procreated with (raped) their slaves, the

statement troubles the modem reader even more. If extended to its logical extreme, this
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quote suggests that the institutional rape of black women ultimately benefitted African

Americans, that this rape "infused" positive qualities into their illegitimate off-spring,

helping to "uplift" the race.

Susan Gillman reads this passage as proof of Hopkins’ belief in the value of

miscegenation as a tool of racial uplift. She writes, “Countering the one-drop ideology of

miscegenation law, the narrator now asks how the infusion of blood from the ‘superior’

race could result in anything other than a superior ‘specimen’ that would affirm the

scientific law of evolution. She extends the logic of the post-Darwinian ‘blood mixture’

arguments to their logical extreme: the production of an evolved Negro race” (Gillman,

“Occult” 78). To come to this conclusion, however, one must fail to take into account

Hopkins’ ironic commentary on the entire scientific discourse concerning miscegenation.

Even as this passage seems to undermine her goal to “raise the stigma of

degradation from my race” (13), by suggesting its improvement through miscegenation

Hopkins cleverly aligns the rhetoric of the quotation with that of white observers in a way

that unsettles the biological essentialism it initially advances. The “if only” in this

passage acts as an ironic qualifier that distances its meaning from the narrator. The

sentence could be re-phrased as follows: ‘The Negro race undoubtedly produces people

who cannot be characterized as ‘inferior.’ This fact cannot be disputed, even ifone must

resort to the logic of improvement through amalgamation (a logic which this book clearly

demonstrates to be unnecessary).” While I have been quite liberal in my transcription, I

have been so in order to demonstrate the careful manner in which Hopkins formulates her

argument. The scientific term “specimens,” used to describe “uplifted” African
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Americans, further aligns the reader with a white audience as Hopkins adopts the rhetoric

of biological classification. Indeed, we as readers become the white scientist who studies,

charts, and classifies the African American populace, accounting for different

“specimens" within the species, presumably to provide empirical evidence of a

polygenetic separation of the races. The “surely” which begins the sentence only serves

to heighten the irony of the passage. Hopkins seems to suggest that the debate over

whether or not “Negroes” are capable of producing “valuable specimens” comes from the

same, or at least a similar, inane source as the attempt to determine whether “white

blood” helps or harms the African American population. Through her use of irony in this

passage, Hopkins clearly refrains from using miscegenation as a tool for upward mobility.

After all, in order to claim that lighter-skinned African Americans were more equipped to

fight the battles of uplift, one would have to fall back on the scientific reasoning which

Hopkins resists.

Perhaps we can further understand the ways in which Hopkins reconfigures the

discourse of science by looking at two more instances where Hopkins discusses

phrenology and "pure" blood lines. Before her comments about Langley's phrenological

deficiencies, Hopkins writes,

Superstition is supposed to be part of the Negro's heritage. . . In these days of
palmistry, phrenology, card-reading, mind-reading, lucky pigs, rabbit's feet worn
on the watch-chain for luck, and four-leaved clover encased in crystal and silver
for the same reason, who shall say that the Negro has not lost his monopoly of one
great racial characteristic? (198-99)

In this instance, phrenology, rather than a "rational" science of measurements and

research, is lumped in with various other "superstitions." In Hopkins' formulation,
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phrenology, like lucky "rabbit’s feet," may be valuable to the believer “proving” his/her

own notion of truth, but it does not reveal absolute truth, as science traditionally purports

to do. While she labels superstition as “one great racial characteristic,” she attributes it to

the “Negro’s heritage.” The term “heritage” is more comprehensive than traditional

scientific terms of racial difference, suggesting not only biologically innate traits, but the

influence of cultural traditions and customs as well. By blurring the lines between race

and ethnicity, between traits and tendencies, between biology and culture - lines so

crucial to the logic of scientific racism, Hopkins suggests the subjectivity and cultural

relativity of traditional racial classifications, even as she uses them. Although science

may purport to reveal the “Truth,” Hopkins implies that the scientific discourse

surrounding racial “traits and tendencies” withstands interrogation no better than does

fortune-telling. In giving the science of racial classification an ambiguous position within

her text, she weakens the scientific discourse that so vilifies African Americans.

This notion of “traits” and “tendencies” resonated deeply in tum-of-the-century

American culture, as debates raged around which “racial characteristics” could be

considered “traits” (inherited) and which could be seen as “tendencies” (leamed/cultural).

Fredrick Hoffman provides the most salient example with his study, Race Traits and

Tendencies ofthe American Negro (1896). In this book Hoffman seeks to isolate

empirically fundamental African American characteristics. Not surprisingly he fails,

although he attributes this failure to miscegenation, rather than considering the role of

acculturation or questioning the validity of racial categories. He writes, “The [African

American] race is so hopelessly mixed that it is difficult to arrive at a clear definition” of
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what is meant by the category of “colored" (177). Whether or not Hopkins was aware of

this book, which appeared four years prior to Contending Forces, she indubitably plays

with the rhetoric of Hoffman and like scientists. In light of Hoffman’s attempt to isolate

the “racial traits and tendencies of the Negro," Hopkins’ comment that the “Negro” may

have “lost his monopoly of one great racial characteristic” (superstition) seems all the

more ironic. In this instance, Hopkins isolates the lynchpin of scientific discourse - the

distinction between biological “race” and cultural “ethnicity” - in a manner that unsettles

what these terms signify.

If we recall Hopkins’ earlier comments about the superiority of "white blood,"

when we find out that Langley is hurt by "a bad mixture of blood,” we might naturally

assume that his African ancestry is what damages his biological worth. Not so - at this

point, Hopkins subtly alters the discourse of racial difference. While his black ancestors

may have benefitted from the infusion of white blood, Langley's white blood proves to be

his shortcoming:

Natural instinct for good had been perverted by a mixture of "cracker" blood of
the lowest type of his father's side with whatever God-saving quality that might
have been loaned the Negro by pitying nature. This blood, while it gave him the
pleasant features of the Caucasian race, vitiated his moral nature and left it
stranded high and dry on the shore of blind ignorance. (221)

In a dramatic reversal of previous discussions of white and black blood, Hopkins

condemns Langley's "cracker" blood, his "white trash" ancestry. Her use of the idea of

“cracker” blood, like her use of the term “heritage,” undermines the dichotomies upon

which scientists such as Hoffman depended. Nevertheless, her reliance on the rhetoric of

blood aligns her text with the racist science that she contests. This contradiction or
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tension shows how deep the belief in the authority of science ran. Even as Hopkins tries

to undermine this authority through her ironic mention of “cracker blood,” she

internalizes the concept upon which racist science depended - the idea of privileged

blood.

Writing three decades earlier than both Hopkins and Hoffman, Sanford Hunt, a

surgeon in the United States Volunteers, wondered how physiological difference

influences, or is influenced by, “civilizing” education. In his 1867 article “The Negro as

a Soldier” in the Quarterly Journal ofPsychology, Hunt states, “Between the two races,

the problem is: Does the large brain by its own impulses create education, civilization and

refinement, or do education, civilization and refinement create a large brain?” (cited in

Haller 32). For Hunt, the best way to answer this query was to examine the poor white

population:

This problem might be solved by a series of researches in the weight of brain of
the poor whites of the south, known as “sand hillers,” “low-down people,” or
“crackers.” With them civilization has retrograded. They came of a good stock
originally, but have degenerated into an idle, ignorant and physically and mentally
degraded people. Their general aspect would indicate small brains. If they are
small, it is due to the absence of educational influences.” (32)

Hunt’s suggestion opens up the very possibilities that Hoffman’s study tries to foreclose,

namely that physical difference could be culturally determined and independent of race.

Just as Hunt’s introduction of the Southern “cracker” calls into question the methodology

of scientists such as Hoffman, so too does Hopkins’ invocation of Langley’s “cracker”

blood resist the discourse of biological essentialism, at least as it pertains to race.

Commenting on Hopkins’ depiction of Langley’s inherited evil nature, Ann

duCille argues that Langley serves as an example of the “era’s preoccupation with
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heredity and genetics.” For duCille Langley produces a “polemic of identity” in which

“the implication of evil (like intelligence) is heredity and both class and race-determined”

(40). Although duCille perceptively focuses on the issue of “heredity and genetics,” it

seems to me that this passage, alongside earlier discussions of the superiority of “white

blood,” renders ambiguous the distinctions upon which theories of racial classification

rest. In this instance, Hopkins' blood qualifications seem to rest much more firmly on

notions of class, gentility, and honor, than on staunch racial difference. To claim that

Langley’s “cracker” blood harms him undermines the entire register of racist white

discourse surrounding the races, even as it replicates its theoretical and rhetorical

structures, such as blood as an identifiable marker of difference.

At a time where the discourse surrounding “Negro education” was centered

around the issue of moral training and moral capability, Hopkins suggests that it is often

white people who lack the moral faculty that comes from "pure" blood lines. Or to put it

another way, she articulates a moral universe in which character is defined by issues of

class that transcend racial lines. Hazel Carby attributes Langley’s loathsome demeanor to

precisely such class issues. For Carby, Hopkins “re-created in Langley a representative

figure of the ‘Gilded Age,’ manipulating and monopolizing unbridled power” (139).

Certainly, Langley’s search for unimaginable wealth in the Klondike and his eventual

death in a blizzard there would seem to support such a reading. Not only does this

scenario evince a fable-like morality about the evils of greed, a “tendency” Hopkins

generally aligns with the white populace, Langley literally dies in an overpowering storm

of whiteness.
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These implications of class-based morality open up troubling issues of their own.

In this rather covert commentary on the cultural underpinnings of racial definition,

Hopkins disables, or at least deflects, claims of the inherent inferiority of African

Americans. In fact, for Carby this reevaluation proves to be one of the chief messages of

the book. She claims that Hopkins “attempted to demonstrate the importance of social,

political, and economic interests in determining human behavior in order to negate

contemporary propositions of the danger of the degeneracy of a social group through its

amalgamation with another” (140). Carby’s argument that Hopkins sought to disarm the

perceived threat of mulatto degeneracy is a valuable one. The “mixed-blood” heroes in

Contending Forces - Sappho, Will, and Dora - provide Hopkins the opportunity to

envision alliances across racial borders, an idea that would be anathema to the majority of

the most vocal scientists of racial classification, even if these alliances must be formed

outside of the particular racist ideology of the United States.

While Hopkins may use the topic of miscegenation in order to suggest an alliance

between black and white characters, however, she emphasizes the fact that this “mixing”

generally comes from the rape of a black women. If Twain describes a consensual union

between a slave, Roxy, and a slave-holder, Colonel Essex, then Hopkins’ text serves as a

chilling reminder of the harsher realities of “race mixing.” At the beginning of the text,

when Mr. Montfort threatens to manumit his slaves, the local white men kill him and

torture his wife, Grace, in a ritualized manner that Hazel Carby calls a metaphoric rape

(Carby 132). Seeing this beating in terms of a rape as Carby suggests allows the reader to
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understand the ways in which for Hopkins sexual and racial dynamics become

intertwined. Hopkins writes,

In those days, if accused of aiding slaves in a revolt, a white man stood no more
chance than a Negro accused of the same crime. He forfeited life and property.
This power of the law Anson Pollock has invoked [and] had used Bill Sampson’s
suggestion of black blood in Mrs. Montfort, to further his scheme for possessing
her. (70)

The perceived threat of miscegenation - Mrs. Montfort’s “black blood” - becomes Anson

Pollock’s excuse in his quest to “possess” Grace Montfort. In this instance, Pollock

invokes the issue of race to dominate her sexually. Or to put it another way, Hopkins

demonstrates the manner in which for women labeled as “black” racial threats become

inextricably connected with sexual abuse. Furthermore, Pollock expresses, and acts

upon, this desire to “possess” her precisely at the moment when he is contesting the

patriarchal power of Montfort, specifically his legal and social right to free his slaves.

Grace Montfort’s “black streak,” which is never confirmed or dismissed in the text,

denies her the protection of white womanhood, and her skin serves as a visible reminder

of miscegenation, connecting her with what Pollock terms a slave revolt. Carby states,

“The actual and figurative ravishing of ‘grace’ at the hand of Southern brutality

established the link that Hopkins believed existed between the violent act of rape and its

specific political use as a device of terrorism” (132).

Whereas Carby attributes this “rape” to “the possibility that Grace Montfort was

black,” it seems to me that in this instance the issue involves the possibility that she was

black and white. As a symbol of a violation of the miscegenation taboo, Grace Montfort

represented the social equality - or to use terminology more consistent with pre-
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Emancipation America - the freeing of slaves, that the racist Anson Pollock was so

adamantly resisting. As one critic puts it, “Using rape in place of ‘passing’ as a figure for

the relations between the races, Hopkins self-consciously underscores the ways in which

the white American imagination had linked sexuality to racial identity and had, moreover,

figured a racial ‘threat’ in sexual terms” (McCullough 25).

Like Twain, Hopkins explores contemporary issues about miscegenation by

placing them within the system of slavery. Whereas Twain does so in a manner which

displaces the ramifications of this issue for 1890s racial politics, Hopkins’ text invites a

discussion of the ways in which miscegenation signifies the rape of black women after

Emancipation. In short, she emphasizes the continuity of the exploitation of African

American women within a racist patriarchal structure. She say as much in the preface to

Contending Forces: ‘The atrocities of the acts committed one hundred years ago are

duplicated today, when slavery is supposed to no longer exist” (15). In this regard, the

Emancipation Proclamation has not accomplished much. Sappho’s kidnaping, rape, and

impregnation at the hands of her father’s white half-brother refocuses the topic of

miscegenation firmly on the defenseless position African American women held in post-

Emancipation America. Clearly, there exists no legal system in which to prosecute the

rape of a black women, and no space in the social register for a pregnant unmarried

African American to occupy other than the stereotypical lascivious black woman.

Even Sappho’s name aligns her superficially with this stereotype. As Sandra

Gunning points out, in some 1890s male artist circles, the figure of the Greek Sappho

came to represent “a sexual hedonist with a darkened face 'burned under the sun of
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passion’” (101). Sappho Clark and her bastard son are seen by the male-determined

society as symbolically dead, “burned under the sun of passion.” In fact, after Sappho is

raped, her father leaves her in a convent, claiming that she died there “when her child was

bom” (261, emphasis in the text). If society has no symbolic space for a raped black

women, then we see her father contributing to her silencing/death. Nonetheless, while

society may not recognize the institutional rape of black women and the ways in which

these women responded, Hopkins details Sappho’s successful life after “death” as a

reminder of the fact that African American women persevered in the face of societal

disavowal.

Although Sappho, Will, and Dora function in Hopkins’ text as the “mixed-race”

heroes, as the noble characters that will help to uplift the African American populace, we

must not too hastily conclude that Hopkins uses the trope of miscegenation as a means of

promoting equality for the lighter-skinned African Americans. Critics have made much

out of Will Smith’s “white” appearance, suggesting that his physical appearance of

whiteness makes him a more suitable leader of the uplift movement. For example, Lois

Lamphere Brown argues that “our attention is directed to the visual signs of Smith’s

physical form, and Hopkins proposes that his appearance is proof of whiteness” (67).

Brown cites Hopkins’ comment that his hair had “just a tinge of crispness to denote the

existence of Negro blood” as proof that the narrator emphasizes his whiteness in order to

displace the African background that would align him with the text’s darker characters

(66). However, we must also consider that John Langley was “very fair” and “his hair

had no indication of Negro blood in its waves” (70). If whiteness is the standard by
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which mulattos are seen in the text as worthy to promote the goals of uplift, then we must

conclude that Langley would be the text’s messiah. Clearly, Hopkins is not using the

notion of miscegenation as a signal of racial progress in such an uncomplicated manner.

For even as Hopkins uses the trope of miscegenation in order to destabilize the

rhetoric of biological essentialism that led to racial classification, she observes the

cultural value of “light-skinned” mulattos. That is to say, while she ironically undermines

the very foundation that scientists relied on to construct their hierarchy of the races, she is

acutely aware of the societal advantages provided lighter-skinned mulattos such as Will

Smith. Even as Smith announces, “Miscegenation, either lawful or unlawful, we do not

want. The Negro dwells less on such a social cataclysm than any other race” (264,

emphasis in text), Hopkins uses miscegenation to suggest precisely the type of “social

equality” that Smith denies in this speech. While Hopkins resists the logic of racial

difference and the implications of the erosion of these differences by way of “race¬

mixing” - after all, to use miscegenation as a symbol of progress is to fall into the

dichotomy of racial exclusivity against which Hopkins fights - she nonetheless

implements the trope of miscegenation to highlight and indict the American racial

hysteria that motivates precisely these debates.

Her condemnation of American racial politics intensifies at the conclusion of the

novel, and we finally see miscegenation forging the type of cross-racial bonds that

Hopkins suggests throughout the book. As the book concludes, Will, Sappho, her child

Alphonse, Dora and Ma Smith finally reunite with their lost white relatives. This ending

suggests a utopia of racial harmony, one in which the gap of racial difference is bridged.
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Hopkins tempers this utopia by reminding us of the scathing racism still present in

America. In this respect, nothing has changed; the Smiths must leave the country to

recognize, and be recognized by, their white English relatives. The novel concludes with

Will and Dora watching the shoreline of the United States, and presumably the racial

essentialism therein, disappear: “They stood on the deck that night long after the others

had retired to their staterooms, watching the receding shores with hearts filled with

emotion too deep for words.” Hopkins suggests here that the racial dynamics that she has

been ironically commenting upon, and the scientific discourse that girds these dynamics,

are particular to the United States. Certainly, she is not alone in this contention. As

several critics have noted, the empirical attempts to document “separate and unequal”

racial origins, to use Gillman’s term, through the theory of polygenesis is a fundamentally

American pursuit (Fredrickson 74, Gould, Mismeasure 42, and Gillman, “Occult” 68).

Perhaps, then, we could say that, for Hopkins, while irony may be able to unsettle the

terms of the scientific discourse it critiques, it can never defeat them. Like the African

American expatriate presence in Paris several decades later, Hopkins’ heroes must leave

the United States to escape its constricting racial delineations.

The Sticky Residue of Blood: Hopkins, Miscegenation and Pan-Africanism

If Contending Forces uses irony and the trope of miscegenation to call into

question the fundamental logic behind scientific theories of racial classification, Hopkins’

novel OfOne Blood, serialized in 1902-03 in the Colored American Magazine, combats

this classification by providing alternative scientific paradigms that allow for a broader
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conception of race. OfOne Blood is a quirky novel, one that deals with mysticism, occult

sciences, pan-African unity, and the results of miscegenation. On one level, in this

novel, Hopkins seems to utilize Stepan’s and Gilman’s ideas about “scientific

counterdiscourse.” In OfOne Blood, Hopkins looks to the alternative science of occult

phenomena to invert the idea of racial hierarchy. While today we don’t tend to think of

the occult - particularly as it appears in late-night TV advertisements for 1-900 numbers

offering over-the-phone psychic readings - as affiliated with rigorous scientific study,

Susan Gillman reminds us that “the phrase ‘occult science’ was regularly used at the

time” that OfOne Blood was published (“Occult” 62). Gillman demonstrates the value

given to the occult science by quoting the mission statement of the Society for Psychical

Research, which claimed to examine “without prejudice or prepossession and in a

scientific spirit, those faculties of man, real or supposed, which appear to be inexplicable

on any generally recognized hypothesis” (62). This statement reveals nicely some of the

value Hopkins might have seen in yoking the occult to contemporary racial debates. First

of all, psychical research, as defined in this quote, seeks to explore what is inexplicable in

traditional scientific contexts. In other words, it seeks to destabilize the ossified and

“objective” Truth of modem science, and to expose this Truth as emanating from

“prejudice^]” and “prepossesse[d]” perspectives. Such an idea seems perfectly suited to

Stepan’s and Gilman’s notion of a “recontextualization” of scientific methodology that

would result in new interpretations of, and new ways of seeing, racial difference (95).

Before we examine how Hopkins seeks to destabilize the rhetoric of racialized

science, I will provide a brief synopsis of OfOne Blood. The book begins in the lab of a
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lonely Harvard medical student, Reuel Briggs, who is, unbeknownst to his colleagues, of

African descent - he is passing as white. The book opens with Reuel working tirelessly

on a scientific experiment involving the connection between “personal magnetism” and

“the reanimation of the body after seeming death” (464). Convinced by his friend Aubrey

Livingston to take a break from his studies, Reuel joins some friends and goes to a club,

where he hears a black woman singing “in a grand minor cadence that told of deliverance

from bondage and homage to God for his wonderful aid” (453). Becoming entranced

with the voice, which fell “in celestial showers of silver that passed all conceptions,”

Reuel inquires about her and learns that the jubilee singer’s name is Dianthe Lusk.

Shortly after this outing, Reuel attends a “Hallow-Eve” party, where the guests

visit a haunted house one by one. When Reuel goes to the house, he sees Dianthe, who

replies to Reuel’s offer of assistance: “You can help me, but not now; tomorrow” (461).

The next day, Dianthe shows up at the hospital in a coma, or dead as the other doctors

pronounce her, after being in a train wreck. Using his as-of-yet untested theories, Reuel

resuscitates Dianthe, but she has amnesia and cannot remember her identity, which Reuel

withholds for her “protection.” At this point, Dianthe adopts the social position of a

white woman. Reuel nurses her back to health, and she becomes attached to and

dependent upon him. After she regains her health, they marry. However, Reuel worries

about being able to provide financially for Dianthe, and at the urging of Aubrey accepts a

position with an expedition to discover wealth in the ruins of Ethiopia. Leaving Dianthe

in the care of Aubrey, Reuel departs for Africa immediately.
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When Reuel’s party comes to the ruins of the ancient city of Telassar, the “queen

city” of the Meroe civilization, which the book presents as the cradle of all civilization,

he learns through a letter that Aubrey has acted as a traitor, and that Dianthe is dead.

After a short period of mourning, he recklessly explores the hidden city, for he has lost

his will to live. While in the caves of the mountains, he is kidnaped by the city’s

inhabitants, who have been living in secrecy, thanks to the shelter of a virtually

unpassable swamp and desert, for 6000 years in the opulent and lush lands surrounding

the pyramids. In this hidden city, the civilization’s leaders inform Reuel informed that he

is Ergamenes, the long awaited savior of the Ethiopian peoples, the destined leader who

will “begin the restoration of Ethiopia” and free it from the “scourge” of the “white

stranger” (555). While the water-lily birthmark on his breast identifies Reuel as the

messiah, his knowledge and belief in the occult powers make him exceedingly qualified

for the job. We learn from the current leader Ai - John the Baptist to Reuel’s Jesus - that

the Telassaran people have mastered the powers of occult and mysticism; in fact, “it was

the shadow of Ethiopia’s power” (558), a power that has not yet been attained by so-

called “modem” culture.

As the future king ofEthiopia, Reuel naturally becomes paired with the city’s

queen, Candace, who “reminded him strongly of Dianthe” (568). Their marriage is

quickly arranged. However, before the ceremony, Reuel learns through divination - he

looks at a mystical disk that tells the future and the past - that Dianthe is not dead, that

Aubrey had faked her death, kidnaped her, and killed his own fiancee, Molly, in order to

take Dianthe as his wife. If Candace’s Dido-like temptations temporarily distract our
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Aeneas-like hero, he now understands his purpose; he returns to the United States,

accompanied by Ai, to exact revenge on Aubrey and save Dianthe. While he proves too

late to save Dianthe after she drinks poison intended for Aubrey, he casts a spell which

causes Aubrey to kill himself in the same manner that he murdered Molly.

Throughout the text, Reuel is guided by his muse, an apparition named Mira. We

eventually learn from an old “voodoo doctor,” Aunt Hannah, who was living outside

Boston in a “typical Southern cabin,” that a slave concubine named Mira was the mother

of Dianthe and Reuel - they are brother and sister! Furthermore, their slave-owning

father was the same as Aubrey’s - he is their half-brother! Using this plot twist as an

opportunity to comment on the logic ofmiscegenation, Hopkins writes, ‘The slogan of

the hour is ‘Keep the Negro down!’ but who is clear enough in vision to decide who hath

black blood and who hath it not? ... No man can draw the dividing line between the two

races, for they are both of one blood!” (607).

After exacting his revenge on Aubrey, Reuel takes Aunt Hannah, his grandmother

as it turns out, and returns to his throne in Telassar, where he is “united” with Candace.

The novel ends with an uncustomary narrative diatribe condemning prejudice and greed

in modem society and lauding the omniscient plan of God: ‘To our human intelligence

these truths depicted in this feeble work may seem terrible - even horrible. But who shall

judge the handiwork of God, the Great Craftsman! Caste prejudice, race pride, boundless

wealth, scintillating intellects refined by all the arts of the intellectual world, are but

puppets in His hand, for His promises stand, and He will prove His words, ‘Of one blood

have I made all races of men’” (621).
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Perhaps seeking to establish a scientific “counterdiscourse” that refigures the

relationship between the races, OfOne Blood immediately legitimizes “alternative”

science and places it at the center of its narrative, Hopkins does not present Reuel’s

intense studying of the occult, of mesmeric forces and personal magnetism, as a

hindrance to his scientific reputation in America. In fact, his classmates at Harvard “all

voted him a genius in his scientific studies” (445) and in “brain diseases he was an

authority” (462). As I mentioned earlier, this focus on the “inexplicable" ends up saving

Dianthe’s life and in the process establishes a scientifically-verifiable precedent:

“Advancing far afield in the mysterious regions of science, [Reuel] has stumbled upon the

solution of one of life’s problems: the reanimation of the body after seeming death" (464,

emphasis in original). When Reuel explains that he has been able to bring Dianthe “back

to life” because of his understanding of “volatile magnetism,” a traditional surgeon quips,

“Your theory smacks of the supernatural, Dr. Briggs, charlatanism, or dreams of lunacy. .

. . We leave such assertions to quacks, generally, for the time of miracles is past.” Reuel

quietly responds, ‘The supernatural presides over man’s formation always.” So in

command of his science and his words is Reuel that he quickly converts the skeptical

masses: “There radiated from the speaker the potent presence of a truthful mind, a pure,

unselfish nature, and that inborn dignity which repels the shafts of lower minds as ocean’s

waves absorb the drops of rain" (469-70). Through Reuel’s conversion of his scientific

colleagues, Hopkins aligns the alternative occult sciences with a “potent,” “truthful mind”

and an “inborn dignity.”
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While this synopsis clearly allows us to see how Hopkins attempts to destabilize

the accepted “truths” of science, we don’t yet see how this applies specifically to theories

of racial difference. For this, we must wait until Reuel travels to Africa. Just as Reuel

denies his “drop of black blood” - he passes as white - until he goes to Africa and

embraces his heritage, so too is Reuel’s occult science presented as a Western science,

albeit one that strays far from the mainstream, until Reuel discovers its roots and

refinement in the supposedly “primitive” Meroe civilization. In Ethiopia we learn that his

expertise in mysticism comes more from his “inborn” African ancestry than his studying

of Western occult scientists, such as Alfred Binet.16

He has carefully hidden his Ethiopian extraction from the knowledge of the world.
It was a tradition among those who had known him in childhood that he was
descended from a race of African kings. He remembered his mother well. From
her he has inherited his mysticism and his occult powers. The nature of the
mystic within him was, then, but a dreamlike devotion to the spirit that had
swayed his ancestors; it was the shadow of Ethiopia’s power. (558)

This quotation immediately shifts our understanding of the role of mysticism in the text.

First of all, rather than attributing Reuel’s proficiency in the occult to his tireless and

i6 Alfred Binet (1857-1911) was a French psychologist specializing in the study and
quantification of intelligence. Early in his career, Binet was a proponent of craniometry,
although by the time Hopkins was writing OfOne Blood, he had proclaimed craniometry
unreliable and distanced himself from the field of study (Entine 163-4). Denise Fallon
explains Binet’s connection to the “occult sciences”: “Binet worked with [Jean-Martin]
Charcot and [Charles] Fere at the Salpetriere, a famous Parisian hospital, where he
absorbed the theories of his teachers in regards to hypnosis, hysteria and abnormal
psychology. During the following seven years, he continuously demonstrated his loyalty
in defending Charcot's doctrines on hypnotic transfer and polarization.” Binet eventually
split with Charcot’s work, due in large part to his inability to disregard the counterattacks
levied by J.R.L. Delboeuf and the Nancy School (Fallon).
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“lonely” study at Harvard, it emanates from his connection, through his mother, with a

“race of African kings,” To emphasize this point, Hopkins invokes the discourse of

science that debated whether “traits” (heredity) or “tendencies” (environment) create

racial difference. In this case, Reuel “inherited” his mysticism; it was his “nature.” If

racialist scientists such as Hoffman traditionally yoked “inherited” deficiencies with

African inferiority and degeneracy, then Hopkins inverts the hierarchy, while retaining

the same vocabulary of absolute biological difference.

Gillman claims that Hopkins attempts to “join the two mystical traditions, the

Western and the African, under the rubric of ‘the abstract science of occultism’”: “The

novel... twins rather than opposes Euro-American science and African spiritualism,

offering different traditions or systems of the occult as the syncretic meeting ground

between the two civilizations” (72). While this twinning doubtlessly occurs in the text, it

seems to me that Hopkins does not seek to show the syncretic relationship between Africa

and Euro-American traditions. Rather, OfOne Blood posits African mysticism as the

originary source of subsequent Euro-American forms of occult. Just as Thoreau uses the

metaphor of a stream emanating from a spring in order to suggest we must travel

upstream to get the “pure” spiritual powers, Hopkins suggests that American forms of

mysticism are both diluted and polluted. We must return to Africa to leam/experience the

powers of “pure” occult science. As Reuel listens to Ai talk about the refinement of the

occult power in Meroe, he “was awed into silence. He could say nothing, and listened to

Ai’s learned remarks with a reverence that approached almost to worship before this

proof of his supernatural powers. What would the professors of Harvard have said to
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this, he asked himself. In the heart of Africa was a knowledge of science that all the

wealth and learning of modem times could not emulate” (576). All the King’s horses and

all the King’s men couldn’t recreate Africa’s splendor again.

When Reuel discovers this connection, he finally becomes able to accept his

African ancestry and quit passing for white. Presented with the cultural sophistication of

the people of Telassar, Reuel will never again hide his “Ethiopian extraction” or his sense

of connection with the African peoples. He “felt keenly now the fact that he had played

the coward’s part in hiding his origin” (560). In this scene, Hopkins not only inverts the

racial hierarchy generally associated with scientific advancement, but she also connects

the ability to claim and recognize one’s marginalized heritage with the dismantling of

traditional figurations of racial difference. As Carby notes, the novel “is an early fictional

response to the philosophy of Pan-Africanism in the United States” (“Introduction” xlv).

Gillman also notices the novel’s Pan-Africanist impulse and seems to imply that

Hopkins’ “multivalent Ethiopianism” espouses an ideology that prefigures the “black is

beautiful” slogan that would gain so much currency two decades later during the Harlem

Renaissance. In other words, Hopkins’ focus on blood lines and ancestry resists

traditional racist hierarchies that are generally associated with the rhetoric of biological

difference. She writes, “Hopkins enlists the polygenetic affirmation of separate racial

origins but counters its assumption of ‘black’ inferiority” (66). While the text

superficially supports such a reading, Hopkins’ vision of an Ethiopia-based sense of

heritage becomes increasingly complicated when we examine the role that Reuel plays as

King of Telassar. Even the fact that the savior of Ethiopia will be an American man who
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was passing for white at Harvard University begins to muddle the claim that the novel

subverts black/white, Africa/America figurations of superiority and inferiority.

In fact, in the first description that we get of Reuel, Hopkins emphasizes his

whiteness, and his European features: “His head was that of an athlete, with close-set

ears, and covered with an abundance of black hair, straight and closely cut, thick and

smooth; the nose was the aristocratic feature, although nearly spoiled by broad nostrils, of

this remarkable young man; his skin was white, but of a tint suggesting olive, an almost

sallow color which is a mark of strong, melancholic temperaments” (443-44). With all

the racist stereotypes swirling around the turn of the century about African Americans’

“thick lips” and “flat noses,” we might wonder why Hopkins describes her Ethiopian

savior as having a nose, his “aristocratic feature,” that was “nearly spoiled” by broad

nostrils. Furthermore, his skin is described as “white.” Even if we acknowledge its

“olive” tint, the addition of the descriptor “sallow” undermines this nod to a darker

complexion. While Hopkins’ use of “sallow” serves on one hand to emphasize Reuel’s

sickly countenance - he spends too much time studying his books - in this context it

suggests an absence of color, an odd description of an African king. It appears as though

it is Reuel’s “European” features that raise him above the crowd. On one hand, Hopkins

challenges racist figurations by privileging Ethiopia over Western culture. On the other,

she still relies on Western notions of superiority even as she counters this superiority. Or,

as Gaines puts it more generally, “Hopkins’ use of ‘race’ cuts both ways, both resisting

and replicating racist mythologies” (434).
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Even though she hauntingly renders the “minor cadences” of African American

spirituals as the star of the Fisk Jubilee singers, Dianthe is described with similar

characteristics of refinement and beauty: “She was not in any way the preconceived idea

of a Negro. Fair as the fairest woman in the hall, with wavy bands of chestnut hair,

melting eyes of brown, soft as those of childhood” (433). Is this the “polygenetic

affirmation of separate racial origins” that Gillman lauds? On one hand, these

descriptions seem to attempt to invoke contemporary notions of heroes and heroines.

Claudia Tate and Hazel Carby have expertly demonstrated how Hopkins and Frances

Harper adopted and adapted normative tum-of-the-century gender constructions,

including “white” bourgeois notions of purity and beauty, in order to create tales of

“heroic virtue” that would avoid the “tragic consequences of excessive passion” usually

attributed to black women (Tate 172). However, in OfOne Blood something else seems

to be going on. After all, Reuel - and Dianthe through her reincarnation as Candace -

supposedly represent not the epitome of American bourgeois refinement, but an African

alternative to Western concepts of beauty and Truth. Why, we might ask, does Hopkins

emphasize Reuel’s and Dianthe’s whiteness, even as she connects them to an African

civilization that predates European culture?

Carby claims that these descriptions disappear once Reuel goes to Ethiopia and

accepts his African heritage. She writes, “Concomitant with Hopkins’ desire to advocate

an identification with an African heritage was the need to confront Western ideologies of

beauty. Candace . . . appeared as a reincarnation of Dianthe, but was ‘bronze,’ not white.

Their union was intended to ‘give the world a dynasty of dark-skinned rulers, whose
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destiny should restore the prestige of an ancient people’” (Reconstructing Womanhood

159). Ever the perceptive reader, Carby complicates her argument by claiming that the

“idealization of black beauty within the text was classic in its pretensions rather than

African .. . [Profiles and bone structure remained Athenian” (159). Even so, it seems

odd that a book that disparages the devaluation of those of the “darker hue” by those of a

“fair hue” chooses light-skinned heroes, even if they are eventually given a “bronze” tan.

In fact, Hopkins describes Candace’s beauty and value, while presented as Ethiopian, in

distinctly Euro-American terms, perhaps showing her reliance on uplift ideology’s notion

of refinement. Candace appears to us as the epitome of tum-of-the-century Western

womanhood: “Her loveliness was absolutely and ideally perfect. Her attitude of

unstudied grace accorded well with the seriousness in her face; she seemed the

embodiment of all chastity” (569). This description, with its hagiographic invocation of

“grace” and “chastity,” could just as easily refer to a queen of England as it does to

Hopkins’ alternative African queen.

Reuel’s qualities as the “king of Ethiopia” prove more telling. While his

knowledge and command ofmysticism gamer respect in the Meroean people, his

espousal of Western values signal to the Africans his ability to rule. Early in his first visit

to Telassar, the Ethiopian leaders explain to Reuel their religious views: “Our religion is a

belief in One Supreme Being, the center of action in all nature. He distributed a portion

of Himself at an early age to the care ofman who has attained the highest development of

any of His terrestrial creatures. We call this ever-living faculty or soul Ego” (562). After

listening to the explanation of this decidedly Eastern religion, Reuel asks, “What of the
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Son of man? Do you not know the necessity of belief in the Holy Trinity? Have not your

Sages brought you the need in the belief in God’s Son?” With this question, one can

imagine Reuel placing quotation marks around the word “Sages.” When the abashed

Telassarans ask in what Reuel/Ergamenes believes, he states, “In Jesus Christ, the Son of

God,” to which the natives respond “O Ergamenes, your belief shall be ours; we have no

will but yours. Deign to teach your subjects.” The section concludes with Reuel

ruminating on his new-found purpose: “When at last Reuel closed his eyes in slumber, it

was with a feeling of greater responsibility and humility than he had ever experienced.

Who was he that so high a destiny as lay before him should be thrust upon his

shoulders?” (563).

We see here how deep the currents of the Euro-American discourse of Civilization

run. Even as she seeks to present African culture as equally advanced and cultured as

American society, Hopkins creates an Egyptian king who proselytizes the African people

under the banner of the Holy Trinity. We are thrown back into the paradigm of the

American Christian missionaries converting the African barbarians. So, while Hopkins

seeks to destabilize traditional notions of racial difference, she ultimately relies on a

Western framework to do so. Reuel’s value as the leader of the African nation becomes

his ability to make them better Christians. After this exchange, the leaders of Meroe

immediately pay homage not to the “One Supreme Being,” but to the blessed “Trinity”

(571, 573). As the book ends, Reuel returns to Telassar and dedicates himself to a

mission of uplift, as the role of a member of DuBois’ “talented tenth” helping to raise the

ignorant masses: ‘There he spends his days teaching his people all that he has learned in
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years of contact with modem culture. United to Candace, his days glide peacefully by in

good works” (621).17

For Gaines, this ending represents Hopkins’ “assimilationist perspective.” He

explains, “Hopkins’ elite, Western vision of African heathenism was meant to enhance

i7 As Carby nicely turns our attentions to Hopkins’ reliance on Mediterranean forms of
beauty and culture, so too could we read this book as a rewriting of the Mediterranean
epic. Certainly, Reuel’s adventures have much in common with Aeneas’ journey, as he
must acquire the skills and knowledge to become an appropriate leader of his people. In
The Aeneid, Virgil describes Aeneas’ destiny (as related by Anchises):

Roman, remember by your strength to rule
Earth's peoples -- for your arts are to be these:
To pacify, to impose the rule of law,
To spare the conquered, battle down the proud. (VI, 1152-1154)

Aeneas’ “arts” involve the pacifying and conquering of new nations. While Hopkins
tempers such a view quite a bit - Reuel is not to conquer the Ethiopians exactly - we
nonetheless leam that his role as leader is to, among other things, inculcate Christian
ethics into their society. In doing so, Reuel initially seems to suggest the “twinning” of
American and Ethiopian cultures that Gillman describes (72). He will teach them of
“modem culture,” while they will teach him the profundity of the Meroe civilization. In
this respect, Hopkins’ text seems to once again invoke Virgil’s epic. In describing the
interaction between the Ausonian (Latin) people with the Teucrians, Virgil announces:

Let both nations, both unconquered, both
Subject to equal laws, commit themselves
to an eternal union. (XU, 257-9)

Just as Reuel’s union of cultures ultimately seems to replace the African value system
with a Christian ethics, however, Virgil establishes an unequivocal hierarchy of status and
autonomy:

Ausonion folk will keep
Their fathers' language and their way of life,
And, that being so, their name: The Teucrians
Will mingle and be submerged, incorporated. (XII, 1131-34, emphasis added)

What we see in Of One Blood is nothing less than the “submerging” and “incorporating”
of African values and spirituality to a “wiser” American sensibility. Hopkins seems more
than willing to create a tension between American and African science and, at times, she
posits African science as superior to Western materialism. When it comes to religion,
however, Hopkins asserts an imperialist version of Christianity closely aligned with the
18th century colonialist “conversions” of the dark continent. This contradiction between
the superiority of certain African customs and the “truth” of Christianity remains
unresolved throughout the text.
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black Americans’ race pride, but at the expense of the autonomy of African peoples,

whose cultures and histories remained a blank page for imaginary conquest” (435).

While this imperialist ethos certainly exists in OfOne Blood, my focus on the novel’s

scientific rhetoric of mysticism attempts to complicate this idea by showing how this

“assimilationist perspective” exists concomitantly with a more “revolutionary” stance that

depicted African science and culture as foundational, as superior to Western materialism.

These two impulses do not merge (or “twin” in Gillman’s language); rather, they are in

constant tension with each other, a tension which the book seems unable to resolve. Or

perhaps we could say the vexed nature of these issues makes the dichotomy of

assimilation/revolution less tenable, less able to account for the multiple meanings of

civilization and racial heritage in Hopkins’ text.

Gaines further sees OfOne Blood as “part of a broader tendency among

marginalized racial, religious, and gender minorities who used the idea of civilization at

the turn of the century to give credence to their own aspirations of status, power, and

influence” (435). For Gaines, Hopkins’ reliance on the “male persona as scientific

expert” exemplifies her deferral “to the black community’s assumptions of male

leadership” and to the rhetoric of a male-dominated Western civilization more generally

(434). Such a deferral to male leadership seems odd, particularly if we keep in mind that

Contending Forces so assiduously resists a male-centered narrative. In fact, Tate looks at

the marriage convention in the novels of Hopkins and Harper more generally in order to

argue that these writers resist the limiting effects of male leadership: “Rather than adopt

the dominant society’s stringent ideology of male superiority, the idealized family
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discourse in the domestic novels of post-Reconstruction black women emphasizes a

compassionate companionship among spouses and what we late-twentieth-century readers

would probably regard as relative spousal equality” (149).

Why, then, would Hopkins so readily defer to male superiority in OfOne Bloodl

It seems to me that she makes Reuel the novel’s protagonist in order to critique the

colonialist/imperialist desire, which she does figure as a masculine ideal. After all, it is

an all-male expedition that goes to Ethiopia to steal the riches of the Meroean civilization

- Reuel leaves his vulnerable wife, Dianthe, behind.18 When Reuel is first captured by

the Telassarans, Ai condemningly asks him, “Are you, too, one of those who seek for

hidden treasure” (546)? As Ai tells of the fall of the Ethiopian dynasty several thousand

centuries ago, the explanation for this fall resounds with the language used to excoriate

zealous nineteenth-century colonial pursuits: “Stiff-necked, haughty, no conscience but

that of intellect, awed not by God’s laws, worshiping Mammon, sensual, unbelieving,

God has punished us as he promised in the beginning” (558). So, while this speech

is The novel presents this abandonment in much the same way as does another prominent
tum-of-the-century black woman activist, Anna Julia Cooper. In her speech,
“Womanhood a Vital Element in Regeneration and Progress of a Race,” Cooper states
that the Christian Church has failed to “protect and elevate women” (556). To present her
vision of a properly functioning society, Cooper merges the example of Jesus Christ, who
was “never too far to come down to and touch the life of the lowest in days the darkest”
(557) with the Feudal system of medieval “chivalry” which “no institution has more
sensibly magnified and elevated woman’s position in society” (556). While such a call
for chivalric protection, whether it come from a reformed Church or Hopkins’ male
heroes, may seem dated today, we should put both Cooper’s and Hopkins’ call for
protection within the larger context of the institutional rape of black women. Certainly,
black women needed protection from some part of society, a protection that the white
community and the legal system, as an extension of that community, had consistently
proven unwilling to give.
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initially functions in the novel as a justification of the “extinction” of Ethiopian culture,

surely the anti-greed message would reverberate with contemporary readers well-versed

in the spoils of nineteenth-century imperialism.

Whenever Hopkins presents the misdirected lust for wealth and material gain in

the novel, she always associates it with male characters, and the masculine ego. In a book

that so ardently attempts to realign traditional definitions of race, perhaps we could say

that for Hopkins greed becomes a masculine value that transcends racial boundaries. If

OfOne Blood presents Reuel as a hero, he remains an ambiguous one. After all, the

novel ends with the reminder that “the shadows of great sins darken [Reuel’s] life” (621)

- that he chose material prosperity through colonial raiding over the “protection” of his

sickly wife. Rather than claim that Hopkins defers to male leadership in the novel, as

Gaines argues, we can say instead that she uses a central male character to illustrate the

damning effects of a masculinized Western imperialism. From this perspective, the book

ends with Reuel learning the most valuable of lessons: “He views. .. with serious

apprehension, the advance of mighty nations penetrating the dark, mysterious forests of

his native land. ‘Where will it stop?’ he sadly questions. ‘What will the end be’” (621)?

Happy Endings?: Narrative Closure and the Comforts of Race

As in Contending Forces, Hopkins creates a Utopian community at the end of

OfOne Blood. Also as in Contending Forces, Hopkins places this Utopia outside the

reaches of American racism. In both books, she seems unable to envision an idealized

future upon American soil. If the United States in Hopkins’ novels represents gradual
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progress and some modicum of hope, it always remains an uncomfortable place, one in

which African Americans must tread lightly. Herein lies one of the fundamental

discrepancies between Hopkins’ use of irony and alternative forms of racial definitions

and Twain’s satire of the nation’s racial mores. Although Twain satirizes many of the

same issues which Hopkins refigures and upon which she comments ironically, for Twain

such a critique does not entail an elemental reconceptualization of American society; it

merely points out its foibles and inconsistencies, while retaining its basic values and

structures. Or to put it another way, Twain shakes things up, but reinstates a comfortable

America where all the white people can go to sleep at night feeling assured that their

blood is pure and the blacks are “in their place.” To be sure, Pudd’nhead Wilson and his

“scientifics” are certainly not the novel’s heroes, and Wilson’s calendar, which runs in

epigraph form at the beginning of each chapter, creates a more detached and cynical

observer of the goings-on at Dawson’s Landing than we get in the text.19 Even so, for all

its tensions, its uncomfortable and awkward moments, Pudd’nhead Wilson ends up in a

place that is very comfortable for a white readership uneasy about the consequences of

miscegenation.

i9 Brook Thomas takes this idea further and suggests that Twain consciously forces the
reader to question the rhetoric of scientific objectivity. He writes, “If Pudd’nhead makes
fingerprints legible, Twain makes visible the cultural narrative in which Pudd’nhead’s
scientific professionalism objectively helps to restore order temporarily disrupted by a
black woman’s attempt to advance her son. Insofar as our society continues to grant
authority to Pudd’nhead’s scientifically trained professionalism, Twain’s narrative invites
us to scrutinize its accepted standards of reasonableness even if it offers no guarantee as
to what the results of that scrutiny will be” (780-81).
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Hopkins, on the other hand, reaches for something much deeper. Because she

understands so lucidly the authority of racist scientific discourse, the power it has to

define and circumscribe the African American body and by extension the African

American body politic, she uses a narration that superficially acknowledges contemporary

scientific theory and contemporary notions of Beauty and Worth. In so doing, she seems

to adopt what Stepan and Gilman call “the most pernicious effect of racial science”-the

“internalization” of its values and norms (89). When we look at her use of irony,

however, we see that she undermines this superficial complicity with the racist theories

by opening up possibilities, creating multiple meanings, and blurring the lines between

the categories that buttress the science of difference. Perhaps Stepan and Gilman are

correct in asserting that the use of irony was not ultimately an effective tool to resist racist

science. But we should also ask: what other possibilities did black women writers of the

era have? Certainly the fact that Ida B. Wells was run out of Memphis for publishing her

“empirical” studies of lynching suggests that open defiance or “counterdiscourse” was not

particularly effective either.

When Hopkins does present a counterdiscourse with her occult science, it is

veiled within a mystical/spiritual overtones. These overtones were not generally

considered to be scientific or empirical by a tum-of-the-century reading public. As a

result, they were not likely to be construed as threatening in the same way that

“traditional” empiricism would. This fact says more about the limited and limiting

“acceptable” registers of protest for black women writers of fiction and science than it

does about a failure to choose an appropriate medium of resistance. If the scientific
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discourse of the 1890s depended upon supposedly empirical measurements of the body to

affirm racial difference, we could say that Hopkins introduces a variety of alternately

calibrated measuring sticks that, if nothing else, complicated the nation’s search for racial

truth.



CHAPTER 3
THE VEILED TRUTH: OBJECTIVITY, RACE AND THE ROLE OF LITERATURE

All subjective ideas become more distinct, palpable and strong by the habit of
rendering them objective. .. . This weapon can be potent in the hands of the bigot
andfanatic or in the hands of the liberal and enlightened.

- Frederick Douglass

Immortality and the Atlantic Monthly are all right in a way, but in order to
sustain our mortal part we must have money.

- Charles Chesnutt

I subjected myself to an objective examination, I discovered my blackness, my
ethnic characteristics; and I was battered down by tom-toms, cannibalism,
intellectual deficiency, fetichism, racial defects, slave ships, and above all: "Sho'
good eatin ”

- Frantz Fanón1

As Douglass’ quote in the epigraph suggests, tum-of-the-century debates

surrounding race and racial categorization hinged in large part on contested definitions of

objective truth. While racial definitions were by no means settled in America during this

period - in fact the fervor behind racial science existed because of ambiguous or

conflicting notions of race - the rhetoric of objectivity depended upon, and contributed to,

static racial definitions. These distinctions of racialized ‘Truth” resonated so fiercely at

this time because race served as such an overpowering and overwhelming metaphor of

difference. Although racial classification became increasingly fixed during the late

nineteenth century as much of the Reconstruction legislation was repealed, the rhetoric

i Citations for the epigraph are as follows: 1) Stephanie A. Smith, Conceived By Liberty,
pg. 131; 2) Charles Chesnutt, Unpublished Letter to Robert E. Park of Tuskegee Institute;
3) Frantz Fanón, Black Skins, White Masks, pg.l 12.
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through which this classification was debated became increasingly complex and

multidirectional.2 Contemporary notions of Truth (such as those found in contemporary

descriptions of art and those within scientific discourse) helped both to contest and

solidify racial difference.

In this chapter, I examine how Charles Chesnutt attempts to redefine objective

truth as well as how the concept of Truth is understood more generally in tum-of-the-

century America. This redefinition gives Chesnutt a means of resisting the proclamations

of a racialist scientific community which announced that racial difference and a racial

hierarchy could be empirically measured and proven. In order to establish a solid

foundation on which to base his claims of racial equality, Chesnutt relies on notions of

“objective truth” that have much in common with the scientific discourse that he opposes,

even as his message and politics are radically different. These revisions, however, met

with stem opposition from the publishing community, which had preconceived notions of

how race and racial difference should be portrayed in literature.

As Gail Bederman has pointed out in Manliness and Civilization, Charlotte

Perkins Gilman used the scientific discourse of absolute racial difference to anchor her

claim of gender equality (124-150). In 1892 Gilman wrote, “The dominant soul-the clear

strong accurate brain, the perfect service of a healthy body-these do not belong to sex-but

to race!” While Gilman recognizes the way theories about gender and race mingle

2 We can think here of the way this science is used to reaffirm racial distinctiveness in
the face of claims of racial indeterminacy, such as Booker T. Washington’s quip about
examining feet on a Jim Crow train to determine one’s racial status or Albion Tourgee’s
line of argumentation in Plessy v. Ferguson, which hinged upon the inability to determine
- casually or definitively - racial boundaries. For an in-depth look at the Plessy v.
Ferguson case, see Chapter 5.
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together, she draws upon the authority of racial science as a means of deflecting

established claims of gender difference. In this instance, Gilman clearly manipulates the

metaphor of race in order to destabilize gender lines (at least for white women). As

Bederman explains, “feminists like Gilman were marshaling a powerful racist symbol for

the cause of white women’s advancement” (142). Here we see how powerful the

metaphor of race was, and how it could be invoked as a prominent and overriding marker

of difference.

This is not to claim that race negates gender and class concerns - in fact,

Chesnutt’s attempt to transcend racial classification through the “Truth” and “hard facts”

is founded on very masculine values (a fact that I will return to later in this chapter).

However, race often masked these concerns and became a dominant metaphor, social

determinant, and positioner. In fact, Chesnutt perceived the necessity to “class off’ and

remasculinize himself through a rhetoric of Truth because race was such a strong and

overriding metaphor that contrasted blackness with a "civilized," “refined,” and “manly”

whiteness. In order to give his declarations of equality a solid foundation, Chesnutt

believed it necessary to claim a refined manhood that mirrored that of his white

counterparts. In this light, his lines of reasoning function as the inverse of Gilman’s

attempt to destabilize gender inequalities through claims of racial alliances with white

men. Clearly, African American men who sought recognition from the white community

were fighting an uphill battle, as they were faced with proliferating discourses of

“civilization,” “education,” and polygenetic evolution that defined “manhood” as an

exclusively “white” characteristic and equated opportunity and power with this racialized

“manhood.” As Bederman puts it, “[b]y invoking the discourse of civilization in a variety
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of contradictory ways, many Americans found a powerfully effective way to link male

dominance to white supremacy” (23). By defining masculinity as an exclusively white

trait and claiming that black men were not really men at all, these discourses contributed

to one of the legacies of slavery - the emasculation of blackness.

In her illuminating essay, “Mama’s Baby, Papa’s Maybe: An American Grammar

Book,” Hortense Spillers clearly recognizes the historical role that the emasculation of

black men had in post-bellum America. Spillers writes that within the system of chattel

slavery slave men were not allowed to claim the role of “father” and slave children

followed their mother’s role as material property. This particular familial situation

produced a dynamic in which the “African-American male has been touched... by the

mother, handed by her the ways that he cannot escape, and in ways that the white

American male is allowed to temporize by a fatherly reprieve” (479). For Spillers, this

situation leads to what we might tentatively call “the law of the Mother - only and

precisely because legal enslavement removed the African-American male not so much

from sight as from mimetic view as a partner in the prevailing social fiction of the

Father’s name, the Father’s law.” In short, African American men have been denied

(through slavery and segregation) the symbolics of American manhood with its attendant

connections to power and authority.

If we recognize Spillers’ contention that tum-of-the-century African American

men were denied the symbolics of an American masculinity and the paternal function, we

are then presented the question of how men such as Chesnutt can ground their articulation

of the role of the black male intellectual in a society that defines them as

impotent/emasculated. Spillers envisions an emancipatory moment in such a definition,
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stating “the black American male embodies the only American community of males

which has had the specific occasion to learn who the female is within itself... It is the

heritage of the mother that the African American male must regain as an aspect of his

own personhood - the power of ‘yes’ to the ‘female’ within" (479-80). While such an

idea raises intriguing possibilities from our vantage point today, for Chesnutt the option

of reclaiming the maternal powers of personhood fits too snugly into the racist strategy of

denying privilege to African American males by disavowing their “manhood,” their

capacity to handle positions of power. Instead of locating the “female within” himself,

Chesnutt chose to focus on projecting a “refined manhood” that relied more on the

appearance “without.”

As we will see later in the chapter, Chesnutt responded to the rhetoric of

emasculated black manhood through a “manly” indignance and anger evident in much of

his writing. This anger further demonstrates how constrained the options were for

African American writers who sought attention from white audiences. As Chesnutt

entered the literary field, the publishing community tended to look for and publish works

that contained two types of African American characters: the docile, servile “negroes”

that “kept their place” and militant, dangerous “blacks” that threatened the nation’s

delicate social fabric. Anger on the part of a discerning, educated African American

writer was eschewed. As Chesnutt found out in a number of ways, while the publishing

community may have encouraged contributions by black writers, it refused virtually all

expressions of anger or resentment towards the nation’s racial dynamics, no matter how

justified or reasoned these sentiments were proven to be. Instead, the publishing

community rewarded authors and works that adhered to pre-packaged racial roles and
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images (what DuBois termed “racial prejudgement”). We see here the bind in which

writers like Chesnutt were trapped. If they reveal an anger at the injustices of the nation,

they are seen as threatening or unrealistic. If they refrain from such anger, they are

labeled as impotent or unmanly. At least in his writing, Chesnutt attempts to live in the

margins between these two categories by invoking the specter of a “refined

manhood”-one that denies claims of emasculation, but refrains from threatening a scared

white public.

I will use the term “emasculation” throughout this chapter to describe the ways in

which black men were denied the symbolics of American manhood. In one of its

multiple meanings, this term can be used to describe literal castration (a particularly

apropos association for a discussion of African American manhood when we consider the

history of castration during tum-of-the-century lynchings). I will avoid the term

“feminization” because, as Stephanie A. Smith points out, this term links victimization

with women and designates any agency as masculine, thereby denying all critiques of

society not founded on masculine values.3 My use of the term “emasculation” also seeks

to avoid what Hortense Spillers sees as the dominant culture’s misnaming of the

matriarchal order of African American familial structures: “Such naming is false because

the female could not, in fact, claim her child, and false, once again, because ‘motherhood’

is not perceived in the prevailing social climate as a legitimate procedure of cultural

inheritance” (Mama's Baby 479). Chesnutt astutely understood that the battle over how

African Americans were being depicted/understood was being waged largely in the

3 For a discussion of the term “feminization” and its relation to notions of black

masculinity, see chapter four of Smith’s Conceived by Liberty.
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scientific community, and that he would have to envision a means of contesting the racial

Truth that was being presented within this community.

The Science of Difference: Empirical “Truth” and Racial Classification

The gruesome spectacle of lynching around the turn of the century serves as a

perfect metaphor for the gauntlet through which black males were forced to pass.4 On the

one side of the gauntlet was a systematic attempt to emasculate African American men

through ritual castration and the redefinition of manhood that equated masculinity with

whiteness. On the other loomed the stereotype of the “black beast” and habitual rapist - a

vision of hyper-masculine frenzy. In fact, the most common justification for lynchings

was the rape of a white woman by a “black beast” who could not control his lustful

desires. These two images (emasculated male and hyper-masculine “beast”) did not meld

together into some lucid vision of black masculinity, nor did they cancel each other out.

Instead they represented the ambiguity of tum-of-the-century views of race and gender,

ambiguities which made anything but “yessir” passivity a dangerous path for black males.

The clearest examples of the simultaneous emasculation and bestialization of

blackness are found within the era’s scientific publications. In these “empirical” studies,

we clearly see the rhetoric against which Chesnutt fought. In the 1903 volume of the

highly respected and aptly-named medical journal Medicine, William Lee Howard

presents a biological description of the "negro's” penis, claiming that African American

4 According to the Chicago Tribune, between the years 1882 and 1899, 2533 African
Americans were lynched. 1892 and 1893 were the peak years, with 241 and 200
lynchings respectively. As Ida B. Wells explains in her analysis of these statistics, less
than one-third of the murdered were ever accused of criminal assault (Wells 320).
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male genitalia was larger than that of the Caucasian and had "insensitive terminal fibers"

(Fredrickson 268). Because these insensitive terminal fibers severely limited genital

sensation, the black males could not satisfy their sexual needs, becoming sex-crazed

"beasts." Howard’s study (and other similar ones) of African American males provided a

scientific basis for the deeply-ingrained mythos of the excessive black male sexuality and

its consequence - rape.5 This stereotype of uncontrollable sexuality automatically placed

black males outside the definitions of civilized masculinity. In short, this excessive

“maleness” that tum-of-the-century science so meticulously charted eliminated African

Americans from the confines of a more “refined manhood.”

Indeed, time and time again scientists and social scientists focused on what they

termed the “aberrant sexuality” of African Americans in order to make their claims about

the hierarchal ordering of the races. In his ambitious three-volume workA Social History

of the American Family, published in 1919, Arthur Calhoun claims that masturbation was

excessively prominent among African American children of both sexes, and intercourse

for these children began "shortly after or even before puberty" (43), once again suggesting

an "unnatural" and unhealthy sexuality. With such a proliferation of images of rampant

African American sexuality - images validated by the scientific community - it is not

surprising that in 1874 Chesnutt wrote in his journal (in the code of the German language

he was learning): “I received yesterday a book for which I sent weeks ago. It is called

5 For examples of biological discussions of black male sexuality, see Charles Carroll's
The Negro A Beast and Mark Haller’s Eugenics: Hereditarian Attitudes in American
Thought. For sociological treatment of the topic, see chapters five and eleven of Arthur
Calhoun's A Social History of the American Family, L.H. Harris’ "A Southern Woman's
View," Frederick Hoffman's Race Traits and Tendencies ofthe American Negro, and
Charles McCord's The American Negro as a Dependent Defective and Delinquent.
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‘The Sexual System and its Disorders.’ The largest part is about venery and

masturbation, really a bad habit. And if the dear Lord will help me and keep me in my

good intentions I will break myself of it. God help me!” (Journals 64). For Chesnutt,

masturbation and sexual desire were clearly obstacles which had to be overcome before

he could become a refined man. If masturbation was an indication of weakness and a

lack of restraint for white teenagers (the presumed audience for the book), it was a stigma

of racial difference and uncontrollable carnality for the sixteen-year-old Chesnutt.

For Chesnutt (and many other prominent black male leaders of the era), adherence

to a strict Victorian manliness was intimately linked with the debate about whether or not

African Americans could keep their bodies under control. The second journal entry he

ever recorded was a copying of the self-help manual A Handbook for Home Improvement,

written by Samuel Robert Wells. In this journal entry, Chesnutt copies paragraphs on

“The Daily Bath,” ‘The Feet,” “Change of Linen,” ‘The Nails,” and “Spitting,” ending

with his commentary: ‘These may seem little things, but they have their weight, and will

go far in determining the character of the impression we make upon those around us” (40-

41). For an African American male trying to move within the racist circles of white

intelligentsia and business as the young Chesnutt wished to do , these were not “little

things” as Chesnutt suggested, but huge issues that determined whether he was seen as a

man or beast. We see here at an early age Chesnutt learning the keys of a performative

upper-class whiteness, keys that would help him deny the racist symbolics of black

manhood.

Even among those white scientists and academics who claim to oppose the

systematic attempt to keep blacks in positions of dependence and "ignorance," what
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Calhoun calls the "general suppression of the weaker race" (42), there existed a profound

attention to the sexual life and anatomy of African American males and the threat that this

life posits for the white population. Calhoun cites William Thomas, who professes to

have known "negro men" to lead wives, mothers, and daughters to "the sensuous

embraces of white men" (44). Within the larger context of his discussion of African

American licentiousness, here Thomas seems to be positing a couple of ideas: 1) that "a

negro manhood with decent respect for chaste womanhood does not exist" (44)-that the

very conflation of the terms "negro" and "manhood" preclude sexual restraint, and 2) that

the black male's "anomalous sexuality" (to invoke Sander Gilman's terminology) is

somehow "perverted" to the extent that a black male would be stimulated by "giving" his

wife, mother, sister, or daughter to white men-that black male sexuality is irreparably

deviant.

Some scientists argued this "immoral" behavior was an intrinsic "race trait" (to

invoke Frederick Hoffman's contention). Others said it was one of the consequences of

the "conditions of life": "The promiscuous huddling enforced upon the negroes by

inadequate housing both in the country and city is responsible for much of the oft cited

immorality" (Calhoun 56). What we see in both of these theories is the white perception

that black male sexuality is out of control. Whether it involves the high number of "negro

abortions" (Calhoun 45), the insensitive terminal fibers on the glans penis, or the early

commencement of sexual activity, an African American man's sexuality, his underlying

"bestiality," had to be contained. In this light, the scientific records documenting African

American "traits and tendencies" reveal more about white fears of black "virility" than

they do about the differing race traits. In short, they become cautionary tales used to
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define white American family dynamics in contrast to the dysfunctional and degenerate

African American family. Avoid these problems, suggests Calhoun, and the white

American empire will continue to thrive. Succumb to these tendencies and (by way of a

neo-Lamarckian view of genetic adaptation) the future of white American society

becomes threatened.6

Such "scientific" indications of African American vitality were so prevalent and

the "discoveries" so threatening precisely because black bodies became intertwined with

notions of power. It is not surprising that these “objective” texts proliferated in the years

during the harshest backlash against Reconstruction. As African Americans were

"allowed" more economic and social opportunities during Reconstruction, the white

community feared the results of a change in the power structure. In short, African

American sexual drives became symbolic of white fears about the uncontrollable

escalation of black empowerment. Frederick Hoffman states, "Rape is only one of the

many manifestations of an increasing tendency on the part of the negro to misconstrue

personal freedom into personal license, and this tendency, persisted in, must tend towards

6 In some ways the rhetoric of racial traits and tendencies has remarkable similarities to
the rhetoric surrounding recent episodes of teen violence. Adults identify certain markers
of trouble (at times rather arbitrarily), such as black make-up, dyed hair, tattoos, or a
fondness for certain types ofmusic, and cautionary tales are developed around these
markers to give an illusion of control over the situation. All we need to do, so goes the
logic, is keep our eyes out for unusual fingernail polish on our kids and to apply polish
remover when it is spotted. In this way, our vigilant actions are able to control teen
violence. Like the tum-of-the-century debate on racial traits and tendencies, such a logic
serves to create a mentality that it is other people (not us) who have the problem, when in
fact it is spurred on by an often unspoken panic that it is in fact “us” that are experiencing
a crisis.
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creating a wider separation of the races” (234, emphasis mine).7 Although Hoffman

believed that African Americans would eventually become extinct due to generations of

the "hereditary transmission of weak constitutions" (177), he supported the common

sentiment that, because of their lustful nature, black males were an immediate threat to

the stability of American society. The fact that studies such as Hoffman’s claim to be

“objective” truths of African American sexuality instead of metaphorical cautionary tales

only serves to demonstrate how specious nearly all claims of objectivity truly are.

Hoffman’s analysis becomes simply one more piece of the discourse of masculinity

which repeatedly claimed that African American men were not capable of becoming real

“men” or handling the power entrusted to men.

In order to combat this form of segregation, many black intellectuals used the

rhetoric of “refinement” as a class marker to distinguish the elite black male from his

more “dangerous” counterparts. For example, in his 1905 article "Educated Colored Men

and Women," George Murray argues that while educated white men consistently lacked a

"reverence and awe" for white women, "for an educated mixed blood to be deficient in

this particular feeling is a high crisis. .. The aim of [the African American male’s]

education is to increase his 'reverence and awe' for white women only, not to educate him

at all.... We wish to inquire now into the charge that it is the educated colored man who

is generally guilty of rape against white women. The language of such a statement

constitutes its own refutation and is chiefly valuable for the lack of an intelligible

application of the term exhibited by its author, for who under the sun would consider a

7 After reading Hoffman’s text, Booker T. Washington states that he felt as though he
had “just finished reading [my] own funeral sermon” (cited in Bay 44).
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ravissuer educated" (95)? While Murray’s mocking attitude towards “negro education”

complicates this passage, we can nonetheless see how he marshals the discourse of

“refinement” in order to deflect charges of black males’ “bestiality.” According to

Murray’s logic, educated (black) men simply would not commit rape. He does not deny

the validity of the claims of black men raping white women, as does Ida B. Wells; he

instead implies that these rapes must have been committed by “ignorant” (black) men.

This passage, when coupled with Hoffman’s panic about rape as an extension of

increased African American freedom, also demonstrates how “power” may be defined

differently. Part of what is at stake in both Hoffman’s andMurray’s writing is the threat

of black men’s access to respectable white women. This threat is the principal fear

behind the slogan of “social equality” that was used by a scared white public to deny

progressive racial policies. While white patriarchy is endangered by the increase of

African American political and economic power, its ability to control and protect white

womanhood also falls under attack.

While Calhoun perceived himself socially and politically very differently than did

Hoffman (and was much more sympathetic to the plight of African Americans), he shares

Hoffman’s fear of the intermingling between white women and black men: "Economic

equality of this sort [working alongside lower-class white women] brings to the negro

man temptation that would be rather unlikely to occur to him if his association was with

white ladies of high rank" (37). Calhoun disarms the threat of miscegenation to some

degree by imagining that such transgressions only occur with lower-class white women -

both black men and “respectable” white women recognize the absolute boundary the

separates them. Nonetheless, the threat remains for both Calhoun and Hoffman;
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increased risk of sexual transgressions necessarily comes with increased opportunity for

the African American subjects. As Calhoun's quotation demonstrates, the white

community believed that the only way to contain black licentiousness was by keeping

African Americans in a subordinate position to "white [people] of high rank." Indeed, in

this instance the African American male's implied class (the implication that all black

people are of an inferior class) is justified through a rhetoric that stresses the necessity of

his containment. And the justification for this containment is enabled by the rhetoric of

science, which forged deeper, more “empirical” evidence of absolute racial difference.

The Manly Scribblers: Art and the Projection of Manhood

As I suggested earlier, Chesnutt enthusiastically looked to a rhetoric of objective

truth as a strategy for transcending the stigma of race and the racialized body. IfW.E.B.

DuBois opined upon the value of a rarified idea of High Art nurtured by the Talented

Tenth, Chesnutt saw the “hard facts” of American realism as the method of pursuing

“truth.” Early in his writing career, Charles Chesnutt heartily believed that realism was

the ticket to racial justice. Echoing the rhetoric and tone of William Dean Howells,

Chesnutt writes in his journal, “I intend to record my impressions of men and things, and

such incidents or conversations which take place within my knowledge” (Journals 126).

Chesnutt seemed to have found a receptive medium in realism for describing the

“truth” of the nation’s racial dynamics. After all, proponents of realism were certainly

not shy about proclaiming their connections to the “truth” of American society. If

DuBois sees Beauty and Truth as inextricable links to the eternal, William Dean Howells’

conception of the relationship between beauty and truth does not transcend contemporary
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realities; it depicts them. In his speech “Novel-Writing and Novel-Reading, ” Howells

explains, “By beauty ... I mean truth, for the one involves the other; it is only the false in

art which is ugly, and it is only the false which is universal. The truth may be indecent,

but it cannot be vicious, it can never corrupt or deprave.... The truth which I mean, the

truth which is the only beauty, is truth to human experience, and human experience is so

manifold and so recondite, that no scheme can be too remote, too airy for the test” (9-10).

For Howells, the “truth” of every-day experience (be it pleasant or not) is the litmus test

for a novel’s value. Any depiction of the kind of heroic or universal ideal that for DuBois

represents the heights of Beauty are for Howells “false to nature.”

While DuBois wanted to avoid the trappings of racialist science in his

understanding of Art, realism sought to infuse literature with a scientific authority, basing

the literary movement on a theory of observation and recording that would make Francis

Bacon proud. If Bacon thought it “was unscientific to go beyond what could be directly

observed, to ‘anticipate nature’” (Novick 34), then realist literature aspired to be “nothing

more and nothing less that the truthful recording of material,” to quote W.D. Howells’

classic definition. It is no coincidence that as Bacon’s empirical approach dominated

scientific methodology in the late 19* century (Novick 34), realism’s reliance on “faithful

recording” and “verisimilitude” aimed for the same type of objectivity and authority that

science held in the Euro-American imagination. Even as realism sought to incorporate a

science-like objectivity into the “subjective” realm of Art, Howells believed this

objectivity should be used for emancipatory purposes. He believed that realism was a

means “to widen the bounds of sympathy, to level every barrier against aesthetic freedom,

to escape from the paralysis of tradition” (cited in Warren 6).
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As Chesnutt clearly understood, such a view of literature seems perfectly suited

for a writer who wished to transcend existing racial classification and race relations.

Chesnutt could apply a realist methodology in order to “widen the bounds of sympathy”

by “objectively” portraying the effects of racism and the nation’s racial dynamics as a

means “to escape from the paralysis of tradition.” In The Problem ofAmerican Realism,

Michael Davitt Bell explains that the fundamental import of claiming oneself a realist

was to reassert “for literature the status of a ‘real’-that is socially normal-activity to

define literature not in its own terms but in the terms sanctioned by an abidingly anti-

‘literary’ cultural orthodoxy” (8). For Bell, this idea of the “real” hinges on male writers’

attempts to connect (or reconnect) the image of the writer with the “real man.”8 If

DuBois wished to demonstrate that he was extraordinary in the same manner as Aristotle

and Shakespeare, Chesnutt sought to align himself with the educated “everyman” and

establish what Bell calls a “‘masculine’ normalcy.” Such an impulse comes in part from

a desire to place writing within the realm of “manly” pursuits in order to avoid the

8 Because Bell insists on seeing the theories of realism as evolving from an author’s
gendered position as male or female, he has a difficult time incorporating women’s
“realist” writing into his conception of tum-of-the-century American realism. In his brief
chapter on Sarah Ome Jewett, he states that he has trouble classifying Jewett “as a
Howellsian realist” principally because of “her gender, her status as a woman writer”
(176, his italics). He argues that Jewett’s book shows attention to “style” in a matter
unbefitting a Howellsian realist or a Norrisian naturalist. In many ways, Jewett seems a
curious selection for his isolated attention to women writers. While he justifies his dearth
of attention to women writers with the disclaimer “this book is not meant to ‘cover’
American fiction” but to examine “the influence of realist thinking” (173), we could
wonder what an extended discussion of a writer such as Rebecca Harding Davis would do
to his thesis of an exclusively male realism. In Chapter Four I will examine the works of
women that were labeled as sentimental in conjunction with DuBois’ fiction in order to
discuss how the genres of realism and sentimentality are not as easily separated as Bell
posits.
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stereotype of the effete artist. Chesnutt seems acutely aware of the fact that if the notion

of an educated elite helped educated black males defy the “black beast/black rapist”

stereotype, it also threatened to align them with the image of the “unmanly” and

“impotent”stereotype which simultaneously loomed over black male subjects. In short,

they become the educated effete, not the educated elite.

Chesnutt’s interest in the tenets of realism (and its “manly” overtones) make

sense when we consider what Bell sees as Howells’ gender crises and insecurities that

Bell invokes in an attempt to explain how Howells’ move “toward objectivity functions

on a deeper level to associate realism with ‘real’ pursuits and ‘men’s activities’” (33).

Once again, this remasculinization of literature is intimately connected to the findings and

rhetoric of science. During this time, the recently “discovered” affliction of neurasthenia

(which George M. Beard defined in his 1881 work American Nervousness as

“nervelessness-a lack of nerve force”) suggested that “excessive brain work” and

“nervous strain” threatened to emasculate desk-bound businessmen and writers (cited in

Bederman 14, 84). This illness coupled with the long-standing perception of writing as

an effete profession created a crisis in the male literati. Are male writers succumbing to

neurasthenia? Are writing and other “desk” jobs manly occupations? Can males write

for a living and still retain their virility? For some of the writers unwilling or unable to

undertake a Hemingway-esque safari every few years to reassure themselves of their

manhood, these fears were assuaged in part by attaching themselves to realism and its

claims of manly, “real” work.

As Bederman and many others have noted, the fear of neurasthenia was fueled by

white fears of black male virility. That is to say, many white professionals felt that they
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were weakening the race genetically (through a neo-Lamarckian idea that their inactivity

would be passed down genetically), while African American laborers were passing on

added virility and strength to their progeny. We might wonder how effective Chesnutt’s

attempt to “masculinize” his work through an association with realism would be,

especially since realism is at least partially a response to fears of black virility. In this

light, Chesnutt seems destined to fail, as any challenge to literary orthodoxy by a black

writer would resonate with fears of the increasing presence of African Americans in

political, economic, and social circles. Rather than being the perfect medium to express

an abhorrence of racial dynamics as Chesnutt believed it was, perhaps realism is in fact

the ultimate “ol’ boys” network that was circling the wagons in order to prevent attacks

not only against manhood, but more specifically white manhood.

Chesnutt’s desire to remasculinize African American cultural production plays

itself out through an association with a “genre” of writing that is responding to a similar

crisis about its own “manliness.” The fact that realism proved so masculine, and its

advocates were so committed to proving they were doing “real” work, proceeds from a

panic about the virility of “novel-writing” and “novel-reading,” rather than a bastion of

hyper-masculine security (if there is such a thing). Howells himself proclaims, “It is the

man of feminine refinement and of feminine culture, with us so much greater than

masculine culture, who loves fiction” ( “Novel-Writing and Novel-Reading” 19). While

one can see why the masculine language of realism (as well as its emancipatory message)

might be attractive to black men attempting to avoid the emasculation of blackness, such

an alliance threatens to reproduce the same obstacles against which Chesnutt is fighting.

After all, according to Bell the hyper-male rhetoric issued by proponents of a Howellsian
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realism surfaces precisely because this “maleness” is being called into question. If

Chesnutt believed he was escaping a slave ship of racial discrimination by adopting

realism’s principles, he seemed to be rescued by the Titanic, a vessel fraught with its own

questions about the structural integrity of its “manhood."

While its ability to alleviate gender crises seems dubious, perhaps realism looked

particularly attractive to Chesnutt because of its strong claims of authority - of telling the

real truth about society, whether it be decent or “indecent” (to use Howells’

terminology). In her book Black Women Novelists & the National Aesthetic, Madhu

Dubey speaks of “the authority of realism” - the sway that (for the above-mentioned

reasons) realism held over black writers and critics. Criticizing just such a “masculine”

realism, Dubey focuses on the “nonrealist modes of characterization” of black women

writers in the 1970s and 80s in order to demonstrate how these writers held an ambivalent

stance (at best) toward the Black Aesthetic. Her approach serves as a valuable reminder

of the limits of a hyper-masculine realism, and the ways realism failed to live up to its

goals.9 In the following sections of the chapter, I will illustrate the numerous obstacles

Chesnutt faced in attempting to publish his “realist” depictions of the nation’s racial

troubles.

9 Dubey specifically mentions realism’s reliance on a “pre-existent” and stable self,
which she sees as contrary to the goals of 1970s black women’s fiction. For example,
drawing upon Thomas Docherty’s Reading (Absent) Character: Toward a Theory of
Characterization in Fiction, Dubey claims that a consideration of the “nonrealist modes
of characterization” in Toni Morrison’s Sula “displaces] the realist assumptions that
underwrite the opposition of flat, false stereotype and whole, authentic character. The
argument that stereotypes misrepresent black feminine identity presupposes a preexistent
real and knowable self that fiction should mirror as accurately as possible. Such an
argument unmistakably recalls the realist notion of character as the reflection of a full,
coherent self’ (4).
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Publish or Perish: Racial Prejudgement and the Publishing Community

I would like to keep Dubey’s idea of “the authority of realism" and its

limitations in mind and return to DuBois’ contention that since the white community held

a “racial prejudgement” of “Truth,” it would not approve of any work that did not

coincide with this distorted prejudgement. If DuBois’ contention is correct, how would

black writers enter into a privileged and authoritative literary community (as Howells’

tum-of-the-century band of realists was) that would only accept versions of the “truth”

which in fact distorted tum-of-the-century racial dynamics? Chesnutt’s publishing

history seems to suggest that although Howells’ definition of realism focuses on the

“common” people, there seems to be very circumscribed notions of how African

Americans should be portrayed as “common.” In this light, realism (re)places the veil of

the color line, once again firmly separating the “common man” by race. While

proponents of realism were especially interested in hearing stories about the black

community, they proved incredibly obstinate about what stories would be told and who

could tell them. While these publishers encouraged submissions by African American

writers, they rewarded those that conformed to pre-existing, normative depictions of

black characters and race relations.

Early in Chesnutt’s career, we see his belief that he can use his writing to fight the

unjust policies and social situations he observed. In a journal entry written nineteen years

before his first book was published, Chesnutt uses the language of a religious zealot

seeking to convert the masses:

I think I must write a book.... I feel an influence that I cannot resist calling me to

the task.... Besides if I do write, I shall write for a purpose, a high, holy purpose,
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and this will inspire me to greater effort. The object of my writings would be not

so much the elevation of the colored people as the elevation of the whites, - for I

consider the unjust spirit of caste which is so insidious as to pervade a whole

nation, and so powerful as to subject a whole race and all connected with it to

scorn and social ostracism -1 consider that a barrier to the moral progress of the

American people; and I would be one of the first to head a determined, organized

crusade against it. (Journals 139-140)

Chesnutt sought to connect his personal success as a writer with socio-political goals of

racial redefinition, seeing his task as containing the “high and holy purpose” of educating

his readers, especially the white reading public. When it came time to publish a

collection of short stories as a book, however, Chesnutt and his editors developed

differing ideas about what was his best work. Established editors of the day thought

Chesnutt’s “conjure” stories were his most realistic depiction of black culture, whereas

Chesnutt found them to be lighthearted recordings of black dialect and was interested in

what he considered more serious writing. Chesnutt wrote in his journal, "I shall leave the

realm of fiction, where most of this stuff [minstrel jokes] is manufactured, and come

down to hard facts” (126).

Chesnutt’s affiliation of “conjure stories” with minstrel jokes proves to be a

telling one. In his book Love and Theft, Eric Lott provides an excellent analysis of the

ways in which blackface minstrelsy functioned on many levels and was anything but a

simple show of derision. He writes that most of the potentially subversive moments of

early minstrelsy are “qualified by ‘darky’ dialect (in the theater) and orthographic derision

(on the page).” Even so, because of its ability to question American social policy and
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place “blacks, for a moment ambiguously on top,” minstrelsy “could be dangerous, even

if it was understood that the singer need not be taken seriously” (Lott 24, 29). While

many recent studies explicate the ways in which Chesnutt’s “conjure stories” provide just

such a dangerous commentary on American social policies and practices, Chesnutt was

obviously perturbed by the fact that his work was not taken “seriously.”

Certainly, this lack of “serious” comment was in no way connected to a lack of

attention. His conjure stories were enormously popular and received rave reviews.

Nonetheless, the type of reviews he received irked Chesnutt and demonstrates how his

stories fed into the very stereotypes he was trying to overcome through his writing. In

1899, a reviewer for the Boston Saturday Evening Gazette comments that in The Conjure

Woman, “the author is very successful in his dealing with negro dialect, which he

describes with much humor.” The New Orleans Daily Picayune adds, ‘The stories are

well written, showing familiarity with the whimsicalities and comicalities of negro

character, and a subtle perception of the poetry and romance often hidden in their hearts”

(cited in Ellison 4-7). The Book Buyer compares Chesnutt to Paul Laurence Dunbar,

commenting on their “simplicity” and stating that Chesnutt’s work exhibits “the

playfulness of a child” (Cary 27). The Los Angeles Times similarly remarks that the tales

“are full of the unconscious humor, the darky belief in the supernatural, the darky

mingled child-likeness and shrewdness” (“Some Tales of Conjuring” 14).

While his conjure stories provided Chesnutt entrance into the literary world, they

did so at a price. If he wrote his conjure stories to capture some of the vitality of the

black community and oral history, the reviewers saw the stories as confirmation of what

racialist science had already proven-the childishness and happy-go-lucky superficiality of
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African Americans. From this point on, Chesnutt dedicated himself to portraying the

“real” stories of black life, not a story of humor and gaiety, but ones of oppression and

ostracization. In a 1900 letter to William Dean Howells (only one year after the

publication of his conjure stories), Chesnutt affirms his commitment to striving for social

justice and expressing the “hard facts” of life for African Americans : “1 shall endeavor

always to depict life as I have known it, or, if I wander from this path, as I think it ought

to be” (To Be an Author 146).

As his mention of this “high, holy purpose” of writing indicates, Chesnutt, like

DuBois, sees literature as a Truth capable of destabilizing racial difference. He writes in

his journal, “The negro’s part is to prepare himself for social recognition and equality;

and it is the province of literature to open the way for him to get it” (140). Chesnutt

identifies literature as a class marker, and entry into an elite literary community which

establishes class alliances capable of eclipsing racial distinctions. One can also see

Chesnutt deflecting racial difference through class ties within his body of writing.

However, he does so by creating a hierarchy of color within the community labeled as

African American. Most prominently, in The House Behind the Cedars (1900), Chesnutt

presents the lighter-skinned John and Rena as the only characters emotionally and

intellectually capable of forming these class ties. The first day that Rena “passes” in

white society, her “white waist” and her “native grace and good sense” capture the town’s

eye, and before the day is over, she is crowned the Queen of Love and Beauty at the

annual chivalry tournament. When her brother, John, passes as a white man in his

hometown, he is immediately seen as an upper-class gentleman: “[H]e was tall, dark, with

straight, black lustrous hair, and very clean-cut, high-bred features” (1, emphasis added).
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While Chesnutt expresses a degree of irony in this figuration and an awareness of the

cultural antecedents that caused such a hierarchy, the book’s entire format serves to show

that John and Rena belong with the aristocratic white community, not with the servants,

coopers and ex-slaves around whom they grew up, Chesnutt says as much early in the

novel: “while superior in blood and breeding to the people of the neighborhood in which

they lived, [John and Rena] were yet under the shadow of some cloud which clearly shut

them out from the better society of the town” (19).

If John and Rena are coded as worthy of a higher station in life, then the darker-

skinned characters such as Frank and Plato are clearly marked (with dialect and

stereotypically “black” behavior) as low class, and unfit for social escalation. At times,

Frank becomes perilously close to approaching the darky characters from the minstrels

that Chesnutt so vehemently rejects. When during the chivalry tournament a broken

lance careens into the stands, it hits Frank, much to the glee of the crowd: “He rubbed his

head ruefully and made a good-natured response to the chaffing of his neighbors, who. . .

made witty and original remarks about the advantage of being black upon occasions

where one’s skull was exposed to danger” (30). In the novel’s moral economy, Frank is

not a bad man; in fact he is one of the kindest characters in the book, but he is the butt of

jokes (Chesnutt’s and other characters’), and his kindness is saturated with an Uncle Tom

impotence and acceptance of his station in life. When Rena’s beauty catches the eye of

the winning knight, Frank, who is hopelessly in love with her, mutters, “Yas, suh, yas,

suh, it’s her. .. . It’s Miss Rena, sho’s you bom. She looked like an angel before, but

now, up there amongst all dem rich, fine folks, she looks like a whole flock of angels”

(31). As his comment explains and his dialect suggests, Frank certainly does not belong
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in the company of “ladies and gentlemen,” although he recognizes that John and Rena do

belong.

While both Chesnutt and DuBois use the notion of Truth in essentially the same

manner, they define this truth very differently. Whereas DuBois sees this Truth as a

means of transcending his racialized body (and the “veil” of racial difference more

generally) by aligning himself with elite scholars such as Shakespeare and Aristotle,

Chesnutt seeks to combat this veil with the “hard facts” of realism. In this sense,

Chesnutt’s idea of literature closely resembles DuBois’ sociological history. As we will

see in Chapter Four, DuBois’ “realistic” sociological texts (such as The Philadelphia

Negro and The Souls ofBlack Folk, texts that reveal the “hard facts” of race relations and

racialist policies) differ greatly from his fiction, which seems more closely aligned with

the stereotype of “sentimental” or “women’s” fiction.

Recalling Bell’s conception of the masculine goals of tum-of-the-century realism,

we can see gender acting as another means with which Chesnutt destabilizes race. If

Charlotte Perkins Gillman used race to destabilize gender lines, then Chesnutt’s reliance

on a masculine notion of realism flips the equation. Most notably in The Marrow of

Tradition, Chesnutt clearly emphasizes the “manhood” of his protagonist Dr. Miller in

order to forge a favorable comparison between him and the ungentlemanly aristocrat Tom

Delamere, who Chesnutt claims “was beautiful, but not manly. [His beauty] conveyed no

impression of strength, but did possess a certain element, feline rather than feminine,

which subtly negatived the idea of manliness” (16). Here, Chesnutt manipulates the label

of emasculation generally attributed to African American males, assigning these

characteristics instead to an “unworthy” blue blood.
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Implicit in this commentary is Chesnutt’s idea that difference should be

determined by class and gender issues (“manly” behavior), rather than misleading racial

definitions. After all, despite his impeccable blood lines, Tom is characterized as “a

degenerate aristocrat.” Chesnutt informs us that Mr. Ellis (a level-headed, if sheepish,

associate of the Carteret family) “hated a hypocrite, and despised a coward, and he felt

sure that Delamere was both” (95-97). In what can only be called a rewriting of the plot

of Twain’s Pudd’nhead Wilson, Tom proves to be an undisciplined gambler and drinker,

and in order to settle some of his debts, he dresses up as a black servant, Sandy, and kills

Polly Ochiltree, robbing her and placing the blame on the faithful Sandy.10 Chesnutt

consciously manipulates the signifier of “manhood” in order to prove that some “southern

gentlemen” are in fact beasts driven by sensual gratification, while many upper-class and

lighter-skinned blacks are quite refined and gentlemanly (Dr. Miller, for example). For

Chesnutt, in large part due to the unnatural means of determining who belongs in the

upper-class circles (a means which calls Tom Delamere a gentleman and forces Dr. Miller

io The similarities between the incidents in Pudd’nhead Wilson and Marrow ofTradition
are unmistakable. Both licentious heirs are named Tom D. (Tom Driscoll in Twain’s
novel and Tom Delamere in Chesnutt’s). Both characters are called “degenerate”-Twain
writes that Tom was “a degenerate remnant of an honorable line” (100), and Chesnutt
claims that Tom Delamere is a “degenerate aristocrat” (95). There are some subtle, yet
important, differences, however, between the murder/robbery scenes in Pudd’nhead
Wilson and Marrow ofTradition, particularly in relation to the ways that gender enters
into these stories. In Twain’s novel, Tom Driscoll robs and kills his uncle, whereas Tom
Delamere kills a woman who is not a relative. Twain has Tom Driscoll dress as a black
woman in order to commit his crime, and Chesnutt has Tom Delamere appear as a black
man when committing his crime. Also, as we saw in Chapter Two, Twain’s “degenerate”
aristocrat proves to be an African American switched in infancy, which undermines some
of his claims about the degeneration of the white upper class.
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into Jim Crow train cars), “our boasted civilization is but a thin veneer, which cracks and

scales off at the first impact of primal passions” (310).

As Bederman has pointed out, middle-class notions of “manliness” were at this

time being threatened by what was seen as a more virile working-class masculinity (13).

For Bederman, such a threat was contained by the white community through an increased

attention to the idea of racial difference. At this point the terms “civilized manliness” and

“primitive masculinity” come into play, terms that when racialized (as they usually were)

clearly place the hierarchy of “man” in the realm of biology and genetics. Chesnutt

explores this issue through the two primary African American male characters in Marrow

ofTradition: the “refined” Dr. Miller and Josh Green, whom Miller terms “a black giant.”

Whereas he clearly presents Dr. Miller as the savior of the African American elite,

Chesnutt is nonetheless drawn to what can only be described as Josh’s physical manliness

and his desire for violent revolution. If Josh is not capable of leading a successful

transformation of American society, he certainly presents an attractive means of venting

frustration and anger. When Josh asks Dr. Miller to join him a violent uprising, Dr.

Miller is tempted emotionally: “For Miller it was an agonizing moment. He was no

coward, morally orphysically. Every manly instinct urged him to go forward and take up

the cause of these leaderless people, and, if need be, to defend their lives and their rights

with his own,-but to what end?” (282, emphasis added).

If, as Bederman contends, the white middle class resolved the threat of

neurasthenia and lower-class vitality by drawing upon the discourse of “civilization,” then

Chesnutt resolves Dr. Miller’s anxiety in a similar manner; he takes the “civilized” and

“educated” view that violent revolution will accomplish nothing beneficial-a belief that is
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bom out in the subsequent action in Marrow. “By invoking the discourse of civilization

in a variety of contradictory ways,” Bederman declares, “many Americans found a

powerfully effective way to link male dominance to white supremacy” (23). Chesnutt

tries to subtly shift the nature of this dichotomy to class issues so that male dominance

becomes linked with not white supremacy but an educated elite - white and black. In

this light, Dr. Miller clearly exhibits a “civilized masculinity,” whereas Josh Green and

Tom Delamere reveal a more instinctual “primitive manhood” driven by uncontrollable

urges and passions.

As Sandra Gunning points out, Chesnutt’s “ultimate validation of black

masculinity” comes at the expense of the novel’s women characters- Dr. Miller’s wife,

Janet (through her embodiment of the “emotions of a black patriarchal community”),

Polly Ochiltree (whose murder sets the book in motion) and Olivia Carteret (who

Gunning claims is metaphorically raped by Dr. Miller). While her reading of Olivia’s

prostrate pleading with Dr. Miller as a rape is questionable, Gunning does perceptively

illuminate how Chesnutt’s masculine ideal, and his “ultimate redemption of blackness”

by means of this ideal “[occur] at the expense of women.” She explains, “Chesnutt still

has to use the metaphor of violated white womanhood to talk about masculine action”

(76), and in this regard Gunning sees Chesnutt’s construction of the feminine as similar to

that of Thomas Dixon.

Certainly it seems possible to argue with Gunning about the extent to which it is

exclusively, or even primarily, “white womanhood” that is violated. After all, Polly is no

more a victim of masculine violence than is the Millers’ male child who is killed during

the riot. If in the novel’s economy, “Polly is worth more dead than alive”(75), then so too
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is the Millers’ child sacrificed to the text’s masculine action. As I mentioned before, the

claim that Olivia is metaphorically raped lacks textual support. In fact, such a claim

follows the tum-of-the-century logic that any sexual contact (metaphorical or not)

between black men and white women necessarily indicates rape." Certainly,

contemporary white readers would be apt to balk at Chesnutt’s depiction of a white

women at the mercy of a black man. In a 1902 review ofMarrow ofTradition, the

literary editor of the Independent, Paul Elmer More, writes,

This is a novel written with a ‘purpose’ and the purpose stands out more

predominant than the story itself. The intention is to show the injustice which the

blacks have suffered at the hands of the whites since the War. This, of course, is a

justifiable theme, but in working out this theme Mr. Chesnutt has done what he

could to humiliate the whites... .The last chapter [in which Olivia Carteret pleads

on her knees for Dr. Miller to save her child’s life after she sustained injuries in

the race riot ofWilmington] was utterly revolting to me, although I have no

Southern sympathies.” (To Be an Author 173)

In this review, More defends the journal’s earlier negative review of the book solely on

the grounds that the final image ofOlivia on her knees in front of a black man is “utterly

n This is not to say that Polly and Olivia are not depicted according to traditional gender
stereotypes; Polly is “controlling and emasculating” and Olivia is “neurotic and selfish”
to use Stephen Knadler’s words (437), but such characterization suggests Chesnutt’s
attempt to jab at his white audience’s cherished myths of racial difference (Janet is the
perfect “good mother” in Chesnutt’s own words), rather than his dependence on
victimized white womanhood as a foundation for his critique of race relations. In this
light, Polly and Olivia’s shortcomings can be aligned with those of the principal white
men - McBane as uncouth and violent, Delamere as paternalistic, Carteret as a
representative of Old South racism, etc. - even as we recognize the ways these faults are
gendered.
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revolting.” Chesnutt invokes the fear (espoused by social scientists such as Frederick

Hoffman) of social contact between black men and white women in startling detail. Not

only is Olivia in close physical proximity to an African American male in a position of

authority, she is pleading for his assistance. Part ofMore’s repulsion towards Marrow of

Tradition comes from its depiction of the debasement of Southern white womanhood

before newly-empowered black men.

While Olivia’s position on her knees in front of Dr. Miller temporarily reverses

the racial hierarchy, it also suggests the act of fellatio with the “debased” white woman

prostrate in order to satisfy a black man. Rather than suggesting that Olivia is

metaphorically raped (as Gunning suggests), it seems to me that this scene invokes

metaphorically the white community’s unspeakable nightmare - sexual contact between

black men and white women that is initiated by the white women. In this context, More’s

review reflects the white community’s panic and furor over sentiment such as that

divulged in AlexanderManly’s editorial that suggested many of the instances of

interracial mixing and miscegenation are caused by white women’s secret attraction to

men.12 At least on a metaphorical level, Chesnutt replicates Manly’s logic in a response

to U.S. Representative Edgar Crumpacker, who informed Chesnutt of his favorable

opinion of Thomas Dixon’s theory that “an intermingling of blood... means general

demoralization.” Chesnutt rejoins, “Such intermingling as there has been, and there has

been a great deal, has been done with the entire consent and cheerful cooperation of the

12 For a summary and discussion of Manly’s editorial, see footnote one in Chapter Two.
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white race, and I am unable to see any disastrous results that have followed so far”

(Unpublished Letters from and to Crumpacker).

While I disagree with her figuring of this scene as a metaphorical rape ofOlivia,

Gunning’s larger claim that the novel’s masculine success “occurs at the expense of

women” - white and black - who are silenced or subordinated within patriarchal

structures remains a valuable one. If Chesnutt figures Janet as the hero of the text’s

conclusion (as Stephen Knadler contends), he does so only to the extent that she remains

in support of black men (specifically her husband Dr. Miller) and patriarchal principles.

While Michael Davitt Bell reminds us of the masculine construction of realist writing

more generally, Gunning demonstrates how Chesnutt’s embrace of this ideal through his

celebration of a masculine ideal has harrowing consequences for women.

In Marrow ofTradition, Chesnutt argues for the existence and significance of this

heroic black masculinity by relying on the “hard facts” of race relations in Jim Crow

North Carolina. However, when Chesnutt stopped writing conjure tales and incorporated

these “hard facts” into his work, they were largely disregarded by the white literary

community. W.D. Howells termed Marrow ofTradition “bitter, bitter” and Chesnutt’s

early mentor at the Atlantic Monthly Walter Hines Page believed that “RenaWalden” -

later retitled The House Behind the Cedars - was “not sufficiently mellowed” (To Be an

Author 123). Although both Chesnutt and the editors to whom he submitted his work

appear to be invested politically and literarily in realism (and in Chesnutt’s future as a

writer), they reach an impasse when it comes time to agree on what is a realistic depiction

of African Americans and the nation’s racial dynamics. As More’s review ofMarrow

demonstrates, the liberal publishing community finds it acceptable to help “elevate” the
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black community as long as it remains “beneath” the white community-some societal

changes are necessary (and good material for literature), but revisions that strip white

society of the most precious tenets of its racial mythology remain absolutely taboo. The

publishing community balks at any text that places African Americans in positions of

power equal to or greater than their white counterparts.

In his article “Untragic Mulatto: Charles Chesnutt and the Discourse of

Whiteness,” Knadler concludes: “Chesnutt implies that for the African-American realist

to be an ideal insider for his white audience, he must follow a melodramatic formula: to

deviate from this normalizing formula is to be labeled unrealistic or unnatural” (431). If

black authors’ attempts at realism are labeled as melodrama, or dismissed for their

harshness, how must black writers who wish to establish themselves in the white literary

community (as Chesnutt so vocally did) approach their subject? How does this alter their

texts without compromising the artistic independence of the work? In a letter to George

Washington Cable, Chesnutt claims, “I suppose I shall have to drop the attempt at

realism, and try to make them [future texts] like other folks” (66). This sentiment, which

recurs throughout Chesnutt’s career, demonstrates the limitations of the genre of realism

for African American authors. Here, realism is not only an aesthetic principle; it is

fundamentally political and it points to the problem of the expression of black male

anger. The reception ofMarrow ofTradition (particularly in contrast to the immense

popularity of Chesnutt’s conjure tales) suggests that African American male writers must

cloak their criticism of society and science, or risk being dismissed as bitter or unrealistic.

The history of the reception of Chesnutt’s work further suggests that if they were

to publish in the white journals and presses, African Americans could not express anger
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or scathing criticism of society’s racial traditions. In this context, Howell’s disapproval

of Chesnutt’s “bitter” work and Page’s claim that his writing was “not sufficiently

mellowed” become euphemisms that reveal the unacceptability (from the white

publishers’ point of view) and the impotence (from the black male writers’ point of view)

of inflammatory rhetoric and/or the literary expression of anger. As Kenneth Wanren

states in his analysis of the era’s literary monthlies, “[I]f Howells had to be asked by

Richard Watson Gilder to remove the word ‘dynamite’ from the April installment of Silas

Lapham in the Century (because ‘it is an unknown and horribly inflammable quantity,

and we don’t want, if we can help it, to be associated with the subjects, except by

opposing it’), black Americans needed no such reminders” (35). This fact points out

what is perhaps a fatal flaw in the union of African American writers and realism.

Howellsian realism depends upon - is in part defined by - the expression of an

indignance at society’s inequalities and the suffering that such inequalities cause.

However, Chesnutt’s publishing history suggests that African American males, no matter

how “justifiable” their anger, are not permitted by society to express this anger. DuBois

describes Marrow ofTradition as “one of the best sociological studies of the Wilmington

riot” that he had seen (DuBois, Letter 1). W. Pratt Annis, an African American school

teacher, adds “Marrow ofTradition is of today. It is grand. ... It is not romance - it is

reality” (Annis, Letter to Charles Chesnutt, underlining in original). For African

American readers and reviewers, Chesnutt’s work proves to be exemplary precisely for its

depiction of reality. However, the publishing business, and the white community by

extension, rewards a “sho’ good eatin’” depiction of African Americans’ passivity (to

echo Fanon’s statement in the epigraph), a depiction that might momentarily berate or
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question social policy, but never fundamentally threatens this policy, rather than a work

that urges a serious reconsideration and reconstruction of American society.

We can pursue this idea by comparing the responses of Richard Watson Gilder

(the editor of Century magazine) to the writing of Chesnutt and Mark Twain. While

Gilder (and most editors of the time) was concerned with upholding the decorum and

gentility that his refined readership expected, he seemed willing to make exceptions for

Twain. Perhaps because Twain made his impact in society as being an indecorous

iconoclast (and was admired for this stance), Gilder could excuse his bitter and impudent

criticism of American society’s most cherished traditions. In fact, for Gilder such

criticism was welcomed. He claimed that Twain was “at times... inartistically and

indefensibly coarse.” However, this breech of decorum was permissible because he was

“a good citizen. . . [who] believes in the best things” (cited in Warren 53). Twain was, in

short, ennobled by his “indefensibly coarse” writing. We could wonder for a while about

what were the “best things” in which Twain so heartily believed. Could it be his less-

than-radical view on race relations, one which pokes fun at the nation’s race dynamics,

but refuses to seriously reevaluate them? As we saw in Chapter Two, Twain

demonstrates appropriate disdain for some of society’s racial obsessions, but stops short

of suggesting a radical revision of the nation’s power structure. Despite its questioning

of the rationale and validity of racial difference, Pudd’nhead Wilson ends with the unruly

“blacks” back in slavery and the “white” characters rightly restored to their proper

positions, even if he questions these categories throughout the text. Such a work shows a

“justifiable” aversion to racial injustices (to echo Paul Elmer More) without

“humiliating” or threatening the white population.
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Certainly, Gilder’s response to Chesnutt’s writing suggests the value for African

Americans of measuring one’s criticism of society. In response to Chesnutt’s essay ‘The

Negro’s Answer to the Negro Question,” Gilder wrote, “Mr. Chesnutt’s.. . is a timely

political paper - so timely and so political - in fact so partisan - that we cannot handle it”

(Chesnutt, To Be an Author 38). Explaining his rationale for likewise rejecting

Chesnutt’s story “Rena Walden,” Gilder states,

There is either a lack of humor in the author or a brutality in the characters, & a

lack of mellowness [the same word Walter Hines Page used in his criticism of the

story], lack of spontaneous, imaginative life in the people, lack of outlook -1

don’t know what - that make them - as here depicted - uninteresting. I think it is

the writers [sic] fault, rather than the people’s. . . The hero and heroine are such

frauds both of them that they have no interest - as here described. The black boy

is better, from a literary point of view & his father” (To Be an Author 67).

I have quoted this response at length because it demonstrates how Gilder’s response to

Chesnutt seems to be, at least in large part, influenced by his preconceived ideas of race.

Indeed, Gilder would seem to be resistant to any work from a black author that does not

perpetuate what Chesnutt calls “stale negro minstrel jokes.” He doesn’t like John and

Rena because they are “frauds” (a curious interpretation of a novel about “passing”). But

he likes the “black boy” Frank, who acts much like a slave to the lighter-skinned and

more refined John and Rena. Certainly, Frank “keeps his place” in the story, working as

an impoverished cooper at a time when this trade is being rendered obsolete by

industrialization. As I mentioned earlier, Chesnutt clearly labels him as inferior to John
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and Rena and unsuited for social elevation. For Gilder, Frank is “better” from a

literary/aesthetic point ofview.

From our position one century later, Frank is perhaps the flattest, least-interesting

character in the story; he is predictable, stereotypical, and has a strained dialect which

acts as a clear class marker in the text. In this instance, it seems as though Gilder’s

literary evaluation of the characters is based primarily (if not solely) upon what positions

in society they held. It also reveals how Gilder rewards Twain’s ability to manage anger,

or to detach the reader from the disturbing scene he creates, through humor and satire. A

contemporary reader may have been disturbed by the racial ambiguity of Pudd’nhead

Wilson, but he would also have laughed at the ex-slave Tom Driscoll’s attempt to fit into

polite society and Pudd’nhead Wilson’s amusing “scientifics.” On the other hand, as

passing mulattos marrying into the most-established white families, John and Rena were

threatening (and thus seen by Gilder as “frauds”), while Frank played the traditional

“darky” role, which for Gilder is clearly “better.”

Nor is Gilder alone in this evaluation of Frank. In 1901 an anonymous reviewer

of the Boston Universalist Leader writes, “Seldom has there been sketched a finer

character than ‘Frank’” (cited in Ellison 37). For this reviewer, Chesnutt’s depiction of

Frank helped him treat the race issue with “delicacy.” Once again, Frank represents a

non-threatening (i.e., traditional) vision of racial interaction. The Southern Workman, a

journal published by the Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute (later shortened to

Hampton Institute) and dedicated to the Washingtonian credo of economic opportunity at

the expense of social equality, agreed with these evaluations of Frank:
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Though the author’s Negro types are not all of the finest, we find in “Rena’s”

humble adorer, Frank, the real hero of the story. At the close of the chapter

devoted to him, Mr. Chesnutt says: “There are depths of fidelity and devotion in

the Negro heart that have never been fathomed or fully appreciated. Now and

then in the kindlier phases of slavery these qualities were brightly conspicuous,

and in them, if wisely appealed to, lies the strongest hope of amity between the

two races whose destiny seems bound up together in the Western world.”

(“Review” 727)

For members of the white community, and those within the black community committed

to Booker T. Washington’s philosophy, Frank is comfortable. He doesn’t threaten the

color line (his skin is dark and his family has not been involved in miscegenation, as

opposed to John and Rena), he doesn’t ask for or seem to want social equality, and he

shows a remarkable “fidelity” to those in superior positions within society.

In some ways, Frank functions in the novel as a hero. He rescues Rena when she

becomes delirious and wanders into the night, he helps John and Rena’s mother after both

upwardly mobile children leave town, and he remains a good friend to Rena throughout

the story. In a traditional romance, perhaps Rena would have recognized Frank’s worth

and come to love him despite his working-class status. For Chesnutt, this ending is not

acceptable. To have Frank and Rena marry would destroy all the cross-race class

affinities between the upper-class whites and blacks that he has taken such pains to

construct in the novel. For this reason, Chesnutt ends the tale with Frank and Rena

meeting one last time as Rena is dying in bed: “‘Frank,’ she murmured, ‘my good friend -
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my best friend. You loved me best of them all’... .Tda died, for you, Miss Rena,’ he

said brokenly” (185).

Eight years after he condemned House Behind the Cedars for having a “lack of

mellowness,” Gilder rejected another one of Chesnutt’s stories, “Her Virginia Mammy”

(which was later published in the collection The Wife ofHis Youth). Although this story

is remarkably different from Rena Walden in tone, setting, subject matter, and genre,

Gilder disapproves of the story because it “seems to lack something in the way of charm

and mellowness” (7b Be an Author 115) - essentially the same as his criticism ofRena.

As the appearance of the word “mellow” in three separate rejections of Chesnutt’s work

suggests, the acceptance of his literary work by the white publishing establishment (an

acceptance he openly coveted) hinged upon his reproduction of traditional racial images.

In fact, the term “mellow” seems particularly appropriate coming from the

publishing/reviewing community because it implicitly invokes the very stereotypes

against which Chesnutt fought. One of the first associations many people have with the

word “mellow” is a maturing or aging process that removes harshness - a well-matured

wine, for example. The Oxford English Dictionary gives one version of this sense of the

term, defining “mellow” as “mature, ripe in age; having the gentleness or dignity resulting

from maturity.” When applied to the dismissal of Chesnutt’s work, this meaning suggests

a lack of sophistication, that Chesnutt’s voice is too young and lacks nuance. However,

we can situate the meaning in the discourse of manly civilization to which Chesnutt so

devoutly clung. The recurrent use by white critics of the word “mellow” implies that

when Chesnutt writes his trenchant analysis of American racism or includes favorable

examples of miscegenation, his reviewers place his work firmly outside the realm of the
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“gentleness” and “dignity” of upper-class masculinity - in other words, real men don’t

harshly criticize others. As I mentioned earlier, even the “king” of American realism,

William Dean Howells wished for a more “mellow” voice from Chesnutt, dismissing

Marrow ofTradition as “bitter, bitter,” a criticism that further distances Chesnutt’s work

from the “restraint” and “decorum” found in the Victorian ideal of refined manhood.

In this context, the term “mellow” seems to have a class component, connoting

low-class “bitterness” or harshness as opposed to upper-class “mellowness” or

gentlemanly maturity. The term also suggests how blackness becomes gendered in tum-

of-the-century discourses on race. The OED lists a more recent definition (19Ul century)

for “mellow” as “good-natured, genial, jovial.” These words seem to describe perfectly

the stereotypically passive “darky” figure so prevalent and beloved in the minstrel

tradition and white literary portrayals of “positive” African American males. “Mellow”

in this context can be substituted with “harmless” or “fun-loving.” Depictions of banjo-

strumming, Dixie-whistling black males are encouraged; other more troubling depictions,

or those which “unfairly” criticize the nation’s racial dynamic, are criticized as “bitter."

Chesnutt senses such a dynamic, commenting to his confidante Walter Hines Page after

Gilder rejected “Her Virginia Mammy”: “If [the story] were located in New Orleans, fifty

years ago, it would be more likely to have ‘mellowness,’ but I guess it is too nearly up-to-

date to suit Mr. Alden [editor of Harper’s Monthly] and Mr. Gilder [of Century

Magazine]” (To Be an Author 115).

Even Page, Chesnutt’s most ardent supporter, assessed his later work in a similar

manner: ‘There is a certain unreality about these people,” he writes to Chesnutt in

reference to his unpublished novel The Rainbow Chasers, “that prevents them from being
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convincing.... I feel in a certain way as sure that you have missed the choice of the best

material in this case, as I was dead sure that you hit it in the case of the ‘Conjuh stories’”

(Page 1). We could ask why Chesnutt’s meek, uneducated African American characters

(such as Frank and Plato in The House Behind the Cedars) were seen as more accurate

and believable, and why after the popular failure of Marrow, he was left to muse, “If a

novel which is generally acknowledged to be interesting, dramatic, well constructed, well

written - all of which qualities have been pretty generally ascribed to The Marrow of

Tradition. . . - cannot sell 5,000 copies within three months after its publication, there is

something radically wrong somewhere, and 1 do not know where it is unless it be in the

subject” (To Be an Author 171).

The first writer to classify Chesnutt and/or his work as bitter was Pauline Bouvé

in an August 1899 edition of the Boston Evening Transcript. In her article entitled “An

Aboriginal Author: The Work and Personality of Charles W. Chesnutt,” Bouvé once

again lauds Chesnutt for the instinctual humor found in his early work, writing, “One

cannot read The Conjure Woman without appreciating the humor of the author of these

tales, and if one knows anything of the Southern negro, the distinctively negro humor is

recognized, for the Afro-American invariably possesses humor - sometimes of the

subtlest sort” (16). Bouvé’s use of the word “aboriginal” in the title immediately

ghettoizes Chesnutt and places him on a lower social and evolutionary step, even as

Chesnutt spends the vast majority of his interview with her attempting to prove his

refinement and education. When discussing Chesnutt’s present demeanor or his more

cunrent work in The Wife ofHis Youth, Bouvé finds Chesnutt bitter. There is the

“concentrated bitterness” in his expression during their interview, his “bitter smile” when
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he discusses the nation’s obsession with racialized blood lines, and the “bitterness” he

shows towards the white people of the South in his fiction. Nor is Bouvé alone in this

condemnation. In the three months after the release ofMarrow ofTradition alone, we see

five more reviews that find Chesnutt’s work “bitter.”13

We can see how constricted were the contributions of African American writers to

the white publishing industry in two rejection letters Chesnutt received. In a letter written

some time after March 1892, the editors of the literary journal Two Tales state,

We have tragedies galore - three fourths of the stories we receive are calculated to

wring the heart. . . and, frankly we are surfeited with grief - we crave something

humorous (tho’ yours is distinctly humorous), something that will relieve, not

strain the tired sensibilities, of the average reader. . . So, “A Victim of

Circumstances” is hopeless for us - good as it is - But “Jim’s Romance”you can,

if you are willing to, end differently. Can’t you introduce another girl, for

instance, the unattractive, plain, every day working girl, and have her silent

affection for Jim rewarded at the last by his turning to her in his grief. But please

o The book was released by Houghton Mifflin on Oct. 23, 1901. On Oct. 26th, The New
York Commercial Advertiser claims that the novel leaves a “bitter taste.” The Dec. 1
edition of the Colorado Springs Gazette says the book will only create “bitter discussion.”
The Dec. 7lh New York Times Book Review states that Chesnutt’s “literary touches” seem
“too bitter and unfair.” On Dec. 15th, the Indianapolis Sentinel writes that some of
Chesnutt’s points are “too bitter.” Finally, and most famously, in the December 1901
North American Review, William Dean Howells states, “Marrow ofTradition is, in fact,
bitter, bitter. There is no reason in history why it should not be so, if wrong is to be
repaid with hate, and yet it would be better it if were not so bitter” (882). The quotations
from the Commercial Advertiser, Gazette, and the Sentinel were cited in Ellison and
Metcalf.
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don’t drop him down the elevator well. Let us keep him with us - happily (and,

better still, humorously) settled at last. (Two Tales , underlining in the original)

In this letter we see the editors of the journal trying to reshape Chesnutt’s work (by

suggesting a more humorous ending) to the expectations of the white publishing

community. The editors presumably reserve the spots for literature dealing with

“tragedies” for white authors, while once again African American writers are encouraged

to provide humor, amusement, and diversion.

In a similar situation, Bliss Perry, who became editor of Atlantic Monthly after

Walter Hines Page resigned and took a position with Doubleday and McClure Co., rejects

two of Chesnutt’s stories, but accepts “Baxter’s Procrustes,” which the journal published

in the June 1904 edition. As an explanation for why he chose “Baxter’s Procrustes” and

not the other stories, Perry explains, “It is an ingenuous and amusing story extremely well

told. A good deal of our Atlantic fiction deals with serious, not to say tragic, problems,

and it is a pleasure to us to accept a story of the other sort whenever its literary excellence

warrants us doing so” (Perry 1). In this letter and other ones, Perry expresses his

commitment to continue the Atlantic Monthly's support of Chesnutt that began with

Walter Hines Page. As is the case with the letter from Two Tales, however, the editors

clearly see Chesnutt’s work as providing a break from the “serious” and “tragic” stories

published in the journal. Almost unilaterally, the publishing industry perceives

Chesnutt’s “humorous” stories to be “mellow” and exhibit “literary excellence,” whereas

they dismiss his “serious” work as “bitter,” because they express an “unreality” that fails

to be “convincing.”
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Perhaps this is where we can most clearly see the problems that arise with

Chesnutt’s commitment to realism. Howellsian realism often depends upon producing

unblinking portrayal of America’s urban scenes. Ostensibly such a realism seeks to

create scathing criticism of the social policies that cause inequalities in these scenes in

order to “widen the bounds of sympathy.” Yet, African American authors are

discouraged, if not forbidden, to describe the stark realities of racial segregation or

express anger/indignation at the social systems which make these realities possible. In

short, while the white literary public was fascinated by Chesnutt’s “mellow” conjure

tales, his narratives depicting unmellow African Americans are dismissed as being

unfairly “bitter.”

No, No - Do It Like This: White Authors and the “Race Problem”

In his immensely popular essay entitled “Criticism and Fiction,” William Dean

Howells famously writes that continental writers such as Dostoevsky involved themselves

with the “profoundly tragic.” American novelists, on the other hand, “concern

themselves with the more smiling aspects of life, which are the more American”

(Criticism and Fiction 62). When Howells deals with race in his own writing, he creates

what we might call the “smiling aspects of blackness,” rather than a “bitter” portrait of

race dynamics. If Chesnutt creates a Dostoevskian depiction of the “tragedy” of the

nation’s racial situation, Howells gives us what for him is a quintessential American view

of race which is “softened and modified by conditions which formerly at least could not

be said to wrong any one [or] to cramp endeavor.”
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In his 1892 novelette An Imperative Duty, Howells directly addresses the

American “race problem” and the nation’s obsession with racial mixing - biological and

social. The story begins with Dr. Olney returning to America after a long sojourn in

Europe. As he returns to New York City, Olney is surprised by the large number of Irish

immigrants and African Americans that mingle on the streets with the upper class white

population. After contemplating the rough transition from the Old World to the New

World that the Irish have endured, Olney muses about the superior manners of the

“negro” waiters when compared to the Irish: “[The negro waiter] would have clothed his

greed in such a smiling courtesy and such a childish simple-heartedness that it would

have been graceful and winning” (139). This passage ascribes to the African American

waiter the very same qualities - “smiling courtesy” and child-like behavior - that the

critics identified and praised in Chesnutt’s early writing, especially his conjure tales. In

short, what make the black waiters so favorable is precisely their lack of bitterness and

assertiveness, the qualities for which editors and critics disparaged Marrow ofTradition.

Certainly, Howells does not create a viciously racist depiction of these waiters. In fact,

Olney waxes nostalgic about their presence: “[T]he one aspect of our mixed humanity

here which struck Olney as altogether agreeable in getting home was that of the race

which vexes our social question with its servile past, and promised to keep it

uncomfortable with its civic future” (139). Rather than a biting racism, such as Thomas

Dixon would develop in The Clansman, An Imperative Duty (or at least the novel’s

protagonist) forwards a romantic racialism that portrays African Americans as servile

Toms who distinguish themselves in their eagerness to please the white community.
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One could make the argument that Howells does not necessarily subscribe to the

same beliefs as his protagonist. Through his depiction of Olney as naive and clueless

about America’s changed racial relations, Howells does exhibit an awareness of how

misguided Olney’s proclamations are. Nonetheless, this portrayal of the “childlike”

simplicity of African Americans pervades the entire novel, not just Olney’s internal

monologues. In fact, the omniscient narrator reveals to the reader the fact that Olney’s

love interest, Rhoda Aldgate, comes from mixed ancestry (her grandmother was African

American) even before we - or Olney or Rhoda - discover her secret: “[Olney] recalled

the particulars of her beauty: her slender height, her rich complexion of olive, with a sort

of under-stain of red, and the inky blackness of her eyes and hair.. . a succession of

flashing, childlike smiles, showing between her red lips teeth of the milkiest whiteness”

(147). In this case the “inky blackness” refers to Rhoda’s eyes and hair, but the word

“inky” appears several other times in the novel in reference to the skin color of African

Americans - for example, “the inky dandy who sauntered past her” (192). This

description suggests Rhoda’s “negro” descent and can therefore be juxtaposed with the

“milky whiteness” of her teeth; her facial features become symbols of her mixed ancestry.

Finally, there is Rhoda’s “childlike” smile, which reminds us of Olney’s discussion of the

“childish simple-heartedness” of the waiter. In this instance, Howells’ narrator (in his

subtle hints about Rhoda’s racially-mixed ancestry) concurs with Olney about the child¬

like disposition of African Americans.

Howells seems aware enough of the issues at stake here and concerned enough for

the rights of African Americans to avoid relying ultimately on such easy, unimaginative

stereotypes. While the conclusion ofAn Imperative Duty maintains established racial
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differences, Howells cleverly reverses the traditional hierarchal ordering of these

differences. After Olney and Rhoda discover her mixed ancestry, Howells writes, “if

Olney ever had any regret it was that the sunny-natured antetypes of her mother’s race

had not endowed her with more of the heaven-bom cheerfulness with which it meets

contumely and injustice.... His struggle was with that hypochondria of the soul into

which the Puritanism of her father’s race had sickened in her” (233). This is not an

insignificant reversal, particularly in light of racist claims about the absolute inferiority of

African Americans and Anglo American fears of “neurasthenia.” Rhoda’s “African

traits” seem to serve her better in the modem world than her “Puritan" ancestral traits.

However, this “liberal” reversal of the racial hierarchy only serves to further entrench

racial difference. Defining “cheerfulness" and “simplicity” as African characteristics

forecloses the possibility of aggressive/“bitter” criticisms of the nation’s racial dynamics

and solutions to the “negro problem.”

In this light, the only way that Howells can rectify the social chaos that An

Imperative Duty sets forth (at the beginning of the novel, the mulatta Rhoda is set to

marry a wealthy white preacher) is to recognize the miscegenation that has taken place,

and to “rectify” it by reestablishing the racial boundaries that temporarily crumbled with

Rhoda’s grandparents. After Rhoda momentarily rejects Olney’s marriage proposal

because her “blackness” is “burnt into me. It’s branded me one of them,” he proclaims,

“All that I shall ask of you are the fifteenth-sixteenths or so of you that belong to my race

by heredity; and I will cheerfully consent to your giving our colored connections their

one-sixteenth” (230,229). Howells clearly intends this quip to be taken as a joke (with

the implied punch line presumably being the impossibility of making such divisions).
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Nonetheless, he carries out the spirit if not the letter of this joke at the end of the novel.

Whereas Frances Harper’s Iola Leroy searches out her African American relatives and

establishes a lasting commitment to and relationship with her new-found community after

discovering her mixed ancestry, Olney and Rhoda return to Europe, where Rhoda is

capable of being mistaken for being Italian. Indeed, in Europe Rhoda can reveal her

“ancestral color” without having to experience her “ancestral condition.” This happy-

ever-after ending enables Howells to deal with the “race problem” and miscegenation

without having to immerse himself in the sullied details and “bitter” realities of American

racial policies.

Where Do We Go From Here?: Chesnutt and Literary Tradition(s)

This chapter demonstrates the various ways that black writers responded to

scientific discourse and to the literary establishment and how these responses were

constrained by critical expectations concerning race. For Henry Louis Gates, these

constraints were magnified and exacerbated by these writers’ reliance on Euro-American

paradigms of writing. As he explains in Figures in Black, black writers have been misled

by the ideological goals of social realism, and have too often “conceived their task to be

the creation of an art form that reports and directly reflects brute, irreducible, and

ineffable 'black reality.’” While this idea seems intimately related to Ann duCille’s idea

that critics of African American literature too often read that literature in order to find an

“authentic black” experience,14 Gates sees another aspect of black authors’ reliance on

14 In the introduction to The Coupling Convention, duCille takes issue with modem
critics’ “tendency to treat black literary texts not as Active invention but at transparent
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social realism. For Gates, if African American writers cling too tightly to the larger genre

of realism, they run the risk of remaining or becoming “indentured servants to white

masters” (cited in Warren 6). We can use Chesnutt’s career, and his longing for

acceptance into the elite literary community, as evidence of the problems this goal can

cause.

To see how Chesnutt’s idea of “truth” and the “real” were constrained by the

white intelligentsia’s racial preconceptions confirms Gates’ critique of African American

realism. One could argue that such a reading limits these writers to meek attempts at

imitating white artists or reshaping their subject matter to adhere to the concerns of white

society. However, Gates’ criticisms do not seem to apply fully here for two reasons.

First, Chesnutt’s writing was repeatedly rejected by the white literary establishment

because he refused to adhere to their “literary” values - their version of “black” writing.

He “dropped [his] attempt at realism” for precisely this reason. Second, we can use

Gates’ idea of an African American “hidden discourse” to argue that Chesnutt could

simultaneously create a text that reads to a white audience as “realism” and “signify”

upon that tradition at the same time - what Gates calls “repetition with a signal

difference” (xxiv). Indeed, several critics such as Myles Raymond Hurd, Richard

Brodhead and Eric Sundquist have demonstrated the ways in which Chesnutt applies

what Gates terms “the parallel discursive traditions” of African American and Euro-

historical documents, evaluated in terms of their fidelity to “the black experience” (what
she terms a “racial litmus” test) and their attention to “authentically black” subject matter.
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American writers in order to produce a critique of the dominant society.15 My analysis

does not contradict Gates’ claims. In fact, one could see the argument for Chesnutt’s

interest in the white publishing community and his “hidden discourse” as different pieces

of the same puzzle. To claim that all white writers upheld racial difference and all black

writers subtly undermined these differences is too simple a dichotomy. Chesnutt’s

concomitant coveting of, and resistance to, the white literati demonstrates this tension.

In some ways, this entire chapter has been held together by the unspoken question,

“When is anger legitimate and who can express this anger?” As Chesnutt’s travails with

publishing his “realistic” writing suggest, the tum-of-the-century literary community,

even the most “liberal” supporters of racial equality, was not particularly interested in

hearing anger from African American males. Certainly, Booker T. Washington clearly

understood this “truth” and modified his criticisms of the nation accordingly. In her book

Conceived By Liberty, Stephanie Smith suggests that Frederick Douglass revised his later

autobiographical works using the “sentimental” strategies found in women’s fiction (such

as Stowe’s Uncle Tom's Cabin). Smith argues that in his later work, Douglass moved

away from an Emersonian Self-Reliance and a sense of masculine mastery/agency and

relied upon a “sentimental strategy” that “deauthorize[d] the dominant logic that to be a

free American citizen required the attainment of a punitive (white, male) agency” (116).

is As Brodhead puts it, “Chesnutt seizes the idea that if the forms of literary expression
must be found in a dominant culture, they can still be used in the interest of subordinated
peoples. He grasps that if writing must be directed to Northern white audiences, it can
nevertheless aim to further black causes with those audiences-can make itself a means to
enter the minds and remodel the mental habits of white readers as they read” (195).
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For Smith, this revision allowed Douglass to envision something other than a silenced,

victimized feminine.

This liberatory reading of Douglass raises some fascinating possibilities for our

understanding of Chesnutt. After all, in a large percentage of Chesnutt’s work, he

silences the “feminine” in his text and relies on the stereotypical masculine values of

transcendence, mastery and self-reliance that Smith claims Douglass rejected in his later

works. How might have Chesnutt’s work been accepted had he followed Douglass’ cue?

Of course, any reliance on sentimental strategies would bring Chesnutt back to the threat

of emasculation that he struggled so resolutely against. Rather than providing a solution

to or being the primary trouble of Chesnutt’s publishing travails, the generic choices and

revisions he made point to the problem of African American representation in a racialist

society with severely circumscribed notions of what we might call in the spirit of this

chapter the reality ofblackness.

In Chapter Four, I will further explore some of these issues in the context of

DuBois’ fiction. If Chesnutt increasingly relies on realism as his literary career evolved,

in his fiction DuBois seems to adopt some of the “sentimental strategies” in his fiction

that Smith ascribes to Douglass’ work. Considering the generic differences between

DuBois’ political/sociological writing and his fiction, the coming chapter will question

the very definitions of “realism” and “sentimentalism.” What is at stake in DuBois’ and

Chesnutt’s claim to be speaking the “real” Truth when DuBois’ distinctions between

realism and sentimentalism are no longer so clear? How do we understand these claims

(particularly DuBois’) when the fiction of DuBois and to some extent Chesnutt in many

ways appears to be almost formulaically sentimental? How are these lines of inquiry
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affected when we consider that DuBois and Chesnutt rely on very masculine values (the

topic ofChapter Three) in their definitions of “Art,” especially when sentimental fiction

has traditionally and stereotypically been defined as belonging to the sphere of women?

As I suggested above, I believe that these questions invoke the specter of anger, and

when, and by whom, the publishing community permits it to be expressed. If this

community allows Twain his indecorous sarcasm and denies Chesnutt’s “bitterness,” then

if we are to understand how and when one can express anger perhaps we need to examine

the works of African American males in relation to the works of another segment of

society not permitted “legitimate” anger - white women.



CHAPTER 4

THE SENTIMENTAL DUBOIS: GENRE, RACE AND THE READING PUBLIC

Shorn of the hypnotic rhythmicity that blacks are said to bring to their woe [in
blues music], white statements ofblack needs suddenly acquire the sort ofstark
statistical authority that lawmakers can listen to andpoliticians hear. But from
blacks, stark statistical statements ofneed are heard as strident, discordant, and
unharmonious. Heard not as political but only against the backdrop of their
erstwhile musicality, they are again abstracted to mood and angry sounds.

- Patricia J. Williams

Nobody ever reads that fat volume on “The Philadelphia Negro," but they treat it
with respect, and that consoles me.

- W.E.B. DuBois

He who would tell a tale must look toward three ideals: to tell it well, to tell it
beautifully, and to tell the truth.

- W.E.B. DuBois'

When in 1794 Matthew Carey published the premier American edition of what is

often called America’s first best-selling novel, Susanna Rowson’s Charlotte Temple, it

was titled Charlotte. The Tale ofTruth} Whether this title served as a narrative device to

lend authenticity to her tale of woe, or as an acknowledgment of her reliance on actual

people and situations, can never be fully determined. In any case, Rowson faithfully

i Citations for the epigraph are as follows: l)Williams, The Alchemy ofRace and Rights,
pg. 152; 2) Bay, “The World Was Thinking Wrong About Race,” 41; 3) DuBois,
Introductory Note to The Quest of the Silver Fleece, i.

2 The novel was originally published in 1791 in England, at William Lane’s Minerva
Press. Lane distributed this version widely and it was available in America “[w]ithin a
year of its initial British publication” (Davidson xxx). In 1797, Carey dropped the
subtitle, The Tale ofTruth. Rowson herself preceded the novel’s journey to America,
permanently relocating to the United States in 1793.

144
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keeps this claim of actuality alive throughout the text, writing in Chapter XXVIII, “I am

writing a tale of truth: I mean to write it to the heart” (Rowson 99). Researchers who

have examined the history of the reception of Charlotte Temple have unearthed much

evidence suggesting that readers responded to this claim of truth. As both Ann Douglas

and Cathy Davidson have discussed, an anonymous admirer erected a gravestone for

Charlotte Temple in Trinity Churchyard in New York, where readers/fans continued

bringing flowers, locks of hair, and ashes of love letters well into the twentieth century.

The fact that the “real” person beneath the tombstone remained a mystery and that

Charlotte was ostensibly a character of fiction scarcely mattered. The story registered as

“true” to the readers. As Davidson puts it, “The point remains - for Rowson’s readers

Charlotte was real” (xv).

Nor did this impression of the novel fade quickly after its release. The text has

seen over 200 editions, and undergone many revisions in the editions. For example, an

1860 edition attempting to emphasize the novel’s evocation of sentimentality renamed the

novel The Lamentable History of the Beautiful andAccomplished Charlotte Temple, with

an Account ofher Elopement with LieutenantMontroville [sic], and her Misfortunes and

Painful Sufferings. Apart from being quite a mouthful, in its attempt to align Charlotte

Temple with conventional sentimental tales this renaming misidentifies the reason readers

were drawn to this tale. In drastic contrast to novels which the readers read and dismissed

as fanciful diversion, readers responded deeply to the “real” story in the novel. In 1870,

Elias Nason wrote a full-length book about Rowson entitled Memoir ofSusanna Rowson,

in which he offered his analysis of her most famous novel: “[Charlotte Temple] is not. ..

a creation of fancy but a faithful transcription of actuality.” In 1907, Lillie Deming
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Loshe concurred, writing in The Early American Novel that Rowson was essentially a

“realist” (cited in Kirk 26-7).

I have begun this chapter with a brief history of the reception of Charlotte Temple

to introduce one of the primary concerns of this chapter - the different types or “planes,”

as Nina Baym puts it, of Truth in works of fiction. Critics often present realism and

sentimentalism as the two opposing poles of literary genre. Howells tried to foster this

division himself by pitting his “hard facts” against sentimentalism’s emotive strategies,

yet contemporary readers of Charlotte Temple apparently felt no compulsion to make

such divisions. Even as Howells tries to separate his work from sentimentalism, both

Howells and sentimentalists claim a privileged space from which they speak with

authority. In this respect, they rely on a very similar rhetoric of truth, even as they claim

this truth emanates from very different sources. Realists state that “truth” comes from

stem examination of facts, whereas sentimentalism invokes, among other things, the

“truth” of Christian morality and of women’s experiences of oppression.

We must remember that in the late 1700s as Rowson was penning Charlotte

Temple, writing novels was a dodgy occupation for women, in large part because novels

were considered to be a vice suggestive of sin and depravity. In 1803, Samuel Miller

summed up the sentiment in his BriefRetrospect of the Eighteenth Century: “(I]t may,

with confidence, be pronounced, that no one was ever an extensive and especially an

habitual reader of novels . . . without suffering both intellectual and moral injury, and of

course incurring a dimunition of happiness” (cited in Davidson xvi). Obviously, Rowson

would have seen the benefits of distancing her story from books of fancy, and claiming it

a faithful recording of actuality. Such a move simultaneously removed the stigma of sin
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from her job as a writer and allowed her predominantly female audience to feel morally

justified in reading Charlotte Temple. It also accesses a site of authority - the higher

“truth” of sentimentalism - from which she could speak. Even so, as Douglas points out,

there are multiple ways to define and respond to the “truth” of a piece of fiction:

“[Rowson’s readers] were.. . obeying the injunction every melodramatist delivers to his

or her audience: take this story literally. Swear to a reality that includes yet supercedes

mere reality of fact for the truth of desire, the ‘feeling heart’” (xvi).

I would argue that there exist even more easily identifiable versions of truth to

which Rowson’s text lays claim. First, we have the “actual story,” the “real facts” of a

historical episode. Secondly, Douglas identifies “the truth of desire, the ‘feeling heart’” -

that is, the truth of the emotions of the story. Or as Martin Berger puts it, “As long as

sentimentality retained its associations with authentic feelings, the text’s emotionality

helped make the narrative seem real” (245). But, Rowson also uses the claim of a “true

story” as a device that allows her to deliver a tale that explores the “truth” of gender

inequality and gender oppression. Her novel develops a sophisticated argument about the

societal forces acting upon and against women - and men’s complicity in and

orchestration of these forces - under the pretense of telling “a tale of truth.” Rowson’s

faith in the redemptive possibility of fiction undergirds this rhetoric of truth. Charlotte

Temple, in Rowson’s eyes, could change young girls’ and women’s lives. Davidson

comments, “Rowson was, first and last, a writer who believed in the transformative

power of the text” (xxvii).

I have attempted to illustrate here the variety of truth claims swirling around

literature of an earlier tum-of-the century literature to suggest some of the narrative
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possibilities available to black writers who sought to reveal the “truth” of racism to an

ignorant and suspicious white readership. Certainly, writers such as Pauline Hopkins and

Frances Harper, as well as Harriet Wilson half a century before, found support for racial

equality in sentimentalism’s focus on the inclusion of marginalized groups through a

refined morality.3 In this chapter, I will argue that in his fiction (specifically his 1911

novel The Quest of the Silver Fleece) DuBois relies on sentimental strategies for many of

the same reasons as do these black women. These strategies can be directly contrasted

with his scientific sociology, which centers on a masculinized rhetoric of statistically

verifiable versions of truth. PatriciaWilliams states in the epigraph, “[F]rom blacks,

stark statistical statements of need are heard as strident, discordant, and unharmonious”

(152). Taking into account the history of resistance to scientific theories of racial

equality, perhaps we can see DuBois trying in his fiction to access the different “plane” of

truth offered by sentimentalism, one that works by way of empathy, rather than “strident”

and “discordant” statements of oppression. In making this argument, I hope to invoke

and analyze the traditional gender alignments associated with genre - sentimentalism as a

women’s genre and realism as man’s “work” - in order to question the usefulness of these

distinctions. After all, if we hold these distinctions to be “true,” how do we account for

DuBois’ sentimental strategies? I think we can begin to answer this question by looking

at how The Quest of the Silver Fleece has been received by black and white critics alike.

3 In her book Coupling Convention, Ann duCille claims that black women found
sentimentalism’s marriage plot and its challenge of patriarchal authority helpful tools,
tools that they borrowed from and modified to fit their specific historical situations in
their attempt to “reclaim and resexualize the black female body” (4).
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Why do most critics characterize The Quest of the Silver Fleece, when they

mention it at all, as melodramatic, dated, and an unsuccessful foray into fiction by a

sociologist, but never as a formulaically sentimental novel, one that adopts the strategies

and models provided by previously successful “sentimental” writers, such as Susanna

Rowson, Harriet Beecher Stowe, or Frances Harper? How would its reception have been

different if DuBois published the novel with his wife’s name, Nina Gomer DuBois,

instead of his own? Would it have been more popular or reached a different audience?

What if it were written by Jane Addams or some other prominent socially-involved white

woman? Would it have a different history of reception?

Perhaps a more interesting question is, how would we as supposedly “detached”

and “objective” scholars of literature view The Quest ofa Silver Fleece nearly a century

later, if we believed it were written by a black woman or a white woman? Quite possibly

we would laud it for its sentimental subversion of racial hierarchy, its subtle and covert

undermining of the color line, its adaptations of the conventions of marriage and the

sentimental narrative more generally. Instead, we tend to talk about this novel - to the

extent that we discuss it at all - as an aberration from the norm for an otherwise

accomplished writer or as a flight of fancy from an otherwise serious man. We ignore,

for the most part, how important this project was for DuBois, how much it meant to him

as he was writing it. Instead, critics comment on his one dismissive reference to the book

in his 1940 autobiography, Dusk ofDawn: “In 1911,1 tried my hand at fiction and

published ‘The Quest of the Silver Fleece’ which was really an economic study of some

merit” (269). This history of reception illustrates how the novel suffers from our

prescriptive ideas of what men and women should write. It also reveals the limitations of
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gender imposed upon women writers who are expected to produce works of “fancy” and

other “non-serious” works.4

“You Can’t Handle the Truth”: Fiction and the Planes of Reality

In his collection of essays entitled Criticism and Fiction, William Dean Howells

writes that people “require of a novelist whom they respect unquestionable proof of his

seriousness, if he proposes to deal with certain phases of life; they require a sort of

scientific decorum'' According to Howells, a novelist “can no longer expect to be

received on the ground of entertainment only; he assumes a higherfunction, something

like that of a physician or a priest" (73, emphasis mine). In many ways, this short

quotation touches on many of the themes I hope to explore in this chapter. Howells

concerns himself with the role of literature in the social world. He deems his “realism” a

science-like project, and contends that through a scientific observation and reporting of

4 Obviously, binary gender categories create problems for writers not wanting to write in
stereotypically gendered ways (men who use the tropes of sentimentalism or women who
borrow from realism’s methodology, for example). However, the unique limitations that
I am claiming are imposed on women arise in large part from the wholesale dismissal of
“sentimentalism” as a serious literary category. This tradition of dismissal was well
established by the time Hawthorne wrote about the “scribbling mob of women,”
continued in Howells’ lamentation that “men of letters” must resign themselves to the
fact that “the fate of the book is in the hands of women,” and extended into more recent
evaluations of sentimentalism by Herbert Ross Brown and Ann Douglas. In DuBois’
time, sentimentalism was similarly disparaged. Notice the tone of repugnance Frank
Norris uses in his 1901 “A Plea for Romantic Fiction”: “Romance has been often put
upon and overburdened by being forced to bear the onus of abuse that by right should fall
to sentiment; but the two should be kept very distinct, for a very high and illustrious place
will be claimed for Romance, while sentiment will be handed down the scullery stairs”
(cited in Sawaya 259).
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“real” detail, he can attain a more accurate depiction of the contemporary social and

political milieu. It seems as though Howells tries to establish an epistemological

authority with which to undergird his fiction, an authority that depends upon seriousness

of subject matter and the objective, empirical study of this matter. Howells’ mention of

such a “scientific decorum” of novelists whom people “respect” signals that writing for

Howells becomes intimately connected with a desire for respectability. This

respectability, however, is threatened when the observer chooses to deal with “certain

phases of life” - Howells’ euphemism for low-class social scenes, or the uncomfortable

mixing of classes - unless one does so from a position of scientific authority. In other

words, because he is dealing with the sordid “real,” Howells comes to his subject matter

as the respectable observer peering through his sterile microscope at the infectious culture

of minorities and the lower classes.

In The Problem ofAmerican Realism, Michael Davitt Bell argues that Howells

sees a fundamental distinction between “style” and “truth,” denigrating “‘style’ in the

interest of ‘truth.’” For Bell, Howells’ definition of art “is a matter not of craft (style) but

of instinct, and what apparently distinguished a picture from a map, astonishingly enough,

is not consciousness of form, of pictorial composition, but attention to ‘fact’ and

‘meaning’!” (Bell 19). While Bell separates these two concepts (truth and style) a little

too easily in order to construct his argument about Howells’ appreciation of a

masculinized “truth” and his fear of a feminine or emasculating “style,” he does help us

to see how Howells’ conception of “truth” and “hard facts” seems to be based upon what

are for Howells very masculine values. In fact, much of the authority and allure of tum-
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of-the-century scientific objectivity (for Howells, DuBois and others) comes from its

production of a masculinized rhetoric of detached and rational observation.

We might pause for a moment and think about what Howells’ phrase “scientific

decorum” means in this context. As I mentioned, on one level Howells aligns science

with what he sees as incorruptible “facts” and “truth”; in short, one must adopt a

“scientific decorum” to truthfully portray “reality.” But, even as Howells claims to be

opposed fundamentally to “style,” the phrase “scientific decorum” suggests that his

project has everything to do with style and propriety. After all, what is decorum if not

meticulous attention to style and convention? This quotation is further complicated when

we consider Howells’ coupled examples of the physician and priest. For Howells, these

professions seemingly represent the “real,” in that both the physician and the priest use

their advanced knowledge to decipher deeper, mysterious “truths” for the masses in order

to cure, or at least alleviate, the disease and baseness of common life. In this formulation,

sickness and sin, illness and depravity, key components of Howells’ “real,” must be

combated with knowledge from “above,” be it with the spiritual transcendence of the

priest or the scientific transcendence of the physician. In conventional wisdom, however,

these professions represent very different types of “truth.” The physician relies on

observable, scientific data and the priest deals in much less tangible and empirical

revelations of truth. In our classic understanding of hard science, there is no leap of faith.

While Howells looks to the “higher function” of both the physician and the priest, their

different perspectives and their choice of foundational texts suggest alternative notions of

truth and methodologies used to attain this truth. Howells’ coupling of these two calls

into question the very tenability of a concept such as a stable “truth.”
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Specifically, Howells sees his brand of realism as being the road to literary truth,

avoiding both the romantic trappings of popular sentimental fiction and the aristocratic

pretensions of an elite art that, in Howells’ words, seeks “to shelter itself in aesthetics”

(C&F 76). While Howells points to realism as the literary methodology that serves this

“higher function” of truth, Nina Baym claims that romantic plots and characters within

popular sentimental fiction in the late 19“’ century serve a similar function. She writes

that most of the protagonists in women’s sentimental fiction are “perfect heroines” that

“are representatives not of womanhood but of sainthood,” of “another plane of

humanity" (Baym 234, emphasis added). While Howells outlines a methodology of

creating literary works and Baym is interested in the characters within texts, the similar

language of transcendence and “higher truth” within these quotes can be seen as an

indication of how the ideas of literary truth and objectivity are contested, as well as the

many registers in which these concepts are contested. After all, as often as they are

presented as the two opposing poles of tum-of-the-century literature, both realism, by

Howells’ definition, and sentimentalism, in Baym’s account, rely on a very similar

rhetoric of transcendence and work for the common good and the common people.5

Within this convoluted milieu of truth discourses, DuBois must make his literary choices

and form his strategy of contesting the rhetoric of absolute racial difference.

5 So, even though he adamantly defined himself by and aligned himself with Howellsian
realism, Charles Chesnutt could also look to the work of Harriet Beecher Stowe and the
romantic Albion Tourgee as being the most truthful and effective literary treatments of
the nation’s racial dynamic.
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Reforming the Truth: Sociology and Philanthropy

Early in his career before he turned to “sentimental” novels, DuBois sought to

contest racial classification by means of a rigorous scientific research. In the preface to

his 1896 study of chattel slavery, The Suppression of the African Slave Trade, he writes:

“I. . . trust that I have succeeded in rendering this monograph a small contribution to the

scientific study of slavery and the American Negro” (v). Three years later, in his

sociological study of Philadelphia’s urban scene, The Philadelphia Negro (1899), DuBois

similarly comments, “I am glad that, almost without exception, there was a disposition to

allow the full truth to be known for the sake of science and social reform” (iv). In both of

these prefaces DuBois cites his contributions to science, specifically the science of race,

as the most significant aspect of his work. Both of these lengthy texts give more than lip

service to the importance of science, as they abound with hundreds of tables, charts, and

maps. The very onslaught of facts and numbers, particularly in Philadelphia Negro,

serves as a visual reminder to the tum-of-the-century reader of how DuBois sought to

construct his thesis around “fact,” rather than amorphous racial theory.

According to Mia Bay, until The Philadelphia Negro, the United States had not

produced many sociological studies of race that were meticulously documented with

scientific research. 1890s sociology, Bay writes, “was based on theoretical speculation

rather than on empirical research” (44). As we have seen in Chapter Three of this work,

such speculation tended to be racist and presented the scientifically documented

“deficiencies” of African Americans. If works like Frederick Hoffman's Race Traits and

Tendencies ofthe American Negro (1896) were not rigorously scientific by today’s

standards, they certainly were immensely influential, and white readers generally took
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their findings to be the “truth” about racial difference. Seeing the power of works like

Hoffman’s Race Traits, DuBois discerned the necessity to disprove scientifically their

findings.6 Consequently, in the opening chapter of The Philadelphia Negro, DuBois

writes, “We must study, we must investigate, we must attempt to solve; and the utmost

that the world can demand is, not lack of human interest and moral conviction, but rather

the heart-quality of fairness, and an earnest desire for the truth despite its possible

unpleasantness” (3). In this short quotation DuBois outlines his entire project; he will

carefully study and chart the circumstances of the lives of black folk in Philadelphia. His

results may not be pleasant or even agreeable to the reading public, but if his readers have

“an earnest desire for the truth” they will read and believe DuBois’ study despite what he

believes they will see as its “unpleasantness.” Just as Howells uses the trope of the

detached observer as justification for his exploration of the sordid details of “certain

phases of life,” so too does DuBois use science to deflect the ramifications of his

findings. By invoking the myth of neutrality and objectivity, DuBois asks science to bear

a heavy load here. If one doesn’t like the “truths” in this text, his logic goes, blame

society and not the author. After all, the author simply records the facts.7

6 Since there were few examples of American social science based in empirical research,
DuBois modeled his work on European examples, drawing on Charles Booth’s
seventeen-volume Life and Labour of the People ofLondon (1889-1892). DuBois also
learned from German political economist Gustav Schmoller (with whom he studied in
Berlin), who outlined a scientific methodology that emphasized “the accumulation of
facts” (Bay 50-51).

7 This line of reasoning reminds me of James Joyce’s defense of Ulysses: “If Ulysses
isn’t fit to be read, then life isn’t fit to be lived.” While Joyce’s novel and DuBois’
sociological studies may have very little in common from certain angles, both authors
needed to justify their works in order to protect them from censorship and banning by
publishing communities/govemments that did not want to hear the stories they had to tell.
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DuBois’ claim does not end with the presentation of these facts, however.

Perhaps the most crucial aspect of this study for DuBois was the interpretation of the data

he accumulated about Philadelphia’s seventh ward. This interpretation points to the

necessity of fundamental social change. He writes, “I trust that this study with all its

errors and shortcomings will at least serve to emphasize the fact that the Negro problems

are the problems of human beings. . . Until he has prepared the ground by intelligent and

discriminating research, the labors of philanthropist and statesman must continue to be, to

a large extent, barren and unfruitful” (iv-v). DuBois here recognizes the contemporary

opinion that social ills are handled and remedied by the kind-hearted fortunate and the

well-intentioned legislature. Both groups, so the mythology goes, look out for the

helpless and voiceless of society. In 1872, Charles Loring Brace, founder of the

Children’s Aid Society, defined the role of the philanthropist in his book The Dangerous

Classes ofNew York and Twenty Years' Work Among Them. According to Brace, the

goal was to ‘“draw them [homeless children] under the influence of the moral and

fortunate classes, that they shall grow up as useful producers and members of society’ -

to redeem ‘the abandoned and destitute youth of our large towns’ as a prevention against

crime, anarchy, and possible uprisings by ‘the proletaires.’” Brace added that his book

aimed to “bring the two ends of society nearer together in human sympathy”

(Trachtenberg xiii).

Whatever Brace claims his goal to be, his quotation suggests that philanthropists

have as much to do with protecting the “moral and fortunate classes” from the

Both writers invoke the rhetoric of objectivity in making this defense.
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discontented rebellion of the masses as they do with forming an interclass bond of

“human sympathy.” Perhaps noticing this underbelly of much of the nation’s

philanthropic and legislative impulses, DuBois felt that “discriminating research” would

dispel the myth that legislative and philanthropic actions were ending discrimination

against African Americans. We see here the three principal goals of his study. He seeks

to 1) demonstrate previous “scientific” studies that argue for undeniable racial hierarchy

lack support and “discriminating research” - he wants to out-science the scientists; 2) he

wants to prove the universality of the problems of the urban African Americans by

showing their “shortcomings” to be related to oppression and class dynamics, rather than

racial inferiority; and 3) he seeks to convince his liberal readers that without this kind of

study, well-intentioned philanthropy will be misguided and consequently “barren and

unfruitful.”

This third goal demonstrates DuBois’ activism, even as he cloaks it in scientific

formality. Whereas some scholars point to The Souls ofBlack Folk as DuBois’ first foray

into activism,8 we shouldn’t overlook the importance of his comments about

philanthropy. Historians Michael Katz and Thomas Sugrue claim that DuBois’ method,

like much of the Progressive Era social scientists’ and reformers’, “was based on the

belief in the importance of gathering information as the first step toward improving

s For example, Nathan Hale claims that after he noticed the proliferation of lynchings in
the South, DuBois could no longer remain “a calm, cool, detached scientist,” and starting
with the chapter “Of Mr. Booker T. Washington and Others” in Souls ofBlack Folk,
DuBois began writing race “propaganda” (xxii-iii). Curiously, Hale cites lynching as the
deciding factor, yet claims the change comes with Souls, published in 1903, rather than
The Philadelphia Negro (1899) or The Suppression of the African Slave Trade (1896),
even though both of these texts were also published well after the peak of lynching
deaths, 1892-3.
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society” (24). While Bay and others have pointed out how DuBois’ method was very

different from his contemporary American social scientists, this belief in the connection

between scientific study and the amelioration of society’s ills helps to define DuBois’

understanding of the interaction between his “science” and his “race work.” If science

dispels myths and allows for a clearer understanding of the truth of racism, as DuBois

believed, then it creates a situation in which “we might know instead of think about the

Negro problems” (cited in Katz and Sugrue 24, emphasis in original). In short, through

the appropriation of the regard given to science and the authority it wields, DuBois could

influence how philanthropists and legislators dealt with the issue of race. He could don

the lab coat of scientific objectivity in order to resist prejudiced attitudes about racial

difference. As Kenneth Mostem puts it, “Social science would . . . serve as the

hegemonic tool by which he could fight racism” (40).

While the format and presentation of his ideas changed drastically in The Souls of

Black Folk, where DuBois mixes sociology, history, personal reflection and fiction, his

commitment to science’s rationality remains fundamentally unaltered. For DuBois, the

scientific documentation and interpretation of the facts about racial oppression within

Souls were themselves radical acts. As Alvin Poussaint puts it, “His studies had

convinced him of the infallibility of scientific research, not only as a source of truth, but

as a conqueror of oppression” (xxxi). Science proved capable of conquering oppression,

according to DuBois, because of its ability to sharpen/improve one’s rational faculties.

Writing about the results of racism, he claims, ‘They must be recognized as facts, but

unpleasant facts, things that stand in the way of civilization and religion and common

decency. They can be met in but one way - by the breadth and broadening of human
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reason, by catholicity of taste and culture” (124). This quotation introduces the idea of

the “unpleasantness” of the facts of racial prejudice for a second time. These facts

impede civilization and religion, but they must be presented, as a picture of the “true”

story of the roots of the nation’s racial dynamics.

As virtually every DuBoisian scholar has pointed out, DuBois contrasts this

“rational” science with Booker T. Washington’s plan for industrial education: “The

saying that Education will fix prejudice is a truism” (124).’ However, the rhetoric with

which DuBois criticizes Washington remains pertinent. Throughout the two chapters of

Souls that address Washington in-depth, “OfMr. Booker T. Washington and Others” and

“Of the Training of Black Men,” DuBois consistently speaks of the emasculating effects

ofWashington’s ethos of compromise. His most insistent complaint about Washington’s

approach to the nation’s racial dynamic seems to revolve around his failure to allow men

to be men, to assert their manhood. In the fourth paragraph of Souls, DuBois announces

that the primary effect of racism is African Americans’ “longing to attain self-conscious

manhood” (45). It would be reductive simply to equate this notion with our concept of

manhood today, and claim that DuBois eliminated women from his vision and created a

hyper-masculine framework through which he defined success. In part because of the

fear of neurasthenia, around the turn of the century manhood came to represent a vital

9 For an especially thorough and thought-provoking account of this debate, see David
Levering Lewis’ W.E.B. DuBois: The Biography ofa Race, particularly Chapter Nine,
“Social Science, Ambition, and Tuskegee,” and Chapter Ten, “Clashing Temperaments.”
Lewis explores these leaders’ differences in terms of their geographical and intellectual
backgrounds: “If DuBois’ considerable and growing knowledge of the black South was,
nevertheless, akin to a professional explorer’s knowledge of Africa or the Amazon,
Washington was the black South - the peasant South arrayed with honorary degrees”
(256).
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civilization more generally and the ability to adapt to changing social situations. Given

this pervasive rhetoric of social Darwinism, one can easily see how the “attaining of

manhood” stood as an important goal for African Americans. The rhetoric of a refined

manhood, after all, stressed sophistication, refinement, and adaptability.

Even so, in Souls DuBois’ metaphors and descriptions create a very palpable and

visceral notion of manhood. Discussing the “tremendous undertaking" of the Freedmen’s

Bureau attempt to legislate protection for the newly-emancipated slaves, DuBois writes,

“[A]t the stroke of a pen was erected a government of millions of men - and not ordinary

men either, but black men emasculated by a peculiarly complete system of slavery” (62).

If DuBois demonstrated only a vague knowledge of Freud later in his life,10 this quotation

provides more than a little fodder for a discussion of the unconscious mind. We have

here nothing less than the metaphorical connection between a fondled and “erect” penis

and political agency (“manhood”). In short, the “stroke” of (to?) the “pen(is)” relief for

the “emasculated,” impotent African American men.

It is this manly declaration, this “stroke,” that in DuBois’ estimation Booker T.

Washington so noticeably lacks. Citing the differences between Northern and Southern

sensibilities, DuBois writes, “Mr. Washington’s counsels of submission overlooked

certain elements of true manhood’ (82, emphasis mine). Later, he adds, “So far as Mr.

Washington apologizes for injustice, North or South, does not rightly value the privilege

and duty of voting, belittles the emasculating effects of caste distinctions, and opposes the

higher education and ambition of brighter minds.. . we must firmly oppose [him]” (94,

io In Dusk ofDawn, DuBois refers briefly to Freud’s work, claiming that the psychologist
influenced his idea of a “racial unconscious” (Mostem 52).
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emphasis mine). The question I would like to pose is, why does DuBois feel compelled

to question Washington’s manhood at almost every turn of his criticism ofWashington’s

political views?

First of all, he clearly identifies the ability/necessity of “self-assertion” as a manly

action that is necessary to avoid the emasculating legacy of slavery and racial segregation.

DuBois calls Frederick Douglass the “greatest American Negro leader,” and lauds his

ability as an older man to “still bravely [stand] for the ideals of his early manhood” (86).

One can imagine DuBois’ appreciation for both Douglass’ political self-assertion (his

tireless speech-giving), and his manly refutation of Edward Covey and the white ship¬

builders with whom he battled.

Secondly, DuBois’ concept of manhood seems linked to his opinion that social

science must provide a brave and unblinking examination of unpleasant details. This, for

DuBois, is real roll-up-your-sleeves-and-get-dirty man’s work, much like the

masculinized rhetoric with which Howells infuses his discussion of realism. Both authors

yoke detached scientific observation/analysis to a masculinized rhetoric of objectivity.

Even Mostem’s description of DuBois’ science - “Social science would . .. serve as the

hegemonic tool by which he could fight racism” - describes DuBois with the

stereotypical masculine metaphor of dominance and struggle.

Lastly, DuBois seems to pair manly scientific study and self-assertion with

“productive” racial politics. That is to say, political action with regard to racial policy

and reality, if not informed with a rigorous and assertive scientific sensibility, will prove

“barren and unfruitful.” DuBois metaphorically links masculine agency with
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(re)productive potency in order to suggest Booker T. Washington and other “submissive”

race leaders are shooting blanks.

The “True” Beauty of Art: The Transcendence of Culture

As much as DuBois seems committed to this notion of a masculinized science, the

failure of The Philadelphia Negro and Souls ofBlack Folk to create any substantial

impact in contemporary racial policy undoubtedly made DuBois think twice about his

method of activism. Some critics, such as Hale, see Souls as the turning point where

DuBois’ perceives the impotence of racial “science” and shifts to race “propaganda.”

This purported shift does not make sense in a larger context of DuBois’ work. After all,

in 1911 his column for The Crisis DuBois was still citing science as effective “proof’ of

racial equality. Writing about the First Universal Races Congress and the subsequent

publication of its findings, he writes, “[those who have ‘said the last word concerning the

races of men’] will realize that America is fifty years behind the scientific world in its

racial philosophy. . . The leading scientists of the world have come forward in this book

and laid down in categorical terms a series of propositions that [prove racial difference is

not biological]” (13).

Therefore, eight years after the publication of Souls, DuBois still invokes science

as the leading authority on, and “truth teller” about, race. Science, for DuBois, is not the

problem. The obsolete and/or flawed methodology of American white scientists is to

blame. Anthony Appiah claims that DuBois rejects science around 1940 (with the

publication of Dusk ofDawn), as he moves towards a Communist notion of social
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difference that relies less on race and race consciousness.11 This date, nearly 40 years

after the publication of Souls, seems a more appropriate place to put DuBois’ questioning

of the science of race.

Rather than saying that DuBois rejects science around the time of the publication

of Souls, I would like to argue that he adds a dimension heretofore undeveloped to his

critique of American society. That dimension is Art. 1 capitalize this word to suggest

that for DuBois it signifies a transcendent act, one that can ever so briefly raise the artist

above the veil of racial discrimination in an eternal union of “true artists.” DuBois also

sees the creation of Art by black artists as “proof’ of the culture and “soul” of African

Americans. Rather than seeing Art and Science as two irreconcilable spheres, this

emphasis on “proof’ connects and partially merges DuBois’ concepts of the two

disciplines.

Perhaps the best way to understand DuBois’ gradual shift away from science

would be to jump ahead to 1926, when in the climate of the Harlem Renaissance, DuBois

seeks to elucidate his conception of the black artist. Recognizing the difficulty of refuting

“objective” science on its own ground, DuBois increasingly began to describe his project

as an artist in terms opposite to those of racialist science. In ‘The Criteria of Negro Art”

he writes, “[Wjhat have been the tools of the artist in times gone by? First of all, he has

used the Truth—not for the sake of truth, not as a scientist seeking truth, but as one upon

li Appiah quotes from Dusk ofDawn, where DuBois writes, ‘“It is easy to see that
scientific definition of race is impossible.’ But we need no scientific definition, for ‘all
this has nothing to do with the plain fact that throughout the world today organized
groups ofmen by monopoly of economics and physical power, legal enactment, and
intellectual training are limiting with determination and unflagging zeal the development
of other groups” (32-33).
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whom Truth eternally thrusts itself as the highest handmaid of imagination, as the one

great vehicle of universal understanding” (“Criteria” 66, emphasis mine). As a social

historian with a keen sense of science’s role in the era’s rigid racial classification, DuBois

aligns the truth of Art with universal laws of justice, placing it above the pedantic “facts”

of science.

Through a rhetoric of high Art, DuBois seeks to remove some of the influence of

racialized science and transfer this influence to other sites of authority. He attempts to

infuse his work with an alternative sense of Truth that transcends what he understood as

the stigma of race. Furthermore, the Beauty of Art reveals for DuBois the complex

workings of justice: “I am one who tells the truth and exposes evil and seeks with Beauty

and for Beauty to set the world right” (62). Whereas some contemporary writers tended

to put Beauty above Truth - Beauty as a reflection of the eternal and perfect, truth as

worldly, as something less - for DuBois, the two remain crucially intertwined.

Art/Beauty leads to truth and justice. In this belief, DuBois has much in common with

Chesnutt, who appeals to art’s transformative power (the focus of Chapter Three). Both

DuBois and Chesnutt use notions of literary Truth and representations of the “real” to

destabilize the metaphor of race, and in so doing, appeal to a transcendent Justice.

If racialist science claims to deliver the “empirical truth" of racial difference,

DuBois builds up the “artist” as a prescient truth-teller - if not a sooth-sayer - capable of

revealing absolute or divine Truth: “The apostle of Beauty [the artist] becomes the apostle

of Truth and Right not by choice but by inner and outer compulsion. Free he is but his

freedom is ever bounded by Truth and Justice” (66). By situating the artist as an apostle

of Truth, DuBois creates a theoretical space for contesting the established racial
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definitions of the time on an “entirely different plane” from the scientific discourse in

which they were so carefully recorded/established and through which he so tirelessly

labors in earlier works. DuBois knew from personal experience that confronting racial

classification within the haloed realms of science - taking them on in the most heavily

documented and “objective” discourse - proved a daunting task. Perhaps for this reason,

he conceived of Literature as a way to shift the battleground to a place where one “should

be able to distinguish between individual and race portraiture, i.e., between literature on

the one hand and pseudoscience and propaganda on the other” (DuBois, “Criteria” 71).

Even as he sees the “Truth” of literature as a means of resisting the

“pseudoscience” of racial classification, DuBois recognizes how this search for Truth is

racially inflected in America. Although it is invariably distorted by a racialist public, for

DuBois Truth is a value that transcends race. As he states in The Souls ofBlack Folk,

“[W]ed with Truth, I dwell above the Veil” (DuBois, Souls 139). Here DuBois employs

the metaphor of marriage to imply a divinely inspired or ratified union. He looks to

artistic Truth as a class signifier (as a ratified and selective quality closely aligned with

classical education) that removes the stigma of race. Through his elite education at

Harvard and the University of Berlin as well as his mastery of an Adler-esque sense of

Great Ideas, DuBois sees himself as wedding Truth, and in so doing, proving himself an

equal of Shakespeare, Aristotle, and Aurelius, who “come all graciously with no scorn

nor condescension.” In these “gilded halls” of Truth, race is an irrelevant and coarse

means of classification. By drawing upon what he figures as the objective equalizer -

Beauty - DuBois seeks to forge a class alliance with white male artists and intellectuals,

an alliance that was not widely recognized by this white community.
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However, as David Levering Lewis describes it in When Harlem Was in Vogue,

African American “strivings” toward artistic recognition can be seen as much more than

an attempt to adopt the mantle of the cultured elite. For Lewis, the prevalence of black

artists during the Harlem Renaissance smacked of a misguided faith in the black

intelligentsia - what DuBois would call the talented tenth and what Alain Locke later

termed the New Negro. He explains, “To suppose that a few superior people, who would

not have filled a Liberty Hall quorum or Ernestine Rose’s 135“’ Street Library, were to

lead ten million Afro-Americans into an era of opportunity and justice seemed

irresponsibly delusional” (117). From Lewis’ perspective, the arts were emphasized to

such a great extent during the Harlem Renaissance in part because there was so little

chance of African Americans claiming anything else.12

If we bracket for a moment Lewis’ larger argument about the elitism of such a

vision and the fact that he is discussing the Harlem Renaissance, we are afforded a

glimpse at what DuBois saw as the power of High Art. If it were true that the color line

had not “been rigidly drawn” in the arts, an assertion that is debatable, artistic expression

could become for DuBois a means of augmenting what he saw as his largely unsuccessful

social science, unsuccessful precisely because the color line had been rigidly drawn in the

sciences. Exceptional art was for DuBois a way around the Veil of race, a way for

African American artists to mingle with Shakespeare, Aristotle, and Aurelius. When we

i2 Discussing Lewis’ argument, Houston Baker, Jr. states, “Art seemed to offer the only
means of advancement because it was the only area in America - from an Afro-American
perspective - where the color line had not been rigidly drawn. Excluded from politics
and education, from profitable and challenging areas of the professions, and brutalized by
all American economic arrangements, Afro-Americans adopted the arts as a domain of
hope and an arena of possible progress” (Workings 11).
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bring Lewis’ argument back into focus, however, we can see that the notion that a handful

of elite artists could “uplift” a nation of African Americans was destined for failure,

especially in a country that has traditionally ignored its artists.

Getting High on Art, or “Tears, Idle Tears”: The Aesthetics of Literary Evaluation

DuBois’ invocation of High Art seems clear enough when we look at it in the

abstract. Art stands as a symbol of refinement and erudition. It becomes murkier,

however, when we think about what contemporary African American writing he would

have categorized as High Art. If he saw art, perhaps somewhat naively, as providing a

portal into the foyer of white elitism, which black artists did he see entering this door?

Was his own fiction an example of this art? What about Chesnutt’s novels or Dunbar’s

poetry? Or Pauline Hopkins’ stories and serialized novels in the Colored American

Magazine? Or did he see High Art as an unattained goal, some marker of progress that

African American artists had, in his view, not yet reached?

If we think of High Art as rarefied and “cultured,” demanding a knowledge of

elite and avant-garde movements and historical and artistic references, then DuBois’

fiction seems more closely aligned to that which has been traditionally denigrated as “low

art” or what Howells mockingly termed ‘Tears, Idle Tears” - that is to say,

sentimentalism. The plot of DuBois’ first novel, The Quest ofthe Silver Fleece (1911),

unfolds almost entirely around the sentimental plot of would-be lovers who are separated

by social forces beyond their control. Predictably, the novel ends with a reunion and a

promise of marriage. In the novel, Blessed Alwyn and Zora Cresswell meet at a Georgia

school for African Americans run by a Northerner, Miss Smith. They develop a close
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bond when they decide to grow a secret crop of cotton (the silver fleece). When the crop

is stolen by the rich white land-owning Cresswells through legal machinations that Bles

and Zora have no control over or voice within, and when Bles finds out that Zora was

“not pure,” the two separate and independently travel North to re-invent themselves.

While both characters have successes in the North, they end up disenchanted and return to

their roots in Georgia. Zora uses the $10,000 she received from her former employer,

Mrs. Vanderpool, to help save Miss Smith’s school from the Cresswells’ financial

pressures, and eventually sets up an African American collective farm, complete with

communal farm land, a hospital, and a store. After Bles becomes aware of Zora’s new¬

found virtue and strength, he accepts her offer of marriage and they, presumably, live

happily ever after. The plot unfolds by way of formulaically sentimental devices: 1) a

fallen hero (Zora) who, despite her lack of purity, exemplifies a sense of honor and

dignity; 2) the ratification of this sense of honor through a union with someone of higher

standing (Bles); and 3) the perseverance of this heroine, who overcomes societal

obstacles that initially appear to be unsurmountable.

Nina Baym has focused on the last of these devices, claiming that sentimentalism

can be defined in part by the “perfect heroines” that serve as the protagonists of

sentimental novels. DuBois’ novel has in Zora just such an idealized heroine. She, not

Bles, saves the cotton field from flooding by building a drainage canal, while Bles mopes

at home. She, not Bles, starts the farming cooperative. While Bles takes Zora under his

wing at the beginning of the novel, by its conclusion Zora has far surpassed Bles in

education, intelligence, and leadership skills. She is the novel’s heroine, one fitting

Baym’s characterization of sentimentalism’s idealized heroines.
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Obviously, one can define sentimentalism as much more than a plot structured

around strong women and a destined reunion of lovers. In her introduction to the book

The Culture ofSentiment, Shirley Samuels argues that sentimentality seeks to create an

emotional response from the reader, such as empathy, one that transcends the overly-

rationalized beliefs and attitudes of the reader. In Uncle Tom’s Cabin, Harriet Beecher

Stowe’s character Mrs. Bird expresses this belief best: ‘“Your heart is better than your

head’” (153). We might say that sentimentalism seeks to shift the site of authority from

the male-dominated public sphere to an alternative sphere where woman wield a

humanizing influence. As David Leverenz says about Uncle Tom’s Cabin, “If men

cannot change themselves, women can move men from ruling to sympathizing” (192).

If sentimentalism remains a genre “whose chief characteristic is that it is written

by, for, and about women” as Jane Tompkins puts it (124-5), and if DuBois creates in his

sociological work a masculine ideal of success and uplift, then why, we might inquire,

does DuBois borrow so heavily from the sentimental tradition? Certainly, given his

privileging of scientific facts and “manly” confrontations, DuBois would seem to have

more in common with Howells’ realism, mocking the “tears, idle tears,” rather than

incorporating them into The Quest of the Silver Fleece. We can begin to answer this

question by examining what aspects of men’s writing/thinking women’s fiction sought to

contest. Many critics have commented that Uncle Tom’s Cabin “preaches and dramatizes

how women can triumph over marketplace manhood” (Leverenz 171).13

o Lora Romero objects to what she sees as Leverenz’s reification of the “antebellum
era’s own habit of conceptualizing authority and rebellion through the representational
matrix of middle-class gender norms.” She writes, “Since Leverenz . . . claims that only a
handful of male artists challenged social expectations (and thereby produced the
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In the introduction to their 1999 collection of essays entitled Sentimental Men,

Mary Chapman and Glenn Hendler argue for a more inclusive conception of American

sentimentalism, one that breaks down strict gender binaries. They write, ‘The continuing

lack of attention to male writers’, artists’, and philosophers’ engagement with American

sentimental culture suggests, even now, a critical unwillingness to imagine the American

man of sentiment, as if this subject position is too paradoxical, too unstable, too

threatening to discuss; as if critics fear the results of deconstructing the alignments of

reason, commerce, and the public sphere with men, and feelings, domesticity, and the

private sphere with women” (7). While this chapter shares some of Chapman’s and

Hendler’s ideas about men’s relationship with sentimentality, they seem to suggest that

the division between a masculinized marketplace and a feminized domestic scene is

somehow caused by today’s “critical unwillingness” to deconstruct this division. Many

modem studies do not automatically replicate the binary by invoking it; rather, they

invoke it in order to demonstrate its historical legacy, while suggesting the ways in which

such a binary creates problems for and often fails those who adopt it. Chapman and

Hendler are being disingenuous in suggesting that those who do not deconstruct

traditional alignments fail to do so because they find it “too threatening.” The critical

imperative, as I see it, is not simply to dismiss or deconstruct historical categories of

difference, or to imply that those who work with such categories are somehow critically

American Renaissance), his articulation of opposition along the lines of gender seems
gratuitous - except inasmuch as it represents a familiar critical attempt to guarantee the
countercultural status of “classic” male writers” (18-19).
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timid or naive, but to explore how rhetorical binaries were marshaled and to document

and investigate the fissures that appear in this marshaling.14

While such definitions of a masculinized marketplace and a “feminized” domestic

scene do not seem to be intimately related to either DuBois’ sociological or literary

projects, they do suggest why a sentimental strategy might be appealing for DuBois. First

of all, as I argued in Chapter Three, tum-of-the-century African American men have been

denied in American society the symbolics of manhood. They have been emasculated by a

system that does not recognize black men as occupying the same social space as white

men. In short, they are refused the benefits that come from the label of “men.” More to

the point for DuBois, both his science and his literature serve as visible signs of a refined

masculinity. The mastering of these rigorous disciplines serves as a reminder to a

skeptical white audience that educated black intellectuals/artists can be just as “elite” as

their white counterparts. Why not use this emasculation as a weapon, and fight against a

“masculinized marketplace,” rather than knock fruitlessly at its doors for entrance? Or to

put it another way, why not use sentimental strategies that, in their establishment of an

i4 For an in-depth exploration of these issues, see the Sept. 1998 edition ofAmerican
Literature. This edition, edited by Cathy Davidson, seeks to analyze and understand the
historical legacy of gender binaries. Davidson explains, ‘This special issue . .. brings
together both established and new scholars to examine and contest the formulation of
American literature as either ‘separate’ or as simply dualistic. The contributors look at
the way the binary category of gender - male versus female - has organized critical
discussion and ask how other categories complicate the separate spheres paradigm,
especially with regard to issues of race, sexuality, class, region, occupation, and other
variables” (Davidson, “Preface” 443).
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alternate site of authority - Christian morality and women heroes - question the very

logic that aligns white male agency with American citizenship?15

A second attraction that sentimentalism would have for DuBois is its explicit

rejection and criticism of capitalism and consumerism. For Nina Baym, sentimental

novels set forth a domestic ideal “as a value scheme for ordering all of life, in

competition with the ethos of money and exploitation that is perceived to prevail in

American society” (Baym 28). In The Souls ofBlack Folk, DuBois similarly presents a

narrow-minded materialism as one of the biggest threats to “striving” African Americans:

“Atlanta must not lead the South to dream of material prosperity as the touchstone of all

success,” he writes. “In the Black World, the Preacher and Teacher embodied once the

ideals of this people - the strife for another and a juster world, the vague dream of

righteousness, the mystery of knowing” (112-114). While this quote comes from his non¬

fiction study of race in America, it sounds as if it could come from a sentimental

manifesto. We must take the high road, DuBois implies, and avoid the trappings of easy

material success for the longer-lasting truths of a just and righteous life - in other words,

forward a Christian morality over a consumerist marketplace. It is no coincidence that

DuBois mentions two examples, the Preacher and the Teacher, that often play crucial

roles in sentimental novels. Sentimental novels seek to delegitimize the masculinized

rhetoric of capitalist accumulation, a rhetoric that has been directly linked to the

oppression of minorities, women, and the lower classes. DuBois, too, suggests that the

is I am here borrowing from Stephanie Smith’s argument about what she sees as
Frederick Douglass’ sentimental revisions of his slave narrative. She writes,
“[Douglass’] sentimental revisions . . . deauthorize the dominant logic that to be a free
American citizen required the attainment of a punitive (white, male) agency” (116).
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attainment of the ideals of a “juster world” and the “dream of righteousness” lies in the

dismissal of a lust for material gain. We must also remember another source of DuBois’

suspicion of capitalism - his growing belief in socialism. What arises in The Quest ofthe

Silver Fleece is a peculiar mix of a socialist critique of the economic underpinnings of

oppression in the rural South and a sentimental faith that Christian morality and

righteousness will overcome masculinized greed and selfishness.16

When it was first released, some of the few critics that reviewed The Quest of the

Silver Fleece likened it to Stowe’s sentimental best-seller Uncle Tom’s Cabin. A 1912

unsigned review in The Nation claimed that DuBois “wished to write a sort of ‘Uncle

Tom’s Cabin’ to date, and he shows us the black man little better off than the black man

of Mrs. Stowe, and a white man little more decent than the race of oppression she made

abhorrent to the world sixty years ago” (cited in Aptheker 120). Without a doubt, part of

the rationale for this review comes from the enormous success of Stowe’s work. One

could scarcely write about racial dynamics in America for many decades after Uncle

Tom’s Cabin without being measured against the yardstick of Stowe’s work. But I

believe the reviewer was also responding, however unconsciously, to DuBois’

sentimental strategies within The Quest of the Silver Fleece.

Kenneth Warren has argued that one basic difference between realism and

sentimentalism is that in realism “the redemption of the individual lay within the social

world” whereas in sentimentalism “the redemption of the social world lay with the

i6 Herbert Aptheker states that by 1904 DuBois “affirmed that he saw much logic in
socialism.” By 1907 his speeches and writings contained much more explicitly socialist
rhetoric, and by the year that The Quest of the Silver Fleece was published (1911), he had
officially joined the Socialist Party (119).
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individual” (75-76). If we apply this definition to DuBois’ novel, The Quest falls

squarely within the realm of sentimentalism. Despite the seemingly overwhelming

economic traps for black laborers and farmers, DuBois’ heroic individual, Zora, defeats

(or at least holds at bay) these forces. If DuBois’ socialist sensibilities show up in the

novel as the overwhelming economic pressures that lead to class and race divisions, then

his sentimental strategy advances a hero capable of transcending or vanquishing these

pressures.

This theme of the heroic individual fighting a corrupt social world appears in the

novel a variety of ways. First we have the title, which alludes to Jason and the

Argonauts’ attempt to get the golden fleece (the coat of a magical flying ram). In fact,

DuBois originally titled his novel The Quest of the Golden Fleece, until his editors at

McClurg informed him that David Graham Phillips, a journalist and popular novelist, had

published a book in 1903 entitled Golden Fleece (Aptheker 110). Initially, DuBois’

allusion to Jason and the Argonauts seems fairly straightforward. In the Greek myth,

Jason’s uncle, Pelias, has usurped the throne of Iolcus, properly held by Jason’s father.

The heroic story of Jason begins with his attempt to regain his rightful throne. Such a

story seems perfectly suited to critique the South’s usurping of black labor under slavery

and post-Reconstruction neo-slavery, as well as the theft of the profits reaped from this

labor. African Americans, in this retooled myth, have been unceremoniously

dispossessed of their throne, but, as the metaphorical alignment with Jason suggests, they

will ultimately regain their rightful position within society. Some critics have even
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suggested a parallel between certain characters in the text and characters in the drama of

Jason and the Argonauts.17

When we look at how DuBois uses this story within the text, however, we get a

different version of the Greek myth. DuBois first mentions the narrative of Jason and the

Argonauts in the fourth chapter, as Mary Taylor tells Bles Alwyn the story while they ride

to town together in a wagon. When she completes the account, Miss Taylor is

disappointed that Bles’ “hearing had apparently shared so little of the joy of her telling”

(35). But, just as she finishes her thought, Bles looks out into the fecund cotton fields

and says, “All yon is Jason’s.” Miss Taylor seems momentarily pleased that he listened

to the story, but then expresses her confusion. “I thought it was - Cresswell’s.” Bles

replies, “That is what 1 mean.” Then comes the key interaction and rewriting of the myth:

“T am glad to hear you say that,” says Miss Taylor, “for Jason was a brave adventurer.”

“I thought he was a thief.... The Cresswells are thieves now,” retorts Bles.

Miss Taylor responds sharply to Bles’ judgement of the Cresswells - despite her

belief in “negro education,” Miss Taylor finds any African American criticism of white

people unacceptable. Nonetheless, he has made his point. The Cresswells have stolen

the Silver Fleece. In Bles’ retelling of the story, Jason does not act like a hero, nor a

“brave adventurer,” as we (and Miss Taylor) have traditionally been taught to see the

story; he is the enemy, the criminal. In this seemingly minor shift of perspective within

the myth, DuBois has switched the power relations - Jason as wronged avenger to Jason

as greedy thief, the discourse of rightness and righteousness, as well as who controls this

i7 Lewis sees Bles Alwyn functioning as Jason, while Zora’s mother, Elspeth, is
“emblematic of both Medea and the pagan African past” (W.E.B, DuBois 445).
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discourse. If we extend the metaphor to the agrarian South, the people generally seen as

heroic, just, and courageous, the white gentry, become cowardly and depraved. DuBois

heightens this shift by having a white woman tell Bles the story. Clearly, the person

telling and the person hearing are not coming to the story from the same perspective.

Bles has internalized the story, rearranged and applied it to the specifics of what he

knows, oppression in the rural South. Just as Bles revises the Greek myth, DuBois

implies, so too must his readers revise their ideas about Southern cotton plantations and

their use of black wage slavery.

If in his revisionary myth of the golden fleece DuBois switches the perspective

from which we view the story of Jason and the Argonauts, The Quest of the Silver Fleece

also comments on contemporary greed and capitalist practices. Arnold Rampersad has

labeled the novel “an epic of cotton,” in part because it focuses on the economic, social

and political consequences of cotton production in the tum-of-the-century South, from its

growing and production to its distribution and manufacturing. Indeed, much of the novel

focuses on the specific pressures that the land-owning aristocracy places on the laborers

in order to keep their wages down and to keep them tied to the land. After seeing first¬

hand the system of wage labor in the cotton field, the northern-bom teacher Miss Smith

exclaims, “Why . . . It’s slavery!” (134), even though they were 45 years removed from

the Civil War. DuBois differs from many turn of the century African American writers

who focus on the racist practices of the white upper-class by presenting this oppression as

primarily an economic issue. DuBois does not present the Cresswells as incorrigible hate

mongers, as Chesnutt often does with his principal white characters. Instead he shows
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them as the key links in an economic system that breeds oppression and racism as tools to

gamer profits.

In this light, Zora’s collective farm proves all the more threatening, as it attacks

the center of the entire racist structure - the white gentry’s ability to comer the cotton

market in the rural South. It also mirrors sentimentalism’s theme that the capitalist

preoccupation with profits produces sexist and racist oppression. Rather than spending it

for personal gains, Zora uses the check she received from Mrs. Vanderpool to purchase as

much of the swamp land located next to the Cresswells’ mansion as she can in order to

provide an actual “land of opportunity” for the black farmers: “We must have land,” she

says, “our own farm with our own tenants — to be the beginning of a free community”

(362).18 Here we see Warren’s definition of sentimentality as the individual “redeeming”

a corrupt social world. As Zora’s dream begins to take shape, DuBois’ language waxes

poetic, and he describes the work of the community with the larger-than-life fervor and

zeal of a Virgilian epic: “The ringing of axes and grating of saws and tugging of mules

was heard. The forest trembled as by some mighty magic, swaying and falling with crash

on crash. Huge bonfires blazed and crackled until at last a wide black scar appeared in

the thick south side of the swamp.” As the workers rest “in utter weariness” they are

“lying along the earth like huge bronze earth-spirits, sitting against trees, curled against

is Incidentally, Colonel Cresswell only agrees to sell it to her because of his belief that
she will either fail to make her payments or that he can defraud her in the courts, thus
reclaiming his land once it has been cleared and crops planted. He explains, “The only
way to get decent work out of some niggers is to let them believe they’re buying the land.
In nine cases out of ten he works hard a while and then throws up the job. We get back
our land and he makes good wages for his work” (363). Zora foils this plan by studying
law at nights and writing an air-tight contract, which Cresswell doesn’t even read, since
he believes her incapable of writing a binding bill of sale.
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dense bushes” (375). Perhaps the image of the “wide black scar” strikes us most today.

With its metaphor of wounding, the clearing of the swamp takes on an ominous tone. But

we need to put this description of a battle against the land in the context of other

expansionist novels of the era, such as Willa Cather’s My Antonia, which charts the

“taming” of the glorious prairie lands. Both Cather’s novel and The Quest of the Silver

Fleece situate this “taming” in terms of the opportunities it provides for previously

desperate and deprived people - eastern European immigrants in My Antonia and black

laborers in DuBois’ novel.

In DuBois’ novel, the collective’s clearing of the swamp represents a visible sign

of escape from the trap of greed-driven, racist white capitalism. Throughout much of the

novel, DuBois depicts black folk religiosity and “witch” practices as a “savage”

superstition above which Zora must rise to become a leader. As the novel progresses, she

becomes more and more like the white women she abhors at the book’s beginning. In

this passage about the clearing, however, DuBois downplays Zora’s education in

“whiteness” in favor of a more “earthy” and specifically African American spiritual

power. The forest trembles “as by some mighty magic” and the workers appear like

“huge bronze earth-spirits.” It seems as if this image of an African American “free

community” liberates DuBois from white, normative examples of success and culture, if

ever so briefly. In this economic collective, the “savage” spirituality becomes a treasure,

a source of power. Outside of this utopia, it remains a dangerous taboo - one more

example of the difference between blacks and whites, one more excuse to dismiss African

Americans as sub-human.
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Just as he did in Souls ofBlack Folk, in The Quest of the Silver Fleece DuBois

does not present capitalist greed as an exclusively white problem; it hovers as one of the

biggest threats to “true” black progress in America. To illustrate this idea, DuBois moves

his protagonists, Zora and Bles, to Washington, D.C., where they encounter the African

American educated elite. As Bles’ zeal and commitment help him rise in Washington’s

political circles, it becomes evident that his faith in ‘Truth and Goodness and Love”

(263) will not serve him well. The greed of the prominent black politicians, Sam

Stillings and Tom Teerswell, causes them to conspire against the young upstart, Bles. As

the two discuss Bles’ meteoric rise, Teerswell explodes, “I’d - I’d do anything to down

that nigger. I hate him. If you’ll help me I’ll do anything for you" (289). Alwyn’s

intellectual acuity enables him to avoid their trap for a while and he even gains the hand

of Teerswell’s ex-girlfriend, the political satellite Miss Wynn. However, while Bles

believes that “the average American loves justice and right, and is the one to whom I

appeal with frankness and truth” (280), Miss Wynn serves as DuBois’ example of the

ruthless pragmatist who looks for political and financial success by any means necessary.

Bles’ commitment to “justice, right, and truth” are for her obstacles that must be

eliminated to make him a fitting spouse and politician. She muses, “(Racist politics and

policing] was the thing poor blind Bles was trying to attack by ‘appeals’ for ‘justice.’

Nonsense! .. . Alwyn’s absurd conscience and Quixotic ideas were difficult to cope with”

(315). Somewhat predictably, given DuBois’ commitment to the ideals of justice and

truth, Bles maintains his integrity and in doing so loses his appointment as Register of the

Treasury and his fiancée. When Miss Wynn sees Bles’ unwillingness to sacrifice his

morals, she quickly marries the newly-appointed Mr. Stillings.
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From Jane Austen’s heroines’ dreams of a perfect match that allows them self-

expression and freedom, to Charlotte Temple’s dream of a fuller life in a “true” Christian

love, to Eliza’s dream of a free life for her son George in Uncle Tom's Cabin, sentimental

tales present an idealized notion of righteousness and Truth. Without a doubt, the

sentimental trope of an as-of-yet unfulfilled dream of justice dominates the entire novel.

From the opening chapter entitled “Dreams” where Zora explains to Bles that “over

yonder behind the swamps is great fields full of dreams, piled high and burning,” to the

novel’s conclusion with Zora’s dream of “a free community” (19, 362), dreams represent

in this book a symbol of another plane of righteousness, one that transcends the

corruption of present day America, one that rises above the veil of racism and oppression.

The goal remains the same as in Souls ofBlack Folk, where DuBois longs for “a juster

world, the vague dream of righteousness, the mystery of knowing” (114). Dreams for

DuBois are more than fanciful imaginings; they are idealized versions of a better world, a

transcendent world of equality and justice.

Of course, I do not mean to imply that DuBois’ sentimental fiction would fit

seamlessly into a canon of white women writers, or even a canon of white women writers

such as Stowe, who were committed to protest racial oppression. If Stowe’s approach to

the nation’s racism was to create comfortable and comforting portrayals of African

American martyrs in order to create an empathy in her white reading audience, DuBois

strives for something else. While he undoubtedly draws from the sentimental tradition as

a means of creating empathy, DuBois creates black characters who demonstrate what we

might call an indomitable will to power, as well as a sense of “black pride” that is almost

wholly absent from tum-of-the-century portrayals of African Americans - sympathetic or
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not. In Quest of the Silver Fleece we see DuBois forming a nascent sense of black

consciousness that would dominate the Harlem Renaissance a decade later. Very early in

the novel, DuBois highlights the racial tension of the rural South by creating a

confrontation between Zora and the standoffish white teacher, Miss Taylor, in which Zora

yells, “I hates you” (43). Immediately after this conflict, and in stark juxtaposition to

Zora’s across-the-board hatred of white people in positions of authority, Zora returns to

Bles and says, “We black folks is got the spirit. We’se lighter and cunninger; we fly right

through them; we go and come again just as we want to. Black folks is wonderful” (46).

At this point in the novel, DuBois clearly presents Zora as in need of refinement,

“a heathen hoyden” exhibiting an “impish glee” (44). Yet he signals her role as

protagonist by having her “untrained” speech utter the book’s most cherished ideas. First

of all, DuBois introduces and italicizes the idea of “spirit,” which in this novel seems to

represent both the religious and secular faith that propels the black community forward

despite the overwhelming obstacles they face. DuBois explicitly contrasts the “spirit” of

the black community with white capitalist greed. Early in the novel, Zora stands as a

Pearl-like “child of the swamp” of “twelve wayward, untrained years.” Part of her

strength seems to come from her escape from “refinement” and its connections to

normative white behavior. In other words, her lack of training gives her a perspective

that the educated African Americans and white community do not have. She initially

learns “life’s lessons” not from the school run by white Northern women, but from her

mother, Elspeth, a conjurer or “witch” who lives in a cabin in the swamp. With the aid of

this education, Zora expresses DuBois’ belief that capitalist greed functions as a weight

that holds people down. She contrasts the material possessions of the white community,
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“things - heavy, dead things,” with the lighter and more cunning spirit of the black

community.19 So while DuBois presents Zora as an uncontrollable “elf-girl” in need of

discipline, he does not wish her to become an imitation of the white women.

In this respect, DuBois’ mission looks very different from Charles Chesnutt’s. In

The House Behind the Cedars, Chesnutt measures his heroine Rena’s internal and

external progress with the yardstick of normative white behavior. Rena improves as she

becomes more like Southern white belles, thus proving that black people, at least light¬

skinned mulattos, are not inferior to even blue-blooded whites. Whereas Chesnutt

constantly emphasizes Rena’s light skin and Mediterranean features, our first glimpse of

Zora surrounds her with sounds of “savage music” and focuses on her blackness: “She

was black, and lithe, and tall, and willowy. Her garments twined and flew around the

delicate moulding of her dark, young, half-naked limbs. . . [H]er warm, dark flesh peeped

furtively through the rent gown” (14-16). DuBois has Bles Alwyn share in Zora’s

celebration of blackness, both in the physical sight of dark skin and the cultural and

ethnic mores of the African American community. While in Washington, Bles sees a

white woman exit from a senator’s office. As he notices her grace and her faint perfume,

he thinks, “Colored women would look as well as that. . . with the clothes and wealth and

19 While DuBois presents material accumulation as a negative temptation, his idea stands
in contrast to a Porgy and Bess “I got plenty of nuthin’ and nuthin’s plenty for me”
mentality. After all, Zora and Bles work incredibly hard on their cotton field to raise
capital for themselves. The difference lies in the goals for this accumulation. Zora and
Bles wish to help the community, to provide services (such as a hospital, school, and
communal food supply) that a just government would provide. DuBois contrasts this
wish with personal greed and consumerist desires.
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training. He paused, however, in his thought: he did not want them like the whites - so

cold and formal and precise, without heart ormarrow” (235).

This sentiment is in direct contrast to Chesnutt’s ideas, and the mention of

marrow here seems to invoke ironically Chesnutt’s most famous work, The Marrow of

Tradition. Indeed, Bles catches himself and steps back from the desire to see black

women mimicking white behavior. This replication of normative white behavior, on the

other hand, was the goal ofmuch of Chesnutt’s work. In The House Behind the Cedars,

the narrative’s climax comes when Rena passes as white and is crowned the Queen of

Love and Beauty at the medieval jousting tournament; she has proven her comparability

to even the most refined white women. If Chesnutt wants to equate the refinement of the

mulatto elite with that of the whites, DuBois wants to demonstrate that black beauty and

sophistication are equal to white refinement, but never attempts to equate the two. While

DuBois wishes to assert the right to social and economic equality for black Americans, he

resists doing so by suggesting black people can be “just like” white people. He maintains

a sense of ethnic difference, but seeks to remove the hierarchy beneath the expression of

these differences.

In this sense, DuBois alters the paradigm offered by sentimental novels.

Sentimental novels often create sympathy by suggesting how an unfortunate or wronged

protagonist actually mirrors the refinement and morality of her “superiors.” This equating

of the moral fiber of the protagonist with those in positions of power allows the reader to

see that the protagonist actually deserves a “higher” station - she is one of them. For

example, despite her error in trusting Montraville’s promise to marry her when they arrive

in America, Charlotte Temple demonstrates a spirituality and kindness that far surpasses
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those above her in society’s hierarchy. The novel creates empathy not so much by

questioning the notion of a hierarchy, but by suggesting that Charlotte has been

misassigned her spot within that hierarchy or that she deserves a promotion. To bring this

issue back to DuBois’ theory about racial classification, we can look at Stowe’s Uncle

Tom’s Cabin. In this novel, we are meant to empathize with Eliza, who demonstrates a

piety, courage and beauty that matches that of any of the white characters in the novel.

Unlike dark-skinned Chloe or Dinah, Eliza simply does not belong as a slave. Her

performative whiteness proves she cannot justly be enslaved. Despite her slightly less-

than-white skin, Eliza, dear reader, can be as “white” (culturally) as you or me.

DuBois eschews this logic and creates in Zora a sexualized “imp”of the swamp

who through her faith in the spirit of the black community develops into a heroic “race

leader.” To contemporary readers, Zora comes off as a refreshing example of healthy

black feminine power and sexuality. As I mentioned earlier, this strength and vitality

leads some male critics to see DuBois as a feminist. David Levering Lewis writes, “The

Quest reflected the force and sincerity of DuBois’ feminism, his credo that the degree of

society’s enlightenment and of the empowerment of disadvantaged classes and races was

ultimately to be measured by its willingness to emancipate women - and, above all, black

women” (449). Rampersad similarly concludes, “[The] feminist identification of women

as the superior ofmen in the leadership of the race is a major feature of The Quest of the

Silver Fleece” (9). If we are to adopt this view, however, we must wince as we learn that

“the feral energies and intuitive culture of the swamp” must be tamed at first by Bles, and

later and to a greater extent by the wealthy white woman, Mrs. Vanderpool (quote from

Lewis, W.E.B. DuBois 446). In other words, before she can be a fitting heroine, despite
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her displays of strength and courage, Zora needs culture, refinement and instruction about

how to become a lady. Whereas she initially mocks women like Vanderpool, her

“education” teaches her she has much to learn from them. It seems strange, given

DuBois’ political leanings during this period, that his heroine would learn her most

valuable lessons not from a socialist, but from a socialite.

If Zora “instinctively” knows the power behind the “spirit” of the black folk, she

must master the ideals of purity, piety, and domesticity before she can be a proper

leader.20 As Zora and Bles develop an attraction to each other, Zora asks, “Bles, what’s

purity - just whiteness?” And so Zora’s education begins. Bles responds with the lesson

that will dominate much of Zora’s actions throughout the remainder of the book: “[I]t

means being good - just as good as a woman knows how” (98). DuBois alters the notion

of purity to some degree, defining it in terms of the knowledge of goodness, rather than

an “untarnished” virginity until marriage. To this extent, he recognizes that, due to the

prevalence of white men raping black women, black women at the turn of the century

were not always in control of their own virginity. Even so, he often sees licentiousness

in the black community as a plague that rises from African Americans being, in the words

of his book The Negro American Family, “more primitive” (read “less cultured”). In this

1908 study, DuBois focuses on what he sees as understandable yet aberrant sexual

behavior of African Americans. He states, “While the tendencies are hopeful, still the

2o I am borrowing here from Barbara Welter’s definition of the “cult of True
Womanhood.” Welter outlines what she sees as the four fundamental tenets by which
women were judged, which she labels the “four cardinal virtues - piety, purity,
submissiveness, and domesticity” (21).
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truth remains: sexual immorality is probably the greatest single plague spot among Negro

Americans, and its greatest cause is slavery and the present utter disregard of a black

woman’s virtue and self-respect, both in law court and custom in the South” (42).

While he gives the history of oppression as the cause for this “immorality,”

DuBois still hangs firmly onto the notion that purity is best measured by a woman’s

sexual behavior. Like DuBois, African American women writers such as Pauline

Hopkins in Contending Forces and Ida B. Wells in her anti-lynching activism rail against

the abuse and rape of defenseless black women. DuBois seems to see this primarily as a

problem that affects their “virtue” and “purity,” whereas Hopkins and Wells seek to frame

this abuse within a larger context of gendered violence. While she apparently “lost” her

virginity to a white man at an early age, Zora is not injured by the experience - DuBois

gives no evidence of physical or emotional trauma. In fact, she does not seem to mind

her lack of “purity” until she learns from Bles how terrible it really is and how she must

atone for her sins. Any claim that DuBois creates a “feminist identification of women as

the superior of men” must acknowledge that Zora must be tamed and educated within a

very traditional patriarchal system before she can transcend this patriarchy. DuBois first

defines purity in terms of women’s chastity, and then sees this chastity as primarily

serving the purpose of assuaging men’s jealousy. After all, despite his earlier comment

that purity is subjective, Bles cannot deal with the fact that Zora is not a virgin.

Many of the following sections of the novel picture Zora learning the appropriate

lessons in order to become a “true woman,” rather than an earthy elf-girl. The first step

in Zora’s education comes as Bles helps her dress appropriately and “subdue” her unruly

“curled hair.” The transformation creates “a revelation of grace and womanliness in this
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hoyden.” She was developing a “brilliant, sumptuous womanhood,” but it still contained

“her early wildness and strangeness” (124-125). At this point in her transformation,

Zora’s sexuality remains a dangerous threat, and her developing body serves as a very

visible reminder of this threat. She continues to “advance” under the tutelage of Bles and

Miss Smith of the “negro school,” however, and after a sickness that tamed her

spunkiness, her education nears completion: “[S]he looked different: her buxom

comeliness was spiritualized; her face looker smaller, and her masses of hair, brought low

about her ears, heightened her ghostly beauty” (156). Her near-death experience creates

an emaciated and “ethereal” beauty, one that straightens her hair and tempers her

“buxom” sexuality, as if her high fever and prolonged illness cauterizes her overflowing

passion and fecundity.

As she moves from a corporeal being to a spiritual one, Zora takes on much of the

affect of the elite white women for and with whom she works. In the chapter entitled

“The Training of Zora,” Mrs. Vanderpool provides Zora the education befitting a refined

white lady. If early in The Quest for the Silver Fleece Zora displays a prominent

suspicion of white educators and white systems of education generally, she now enjoys

the fruit from the tree of knowledge, and, like DuBois, revels in her associations with

European intellectual traditions: “She gossiped with old Herodotus. . . [S]he saw the

sculptured glories of Phidias marbled amid the splendor of the swamp; she listened to

Demosthenes and walked the Appian Way with Cornelia - while all of New York

streamed beneath her window” (251). DuBois transforms Zora from a wild hoyden to his

version of a visionary Artist that conquers the “Great Ideas” of Western Civilization.
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What happened to the powerful swamp child and her triumphant claim that “black

folks are wonderful”? What happened to the strong girl that single-handedly saved the

cotton field from the flood? In her place we have a sophisticated women in her finest

dress, one who has developed a new-found respect for traditional notions of “purity.” As

a result, when Bles questions her purity - her virginity - and leaves her because she is not

pure (apparently she was pressured or seduced, but perhaps not raped, into having sex

with white men in Elspeth’s cabin:i), she does not argue because she feels she is tainted

and not worthy of a righteous man such as Bles. Those critics interested in labeling the

novel as a feminist statement point to the fact that at the end of the novel Zora asks Bles

to marry her. But, we must also remember that earlier Bles asked Zora to marry him. She

denied him because she felt she did not fit the paradigm of normative purity, a feeling she

developed after Bles rejects her “impure” past.

Accessing the “Female Within”: DuBois and the African American Sentimental

Tradition

In this chapter, I have tried to demonstrate how tum-of-the-century African

American men have been denied the symbolics of American manhood and examine the

21 In The Philadelphia Negro, DuBois laments the lack of supervision over young black
girls. He claims that it was ‘“the duty of Negroes’ to ‘solve’ the problem of female
‘unchastity’ by ‘keeping little girls off the street at night, stopping the escorting of
unchaperoned young ladies to church and elsewhere’” (cited in Morton 59). Perhaps here
we see the need, in DuBois’ eyes, for Zora’s “proper education.” It would provide
guidance to young African American women, whom DuBois tends to see as naive victims
of men’s lust. This naivete leads to what he identified in The Negro American Family
(1908) as rampant sexual immorality. While he attributes such immortality to the lack
both of women’s “purity” and men’s “continence,” he clearly seems bothered by the
image of violated black womanhood.
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strategies DuBois used to resist this emasculation. I have also argued that our

understanding of DuBois’ sentimental novel The Quest of the Silver Fleece has been

obscured by our associations of sentimentality - or at least American sentimentality - as

women’s work, and that we need a more fluid notion of gender roles to make sense of

DuBois’ fiction. Hortense Spillers has suggested just such a fluid idea of gender. She

argues that since black men have not been permitted to occupy the social space allotted to

“men,” they have a unique opportunity to identify with the “female” within. In other

words, social impotency, if reimagined and reconfigured, can be used as a strength, as a

unique social position, rather than a damning weakness. She explains, “the black

American male embodies the only American community of males which has had the

specific occasion to leant who the female is within itself. . . It is the heritage of the

mother that the African American male must regain as an aspect of his own

personhood-the power of ‘yes’ to the ‘female’ within” (479-80). I suspect that the vast

majority of men, both at both the turn of the last century and this one, would find such an

idea inconceivable and undesirable for essentially the same reasons - namely the ever¬

present fear of being exposed as emasculated or less than masculine. Nonetheless, such

an idea raises compelling possibilities in relation to DuBois’ The Quest of the Silver

Fleece. Is DuBois, in writing a sentimental novel with an idealized heroine as its chief

protagonist, attempting to access the “female within”? Is his novel an acknowledgment

of “the heritage of the mother,” or at least the heritage of the woman?

If DuBois’ fiction presents us with an intriguing and conflicted connection to

white women writers of sentimentalism, we should for a moment consider his

relationship to contemporary black women writers, authors who struggled to both adopt
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and amend sentimentalism as the most accessible and politically expedient of literary

forms. As several critics have pointed out, black women writers of sentimentalism faced

the challenge of altering the sentimental format to reflect the realities of black women’s

lives. As Hazel Carby puts it, “black women had to confront the dominant domestic

ideologies and literary conventions of womanhood which excluded them from the

definition of ‘woman’” (6). In other words, these women writers were negotiating within

a genre that tended to exclude them from the social spaces available for women heroines,

and women more generally.

Ann duCille also illustrates black women writers’ shaky connection to prevalent

sentimental conventions. She explodes “the subversive ways in which the marriage

convention has been claimed by black women writers in particular, as a trope through

which to explore not only the so-called more compelling questions of race, racism, and

racial identity but complex questions of sexuality and female subjectivity as well” (3-4).

As these scholars, and many more, have convincingly argued, black women could not

simply drape the conventions of the sentimental novel over a story about black women,

because, just as black men had been denied the symbolics of manhood, black women

were excluded from traditional definitions of womanhood. The critique of patriarchy

within many sentimental novels written by white women would have been attractive to

black women writers seeking to document their particular social situations and dramatize

the specific forms of oppression they faced. These critiques, however, would have to be

modified to fit black experiences.

Perhaps one way to begin to explore the stakes and pitfalls involved in African

Americans writing sentimental novels would be to examine briefly DuBois’ novel in
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relation to the era’s most popular African American sentimental novel, Iola Leroy by

Frances Harper. In lola Leroy (1892), Harper forwards a notion of the elite African

American community’s responsibility to uplift the “less fortunate” and less educated that

is very similar to DuBois’ talented tenth and his portrayal of the cultured Zora and Bles as

the appropriate race leaders in The Quest ofthe Silver Fleece. When, in Iola Leroy, the

black soldier Salters announces that after the war he will send his son to college, Iola

responds, “I hope he will turn out an excellent young man, for the greatest need of the

race is noble, earnest men, and true women” (172). As DuBois does, Harper aligns

nobility and truth with classical education. Also like DuBois, Harper sees the

responsibility of these newly-educated elite men and women as the uplifting of the race.

Consequently, when she ends the book with a typically sentimental conclusion - the

marriage of Iola to Dr. Latimer (an educated mulatto who represents her “ideal of a high,

heroic manhood”), Harper adapts this formulaic ending to reflect her commitment to the

education of the black community. Iola’s and Dr. Latimer’s desire for each other is

transmuted into, or inextricably bound to, their desire to assist “the race.” Harper writes,

“In their desire to help the race their hearts beat in loving unison. One grand and noble

purpose was giving tone and color to their lives and strengthened the bonds of affection

between them” (266). Rather than consummating their fleshly desires in the bedroom,

Iola and Dr. Latimer will presumably consummate their “desire to help the race” in the

classroom. In DuBois’ sentimental novel, Zora’s uncontrollably lustful desire transforms

(with the help of a near-fatal illness) into a healthy passion for helping the African

American farming community in the rural South. Harper, on the other hand, does not see

the need to vanquish female sexual desire; instead she deflects it into a similar
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commitment to the race. Iola is not purified in the same way Zora is, but she does

associate a sense of “purity” with culture and refinement.

During a key moment in the text, at a conversazione where the black community

debates “the future of the race,” we see Iola’s commitment to what sounds like a very

Victorian and DuBoisian notion of purity. When it comes her tum to speak at the

meeting, Iola states, ‘The true strength of the race means purity in women and

uprightness in men” (254). This comment sounds nearly identical to DuBois’ idea in The

Negro American Family, where he identifies evidence of “Negro progress”: “more female

purity, more male continence, and a healthier home life” (cited in Morton 59). To this

degree, Harper, like DuBois, modifies the symbols of cultural attainment and

sophistication that are connected to controlling the body and its passions, passions that

emanate not from biological “traits,” but from “tendencies” accrued while living under an

immoral system of slavery.22 From this perspective, both Harper and DuBois seem to

conform to Kevin Gaines’ analysis of uplift ideology. He writes, “Racial uplift

ideology’s gender politics led African American elites to mistake the effects of

oppression for causes, influencing theories of oppression and liberation that, echoing

racist social science arguments, frequently faulted blacks for supposed weaknesses

branded into the race’s moral fiber by slavery” (6).

22 I am using the terminology of Frederick Hoffman’s 1896 Race Traits and Tendencies
of the American Negro, which entered the debate about whether African American
“depravity” was caused by inherent biological “traits” or by environmentally-conditioned
“tendencies.” Hoffman’s sociological analysis argued vehemently that discrepancies
between white and black American behavior and social standing were strictly biological,
thus obviating the need to change social practices and economic allocations.
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Without a doubt, as a prominent proponent of the temperance movement, Harper

identifies controlling bodily desires/urges as one of the keys to uplift. Not surprisingly,

Harper’s young, educated heroes, Iola and Robert, teach Aunt Linda the important lessons

of temperance. After learning from Iola and Robert that alcohol is evil in the same way

rattlesnakes, scorpions, and moccasins are, Aunt Linda responds, “You young folks

knows a heap more dan we ole folks” (185). Rather than showing the young learning the

wisdom of the old, both DuBois and Harper create youthful leaders, those that are not

irreparably scarred and debased by slavery’s shadows. In this respect, Aunt Linda’s

dialect serves as a concrete reminder of her roots in the uneducated past.

While she may want to distance her heroes from the effects of slavery, Harper

does recognize that, due to slavery, “purity” has to be redefined in a manner that accounts

for the legacy of the institutional rape of black women. Commenting that she has had

“outrages heaped on me which might well crimson the cheek of honest womanhood with

shame,” Iola declares, “I have heard men talk glibly of the degradation of the negro, but

there is a vast difference between abasement of condition and degradation of character”

(115). DuBois, too, tentatively creates a wider definition of purity; Bles defines it as

“being good - just as good as a woman knows how” (98). Even so, he never fully accepts

Iola’s distinction between “abasement of condition and degradation of character.” That is

to say, while Bles may understand that there are social reasons for the fact that Zora is no

longer a virgin, he cannot stop obsessing about that fact, and for him this stains her

character. Not until Zora becomes more and more performatively white and further away

from her past life as the “hoyden” of the swamp does Bles become able to recognize the

“purity” of her character. Harper’s heroic male characters, on the other hand, seem little
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concerned with the state of Iola’s hymen; her purity can be seen through her actions and

deportment, and through the “calm loveliness of ripened womanhood” (214) - no stirrups

are required.

Some critics have questioned Harper’s use of a very light-skinned mulatto as her

heroine, criticizing her for creating a “nearly-white” example of virtue and culture. These

same critics would probably admire DuBois’ creation of a very dark-skinned hero, Zora, a

hero that remains connected to the “spirit” of the black masses. Writing about Harper’s

novel, Houston Baker, Jr. claims, “Iola Leroy describes no significant orbit. . . Its energy

resides in its status as a forum. Characters do not act, they talk - endlessly. . . . What

emerges from their polemics - in addition to a call for racial uplift - is an essentially

conservative appeal to white public opinion” (Baker 31-32). Such divisions based in

large part on skin color, a “racial litmus test” (7), to use duCille’s words, do not hold up

very well. The very wording of Baker’s criticism belies his bias against sentimental

strategies of defiance. Baker essentially portrays Harper as a woman who talks and

gossips too much. By judging her novel in terms of a masculinized realism - found in

sections of Souls ofBlack Folk, RichardWright’s Native Son, or Amiri Baraka’s work, to

name some of his favorites - Baker dismisses Iola Leroy as a “conservative appeal” to

white normalcy. While Baker claims elsewhere that one must be intimately

knowledgeable about the specifics of African American culture to understand the “blues”

subtext of black writing, in this instance he apparently misses the “blue” subtext of
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sentimentality, the possibilities for unconstrained protest beneath the “tears, idle tears” of

a story.23

First of all, Ida’s progression in the book take her further and further from

“positive” examples of whiteness. Ida initially believes she is “pure white.” Her father

was a slave holder and her mother was a slave whom her father granted freedom and then

married. After she discovers her “race,” Ida claims that she cannot love the race that she

associated with “horror, aversion, and disgust” (111). But the lessons Iola gamers from

her education teach her the “resiliency],” beauty, and strength of the black community.

In this light, Iola traverses the entire gamut of racial consciousness, beginning the novel

as a racist daughter of a slaveholder who defends slavery and evolving into an

independent black woman who could pass, but turns down numerous opportunities to

accept jobs as a “white” woman. She also rejects two marriage proposals from Dr.

Grisham, a white doctor who knows of Ida’s “black blood.”24 Nor does Iola’s “ripened

23 I am thinking specifically of Baker’s Blues, Ideology, and Afro-American Literature, in
which he writes, “The blues.. . comprise a mediational site where familiar antinomies are
resolved (or dissolved) in the office of adequate cultural understanding. . . Polymorphous
and multidirectional, scene of arrivals and departures, place betwixt and between (ever
entre les deux), the juncture is the way-station of the blues. ... To experience the
juncture’s ever-changing scenes, like successive readings of ever-varying texts by
conventional translators, is to produce vibrantly polyvalent interpretations encoded in the
blues” (6-7).

24 For Charles Chesnutt, on the other hand, Rena’s greatest accomplishment in The
House Behind the Cedars would be her marriage to George Tryon, because it shows the
mulatto elite as indistinguishable from white aristocracy. This indistinguishability
suggests, in Chesnutt’s mind, the untenable foundations of racial distinctions. In his
version, mulattos serve as mediators between the races, as an undeniable link, to echo
Hazel Carby’s argument. She writes, “I would argue that historically the mulatto, as
narrative figure, has two primary functions: as a vehicle for an exploration of the
relationship between the races and, at the same time, an expression of the relationship
between the races. The figure of the mulatto should be understood and analyzed as a
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womanhood” need to be tempered by the emulation of cultured white ladies, as does

Zora’s. Where exactly is the “conservative appeal to white public opinion”?

In fact, Harper’s entire novel focuses on the increasingly autonomous African

American community. Iola, Robert, Marie, Harriet, and Harry, the novel’s main

characters who become separated at the end of the Civil War, are reunited through the

black church. Gaines writes that such a reunion at the heart of the novel reinforces

Harper’s “theme of a natural, organic relationship between black elites and masses,

figuring the race as a family transcending class, cultural, and color differences” (36).

Throughout the novel, Harper contrasts African American Christianity, which she labels

the “beautiful lessons of faith and trust” (107), with a corrupt and capitalist white

Christianity. As the free black community becomes more established in the book, it

comes to represent a network and a source of common strength, a shared ethnic vitality

that does not involve, need, or depend upon the white community. Iola first recognizes

Robert at a church meeting by a hymn he is singing, a hymn which Iola’s mother, Marie,

used to sing to her. They are connected, in Harper’s eyes, through a common bond and

common cultural heritage. Writing about Harper’s move towards an Afrocentric vision in

the book, Carby states, “The overall structure of Iola Leroy progressed increasingly

toward a complete separation of the black community from the white world.... By the

final chapters of [the novel], white characters had virtually disappeared; the group of

black intellectuals had become self-sufficient, self-contained, and independent of the

parameters of white intellectual debate” (93). While they may at the end of the novel

narrative device of mediator” (89).
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hold a conversazione, seemingly a reproduction of “white intellectual” forms of debate,

only African Americans attend and contribute to this meeting, as opposed to DuBois’

parlor discussion of race, which has black intellectuals making their points to a white

audience.

DuBois also presents Zora’s farming collective, which becomes possible due to

Zora’s newly acquired education, as a utopian vision of ethnic harmony and communal

effort towards a common goal, a vision of the better educated and wealthier African

Americans providing for, and creating a community with, poor black laborers. Even so,

this collective has been enabled by Zora’s service to and education within white

womanhood. She receives the $10,000 check from Mrs. Vanderpool because she was her

faithful “assistant” for a few years. If DuBois wishes to show blacks as equals to whites

by virtue of their conquering of and benefitting from white intellectual discourse and

culture, Harper shifts towards a more insular black community that shares a common

history and culture, one that may be in relation to “the white world,” but is at the same

time absolutely removed from it. In their quests to become proper “race leaders” Iola

must unlearn her white education, while Zora must master hers.

And They Live Happily Ever After?: Sentimental Conclusions

In a 1911 edition of the Crisis magazine, DuBois wrote a eulogy for Frances

Harper: “[S]he was not a great writer,” he begins, “but she wrote much worth reading.

She was, above all, sincere” (“Writers” 20). Discussing this statement, Frances Foster

claims that DuBois’ lukewarm review of Harper’s writing should be contextualized

because “DuBois’ predilection was for an elite literature more in the vein of Henry
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James” (xxxvi). While Foster’s comment is certainly true with respect to DuBois’

philosophical ruminations about literature, this chapter has attempted to demonstrate the

ways in which DuBois’ fiction has much more in common with writers of sentimentalism

such as Harper than it does with James’ rarefied “art.” In addition to their literary

similarities, DuBois and Harper have comparable biographies. Both leaders spoke

tirelessly about the needs of education for African Americans; both were primarily

political lecturers and activists who made brief forays into fiction writing.25 Both writers’

novels ultimately met with critical disfavor and were seen as “light” stories in contrast to

the “urgency” of their political speeches and writings.26 Of course, one of the most

significant differences in their life stories is that despite its lack of critical favor in later

years, lola Leroy was, at the time of its publication, one of the best-selling African

American novels. Also, lola Leroy has undergone a critical renaissance in the past two

decades, whereas DuBois’ novel still remains obscure and all-but-forgotten.

With all this said, we are left with some large questions about the stakes involved

in using the sentimental form for black men and women. Why has DuBois’ fiction been

25 Hazel Carby writes that after the Civil War, Harper was a full-time lecturer and
activist. She quotes an 1871 editorial in the Christian Recorder (a weekly of the AME
church): “She has impressed many who were adverse to females entering the lecture field,
that public speaking is her native element; the practical cast of her mind gives rare
coloring and beauty to her lectures. Many more like Mrs. Harper are greatly needed,
especially in the South, to remove the bad odor from the name ‘Negro’” (66).

26 I have in mind Robert Bone’s 1965 criticism of lola Leroy. He writes, “lola Leroy
lacks the urgency of the other protest novels on the 1890s” (cited in Foster xxxvi). More
recently, Houston Baker, in his 1991 book Workings of the Spirit, dismisses Harper’s text
as “bent on winning approval by embodying a subjecthood that has little reflective power
at the mass black southern, vernacular level” (32). Similarly, there was and is very little
discussion of DuBois’ Quest of the Silver Fleece as a protest novel at all.
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dismissed at the same time that his political writing has been increasingly celebrated?

Why has Harper’s political work been almost entirely forgotten (she is now known almost

exclusively as a black woman novelist), while lola Leroy is more popular today than any

time since its initial publication a century ago? Certainly, these questions can partially be

answered by replying that Harper is a much, much better writer of fiction than DuBois,

and DuBois is an extraordinary political writer and thinker. But even taking these

qualitative evaluations into consideration, I think the history of reception for the works of

Harper and DuBois points to preconceived gender expectations as well. Harper, as a

woman, is supposed to write sentimental fiction, supposed to appeal to our sensibilities;

DuBois, as a man, is supposed to be a political activist, a leader through scientific

analyses. In this social context, a woman political activist unsettles our expectations in

the same manner as a man writing sentimental novels. Just look at today’s rash of

enmity, by men and women, for “radical feminists.”27 In American culture at the turn of

the last century and this one, this switching of roles doesn’t make sense.

27 The mostly-Christian conservative movement that yearns for the days when women
stayed at home to attend to the family has done a terrifyingly thorough job of aligning in
mainstream American society the term “feminist” with something frightening, uncouth,
and, most importantly, un-American. I have in recent years seen increasing numbers of
women students in my classes who claim that they are not “feminists," even though
almost everything that they say in class about gender is heavily based in feminism.
Feminists, they say, are bitter women who dislike men. Perhaps there was a need for
feminism earlier (usually up until the ‘60s), they continue, but there are no problems with
gender oppression today.



CHAPTER 5
WHO OWNS THE WHIP?: CHESNUTT, TOURGÉE AND

RECONSTRUCTION JUSTICE

Justice is pictured blind and her daughter, the law, ought at least to be color¬
blind.

- Albion Tourgée

Legislation is powerless to eradicate racial instincts or to abolish distinctions
based upon physical differences, and the attempt to do so can only result in
accentuating the difficulties of the present situation. . . . Ifone race be inferior to
the other socially, the Constitution of the United States cannot put them upon the
same plane.

- Supreme Court Justice Henry Billings
Brown

Nowhere, in the history ofour jurisprudence, has [the] power ofthe courts been
more strongly exerted than in the matter ofNegro rights, and nowhere has it been
more swayed by prejudice and class interest.

- Charles Chesnutt1

In many ways, Albion Tourgee's relationship to tum-of-the-century African

American writers is paradoxical. On one hand, his fiction focusing on the injustices

suffered by African Americans in the South, his continuous support of Reconstruction

legislation, and his pro bono work on the Plessy v. Ferguson case all demonstrated a

profound commitment to changing the racist structures of American society. He was

perhaps the most vocal and visible white writer who promoted “radical” Reconstruction.

For example, in the 1880s and early 1890s, a time when virtually no white people were

i Citations for the epigraph are as follows: 1) Otto Olsen, The Thin Disguise: "Plessy v.
Ferguson," pg. 90; 2) Charles Lofgren, The Plessy Case, pg. 178; 3) Charles Chesnutt,
“The Courts and the Negro,” pg. 1.
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openly criticizing racial injustices, Tourgée wrote a weekly column for the Chicago Inter

Ocean called “A Bystander’s Notes” that advocated racial equality (Kull 119).2 His ideas

and writing proved to be instrumental, and at times inspirational, to the work ofmany

emerging black writers. W.E.B. DuBois claimed he was influenced by Tourgée’s fiction,

and in his 1910 article reflecting on Reconstruction, he cited favorably Tourgée's

journalistic scholarship of twenty years earlier (Olsen, "Reconstruction" 23).

Even as he was an ardent supporter of the "negro cause," however, Tourgée's

attitudes often appear naive, lacking insight into the complex situation of Southern race

relations. As his quote in the epigraph illustrates, Tourgée's view of Reconstruction

politics seems to be idealistic, depending upon a "color-blind" justice system in which

"right reason" will prevail over racist sentiment. Clearly, Tourgée understood that the

justice system was not free of racism. He even argued in Plessy v. Ferguson that “[t]he

Court has always been the foe of liberty. . . until forced to move on by public opinion”

(Lofgren 149). While he recognized these biases and the fact that the Supreme Court was

governed by social tides, Tourgée clung devoutly to the notion that education of both

southern whites and blacks could lead to a color-blind justice system capable of

transcending society’s differences and correcting its injustices. Furthermore, his line of

reasoning in the Plessy case (which argues that the indeterminability of Homer Plessy's

2 In this column, Tourgée often wrote in support of Ida B. Wells’ anti-lynching
campaign. In a 1892 article, he even borrowed Wells’ argument about the myth of black
men raping white women: “Within a year half a score of colored men have been lynched
for the crime of having white mistresses, while it does not seem to be thought necessary
to hang or bum the white woman, nor is the white man who keeps a colored mistress in
any danger of violence at the hands of his fellow citizens” (cited in Bederman 59-60).
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race should nullify segregation legislation) seems to protect the "mulatto elite" who could

theoretically “pass,” rather than arguing for the equality of the African American race as a

whole,3

Charles Chesnutt undoubtedly understood the ambiguous position that Tourgée

held in relation to the African American community. In his now well known 1880

journal entry, Chesnutt cited Tourgée's fiction - principally A Fool's Errand - as the

inspiration for his stories of the color line. Many critics have made much of this entry, in

which he discusses the immense popularity of Tourgée's writing and subject matter.4

Scholars such as Myles Raymond Hurd, Julian Mason Jr., Richard Lewis, Peter Caccavari

and Richard Brodhead have all given extended attention to the entry, quoting and

3 For a discussion of Tourgée’s line of reasoning, and its strengths and weaknesses, see
chapters two and four of Charles Lofgren’s The Plessy Case. See also chapter three of
Eric Sundquist’s To Wake the Nations, particularly pages 233-249.

4 The entry reads: "If Judge Tourgée, with his necessarily limited intercourse with
colored people and with his limited stay in the South, can write such interesting
descriptions, such vivid pictures of Southern life and character as to make himself rich
and famous, why could not a colored man, who has lived among colored people all his
life, who is familiar with their habits, their ruling passions, their prejudices, their whole
moral and social condition. . . and who, besides has possessed such opportunities for
observation and conversation with the better class of white men in the South, as to
understand their mode of thinking; who was familiar with the political history of the
country, and especially with all phases of the slavery question - why could not such a
man, if he possessed the same ability, write a far better book about the South than Judge
Tourgée or Mrs. Stowe has written? Answer who can! But the man is yet to make his
appearance, and if I can't be the man I shall be the first to rejoice at his debut and give
God speed! to his work" (Chesnutt, Journals 125-6).
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analyzing it at length.5 These critics have rightly emphasized Tourgée's influence on

Chesnutt's career as a writer, as the spark which ignited his literary aspirations.

If we look at both Tourgée's political career and his literary one in conjunction

with Chesnutt’s short stories, we can see that Chesnutt challenges the very tenets upon

which Tourgée's political and literary convictions rest. In this chapter, I will argue that in

the final story of The Wife ofHis Youth (1899), "The Web of Circumstance," Chesnutt

questions the plausibility of the seemingly progressive belief in a "blind" or, in this case,

"color-blind" legal system in which Tourgée so fiercely believed.

In imagining a solution to the nation’s racial quandary, both Chesnutt and Tourgée

rely on the notion of a transcendent justice capable of overcoming racial differences. But,

they identify different foundations for this transcendence. Tourgée’s transcendent justice

is achievable/approachable through education and legislation in this world. His idea of a

pure justice system depends on a belief that committed and informed people will put their

personal prejudices aside in order to render the “correct” verdict. Chesnutt, on the other

hand, suggests that such a justice founded on right reason is not possible within the

societal milieu of “The Web of Circumstance.” Instead, he looks to a universal and

eternal idea of justice that is detached from the nation’s system of meting out judicature.

In “The Web of Circumstance” Chesnutt appeals to Justice (with a capital J), as an eternal

5 See Myles Raymond Hurd's "Step by Step: Codification and Construction in Chesnutt's
The Passing of Grandison'"; Julian Mason’s "Charles W. Chesnutt as Southern Author";
Richard Lewis’, "Romanticism in the Fiction of Charles Chesnutt: The Influence of
Dickens, Scott, Tourgée, and Douglas"; Peter Caccavari’s “A Trick of Meditation:
Charles Chesnutt’s Conflicted Literary Relationship with Albion Tourgée”; Chapter Six,
"'Why Could Not a Colored Man?': Chesnutt and the Transaction of Authorship" of
Richard Brodhead's Cultures ofLetters: Scenes ofReading and Writing in Nineteenth-
Century America.
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truth that trumps the politically and socially biased justice system operating in the post-

Reconstruction South. This notion of justice is related to, but not subsumed by, a sense

of God’s higher Justice. In his novel The House Behind the Cedars, Chesnutt writes,

‘The laws of nature are higher and more potent than merely human institutions and upon

anything like a fair field are likely to win in the long run” (94). He ends “The Web of

Circumstance” with a similar appeal to a higher form of justice that will bring about

“another golden age” (322-3). In both examples, he implies that there is anything but a

“fair field” in American society. In arguing the impotence of a worldly justice system

(particularly in the South) that is incapable of protecting or serving African Americans,

Chesnutt simultaneously critiques Tourgée’s faith in color blind law and Booker T.

Washington's belief that economic opportunity is an adequate means of empowerment for

African Americans.

We can further see how these writers conceive differently of the idea of worldly

justice by examining how they mete out justice in their fiction, what the terms of

exchange are that determine how we define justice and just compensation. In her book

Residues ofJustice, Wai Chee Dimock argues that “[t]he language of justice is ... a

language of formal universal, one that translates warring particulars into commensurate

ratios, that takes stock of the world and assigns due weight to disparate things. Such a

language.. . is most graphically expressed by that adjudicative instrument long taken to

be its emblem: the scales.” She adds that such a conception of justice grounds itself in a

“premise of commensurability.” For Dimock, “[t]he search for justice, in that sense, is

very much an exercise in abstraction, and perhaps an exercise in reduction as well,
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stripping away apparent differences to reveal an underlying order, an order intelligible, in

the long run, perhaps only in quantitative terms” (2).

In this passage, Dimock nicely reminds us that justice depends upon ratios,

commensurability, and exchange. We might then consider what are the modes and means

of exchange in the justice of both Tourgée and Chesnutt - what their ratios are and how

they define commensurability. In other words, how does justice maintain order, correct

deviant citizens, or reward injured parties? If in his legal writing Tourgée demonstrates

the belief that color-blind justice can be served in Southern courtrooms, then his fiction

relies on the idea of a form of justice in which African Americans are compensated by the

arduous effort of high-minded white liberals. In a sense, Tourgée’s fiction becomes an

expression of white guilt, and the actions of his heroes are a form of atonement for the

past sins of his race. The compensation for these sins stays contained within the white

community insofar as this guilt is assuaged by this atonement. By this I mean that white

liberals, by virtue of feeling “better” about themselves for their magnanimous actions,

benefit from Tourgée’s white “heroes” at least as much as does the African American

population in his stories. In other words, Tourgée’s notion of justice tends to rely on the

progressive white community’s power to rescue the “helpless” black community.

From this perspective, “real” justice for the black community is defined, meted

out, and regulated by the white liberal community in opposition to the conservative white

community. The African American characters play a minuscule role in the determination

of what Tourgée’s novels define as just. In fact, in his novels that explore the racial rift

of the era, Tourgée envisions very few creative, active blacks, and these characters are

usually relegated to the canvas upon which racial justice is painted by various factions of
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the white community. When the black community does appear in his works, they come

to accept the “rewards” (or compensation) of the white progressive’s successes. In short,

Tourgée’s fiction hands out justice in the form of economic gains secured by the white

community’s efforts.

Chesnutt’s story “The Web of Circumstance” and his rejections of B.T.

Washington’s ethos, on the other hand, suggest the inadequacy of conflating the “moral”

with the “economic,” to borrow Dimock’s terminology, that racial injustices cannot be

solved through the acquisition/transference of property or money. The racial problems

Chesnutt sees would not be fixed or even ameliorated by the lessons taught, and efforts

expended, by a guilty faction of the white justice system. Whereas Tourgée’s texts

attempt to redefine the way the white community conceives of and controls justice,

Chesnutt implies that as long as justice is handled by the white community - be it

progressive or not - it will remain connected to white power. In its place, Chesnutt sees

the recognition of the a priori rights of African Americans, rather than a “color-blind”

right reason, as a necessary condition of legal justice. For this reason, Chesnutt believes

that commensurate compensation for past and present racial policies necessarily involves

the dismantling of the current justice system, and its belief in “blind” justice.6

6 In a letter to Walter Hines Page, Chesnutt writes that “the Supreme Court of the United
States is in my opinion a dangerous place for a colored man to seek justice. He may go
there with maimed rights', he is apt to come away with none at all, and with an adverse
decision shutting out even the hope of any future protection there, for the doctrine of
stare decisis is as strongly entrenched there as the hopeless superiority of the Anglo-
Saxon is in the Southern states” (cited in Sundquist, “Introduction” xxxiii, emphasis
added).
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My Name is Everything I Own: Tourgée and the Property of Reputation

Although he wished to believe otherwise, Tourgée's faith in the power of right

reason influenced more than his notion of a "pure" system of justice. It also colored his

actions within the Reconstruction movement. In his article "Tragedies of Race, Training,

Birth, and Communities of Competent Pudd'nheads," Brook Thomas comments, "A child

of the Enlightenment, Tourgée believed that by embodying right reason in his fiction he

could educate public opinion and eliminate prejudice." As Thomas explains, the very

texts that Tourgée believed would help eliminate prejudice "could not be interpreted free

from the history of the prejudice he would alter" (771). Although in this instance Thomas

is speaking of Tourgée's fiction, this comment applies to his practical legal convictions as

well. After all, even if he were able to write a text devoid of racial prejudices (which to

our post-modem sensibilities seems to be a fool's errand), Tourgée’s notion of right reason

necessarily would be understood and disseminated by a community that is anything but

devoid of prejudice.

By the time Tourgée published his most famous fiction and argued the Plessy

case, he had lost some of the idealism he had as a “carpetbagger” judge in North

Carolina.7 He nonetheless seems to have maintained a belief in the ability of the justice

systems in the South to render a verdict devoid of all contextual issues, including race. In

a letter to Cornell University professor Jeremiah Whipple Jenks, refuting Jenks’ racist

lecture on “the Negro,” Tourgée writes, "Financial mismanagement of public affairs is

7 Tourgée served as a superior court judge in North Carolina from 1869 to 1879.
Tourgée's fictionalization of his experiences there, A Fool's Errand, was published in
1879.
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not held to imply incapacity in the white race, why should it in the colored?" (Olsen,

Reconstruction 25).8 Admittedly, Tourgée claims that this is the way society should act,

not the way it does. Nonetheless, it expresses his belief that society and its judicial

system is capable of judging the affairs (financial and otherwise) of black and white

people with "color-blind" eyes. He also espouses the belief that laws/legal codes can alter

society’s racist proclivities. Laws, and the evolution of laws, however, prove more apt to

reflect society’s beliefs than amend them. As Andrew Kull puts it, “The law can be the

instrument, but never the source, of social change; the most momentous legal judgements

only give effect to conclusions that others have already reached” (6).

Tourgée’s line of argumentation in Plessy, its view of the role of the justice

system, is complex and bears looking at in further detail. Perhaps the strongest aspect of

Tourgée’s defense, and certainly the most discussed today, hinged on the rights of

citizenship provided by the Fourteenth Amendment. Tourgée argued that because

citizenship rights derive from federal authority, “[t]he State [was] thereby ousted of all

control over citizenship.” Arguing against the claim for “separate but equal”

accommodations, Tourgée stated, “The question is not as to the equality of the privileges

enjoyed, but the right of the State to label one citizen as white and another as colored in

the common enjoyment of a public highway.” In order to make his point about the

arbitrariness of these distinctions, Tourgée provided several semi-sarcastic analogies:

8 This quote comes from a May 26, 1892 letter to Professor Jeremiah Whipple Jenks of
Cornell University in response to Jenks’ racist lecture "on the Negro." This letter is
published in its entirety (with an introduction) in Otto Olsen's article "Tourgée on
Reconstruction: A Revisionist Document of 1892" [The Serif 2:3 (1965): 21-28].
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Why may [the State] not require all red-headed people to ride in a separate car?
Why not require all colored people to walk on one side of the street and the whites
on the other? Why may it not require every white man’s house to be painted
white and every colored man’s black? Why may it not require every man’s
vehicle to be of one color and compel the colored citizen to use one of different
color on the highway? Why not require every white business man to use a white
sign and every colored man who solicits custom a black one? One side of the
street may be just as good as the other and the dark horses, coaches, clothes and
signs may be as good or better than the white ones. (Lofgren 156-157)

While such a declaration certainly illustrates the absurdity of the logic of “separate but

equal,” it relies on a color-blind interpretation of the Constitution in order to recognize

this absurdity. In other words, the law does not make distinctions between races (the

Fourteenth Amendment in fact protects against such distinctions); it recognizes all

citizens as citizens.

Such a tactic fails to argue against what the defense called the “reasonableness” of

racial separation. Louisiana Attorney General Milton Cunningham, in his brief

supporting his state’s ruling upholding “separate but equal” legislation, argued the

Fourteenth Amendment “required that states not legislate inequalities in right, but

consistent with this restriction they could assort individuals by race pursuant to the police

power.” In this passage, Cunningham appealed to one of the white community’s greatest

fears - the explosive issue of “race-mixing.” Clearly this case was not settled by legal

argument alone; it was not a purely rational exercise. Fear, anxiety, and rhetoric

counteract, and at times cancel, right reason. In another brief Alexander Morse flushed

out Cunningham’s logic. The imbalances of races in rural areas, Morse explained,

created a “danger of friction from too intimate contact” (Lofgren 169-171). Separation by

race on public conveyances was not restricted by the Fourteen Amendment because a

state could adopt “reasonable rules” to promote “health, welfare, and morals,” and could
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use police powers to maintain these rules. The word that stands out most noticeably here

is “morals.” The mobilization of police powers becomes a necessary tool to preserve the

moral sanctity of the white community, a sanctity that would be compromised by intimate

contact between the races.

Another of Tourgée’s lines of argumentation in the Plessy case depended on the

unreliability of train conductors in determining race. He argues that determination of race

was “wholly impossible to be made, equitably and justly by any tribunal, much less by the

conductor of a train without evidence, investigation or responsibility” (153). Because of

this impossibility, Tourgée argued, a person should have recourse to the law (a trial) to

determine if he/she is black. Building on this premise, Tourgée claimed that the arbitrary

assignment of seats could severely injure a person’s reputation, thus depriving him/her of

property (reputation) without due process. He states:

How much would it be worth to a young man entering upon the practice of law, to
be regarded as a white man rather than a colored one? Six-sevenths of the
population are white. Nineteen-twentieths of the property of the country is owned
by white people. Ninety-nine hundredths of the business opportunities are in the
control of the white people. .. . Indeed, is [reputation] not the most valuable sort
of property, being the master-key that unlocks the golden door of opportunity?
(cited in Lofgren 154)

This line of reasoning obviously benefits only the “lightest” African Americans, even if it

was introduced to undermine racial classification; it does nothing to combat the stigma of

blackness (what Tourgée himself called the “terrible afflictions” of “ignorance, poverty,

and an ebon skin”), which was the dominant factor that necessitated segregation for the

majority of the white population. Furthermore, Tourgée’s notion of property as

reputation relies too heavily on the idea of a compensatory justice system that understands

property and money as equivalents to equality. In other words, while Tourgée attempts to
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lean on previous court precedents by defining reputation as property, such a move defines

human rights in narrow economic terms. A person who has been denied basic rights and

recourse in the justice system, so Tourgée’s logic unfolds, can be compensated with

money - rights and property are commensurate, and the only question becomes what is

the appropriate ratio. What is being injured here, according to Tourgée, is the light¬

skinned African American man’s ability to make money. As several African American

writers of the era, notably DuBois, Chesnutt, and Frances Harper, were quick to point out,

property comprises only a fraction of the losses incurred due to segregation, and these

losses are never solved by pecuniary means alone.

While Tourgée’s argument about racial indeterminacy seems promising because it

creates a necessary burden of proof of “black blood” that the train company could not

fulfill, it opens up a number of problems. First, this argument invokes the specter of race

(and the impossibility of defining the boundaries between races), and in so doing, it

weakens his concomitant argument that race was irrelevant to the determination of right.

In other words, Tourgée’s implicit demanding for the equitable and just evaluation of race

weakens his criticism of a state’s right “to label one citizen as white and another as

colored.” He simultaneously calls for a better evaluation of race and illuminates what he

sees as the fundamental injustice of racial classification.9

9 In much the same way, in the 1990s claims of “the fiction of race,” initially introduced
to explain the social construction of racial difference and the contingent economic divide,
have been co-opted by conservatives and used to repeal Affirmative Action and Head-
Start programs under the name of racial progressivism. “There is no such thing as race,”
so the line of (right) reasoning goes. “And we have successfully defeated the problems of
race, so Affirmative Action initiatives are no longer necessary. We as a society have
transcended this problem.”
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Tourgée attempted to circumvent this problem in part by deflecting attention from

race to issues of class. While he argued vehemently against the discourse of “natural”

and absolute racial difference, he relied on this very rhetoric of “natural” difference to

build his argument about the illogical premises of Jim Crow segregation. In his brief

before the Louisiana Supreme Court, Tourgée introduced the fact that many upper-class

white people would bring their African American nurses into the “white” train cars,

claiming that this practice led to an unnatural class inversion - upper class black

passengers were denied entry into these cars, while their “inferior” counterparts, the

nurses, were permitted. He used an example of miscegenation to drive his point home. If

a white man, his black wife, their children, and their black nurse were to ride a train in

Louisiana, the nurse would be allowed to ride with the white man, while his wife and

children would be forced to ride in the “colored” car. “Thus,” stated Tourgée, “the

bottom rail is on the top; the nurse is admitted to a privilege which the wife herself does

not enjoy” (Lofgren 50). By invoking the familiar metaphor of misplaced rails, Tourgée

sought to illuminate the absurdity of the segregation of trains in a society that is not

segregated in other spheres. He uses the image of an “eternal” union splintered by an

“unnatural” law. In so doing, he gives credence (or at the very least, fails to question) the

underlying notion of identifiable, fundamental difference.

It was this overwhelming belief in very fundamental and “natural” differences that

ultimately decided the case. While Tourgée relies on the indeterminability of race and

believes right reason will reward his argument, he does not account for or counteract the

prevailing sentiment within the white community about absolute racial difference. In his

brief countering Tourgée’s argument, Cunningham states that “every man must know the
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difference between a negro and a white man, [and] that the exercise of judgment is not

necessary to determine the question” (Lofgren 170). While such a claim carries little

merit for us today, and seems easily cut down by right reason and unbiased logic, this

sentiment carried immense weight at the time, and heavily influenced the courts whose

job it was to administer “color-blind” justice. As Dimock puts it, “Jim Crow laws [and

the beliefs that undergirded these laws] were not unreasonable because the community

had endowed them with the light of its own reason, a reason the Court adopted as its

own” (215).

The lone dissenter in the Plessy case, Justice John Marshall Harlan, echoed

Tourgée’s argument, stating “Our Constitution is color-blind and neither knows nor

tolerates classes among citizens.... The law regards man as man, and takes no account

of his surroundings or of his color when his civil rights as guaranteed by the supreme law

of the land are involved” (193). It may be possible that the Constitution does not see

color, but even a cursory examination of the history of the mixture of race and justice in

the United States proves that those who interpreted and upheld the constitution did.

Tourgée's line of reasoning in Plessy v. Ferguson itself seems blind to the problems with

the assumption that "right reason" will prevail over these societal prejudices. As Thomas

states, "Tourgée's ideal of right reason assumes that, so long as it is based on proper

assumptions, the logic of an argument will prevail. As we well know, however,

arguments are won by rhetoric as well as logic" (780).

Right reason also plays a crucial part in Tourgée’s fiction, and helps the novels

administer their justice, as well-intentioned and ever-so rational white leaders fight

against racial injustice. In his most famous novel, A Fool’s Errand (1879), Tourgée gives
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us what turns out to be both the novel’s hero and “fool,” Colonel Comfort Servosse.

After fighting for the Union army (thereby losing his commerce as a successful Boston

attorney), Servosse develops a medical condition that necessitates a move to a more

gentle clime. Hearing about business prospects in the newly defeated South and eager to

find a new line of work, Servosse decides to take his family to the Deep South. This

move sets the novel in motion, as we see the carpetbagger Servosse attempting to fit in

with his vanquished adversaries. What he finds (not surprisingly to us, but very

surprisingly to the protagonist) is a society very resistant to “Northern” ideas and ideals,

especially regarding racial hierarchy and compensatory Reconstruction legislation. Much

of the rest of the book deals with Servosse’s attempt to reason with the Southern

aristocracy, such as it remains, and enlighten them regarding racial equity. I will not use

the term equality here, because Servosse does not believe the races are equal. This much,

at least, he shares with his Southern enemies.

While this book focuses squarely on the rights of African Americans, and

Servosse makes some attempts to organize and finance the black community, very early

in the novel African American characters vanish, except as peripheral victims. Instead

we are given in-depth examples of Servosse’s heroism, bravery, and compassion. When

in Chapter 14 a member of the newly-formed Ku Klux Klan, Thomas Savage, disappears,

the white community frames several black workers in the vicinity of his disappearance.

Just as the judicial system prepares to lynch the victims, Servosse steps in and rescues the

workers. Using a rational argument that exposes the logic of the County Attorney,

Servosse picks apart the circumstantial evidence of the prosecutors and, after defeating

their case on logic alone, presents the knowledge that Savage is alive and well. While in
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this instance Servosse diffuses the racist plans of the white community, research about

actual lynchings tells a different tale. In fact, very few of the “convicted” and lynched

even received a trial. If they had, an argument founded on right reason would stand little

chance against the zealous prosecution. Tourgée dodges this problem in his text by

having Servosse secretly tending to Savage at his home after he has injured him in a fight.

By having Savage in the care of his enemy, Tourgée defuses the tension of the missing

man and the community’s need to see “justice” administered. Rather than try to convince

his readers that the white community let the black men go by virtue of Servosse’s

eloquence alone, Tourgée has the community immediately find out that Servosse, not the

black workers, has been responsible for Savage’s disappearance. The mystery has been

solved, and the crowd remains in awe of Servosse’s honor, courage, and rational

argumentation. Despite their aversion towards him, Servosse has taught the entire

community a valuable lesson in civic responsibility.

In fact, throughout the novel, Servosse repeatedly calls it his “duty” to fight for

justice and educate the misled Southerners. Indeed, this education stands as the book’s

most resilient myth/fantasy. Servosse’s commanding presence and well-chosen words

mesmerize the Southern community, even as they ostracize him from the town’s social

circles. After a political meeting where Servosse espouses the radical view of the

unavoidability of Reconstruction reordering, Tourgée writes, “His words seemed to have

touched a deep chord in their hearts, not so much from what he had said perhaps, as from

the fact that he had dared to say it.. . . How he dared to stand up and maintain ideas at

variance with the accepted creed of that class of men who had always formulated and

controlled public opinion, they could not understand” (147). The Southern crowd
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respects Servosse for his unblinking courage, a quality to which the reader is likewise

supposed to respond. Tourgée labels his protagonist a fool on a “fool’s errand,” poking

fun at his own idealism as a Reconstruction judge in North Carolina and at the enormity

of the tasks at hand during Reconstruction. Nonetheless, Servosse remains for Tourgée

an example of what is “good” and “true” and “right” about postbellum American society

- an example to be learned from and emulated.

Just as his logic in the Plessy case depended upon a right reason that would

enlighten people to the “true” story of racial definition, Tourgée’s hero, or fool, uses a

courageous commitment to education as his principal tool. As Servosse says at the end of

the novel to his new-found Southern friend, Dr. Martin, “The fruitage of slavery has been

the ignorant freedman, the ignorant poor-white man, and the arrogant master. . . . Now,

let the Nation undo the evil it has permitted and encouraged. Let it educate those whom it

made ignorant, and protect those whom it made weak” (387). There is no evidence of

interaction or conversation with the “ignorant” and “weak,” only education and protection

coming down from on high.

Earlier in the novel, as Servosse talks to Andy, the only semi-principal black

character, Servosse uses their present labor, the pruning of wild grape vine, as a

“teachable moment.” After Andy asks whether he should cut down a particularly strong

vine, Servosse responds:

Yes. . . cut it down. It seems a pity, as you say, to destroy that beautiful growth;
but, when the vines have run wild for a time, the only way to bring them back to
sober, profitable bearing, is to cut them back without scruple. . . . It’s wasting the
past, but saving the future. And it’s my notion that the same thing is true of
peoples and nations, Andy. For instance, when a party of a country rebels and
runs wild for a time, it ought to have the rank wood, the wild growth, cut away
without mercy. They ought to be held down, and pruned and shaped, until they
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are content to bear “the peaceable fruits of righteousness,” instead of clambering
about, “cumbering the ground” with a useless growth. (115)

In this parable that closely resembles the husbandry metaphors favored by Jesus,

Servosse’s “sober” words teach Andy an important lesson in civic duty. Also like Jesus,

Servosse demonstrates a selfless dedication to the good of the common people (in this

case the African Americans), leads by example and parable (the novel is loosely

structured around Servosse’s key speeches and editorials), and is ultimately crucified for

his controversial beliefs (he is forced to leave the community and ultimately dies of a

sickness that the novel presents as being caused by Servosse’s tribulations). After an

attempt on his life, Servosse retreats from his radical position. Even so, Tourgée informs

us he modifies his ideas due to his sober judgement, rather than a want of courage.

These examples of white heroism and leadership are so important to Tourgée

precisely because he sees the “freedman” as “ignorant,” “weak,” and inferior. As

Tourgée is explaining why Servosse chose to modify his radical position in the

community, he writes that Servosse “felt that ignorance, poverty, and an ebon skin, were

each of them terrible afflictions,” but that he did not admit that these should be “true or

just limitations of political power or inherent right.” Then, in his only legitimate attempt

to put the reader, via Servosse imagining himself as a black man, in the position of the

African American community, he continues:

Yet he admitted to himself that if he were one of the unfortunate and despised
race, if he shared its poverty, inexperience, and helplessness, in short, if he were
even as one of his colored fellow-citizens in these respects, he would not think of
such a thing as exercising or asserting his political rights, but, on the contrary,
would submit, with such patience as he could command, to whatever might
impend. (337-38)
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In this passage, we see Servosse imagining what it would be like to be a black citizen, and

his conclusion is that he would “submit” - ostensibly to the white community that was

smarter and stronger, in short, superior. Tourgée hopes that this “evil” white community

will one day grant the African Americans its rights; however, he never imagines the black

community taking a meaningful role in the attainment of these rights. They are, in the

novel’s economy, too “helpless.” In other words, white “heroes” with the best interests of

African Americans in mind prove so vital precisely because the black community is

unable to assist itself. Once again, we see the idea of the “child-like simplicity” of

African Americans rearing its ugly head, even in the era’s most prominent champion of

equal rights.

Sneaky Justice: Chesnutt and the Aesthetics of Subversion

If in A Fool’s Errand Tourgée espouses a belief in the helplessness of the African

American community, in recent decades critics have pointed to Chesnutt's literary

empowerment, citing his covert subversion of Southern society's conservative values. For

example, Sylvia Lyons Render believes that Chesnutt’s black characters debunk the

stereotypes of African Americans predominant in postbellum literature. She states that

his parody of the "contented slave" in "The Passing of Grandison" reveals a subtext of

subversion in the story (Fraiman 443). Similarly, Robert Bone focuses on Chesnutt’s

mulatto characters, claiming that, in straddling the color line, they threaten its very

existence. For Bone, then, ambiguity is Chesnutt’s "chief device” (Fraiman 444). Hurd

also locates "hidden meanings" in Chesnutt's literature, which identify "the race's quest

for equality" (Hurd, Step 79). He claims that the trick for Chesnutt was to include

pointers to these subversive meanings without alienating his audience with stridency.
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Speaking of the narrator in Chesnutt’s conjure stories, Houston Baker similarly states that

Julius’ voice signifies upon white representations of African American folk tales in a way

that “allows Chesnutt... to sound a common tale of Afro-American transformative

resourcefulness under the guise of an ole ‘uncle’ speaking nonsense” (46).10

Without a doubt, these analyses helped to initiate and enable the current

renaissance of Chesnutt’s writing by presenting a recuperable and progressive Chesnutt.

In these depictions, Chesnutt is more of a dedicated “race man” and less of a literary “sell

out.” But this either/or scenario and what we might call the “subversion litmus test”

threaten to downplay the complexities and tensions of tum-of-the-century black writers

who published in a primarily white marketplace. I am here adopting and altering Ann

duCille’s critique of the pressures on modem scholars to evaluate African American texts

in terms of their fidelity to “the black experience” and their attention to “authentically

black” subject matter (duCille 6-7). Rather than measure a fidelity to “black experience,”

what I term the “subversion litmus test” judges a work on whether or not minority

literature subverts (usually secretly) dominant paradigms. In this critical mode, it

becomes the scholar’s job to decode the author’s secret message, thereby resurrecting a

heretofore lost statement of resistance. While Chesnutt’s work undeniably displays a

degree of “subversion,” to claim that his primary aim is to be subversive oversimplifies

10 Baker labels Chesnutt’s writing as the “mastery of form,” a strategy of writing that he
also attributes to Booker T. Washington. He contrasts this sneakily subversive style with
a more aggressive act of defiance found, for example, in DuBois’ The Souls ofBlack
Folk, which he calls “the deformation of mastery.” Baker explains, “The mastery of form
conceals, disguises, floats like a trickster butterfly in order to sting like a bee. The
deformation ofmastery, by contrast, is Morris Day singing ‘Jungle Love,' advertising,
with certainty, his unabashed badness — which is not always conjoined with violence.
Deformation is a go(uer)rilla action in the face of acknowledged adversaries” (50).
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his position. As we have already seen in Chapter Three, if Chesnutt attempts to subvert

the white literary establishment in his writing, he also courts its acceptance and replicates

many of its most pernicious hierarchical systems. For example, he regularly relies on

class and gender markers of difference in order to deflect attention from the “color line,”

rather than abolishing notions of absolute difference altogether. So, while Chesnutt

undoubtedly subverts some aspects of normative conceptions of classification, he

supports others. To read Chesnutt as a prophet or a demon fails to do justice to his

complex relationship to American society - black and white.

In many ways, "The Web of Circumstance" explores this tenuous and conditional

ground upon which African American empowerment takes place. The fact that the story

revolves around a denunciation of the nation’s justice system written by a lawyer and

court stenographer only heightens this tension." Regardless of Tourgée's opinion about

the North Carolina court over which he presided, there is certainly no "right reason" in the

justice and legal system of Chesnutt's rustic North Carolina town. The white community

in "The Web of Circumstance" counters every movement the protagonist Ben Davis takes

to insure his livelihood. The story begins in Davis’ postbellum blacksmith shop, where

"a forge was glowing" (291), an indication that his business is thriving. The story’s

representative of the Southern white elite, Colonel Thornton, describes Davis as "the best

blacksmith in the county" (305). Even so, Davis will not be able to continue unimpeded

his ascent up the social ladder. As Colonel Thornton's name portends, he (and the white

community as a whole) will be a "ton of thorns" to Davis, simultaneously injuring him

u Chesnutt passed the Ohio bar exam with the highest grade in the state in 1887 and
“thrived as a legal stenographer with a national reputation” (Brodhead 189).
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and, in the narrator's eyes, mocking his desire for economic gains. Just as the crown of

thorns placed on Jesus’ head mocks his claim for religious legitimacy by satirizing his

claim to an alternative power, so too does the white community (represented by

Thornton) mock Davis’ attempt to upset the established systems of economic and social

power. The Confederate title Colonel attached to Thornton’s name further serves as a

reminder of the historical legacy of slavery and its hierarchy of power, a power that

remains firmly in place in the postbellum South.

As soon as Chesnutt establishes Davis’ confident attitude, Tom (Davis’ mulatto

assistant) frames Davis for stealing a whip, and he is sentenced to five years hard labor in

prison. During his difficult imprisonment, the once-proud Davis "had become like them

[the other convicts]" (317). When he gets out of jail, his wife has left him for Tom, one

child has drowned and the other has been lynched, and his property has been sold to pay

debts. Mired in this "web of circumstance," Tom seeks revenge on Colonel Thornton,

who he mistakenly believes is guilty of framing him. As Davis lurks in the shadows of

Thornton's home, waiting to attack him, he meets the Colonel's daughter, whose angelic

appearance causes Davis to reconsider his actions and flee. Colonel Thornton then rides

up to the house, sees Davis running towards his daughter with a stick, and shoots "the

negro." The narrator closes the story with an appeal to a future "golden age," one that

redeems the lost hope of a failed Reconstruction (323).

In ‘The Web of Circumstance,” Chesnutt explores in minute detail the

repercussions that occur in the postbellum South when black people such as Davis begin

to accumulate wealth. The white community feels his economic success must be

controlled, and Davis’ desire and appreciation for the Colonel's horse whip suggest how
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truly dangerous a man like Ben Davis is to this community. As he reshoes the Colonel's

horse, Davis comments, "Dat's a mighty fine whip yer got dere, Kunnel. . . Where kin yer

git dem whips?" The Colonel tersely claims that his brother brought it from New York,

adding that "you can't buy them down here" (292). The Colonel's response reveals his

anxiety about the prospect of Davis purchasing such a whip, of obtaining a status symbol

equal to his own. Obviously, the whip also functions in this story as an symbol of

authority - of established traditions - and specifically invokes the slavery-era power of

the "masters" over the slaves. Furthermore, the whip was most often used when the white

master believed there was need for punishment or "lessons" - when he doubted his ability

to control the slave population. In this light, the whip signifies the tenuous power balance

of slavery, and acts as a reminder of how weak the mechanism for the maintenance of that

power truly was.

Davis’ yearning for the whip signals to the white community a desire for equality,

not only in the economic realm (the "handsome" whip as a symbol of purchasing power),

but in the realm of power and social autonomy as well. A white bystander's response only

heightens this tension: "'Pears ter me Ben gittin' mighty blooded, driving a hoss an' buggy,

an' wantin' a whip like Colonel Thornton's" (292). This quote reflects the white man's

uneasiness about Davis’ accumulating property, and "blooded" literally means "blue-

blooded" or uppity. However, the term "blood" resonates differently in the context of a

discussion about a whip. Since whips were traditionally used against slaves and the backs

of African Americans were traditionally "blooded" by the master's use of these whips,

Davis’ yearning for the whip appears to the white community as revealing his desire to

possess the power traditionally aligned with whiteness.
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Davis becomes so enthralled with his Washingtonian goal of economic

advancement and the attainment of the symbols that represent this advancement that he

remains oblivious to the threat the white people perceive in his actions. In fact, until his

conviction, Davis seems to be unaware of the racist divide in the community and his

potential transgression of "the color line.”12 In the first section of the story, Davis

constantly berates his fellow African Americans for their lack of productivity: "We

colored folks never had no chance ter git nothin' befo' the wah, but ef eve'y nigger in dis

town had a tuck keer er his money sence the war, like I has, an' bought as much lan' as I

has, de niggers might’a' got half de lan' by dis time" (293). Here, Davis espouses a

Washingtonian rhetoric, claiming that if blacks are willing to perform manual labor, use

pecuniary thrift, and invest their earnings, they will progress in the postbellum South. As

Booker T. Washington himself states in his "Atlanta Constitution Address," ”[W]e shall

prosper in proportion as we learn to dignify and glorify common labour and put brains

and skill into the common occupations of life" (Washington 147). Davis believes in the

ultimate social value of economic opportunity.

What most strikes the modem day reader, apart from the sensational plot, is this

story’s narrative awkwardness. Of all the stories in The Wife and His Youth, "The Web of

Circumstances" seems the most contrived, with heavy-handed metaphors and

i2 David Leverenz has brought to my attention the resonances of his name, suggesting the
possibility that Chesnutt’s naming invokes the legacy of Ben Franklin and Jefferson
Davis. This invocation would fit well with my analysis here. After all, Davis adapts a
Franklin-esque sense of economic progress through self-discipline, and Davis’ alignment
with Booker T. Washington’s notion of compromise ties him (in Chesnutt’s eyes) to a
past time of Confederate control over African American social status in a way that makes
him oblivious to the fact that his Franklin-esque virtues will not be rewarded by society.
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melodramatic juxtapositions serving relatively predictable ends. Whereas in the majority

of the collection, Chesnutt explores and explodes the concept of racial classification and

the mulatto’s place in this classification, in “The Web of Circumstance” the story line

unfolds formulaically. On one hand Chesnutt seems to criticize Tourgéeian rhetoric (and

the white power system in general) in a perceptive manner. On the other, this story rings

with a moralizing and didactic tone absent from much of the rest of the collection.

Most noticeable, particularly in light of his criticism of the hierarchy of power, is

Chesnutt's peculiar racial hierarchy at the conclusion of the story, a hierarchy that seems

to equate whiteness with purity and blackness with depravity. As Ben Davis approaches

Colonel Thornton's house at the end of the story, apparently to kill him, the sudden

appearance of the colonel’s daughter disarms him. Chesnutt writes,

A sweet little child, as beautiful as a cherub escaped from Paradise, was standing
over him .... Under the lingering spell of his dream, her golden hair, which fell
in rippling curls, seemed like a halo of purity and innocence and peace, irradiating
the atmosphere around her. It is true the thought occurred to Ben, vaguely, that
through harm to her he might inflict the greatest punishment upon her father; but
the idea came like a dark shape that faded away and vanished into nothingness.
(320-21, emphasis mine)

The redeeming value of a child's innocence does not present us with a particularly

original image. Chesnutt's description relies on conventional, racially-coded identities.

The daughter’s "golden hair" proves her angelic goodness. His thoughts of injuring her

present themselves as a "dark shape" that invokes images of “lurking black beasts” and

the threat of rape and murder, until these thoughts are finally disarmed by her purity and

charm, her whiteness. This passage lacks the ironic distance that Chesnutt often displays

such loaded images in his other fiction. In this instance, he does not “subvert” the

dominant racist symbolics; he relies on them to resolve his story. On one level this
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description seems to undermine Chesnutt's entire mission. At the very least, the narrator,

by adopting such a voice, sets up the reader for the melodramatic appeal to a higher,

revisionary and transcendent Justice at the end of the story: "God speed the day, and let

not the shining thread of hope become so enmeshed in the web of circumstance that we

lose sight of it" (323).

I believe that we can explain such troubling narration in part by examining

Chesnutt's expressed opinions about his fiction. Always politically active with regard to

African American rights, he believed that his political and literary aspirations could be

integrated. In his journal he stated that he could bring about "a moral revolution" in his

white audience, a revolution that would ultimately lead to "social recognition" (cited in

Hurd, Brogues 19). Certainly, Chesnutt admitted that he was acutely conscious of his

white audience and their reaction to his work. Rather than attacking white racism in a

confrontational manner as DuBois and others would do (Baker’s “deformation of

mastery”), Chesnutt stated in his journal that racism had to be "'mined' from underneath;

whites had to be led 'imperceptibly, unconsciously, step by step' into the recognition that

black people possessed all the feelings and abilities of whites" (Journals 140). Edward

Ayers cites this journal entry in order to support his larger claim about Chesnutt’s strategy

of subversion, that in his writing Chesnutt “mines” racism in a covert manner.

If we follow Ayers’ lead, we can understand how Chesnutt enables himself to

explore with less risk the myriad ramifications of racial uplift and "passing." As we have

seen with Tourgée's argument in Plessy v. Ferguson, the phenomenon of "passing" does

not necessarily dispute the legitimacy of the line between races. Rather, it contests

(among other things) the ability to adequately define or identify this line and where it
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should be placed. Surely, Chesnutt understood that his battle in "The Web of

Circumstance" (the economic and social equality of African Americans) must be fought

on much more tenuous ground, lest, instead of leading his white audience "step by step,"

he alienate them. With this in mind, one can see the advantages Chesnutt would have in

creating the racist polarities in his text (the golden innocence of whiteness vs. the

corruption of blackness) in order to get the white readers to accept his fundamental

premise, only to "mine" the more pressing matters of the text in a subtler fashion.

Before we agree with Ayers too hastily, however, we should be aware that this

journal entry was written in 1880, nineteen years before The Wife ofHis Youth was

published. By 1899, Chesnutt had received much support and assistance from the white

literary elite, and did not seem particularly interested in mining this form of support.

Perhaps this fact can explain much of the narrative awkwardness of “The Web of

Circumstances,” as Chesnutt sought to forward his critique of racial relations while

simultaneously climbing ever higher in the very system he sought to change.13

While he was undoubtedly wary about publishing stories “of the color line” as a

black man in 1899, he had benefitted immensely from the help and interest of much of the

white literary elite (Walter Hines Page, W.D. Howells, George Washington Cable, and

Tourgée all offered assistance to Chesnutt and his nascent writing career). At this time,

o This narrative tension and awkwardness so prevalent in ‘The Web of Circumstance”
largely dissipates by the publication ofMarrow of Tradition (1901). By this time
Chesnutt had become disillusioned with the publishing community and saw the
substantial limitations of its “support.” As a result, he was much more likely to write
what he wanted to, rather than pander to the interests of the publishing community that, at
the time The Wife ofHis Youth was published, controlled/determined his future as a

writer.
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Chesnutt believed they agreed with him about the most propitious manner to discuss race

relations. Even though he probably realized he needed to walk on eggshells in order to

avoid the wrath of the majority of the white reading public, in “The Web of

Circumstances,” we see Chesnutt forwarding a critique he firmly believes will be

accepted by the white publishing community - the inadequacy of the American justice

system as it pertains to issues of race. Such a split in his intended white audience, not to

mention in his devoted African American following, contributed to the clumsy and

troubling narration that pervades the story, as Chesnutt sought to simultaneously write a

story that would appeal to white readers and critique the most cherished values of these

same readers.

If Chesnutt often seemed at a loss about how to fit his literary goals with those of

his editors and critics, in the courtroom scene of “Web,” he draws upon his legal training

and intimate knowledge of courtroom proceedings that provide him an alternative base of

authority. While Chesnutt often seems at a loss when trying to develop the “literary”

aspects of his early stories, in the courtroom he feels in control. In Section II of the story,

Chesnutt gives nuanced attention to the manner in which legal discourse is unable to

accommodate African Americans into its notion of justice. Here he undoubtedly draws

on his experience as a lawyer and court stenographer. At the beginning of this section,

Chesnutt distances Davis from the narrative point-of-view - "The case of the State of

North Carolina vs. Ben Davis was called" (297). This authorial move signals Davis’

helplessness in a judicial system controlled and operated by the white community. The

legal framework of this section as well as the abundance of legal terminology supplants

the sympathetic narrator, and Chesnutt leaves Davis writhing in front of a hostile court;
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all Tourgéeian notions of right reason have vanished. Fittingly, in this section Chesnutt

labels Davis as "the prisoner." While he was formerly the productive "blacksmith," he is

now a prisoner, a term that connotes a degree of guilt even before the trial begins. By the

end of the story, Chesnutt brands Davis an anonymous "negro," emphasizing the white

society's negative associations with such a designation, as well as the objectification of

Davis which such a label entails.

In her book The Alchemy ofRace and Rights, Patricia J. Williams writes, ‘That

life is complicated is a fact of great analytic importance. Law too often seeks to avoid

this truth by making up its own breed of narrower, simpler, but hypnotically powerful

rhetorical truths. ... 1 think that one of the most important results of reconceptualizing

from ‘objective truth’ to rhetorical event [is] a more nuanced sense of legal and social

responsibility” (10-11). For Williams, the acknowledgment that law depends upon

“rhetorical truth,” rather than “objective truth,” complicates the absolute definitions that

often surround concepts of gender, race, class, etc.. In so doing, it permits us to see the

utility of these forms of categorization at certain times and the “necessity of their

breakdown” at others. In short, the recognition of the “rhetorical truth” of legal discourse

will force the legal community and society at large to take notice of the “hidden

subjectivities and unexamined claims” that influence legal proceedings. Chesnutt

similarly seems to suggest that the “rhetorical truth” of the tum-of-the-century Southern

courtroom depends upon racially-loaded “unexamined claims” that render this system of

justice unable - or more pointedly, unwilling - to deal with the racist power structure of

the South.
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Perhaps Chesnutt’s most subtle criticism (one that makes the awkward narrative

shifts even more noticeable) is his analysis of the competing “rhetorical truths” in the

text. In the climactic courtroom scene, the court finds Davis guilty, not on the grounds of

indisputable evidence, but by virtue of the prosecutor's rhetoric. Chesnutt informs us that

the lawyer "reserved his eloquence for the closing argument" (304). As the case opens,

the "young and zealous" state's attorney begins building his case with circumstantial

evidence, because as he states, "Men might lie, but circumstances cannot" (298). He

proceeds to portray Davis as a social agitator who seeks to overthrow white society. He

labels Davis "a negro nihilist, a communist, a secret devotee of Tom Paine and Voltaire, a

pupil of the anarchist propaganda, which, if not checked by the stem hand of the law, will

fasten its insidious fangs on our social system, and drag it down to ruin" (298). Even

though he does not understand the lawyer’s references or the full gravity of the speech,

Davis is stunned at the lawyer's diatribe, "overwhelmed by this flood of eloquence" (299).

Chesnutt informs us that Davis has never even heard of Tom Paine or Voltaire.

He similarly "had no conception of what a nihilist or an anarchist might be, and could not

have told the difference between a propaganda and a potato" (299). Even if he were

familiar with these ideas and people, he would not subscribe to their philosophies; Davis

believes in Booker T. Washington's notion of economic advancement. Whereas

Washington emphasizes the immediate value of economic opportunity leading eventually

to social gains, Chesnutt presents Paine, Voltaire, and anarchists as defenders of social

equality. Chesnutt ironically emphasizes Davis’ belief in economic advancement by

having Davis accused of espousing the beliefs of “agitators” for social equality when he
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clearly remains interested in economic advancement at the expense of broader social

rights.14

The lawyer’s rhetoric sways the court in precisely the manner to which Tourgée is

oblivious. Although the court "mildly" warns the prosecutor to confine his argument to

the facts, his rhetoric has clearly served its purpose. Whereas Tourgée's "color-blind”

justice would have ignored these slanderous digressions, in Chesnutt's court they are the

determining factors of the trial. The prosecutor has "whipped" the white community into

a panic about Davis’ inciting of racial upheaval. Chesnutt’s choice of the word

“whipped” returns us to the central symbol of the story, the whip, and its connections

with power. The prosecutor’s “eloquence” exemplifies the power of the white

community as symbolized by Colonel Thornton’s adorned whip. Several white witnesses

testify that Davis is indeed an agitator. Once again their inflammatory oratory proves

effective, as the judge sentences Davis to five years in prison, citing the fact that his

radical beliefs "would breed discontent" among the "ignorant" African Americans and

would "give rise to strained relations" between the races (310). The word “breed” spoken

by a white lawyer in the context of a spreading plague of “blackness” heightens

Chesnutt’s commentary that the judicial system is fueled by white fears of an increasing

African American social presence and financial power. We can also read “breed” in

i4 In 1908, Kelly Miller wrote about the slogan "social equality" and its far reaching
implications, stating that "'social' and 'equality' are two excellent words, but 'social
equality' must not be pronounced in good society, like two harmless chemical elements
uniting to make a dangerous compound." See Kelly Miller, Radicals and Conservatives
and Other Essay on the Negro in America (originally published as Race Adjustment,
1908; rpt. New York: Schocken, 1968), pp. 123-24 [cited in Eric Sundquist's To Wake the
Nations, p. 240],
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relation to contemporary discussions of social Darwinism, which centered on whether

certain races proved more “fit” to adapt and dominate future society.

Up until his conviction Davis remains oblivious to the effect his accumulation of

wealth had on the white public. In giving Davis a belief in "self-making" and economic

equality while his road to prosperity becomes a dead end, Chesnutt sets up Davis as an

ideological fall-guy, a character who proves the deficiencies of Washington's economic

ethos. As Davis spouts his slightly conceited speech about his recent gains as a

blacksmith, Chesnutt ironically reveals the short-sightedness of his attitude. David quips,

"I tell yer dere ain' nothin' like propputy ter make a pusson feel like a man" (294). His

ensuing imprisonment at the hands of an anxious white community ultimately robs him of

his "manhood" and economic opportunity (Tom steals his wife and he loses his business

while he is in prison). Finally, the white people gain control of Davis’ property, his

tangible sign of independent prosperity: "Hit wuz sol' fer mortgage, er de taxes, er de

lawyer, er sump'n, - 1 don' know w'at. A w'ite man got it" (316, emphasis mine).

Chesnutt comes down on Davis so hard and the story conspires against him so

firmly for two principal reasons. The first is fairly obvious: Chesnutt wants to emphasize

the injustice of the nation’s legal system and the racist beliefs that undergird this system

in order to create empathy for those oppressed by this injustice. Secondly, for Chesnutt

the securing of rights for African Americans represents much more than purchasing

power (the ability to own a whip and a horse and buggy); it represents the society’s

recognition of their fundamental humanity. Along similar lines, Williams writes, “For

the historically disempowered, the conferring of rights is symbolic of all the denied

aspects of their humanity: rights imply a respect that places one in the referential range of
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self and others, that elevates one’s status from human body to social being. For blacks,

then, the attainment of rights signifies the respectful behavior, the collective

responsibility, properly owed by a society to one of its own” (153, emphasis mine).

While in this quotation Williams addresses the current debate in critical legal

studies about whether the legal profession should abandon a rights rhetoric in favor of a

needs rhetoric, she engages the central tension in Chesnutt’s story. Williams states that

“the attainment of rights signifies [what is] properly owed” to the African American

community. Such language brings us back to Dimock’s premise of commensurability, the

law’s exercise in abstraction that “assigns due weight to disparate things” (2). Williams,

and I would argue Chesnutt as well, perceive rights as so crucial because they force the

dominant society to interact with the oppressed community as people (or at least legally

recognize their humanity). For Chesnutt, then, financial gain and economic

empowerment can never be adequate forms of compensation, can never balance the

scales, because social rights signal change in a static society and enable the black

community to live in this community with a sense of hope for betterment, a hope that

money simply cannot buy. Or to put it another way, rights become an a priori condition

upon which the execution of justice depends.

As the title and the conclusion of the story suggest, "The Web of Circumstance" is

all about the inescapable legal quagmire of African Americans who attempt to assert their

rights. Throughout the story, the word "circumstance" appears time and time again.

During the trial scene alone, the narrator mentions the "circumstances" of the missing

whip, for which "suspicion naturally fell upon the prisoner" (299). There are the

"circumstances under which the whip was found” (301), further incriminating Davis. The
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prosecuting lawyer builds his case around a plethora of "circumstantial evidence" (304).

The judge cites the "circumstances" of the case, which call for a severe penalty (310).

Finally there are the "circumstances of [Davis’] unfortunate race" (312), which provide

the judge a large amount of discretion when sentencing Davis. In this specific case, the

judge claims that, since Davis has "borne a good reputation in the community" - since he

is in comfortable circumstances - he must be punished severely as a lesson to other

African Americans (312).

Indeed, every conceivable "circumstance" that arises during Davis’ trial serves to

further condemn him. Indeed, the only time Chesnutt invokes this word with positive

results is when a white man is convicted of murder. The court sentences this white man

to only one year in prison because his murder "was done in the heat of passion, under

circumstances of great provocation" (309, emphasis added). Chesnutt juxtaposes these

hopeless circumstances that inevitably damn his client, Davis, with a transcendent justice

that does not yet exist in the world, the “shining thread of hope” that will one day arise to

redress the wrongs committed by a bigoted legal system. Williams similarly comments

on the role that hope plays in the striving for a just society:

To say that blacks never fully believed in rights is true. Yet it is also true that
blacks believed in them so much and so hard that we gave them life where there
was none before; we held onto them, put the hope of them into our wombs,
mothered them and not the notion of them. And this was not the dry process of
reification, from which life is drained and reality fades as the cement of
conceptual determinism hardens round - but its opposite. This was the
resurrection of life from ashes four hundred years old. . . . [“Rights”] is the magic
wand of visibility and invisibility, of inclusion and exclusion, or power and no
power. The concept of rights, both positive and negative, is the marker of our
citizenship, our relation to others. (163-4, emphasis added)
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So, in both Chesnutt’s story written at the end of the nineteenth century and

Williams’ book written at the end of the twentieth, hope and rights become inextricably

linked markers for the African American community. Or, rather, rights become the hope

for the future that nourishes and focuses these two writers fighting a century apart for

racial equality. But, if access to rights becomes the compensation for past injustices, the

quantitative means of exchange that puts a number on the abstract value of oppression,

we are still left with the question of “commensurate balance.” This appears to me to be

the key question in the debates about race in the past century, especially in today’s

debates about affirmative action. What constitutes a right? How is it enforced,

legislated? What are the barriers that prevent oppressed groups from exercising these

rights? What role does the judicial system play in the quest for equality? What is

defined as just compensation for the deprivation of rights?

The Same Difference: Chesnutt, Tourgée, and the Plessy Decision

Even though he adamantly and tirelessly railed against racist legal decisions such

as Brown’s majority decision in Plessy v. Ferguson, Chesnutt’s skepticism about the

United States’ judicial system ironically mirrors that of the court’s decision in Plessy,

which upheld Louisiana’s “separate but equal” railway legislation. Or, perhaps more

appropriately, we might say that Chesnutt’s logic appears as an inside-out version of

Brown’s majority opnion, because Chesnutt, like Brown, believes that racial difference

cannot or will not be abolished through legislation and the judicial process. In his

decision, Brown writes,
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Legislation is powerless to eradicate racial instincts or to abolish distinctions
based upon physical differences, and the attempt to do so can only result in
accentuating the difficulties of the present situation. If the civil and political
rights of both races be equal one cannot be inferior to the other civilly or
politically. If one race be inferior to the other socially, the Constitution of the
United States cannot put them on the same plane. (Lofgren 178-9)

By invoking the metaphor of natural occurring planes of existence against which one

cannot legislate, Brown’s dependence upon the rhetoric of absolute, measurable

difference reminds us of Tourgée’s argument that allowing the nurse to ride in a “whites

only” car is placing “the bottom rail on top.” Even though Brown, Tourgée, and Chesnutt

span an amazingly wide spectrum of racial ideologies, they all rely on the rhetoric of an

identifiable, absolute difference to make their claims.

Of course, the huge divergence between Chesnutt’s ideas in ‘The Web of

Circumstance” and Brown’s decision lies in the notion of “racial instinct” and racially

determined physical distinctions. Brown’s ruling demonstrates the power that

assumptions of innate racial difference held in the entire white community. In his

decision he quotes the 1883 New York school segregation case King v. Gallagher. “A

natural distinction exists between these races which was not created),] neither can it be

abrogated],] by law” (179). On the other hand, many of Chesnutt’s stories within The

Wife ofHis Youth are designed to counteract this very belief, to demonstrate how the

belief in absolute difference is caused by an epistemology that renders the social

construction of this difference invisible. That is to say, Chesnutt’s use of the trope of

passing in the collection calls into question any discernible racial characteristics at all.15

is The fact that Chesnutt and his editors often referred to the work that would later
become The Wife ofHis Youth as his stories “of the color line” further emphasizes his
desire to question the boundary and distinguishibility of this line. Even so, as I argued in
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Nonetheless, Brown and Chesnutt agree that racial differences (while they define them

very differently) will not be changed by legal machinations or judicial rulings. For both

lawyers, racial difference runs so deep in the nation's Constitution/Constitution, and the

legal system reflecting this constitution, that it cannot be overturned by legal alteration.

In his lone dissent from the majority decision in Plessy v. Ferguson, Justice

Harlan adopted a stance sharing much with Tourgée’s line of argumentation in the case.

He, like Tourgée, argues for a color blind interpretation of the law. While Harlan

vehemently disagrees with Brown’s majority decision, his explanation also relies on a

concept of absolute racial difference very similar to Brown’s. The difference between

Brown’s and Harlan’s use of the rhetoric of difference boils down to which examples of

difference they use and for what causes these examples are marshaled. Harlan directly

contests Brown’s opinion that racial difference is natural and therefore outside the

auspices of the judicial system. He mentions that the Louisiana separate car law did not

apply to the Chinese, and, according to Harlan, the Chinese are “a race so different from

our own that we do not permit those belonging to it to become citizens.” So, rather than

reflecting any true racial difference, the Louisiana law created “an arbitrary separation of

citizens, on the basis of race, while they are on a public highway.” This separation

created “a badge of servitude wholly inconsistent with the civil freedom and the equality

before the law established by the Constitution” (Lofgren 194).

Harlan’s attitudes about the fundamental otherness of the Chinese illustrates how

deep the belief in difference ran, even in those disagreeing with the segregation policies

Chapter Three, rather than erasing this line in his work, Chesnutt often places it elsewhere
- between the upper-class mulatto elite and the working class African Americans.
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that emanated from this belief. But it also reflects his agreement with Tourgée that our

legal system ought to be “color-blind” and that it is capable of reaching this potential. In

a sense, it demonstrates that “color blind” does not mean “race blind.” After all, the

Chinese are a race that, according to Harlan, do not belong as citizens. So, rather than

fundamentally questioning the logic of racial discrimination, Harlan, in his dissent, states

that he believes African Americans are not as alien as the Chinese. One wonders what

Harlan’s notion of “color blind” legislation means in this context.

In his incisive analysis of the Plessy case, Charles Lofgren explains the difference

between Brown’s and Harlan’s opinions in terms of their adherence to larger principals

than the specifics of the case warranted: “Brown’s opinion, for all its sloppiness, has a

firmer grounding in current law; yet Harlan’s was better rooted in republican truths, and,

at least arguably, in history” (195, emphasis mine). Lofgren’s explanation of this

divergence here perfectly highlights the chasm between the logic of Tourgée/Harlan and

that of Chesnutt. While Chesnutt undoubtedly pulled for Tourgée during the Plessy case,

and respected his commitment to fighting the nation’s racial disease, they had

fundamentally disparate views on how this improvement could be enacted. For Chesnutt,

there are no such things as Lofgren’s absolute “republican truths.” After all, our republic

was founded upon slave labor and the “removal” of Native Americans. In this light, the

only “republican truth” the nation can claim is the “truth" of racial prejudice. For

Chesnutt, the fundamental principles of the United States government are so intertwined

with racist attitudes and rulings that one cannot separate “truths” from the prejudice; they

are one and the same. This understanding of law makes his conception of a transcendent
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form of justice and rights even more indispensable. Without this sense of a greater justice

(Chesnutt’s “shining hope”), there would be none at all. 16

Keeping It Real or Making Romance: The Politics of Genre

Chesnutt’s negotiation of the rhetoric of law illuminated his views about the

necessity of a priori rights for African Americans that would make earthly justice

possible. If the discursive possibilities (or lack thereof) in the legal field led to tensions

and awkwardness in Chesnutt’s fiction, then his interaction with proponents of various

literary genres also evokes some narrative obstacles for Chesnutt. Perhaps the most hotly

contested literary debate of the era dealt with the issue of representation. How should we

represent social problems? What is the best means for their palliation? In short, the

debates often centered on the question of what literature means and what function it

serves in society. This controversy more or less broke up into two camps: romance

(which believed in the value of presenting “golden” examples of virtue) and realism

(which purported to tell the gritty “true” stories of tum-of-the-century America). Let me

emphasize once again that I do not want to side with one genre or another (or even claim

i6 In a similar vein, Patricia Williams argues for the importance of a rights-based
discourse for the African American community: “The legal system did not provide
blacks, even freed blacks, with structured expectations, promises, or reasonable reliances
of any sort. If one views rights as emanating from either slave ‘legal’ history or from that
of modem bourgeois legal structures, then of course rights would mean nothing because
blacks have had virtually nothing under either. . . . But where one’s experience is rooted
not just in a sense of illegitimacy but in being illegitimate, in being raped, and in the fear
of being murdered, then the black adherence to a scheme of both positive and negative
rights - to the self, to the sanctity of one’s own personal boundaries - makes sense”
(154).
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that such things as stable genres exist); however, both Tourgée and Chesnutt understood

genre as relatively established and stable categories of fiction.

Throughout his literary career, Tourgée consistently spoke out against Howellsian

realism. In his 1888 essay “The South as a Field for Fiction,” he writes, “The ‘realists’

profess to be truth-tellers, but are in fact the worst of falsifiers, since they tell only the

weakest and meanest part of the grand truth, which makes up the continued story of every

life. As a rule, humanity is in serious earnest, and loves to have its sympathy moved with

woes that are heavy enough to leave an impress of actuality on the heart” (Tourgée,

“South” 411, emphasis mine). Realists perhaps tell part of the truth in Tourgée’s mind,

but their omissions actually create a misleading picture of American culture specifically

and humanity more generally; they falsify the “grand” truth. For Tourgée, the realists,

with all their focus on the lost, down-trodden, and defeated, omit the nobler side of

humanity - its perseverance and triumph. As L. Moody Simms puts it, “Tourgée wanted

recognition not only of the warts and dirt, but also of the nobility and courage of

mankind” (Simms 169).

If we apply this belief to the nation’s racial quagmire, we can see Tourgée’s idea

that committed white leadership would lead the nation to improved race relations. This

attitude about racial dynamics and the remedies for the problems therein affects not only

Tourgée’s argumentation in the Plessy case and the plots of his fiction; it more broadly

influences his generic preferences and theories of literature. So, while Tourgée’s

dismissal of Howellsian realism appears on one level to be a literary quibble, attention to

the competing theories of race and racial difference illuminate the political undergirding

of their debate.
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Tourgée’s valuing of white leadership appears in his belief in the ameliorative

value of examples of virtue and exceptionalism as a corrective to the “warts and dirt” of

realism. In his 1889 article “The Claim of ‘Realism,’” published in the North American

Review, he explains, “Heroism has been a favorite theme, not only because it is a grand

ideal, but because the world needs the stimulus of grand example. . . . The exceptional is

just as much a part of truth as the common place” (170, emphasis mine). In both of

Tourgée’s quotations above, he invokes the “grandness” of heroism and possibility. Once

again, we can see Tourgée expressing a belief in moral guidance and education as the

cure to societal ills. Provide positive examples of heroic characters and acts to the

reading public, so the logic goes, and they will respond to the “stimulus of grand

example.” In this light, Tourgée defines Truth very differently than does Howells. For

Tourgée, Truth becomes a representation of “pure” and “eternal” qualities to which all

humans potentially have access. This belief differs from Chesnutt’s invocation of an

eternal justice in that for Tourgée, these qualities are attainable in the current political

milieu (with some slight adjustments); human society remains fundamentally “pure,” so

there is such a thing for Tourgée as a human-based Truth. For Chesnutt, American

society must be tom down in order to allow for a racially-equitable justice, and this

dismantling will not likely happen. In its place, Chesnutt looks to an etemal/”heavenly”

Justice that will trump the necessarily corrupt human institutions.

While Tourgée may state that all humans have these qualities, his fiction seems to

imply that it is the upper class whites that must provide the example of these qualities, an

example from which the less fortunate can learn. In the preface to his 1882 novel Hot

Plowshares, Tourgée writes, “Fiction is the handmaid of Truth. Imagination is almost
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always the forerunner of fact. History gives only the outlines of the world’s life....

Fiction... fills out the outlines History gives, and colors and completes its pictures. It

shows what manner of men they were who wrought its great events. It vivifies the past of

which History only furnished the record” (i-ii).

Tourgée’s privileging of the vivacity of fiction over pedantic history proves

crucial to his concept of racial injustice in that it allows for an idealized, revisionary sense

of justice. Fiction allows us to depict justice the way it ought to function, rather than the

way it does function. If we recall the epigraph where Tourgée claims that “the law . . .

ought.. . to be color-blind,” we can see his interest in the telling of “great events” and in

“great people” making decisions the way they ought to be made. This desire, and

Tourgée’s practice of it in his fiction, make compensatory justice possible. In short, in

Tourgée’s fiction racial prejudice can be overcome by education and informed rulings by

the nation’s legal system. For example, in his novel Pactolus Prime, the African

American protagonist can retire wealthy (or at least very comfortably) from a boot¬

blacking job. Thanks to the white lawyer, Phelps, Pactolus has invested wisely, lived

frugally, and proven that there is no rigid caste system in Tourgée’s conception of

America. Through this “fictive” depiction of justice, Tourgée can acknowledge the

severity of the nation’s racial problems while simultaneously diagnosing and curing these

problems.

I have examined the debate between Howells and Tourgée at length in order to

illuminate the racial component of the debate as well as the tenuous and conflicting

ground African American writers would stand upon by aligning themselves with any

distinct literary genre. It also reveals the relation between the literary and legal debates in
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which Chesnutt and Tourgée entered. As I discussed in Chapter Three, Chesnutt claimed

he was a realist and that realism provided the best avenue to fight racial segregation.

Realism, in Chesnutt’s eyes, allowed one to tell the “true” story of racial prejudice. The

realists ultimately let Chesnutt down, claiming that his fiction did not align itself with

what they saw as the “real” story of race. Perhaps we could say that Tourgée, on the other

hand, was on a “fool’s errand” because he did not want to look at the “real facts” of

segregation, its deep roots and scars. Instead, he wished to believe that with a few heroic

examples of white exceptionalism, racial dynamics could be altered.17

For Tourgée, while the myopic scope of realism loses the grandeur and inspiration

of human experience, we need look no further than Sir Walter Scott’s romance to find

imitable examples of virtue: “Method is but half of art - its meaner half. Inspiration

gives the better part of immortality. . . . Scott’s loving faith in the chivalry which perhaps

never existed, not only made his work imperishable, but inspires with healthful aspiration

every reader of his shining pages” (Tourgée, “South” 413). By openly criticizing writers’

concern with the “method” of art, Tourgée directly attacks Howells at the heart of his

philosophy. After all, Howells painstakingly outlined the methodology of what he

defined as realism - the rules and regulations of what he saw as a grittier and more

truthful fiction.

Tourgée’s choice of Sir Walter Scott as the most fitting positive example with

whom to compare Howells exemplifies his commitment to the unrealized ideal. Tourgée

17 I do not want to dismiss Tourgée here as uncommitted or flippant. He dedicated and
risked his life trying to provide this exceptionalism; perhaps this commitment accounts
for the bitterness he felt about his failure as a Reconstruction judge.
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often mentions Scott as his favorite author, citing the “rich mine” of romantic material

that “the Wizard of the North discovered [by] depicting] the common life of Scotland”

(410), It is not Howells’ depiction of the “common” that so irks Tourgée; in fact,

Tourgée’s focus on the working class “negroes” and the lower class white population in

his fiction demonstrates his own interest in portraying the “common” people. Rather, it is

Howells’ failure to provide examples of resolution and remediation of the ills that afflict

these commoners.18 For Tourgée, Scott’s chivalrous knights provide a fitting example of

the valorous exceptionalism that white leaders needed to influence society’s mores.

Ironically, and tellingly, the racist center of the Old South also looked to Scott’s romances

as virtuous examples to be emulated, often holding jousting tournaments that attempted to

reproduce Scott’s world. As this similarity between opposing sides of the race issue

reveals, Tourgée’s concept of white leadership actually mirrors that of the racists he was

fighting. Despite their disparate views about how the “racial problem” should be

resolved, both Tourgée and the racist South believed in the necessity of white people in

positions of power because they believed (implicitly in the case of Tourgée and explicitly

for most of the Southern elite) blacks were incapable of handling power responsibly.

Tourgée’s beliefs in white leadership, right reason, and romance all intersect here

in that they all represent for Tourgée avenues of hope for change (and means for that

change). For Chesnutt, Tourgée’s sense of hope is misguided. Chesnutt’s hope has more

is As Simms puts it, “Though Tourgée’s preference for an entertaining story was one
consideration in his denunciation of realism, his moral didacticism, his prudery, and his
exalted view of mankind were important factors. In Tourgée’s view, the reaction against
romanticism had gone too far. By shunning the reality of principles, hope, and ideals,
modem realists presented a false picture of life” (169).
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to do with the assertion of rights by African Americans and the recognition of these rights

by the white community. As long as these rights remain under the control and guidance

of whites, they will be hollow for Chesnutt. This difference brings us back to Dimock’s

idea that justice depends on, or is enacted through, commensurate ratios. Tourgée and

Chesnutt conceive differently of the means of compensation and the commensurate ratio

of this compensation. The fundamental issue here becomes the difference between 1)

white people giving power and opportunity to a down-trodden black community

(Tourgée’s sense of justice), and 2) the nation creating a legal climate where blacks can

eam/assert/access this power. In short, their differing conceptions of justice have to do

with agency. It also returns us to the debate about rights. What role does a rights-based

discourse play in the discussion of justice? Tourgée’s sense of justice replicates the logic

of “forty acres and a mule”; perhaps it is well-intentioned, but even if its promises were

fulfilled (a scenario that is very doubtful in the post-Reconstruction climate), it would fail

to remedy or even alter the more fundamental issues of agency, rights, and dignity that

lurk behind a nationally-sanctioned racism.

While Tourgée characterizes his disagreements with Howells and his support of

romantic literature as having to do with the concepts of hope and courage, Kenneth

Warren has described the difference between romance and realism as one that deals with

the tensions between the individual and society. He writes, “The sentimental romance

assumed that the redemption of the social world lay with the individual. ... By contrast,

the realistic novel, albeit with great ambivalence, asserted precisely the opposite; the

redemption of the individual lay within the social world” (75-76). While Warren here is

thinking primarily of the “sentimental romance” of Harriet Beecher Stowe, the distinction
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he creates allows us to see why Tourgée so fiercely resists Howells’ methodology.

Tourgée clings to the idea that heroic individuals can change a society. More specifically,

he believes that honorable and just white lawyers and professionals, if they commit

themselves, can alter the nation’s racist practices by educating the masses and providing

positive examples for them to emulate. On the other hand, realism, as Warren figures it

and as Tourgée apparently sees it, renders the well-intentioned citizen impotent, unable to

resist the all-too-powerful forces of society.

I choose the term “impotent” here to turn our attention to the fact that Tourgée’s

dismissal of Howells’ literary beliefs relies on a questioning of his manhood as well. In

short, Tourgée suggests real men don’t write realism. As I have previously mentioned,

Howells presents his notion of “realism” as a manly pursuit of the “real facts” of human

experience, as the gritty attempt to grasp the world in all its unpleasant (and occasionally

pleasant) reality.19 Michael Davitt Bell has pointed out that such a focus on

masculinizing realism springs from a fundamental uncertainty about the manliness of

writing fiction in the first place. In other words, realism serves, in part, as an attempt to

assuage fears about the emasculating nature of sedentary “book writing,” as well as

larger, more diffuse fears about neurasthenia.

If we recall Warren’s idea that proponents of realism believed in the power of

society over the individual, we might add the realism’s manly rhetoric also assuages

men’s fears of not being able to make an impact on society - not being able to do men’s

i9 For a developed discussion of this idea, see Chapter Three of this work, which
discusses Howells’ methodology of realism in relation to Chesnutt’s notion of art and
literature.
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work - in short, fears of impotency. As if he noted and decided to exploit this insecurity,

Tourgée characterizes Howells’ fiction as “dinner-party” drama, and likened his

unwillingness to represent the ideal in his fiction as an unmasculine cowardice. In his

virulent attack on the realists in “The South as a Field for Fiction,” Tourgée writes,

“Dainties - peacocks’ tongues and sparrows’ brains - may bring delight to the epicure

who loves to close his eyes and dream that he detects the hint of a flavor; but the strong

man despises neutral things and a vigorous people demand a vigorous literature. It is the

poet of action whose clutch on the human soul is eternal, not the professor of analytics or

the heirophant of doubt and uncertainty” (411). If for Howells the avoidance of heroism

proved necessary to attain what he saw as the “truth” of human experience stripped of

misleading images of valor, Tourgée labeled it as a spineless inability to take action and

assert himself like the “strong man” who despises neutral things. He thereby links

uncertainty with cowardice. Howells’ works, “dainties [that] bring delight to the

epicure,” in Tourgée’s figuring are effeminate.

In some ways, Tourgée’s and Howells’ literary battles seem so intense in large

part because they are developing in their theories of literary craft divergent/competing

forms of masculinity. On one hand we have Tourgée, who claims that the “strong man”

evinces an idealized hope for change, unflaggingly takes control of his world, and through

his successful and fearless negotiation with the world provides an example for others to

emulate. In this light, Tourgée reflects what Gail Bederman has called a “Victorian

ideology of moral manliness” (172). For Bederman, this ideology celebrates strength,

altruism, and self-restraint, and is committed to the idea of noblesse oblige. While I am

not particularly interested in attaching this sense of maleness to Victorian culture as a
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whole, Tourgée’s “grandest” success as a writer of romance came with the publication of

A Fool’s Errand in 1879 at the height of the American Victorian era. This success also

depended upon his creation of characters such as Servosse with “a self-restrained

manliness” and dedication to the succor of those less fortunate.

If we are to claim that Tourgée’s choice of literary genre relied at least in part on a

Victorian notion of moral manliness, then Howells tried to present his realism as more

gritty, more closely aligned with a working-class notion of masculinity.20 I do not mean

to claim that Howells was a working-class writer. In fact, Norris dismissed Howells’

realism as “tea-party” drama and Tourgée’s criticism of him hinged on his upper class

pretensions. Nonetheless, I do believe Howells attempted to align his work with the

sense of a “rugged” masculinity that did tough work. He even once described his work as

a realist as “banging the babes of romance” (cited in Kaplan 15). Howells often

emphasizes the manly, productive work that realism produces in large part because of its

rigid work ethic, a work ethic he compares to the “idle lie” of romance. Amy Kaplan

writes, “By dismissing both [romance and mass media] notions of culture as forms of

leisure or idleness, Howells defines realism as productive work” (21). I would add that

Howells clearly defines this work as “man’s work,” related to the manly and productive

jobs in construction and manual labor and quite distinct from what he mocked as

2o Bederman carefully distinguishes between the earlier Victorian “manliness” and the
late nineteenth century “masculinity.” She argues that before the 1890s the term “manly”
was a positive designation that separated admirable middle-class males from less
“refined” men. Bederman sees a change around 1890, however, as men tried revitalize
maleness with raw power and strength: “After 1890. . . the words ‘masculine’ and
‘masculinity’ began to be used far more frequently - precisely because they could convey
the new attributes of powerful manhood which middle-class men were working to
synthesize” (18).
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romance’s “tears, idle tears.” By aligning his writing with these fields he envisions his

work as being a key component of the building of the nation.

Both Howells’ and Tourgée’s notions of the maleness of their generic choices

profoundly affect how these writers envision the transaction of justice, specifically as it

relates to race. Despite his nineteenth-century “romantic” view of literature and his

reliance on a transcendent view of “right reason,” Tourgée has a very modem (or even

post-modem) take on the notion of Absolute Truth, and its relation to fiction. As he

states in ‘The Claim of Realism,” “The simple fact is. . . that no novelist paints the real

facts of any life. The obligation that rests upon him is to give a true picture of the life he

professes to portray, and what he deems the truth depends on what he sees when he

studies that life” (172). While such a profession of the subjectivity of truth may not seem

to fit with his comments about the “truth” of Sir Walter Scott’s depiction of heroism and

nobility, Tourgée’s belief in a malleable and chooseable truth renders his views about

literature and politics possible. If “truth" is not absolute, then we are free to determine

the principles and actions that we feel most appropriately reflect the “eternal” values we

wish to emphasize. For Tourgée, heroism, passionate commitment, and right reason are

the “truth,” the keys to a more just and honorable society, not necessarily because they are

the only accurate portrayal of human experience, but because he has chosen to study and

chart them.

As both his legal and literary careers demonstrate, Tourgée believed the biggest

obstacle to his society to be the virulent racism in America. This belief is the principal

motivation for his choosing to write several novels about post-Reconstruction racial

dynamics in the South and the North. Joseph McElrath, Jr., writes, “Veritably fanatical in
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his devotion to Truth, Tourgée anchored in actual experience his sagas exposing white

racism and advertising the underappreciated virtues of African Americans; but Truth, to

forcibly impress itself upon the minds of his readers, had to be liberated from the dross of

insignificant empirical detail and the ever-dispensable trivia with which mere

photographers such as Howells dealt” (18).

McElrath’s instructive analysis presents us with a profound contradiction at the

heart of Tourgée’s view of the “Truth” behind fiction. On the one hand, Tourgée claims

that truth is subjective, that our notions of truth grow from our attentions and interests,

rather than any eternal Truth. On the other hand, he presents what he sees as the “correct”

form of alleviating society’s racist practices - the presentation of an heroic ideal. This

contradiction exposes a flaw in Tourgée’s reasoning (a flaw that Chesnutt readily saw). If

truth is subjectively constructed, and this truth rises from our social/intellectual milieu,

then this heroic ideal is apt to be rejected by those with other frames of reference (perhaps

most importantly in this context, racist whites). So, in some sense, Tourgée preaches to

the converted. Those that share his sense of the “truths” of racial inequality and the

efficacy of education and example to overcome these truths will undoubtedly be

motivated and inspired by his heroes. Those that see the truth of racial inequality as

stemming from fundamental racial difference and hierarchy will retain their subjective

opinions. The other option is, of course, that this subjectivity somehow dissipates when

talking about heroes, that everybody has essentially the same notion of which

characteristics and actions are heroic. Obviously both options reveal a crack (if not

chasm) in Tourgée’s logic that threatens the stability of his vision of the nation’s “race

problem.”
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A Hero's Welcome (A Romantic Tale): Chesnutt and the Ideal of Leadership

In his description of Tourgée’s resistance to realism, McElrath seems overly

reductive in his reading of Howells (labeling him as a mere “photographer” of life) and

too heavily invested in aligning Chesnutt with the Romantic movement. Even so, he

turns our attention to one of the similarities between Tourgée and Chesnutt. While he

may agree philosophically, aesthetically, and politically with Howellsian realism, much of

Chesnutt’s work resembles Tourgée’s romance. Chesnutt uses a heroic ideal similar to

Tourgée’s except that he present examples of mulatto leaders instead of white leadership

(a point I will return to shortly). For McElrath, this similarity suggests that Chesnutt is

not a realist and is more fittingly aligned with romantics such as Tourgée. I would claim,

conversely, that if we look at where the authors place this heroism and how it affects

society as a whole we will see that Chesnutt does not fit into romanticism any more easily

than he does realism. Rather, we need to let go of the definitions of genre and

methodology - what it means to be a realist or a romantic - in order to understand

Chesnutt’s complex relation to Howells and Tourgée. Any attempt to situate Chesnutt

firmly in a genre immediately introduces problems, ways in which he fits into contrasting

genres. I bring this up not to argue that Chesnutt is a revolutionary author who redefined

notions of literature; rather, I wish to raise the fundamental problems inherent in these

types of wholesale categorization. Most writing fits snugly into predetermined literary

genres no more comfortably than Chesnutt’s mulatto characters fit into preexisting racial

categories.

Certainly, McElrath is correct when he states that Chesnutt’s “subject matter

choices, didactic attentions, and considerable imaginative powers” traditionally belong to
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the realm of “romance” rather than “realism” (2). To this list I would add Chesnutt’s

creation of ideal heroes in his novels and his use of coincidence/fate as a crucial narrative

device. The entire plot of The House Behind the Cedars depends on a set of extremely

unlikely coincidences. Indeed, much of the novel unfolds in line with the genre of

romance. If proponents of realism sought to eliminate coincidence/destiny as a guiding

principle of literature, then writers of romance used fate/circumstance in order to show a

higher power at work, helping to guide lost individuals and unite separated persons. As

the heroine of the novel, Rena Warwick, walks home, her former suitor, George Tryon,

who is coming to make amends, happens to run into Rena on the path. The evil school

master, Jeff Wain, who made inappropriate advances toward Rena, by chance approaches

Rena at the exact same time. Chesnutt further complicates the scene by having Rena’s

escort, Plato, dart off into the woods moments before the encounter:

Glancing around again in search of her missing escort, she became aware that a
man was approaching her from each of the two paths. In one she recognized the
eager and excited face of George Tryon, flushed with anticipation of their meeting
and yet grave with uncertainty of his reception. Advancing confidently along the
other path she saw the face of JeffWain, drawn, as she imagined him in her
anguish, with evil passions which would stop at nothing. (172)

Rena believes that if she moves towards Tryon, she will be at the mercy of Wain’s gossip

and that if she moves towards Wain to protect Tryon’s reputation, her honor and safety

are at risk. Finding no other escape from this “web of circumstances,” she crashes into

the woods, where she gets lost and soon falls unconscious “a few yards from a well-

defined path which would soon have led her to the open highway” (174). Fortunately,

Rena’s loyal friend, Frank, searches for her and just so happens to hear a groan from the

woods that Tryon and others failed to hear. He rushes her to a comfortable house where
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she dies of a consumptive disease she contracted in the cold, dank woods. As the book

concludes, Rena, dying in the arms of Frank, declares, “Frank. . . you loved me best of

them all" (185). The metaphorical convergence of these characters that Chesnutt has

been developing becomes literal, as the coincidental meeting of the trio reveals Rena’s

doomed fate. Such a plot twist, with its reliance on a virginal hero beset by traumatic

events caused by fateful convergences, seems formulaically “romantic” if we stick to

traditional definitions.

While Chesnutt spoke openly of his attraction to realism because of its stated goal

to provide an opportunity to tell the “truth” of the nation’s racial dynamic, he certainly

did not follow the letter of Howells’ law. If Howellsian realism strove to become “an

aestheticization of the everyday. .. wedding [craft and artistry] to the practical, the

familiar, the quotidian” (Warren 49), then Chesnutt focused on the impractical, the

unusual, and the supernatural. As the novel builds in speed and intensity towards the end

of the plot, Chesnutt moves farther and farther from Howellsian realism, coming closer to

a “romantic” tale of love, love lost, and fated lovers. If Tourgée lamented Howells’

dismissal of Honor, Love and Beauty, he certainly would not object to Chesnutt’s novel.

Rena is crowned the Queen of Love and Beauty at a jousting tournament earlier in the

novel. In fact, she is a nearly flawless (if a bit naive) hero, chock full of virtue and piety.

All her actions come from the purest of motivations and best of intentions.

I think we can begin to explain Chesnutt’s narrative awkwardness in “Web of

Circumstance,” as well as the vastly varying narrative styles in the corpus of his work, by

seeing his fiction as an attempt to draw from conflicting literary methodologies their

ability to comment uniquely on the nation’s racial dynamics. If romance and melodrama
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suggest a means of creating sympathy for the down-trodden (Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin

comes most immediately to mind), then realism sacrificed this sympathy for a grittier

look at the specifics of racial dynamics. In much of his fiction, Chesnutt seems to be tom

along precisely these lines. To use “Web of Circumstance” illustratively one more time,

Chesnutt desires to create a romanticized depiction of Ben Davis that appeals to a

transcendent justice, one which emphasizes the suffering the worldly justice system has

thrust upon Davis. At the same time, he wishes to dissect scientifically the rhetoric that

supports the racist justice system (a move that appears closer to Howells’ professed

goals).

Furthermore, in his body of work, Chesnutt also tries to synthesize, or borrow

from, the divergent sense of masculinities that I have discussed above. Obviously,

Chesnutt could easily see the benefit of creating in his male African American/mulatto

characters a sense of Tourgée’s “moral manliness” in order to disarm the stereotypes of

the black beast and the ignorant slave and align his characters with all that is noble and

refined. And surely Tourgée’s vision of heroic white leadership - once adopted to

include the mulatto elite - proved invaluable in Chesnutt’s articulation of the worth and

capability of the African American community. On the other hand, he was not willing to

let go of the “manly,” virile version of maleness, a version that asserted itself boldly and

exuded power and defiance. Chesnutt, in other words, tried to have the best of both

worlds. I don’t mean that there were actually clearly-defined and fixed differences

between these genres and masculinities. The “real” story is much messier and nebulous

than that. When we look at the limited choices available for African American characters

and authors in the publishing world, this division proves useful, and much of Chesnutt’s
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awkwardness and tonal inconsistency makes more sense when we see it in the context of

these choices and his oscillation between them.

In his two most prominent novels, House Behind the Cedars and Marrow of

Tradition, Chesnutt creates the larger-than-life heroes that Howells wanted to eliminate.

The virtuous and “stately” Rena and her brother, John, serve as the heroic ideal of the

passing mulatto. In fact, Rena and John seem to be perfect models of Tourgée’s moral

heroes, except for their “drop of black blood.” Chesnutt describes John as a “new man,”

a phoenix risen out of the ashes of racial prejudice. If John too easily leaves his family

and ties to the black community, he also possesses the motivation and confidence to

thrive in white society, a confidence that Rena lacks. In this way, John serves as the yin

to Rena’s yang, the two forming, in Chesnutt’s eyes, a perfect hero for ambitious light¬

skinned African Americans.

In his next novel, Marrow of Tradition, Chesnutt creates as his hero the usually

soft-spoken mulatto Dr. Miller. Throughout the novel, Dr. Miller shows heroic restraint,

resolve and intelligence in the way he negotiates the tension of the Wellington riot.21

Miller never backs down to the racist white characters, but he understands the importance

of patience and tact. At the climax of the novel, Miller gives a rousing speech designed

to dissuade the African American community from committing violence. He states,

I should like to lead you; I should like to arm every colored man in this town, and
have them stand firmly in line, not for attack, but for defense; but if I attempted it,
and they should stand by me. . . my life would pay the forfeit. Alive, I may be of
some use to you, and you are welcome to my life in that way, -1 am giving it
freely. Dead, I should be a mere lump of carrion. . . Our time will come, - the

21 Much of the novel’s action and details chronicle the race “riot” that took place in
Wilmington, N.C. in 1898.
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time when we can command respect for our rights; but it is not yet in sight. Give
it up, boys, and wait. Good may come of this after all. (282-3)

While Miller claims that his “advice is not heroic,” in the novel’s economy it clearly is.

The majority of the crowd decides to follow the “black giant” Josh Green into battle, and

most of them, including Green, die in what Chesnutt portrays as a pointless if brave act of

rebellion. Miller’s restraint and his wife’s capacity for forgiveness eventually lead to a

reconciliation between the white and black communities. Chesnutt ends the novel with

Miller operating on the Carterets’ child, something he was not permitted to do earlier in

the novel. This reconciliation, however bitter, is a step forward for Chesnutt, and Miller’s

speech about patience serves as one of the novel’s examples of heroism.

Once again, Chesnutt’s creation of “unreal” heroes, who are clearly meant to be

looked up to and emulated, seems to fit much more with Tourgée’s ideas about the

importance of portraying the “exceptional” than it does with Howells’ focus on “facts.”

Miller’s speech reminds us of Servosse’s “heroic” speech given at the beginning of A

Fool's Errand. Just as Miller does, Servosse advises the restless listeners to be patient

and accept gradual change; like Miller, Servosse is largely ignored, but the novel bears

out the sagacity of the words spoken. Just as Miller’s speech stands out for its clarity,

lack of belittling dialect, and its “eloquence,” so too do Servosse’s words stand out for

their merit and power. Tourgée writes, ‘The short terse sentences of the new-comer

[Servosse] were in very marked contrast to the florid and somewhat labored style of those

who had preceded him [Southern racists]. It was the earnest practicality and abundant

vitality of the North-West, compared with the impracticality and disputatious dogmatism

of the South” (62-3). Perhaps we could say that the “eloquence” of Miller and Servosse
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stands for Chesnutt as the positive potential of speech and rhetoric, and in this light it can

be directly contrasted with the lawyer’s “labored” eloquence in “The Web of

Circumstance.” Both Chesnutt and Tourgée take considerable time and effort to present

heroic characters as a means of resisting the racist status quo of the post-Reconstruction

South. Chesnutt implies that Tourgée’s conception of white leadership needs to be

opened to “eloquent” male mulattos.

This alliance begins to falter when we look at whom the authors present as the

heroes and what functions these heroes serve. As I mentioned before, Tourgée tends to

create magnanimous and moral white “leaders” who can simultaneously instruct other

white people how to behave with respect towards the black community and befriend this

community, assuring the African Americans that all white people are not bad. Tourgée’s

black characters are not violent or dangerous, and many of them are nice and even

valorous, but they are not leaders. For leaders in Tourgée’s novels, one must look to

enlightened white professionals (usually lawyers) who take as part of their noblesse

oblige the uplifting of oppressed African Americans. In Pactolus Prime, one of the “first

lawyers” in the nation’s capital and “one of the most polished gentlemen of the country,”

Willard Phelps, befriends and guides the bootblack Pactolus as he strives to attain his

financial and social goals (164). Pactolus may be the principal protagonist of the story,

and Tourgée may elicit the reader’s sympathy in favor of him, but Phelps is the novel's

prime mover, the character that, through his foresight and compassion, makes progress

possible.

Like Tourgée, Chesnutt also creates sympathetic and trustworthy white characters

who assist his mulatto characters along their paths and are sympathetic to their troubles.
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Judge Straight in House Behind the Cedars and Lee Ellis in Marrow ofTradition are

perhaps the most prominent. But Chesnutt keeps these characters at the periphery of his

stories. The actions of his mulatto characters, not well-meaning white leaders, create the

possibility for change and progress. Here is perhaps the most significant difference

between the works of Chesnutt and Tourgée. Tourgée creates paternalistic heroes who

shepherd the African American community, which shows no evidence of self-sufficiency

or heroism. Chesnutt adopts a notion of “uplift” that also depends upon the elite, but it is

the male mulatto elite within the black community. Ironically, Chesnutt never expresses

much interest in Tourgée’s belief in noblesse oblige. If Tourgée felt it was necessary to

work for the underprivileged African Americans, Chesnutt never expresses the same

responsibility for his light-skinned mulatto characters with respect to the darker-skinned

African Americans.

While Tourgée worships Sir Walter Scott as the exemplar of Anglo-Saxon

heroism and morality, Chesnutt sees the invidious side of this myth, the fact that many

members of the Ku Klux Klan also held up Scott as an ideal, for example. In House

Behind the Cedars, Chesnutt names his heroine Rena (short for Rowena) after the

character in Scott’s Ivanhoe, but he does so facetiously. After all, the white community,

including Tryon, would immediately revoke her title as the Queen of Love and Beauty if

they knew of her “black blood.” For Chesnutt, Scottian heroism serves as perhaps the

most fitting example of what he terms the “thin veneer” of American civilization. In his

comical description of a reenactment of a medieval jousting tournament, Chesnutt writes,

“The influence ofWalter Scott was strong upon the South. The South before the war was

essentially feudal and Scott’s novels of chivalry appealed forcefully to the feudal heart”
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(28). He continues by providing in exaggerated form the honor and ludicrous role-

playing of the jousting tournament, with all its chivalry and pomp.

Perhaps we could say that Tourgée saw his relation to the African American

community as that of a knight in shining armor, coming to the rescue of a benign but

helpless community while displaying the example of valor so adeptly depicted in the

works of Sir Walter Scott. Chesnutt, on the other hand, mocked this very image, and

illustrated its complicity with the virulent and enduring racism of post-Reconstruction

America. Yet, even as he satirized Tourgée’s (and others’) love of Scott, he emulated

Tourgée’s “interesting descriptions and vivid pictures” of life in the South, and similarly

adopted Tourgée’s heroic leaders. If Tourgée saw Scott’s knights in shiny armor as the

best example of exceptionalism, then we could say that in his fiction Chesnutt creates a

small army of mulatto knights who crusade for racial justice in the post-Reconstruction

racial war.

If we leave Chesnutt’s and Tourgée’s knights marching off to defend justice in all

comers of the land, we need to remember that as these knights bring the criminals to

Arthur’s court for trial and sentencing, they will hear very different pronouncements from

the judge. Tourgée’s judge feels content to compensate the assaulted princess by having

his white knights build a moat around her castle. Chesnutt’s knights, on the other hand,

seek to merge Tourgée’s sense of leadership with Howells’ “real work on real issues” in

order to create an environment where, with their supervision and advice, the princess can

dig her own moat. In this sense, their fables, while appearing to have the same moral (the

ending of racial inequality) have vastly different notions of the attainment of rights and

the attainability of justice.



CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION: BLACK MEN THINKING, WHITE MEN JUMPING AND THE

HUMAN GENOME PROJECT

Michael Jordan , like Tiger Woods or Wayne Gretzky or Cal Ripken, is one of the
best players in his sport not because he's like the other members ofhis own ethnic
group but precisely because he’s not like them - or like anyone else, for that
matter.

- Malcolm Gladwell

Black domination ofsports is so pronounced that a kind of reverse racism has set
in.

- Jon Entine

The white backlash [against the civil rights movement] is an expression of the
same vacillations, the same search for rationalization, the same lack of
commitment that have always characterized white America on the question of
race.

- Martin Luther King Jr.1

The tum-of-the-century debate surrounding objectivity and scientific discourses

on race remains particularly relevant today because, as George Levine puts it, ‘“scientific

realism’ remains alive” (14). The scientific buttressing of racial difference is also rearing

its stubborn head again under the auspices of scientific objectivity, after opposition in the

1960s, 70s and 80s seemed to have loosened its hold on the American imagination. In

1994, Richard Hermstein and Charles Murray’s notorious The Bell Curve: Intelligence

and Class Structure in American Life argued that there exist fundamental differences in

racial intelligence. Using the “authority” of scientific methodology and a plethora of

i Citations for the epigraph are as follows: 1) Gladwell, ‘The Sports Taboo,” pg. 53; 2)
Entine, Taboo, pg. 331; 3) Giroux and Searls, “Race Talk and The Bell Curve Debate,”
pg. 5.
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supporting statistics, Hermstein and Murray were able to cloak their racial theories under

the protection of objectivity. While this book deals at length with the effects that class

structure has on intelligence, it claims that class issues do not affect the discrepancies

between the intelligence levels of different races. Hermstein and Murray instead declare

that, according to their statistics, racial discrepancies do not disappear between middle

class blacks and whites. By defining class only in narrow economic terms, skirting the

issue of how the educational system might be culturally biased, and refusing to consider

other cultural factors, they see race as a primary determiner of intelligence, one that

overshadows other means of division. Once again, race has muted class and gender

concerns.

In this example, science and statistics give Hermstein and Murray a foundation to

stand upon, even if the structure they build on this foundation oversimplifies an extremely

complex issue. The book’s objective and detached terminology protects it from

competing ideas of racial difference. After all, statistics don’t lie. Many critics of The

Bell Curve have pointed out that the discrepancies in SAT scores between races today

mirror historical discrepancies between “white” immigrant groups and Anglo-Saxon

Americans. Such evidence obviously suggests the influence of social factors, rather than

“racial intelligence.”

Using much of the same evidence as Murray and Hermstein, John McWhorter

comes to very different conclusions: “Murray and Hermstein told us that we should

eliminate affirmative action because black people are simply too dumb to do any better”

(92). McWhorter too opposes affirmative action, but he provides a very different take on

what he calls “the black education gap.” For McWhorter, this gap is not caused by
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racism.2 Instead, he sees much more complex and disturbing social phenomena at work.

By comparing African Americans’ educational experience to other racially oppressed

groups in the United States, McWhorter concludes:

The chief cause is not racism, inadequate school funding, class status, parental
education level, or any other commonly cited factor, but a variety of anti-
intellectualism that plagues the black community. This anti-intellectualism is the
product of centuries of slavery and segregation during which blacks were denied
education, but it has been perpetuated by the powerful strand of separatism in
black culture, a legacy of the 1960s, that rejects as illegitimate all things “white.”
The worlds of the school and books are seen as suspicious and alien things that no
authentically black person would embrace - except perhaps to make money or to
chronicle black victories and the injustices blacks have endured. (74)

Certainly, we could argue that some of the anti-intellectualism that McWhorter identifies

is more deeply rooted in educational and cultural systems than he identifies, but his

argument points to the complexity of any claims of racial difference. Had Murray and

Hermstein considered such “inconclusive” and “unscientific” ideas as these, their tables

would not be aligned and their theories not as tidy.

By now, The Bell Curve has come under attack from many sectors of society -

from those for and against affirmative action, from scientists and journalists - and Murray

and Hermstein have been identified, especially in academic circles, as scientific and

social pariahs. Henry Giroux and Susan Searls claim, however, that the book stands as

much more than an aberration or radical study that we can now forget. They argue that

the book places itself within a tradition of “pseudoscientific reasoning, ahistorical

2 In fact, he deplores this explanation: “The victimologist mindset that prevails among
black Americans, in the news media, and in other quarters of American society, ensures
that the lagging academic performance of black Americans is viewed solely as a result of
black suffering and deprivation” (74). He later adds, “Straying beyond racism-based
explanations is uncomfortable because it seems to feed into the stereotype of black mental
inferiority. ‘If it’s not racism,’ we think, ‘then what could it be?”’ (91).
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confirmation, and quasi-scholarly documentation that has typified white America’s

response to race” (9). For Giroux and Searls the book’s threat lies in its antidemocratic

rhetoric, a rhetoric that resonates as “true” with an alarming amount of the white

American population: “The Bell Curve represents a significant manifesto in what appears

to be a developing and dangerous antidemocratic movement that uses pseudoscience and

racial fear as a rationalization for white supremacy” (13). This book’s danger, then, does

not come from its ability to fundamentally alter the nation’s scientific theories of “racial

intelligence.” Rather, it proves frightening because it “is symptomatic of a larger and

more dangerous crisis” (24).

Giroux and Searls argue that this proliferation of “pseudoscience” is causing a

crisis of democracy. 1 believe we could also talk about the crisis of our nation’s

obsession with scientific objectivity, an obsession that seems to have little to do with

scientific rigor or accuracy. If The Bell Curve was heralded by many as a “important” and

“brave” book (Giroux and Searls 9), then we could say that the rhetoric of science more

generally represents the “important” and “brave” medium for articulating our newest and

most cherished “truths,” and as such the only dependable hope for our future. Our nation

is increasingly bamboozled by graphs, statistics, and the promise of a scientific promised

land; our educational system advances increasingly scientific curricula at the expense of

all other disciplines - except, of course, science’s friend, technology. Tell a legislative

body that you will raise scientific proficiency in schoolchildren, and you will be

handsomely rewarded without much question of what we mean by “scientific

proficiency.” Tell them you will improve their critical thinking, and you’re likely to get

blank stares. Musical study, in this light, remains valuable only inasmuch as there are
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scientific studies suggesting that listening to classical music at an early age increases

future mathematical proficiency. Science is taking on the role of our nation’s most

important myth: it will save the planet from ecological disaster, it will solve the problems

of overpopulation, it will keep the United States as the “leading” country in a quickly

changing global economy.

It will also, so the myth goes, explain once and for all the “truth” about racial

difference. With the intensifying buzz about the Human Genome Project and the DNA

mapping of our biological characteristics, I believe we are only steps away from the

scientific “proof’ of genetic geographical variation. Fifteen years ago, Henry Louis

Gates, Jr. wrote, “Race, as a meaningful criterion within the biological sciences, has long

been recognized to be a fiction” (“Introduction” 5). This claim was perhaps not true then

- many scientists believed in genetic racial difference at the time - and it remains even

more questionable today. At Yale, Kenneth Kidd and his colleagues have been collecting

DNA samples from African Pygmy tribes and comparing them to other populations

across the world (Gladwell 52, Entine 115-6). They are looking for what Kidd calls

“variants,” - in short, difference.

It may be only a short time before the Human Genome Project, or projects that

have spawned from this one, start charting genetic variations along what people have

traditionally called racial lines. I suspect they will find plenty. The question will soon

revolve not around whether there is genetic difference, but how we define and

characterize this difference and what “difference” this makes in how we interact socially,

politically, and legally - how we marshal, contain, and resist the rhetoric of this

difference. So, while some modicum of genetically identifiable difference seems
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inevitable and not particularly alarming, the danger lies in the types of truths we as a

society ascribe to these differences.3 If the repealing of Reconstruction legislation and the

changing racial relations created a chaos about definitions of race at the turn of the last

century, then the genetic mapping of “racial” characteristics threatens to raise similar

questions at the turn of this century. How do we define race? What does race mean?

How does race, no matter how we define it, affect the way we interact in society? As one

observer notes, we, as a society, already have the tendency to yoke our discussion of

biological difference too firmly to “legal notions of racial equality” (Gladwell 50).

Recently, sports performance has been the hottest topic around which these

questions swirl. There has been an intensifying debate lately within the sporting

community about the genetic and racial underpinnings of athletic excellence. In his 2000

book Taboo, journalist Jon Entine takes up this subject. Entine announces his project as a

study that discusses the undiscussable, the taboo subject of racial differences, specifically

physical differences that affect sports performance. He explains:

While not embracing the deterministic role of genes, Taboo challenges the
orthodoxy that all meaningful differences between populations are cultural, an
issue so sensitive that many people have come to believe that self-censorship is a
mark of tolerance given the racial suspicions that run through society like an
underground river. Human biodiversity may be a danger zone, but pretending that
there are no slippery questions does not prevent them from being asked, if only
under one’s breath. (10)

3 As Gladwell has pointed out, American society has accepted without much debate
scientists’ theories about “epidemiological differences between blacks and whites - the
fact that blacks have a higher incidence of hypertension than whites and twice as many
black males die of diabetes and prostate cancer as white males, that breast tumors appear
to grow faster in black women than in white women, that black girls show signs of
puberty sooner than white girls” (51).
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Entine implicitly pats himself on the back for having enough courage to broach the

“taboo” topic. He claims that his book seeks simultaneously to prove that racial

difference does, in fact, account for athletic performance and to expose the stereotypes

behind the mention of difference, that “jocks” are “dumb,” for example: “Today, despite

decades of progress and the remarkable accomplishments of black athletes, sport remains

a haven for some of our most virulent stereotypes. Taboo is out to do some damage to

these prejudices” (7-9).

Entine spends little time explaining how his book actually damages these

stereotypes. Instead, he builds his case by claiming scientific inquiry has a rationality and

objectivity that we often lack when we discuss this topic. In Part III of Taboo, entitled

“History of Race Science and Sports,” Entine declares, “Politics threatens to overwhelm

the science” (78). Throughout this book, science becomes the messiah, the level-headed

methodology that is able to overcome, in Entine’s words, the “political correctness”of our

contemporary debate. He quotes the sociologist John Phillips, who writes, “In science,

good ideas are separated from bad ideas by reason and investigation, not by self-

appointed censors or moral arbiters” (338). By “self-appointed censors” and “moral

arbiters,” Entine has in mind “postmodernists” such as Gates and others who talk about

the social construction of race: “Postmodernist reasoning places science itself on trial.

With all knowledge filtered through a cultural prism, relativity threatens to reign” (74).

Time and time again, he pits postmodern relativism with science, and every time, science

produces for Entine “real” answers, the “true” story: “Indeed,” he writes, “Science is a

method of interrogating reality, a cumulative process of testing new and more refined

explanations, not an assertion of dry, inalterable facts” (340). Even Entine’s
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capitalization of Science here places this form of inquiry in a realm of unalterable,

incorruptible Truths, “refined” truths that transcend the political biases of cultural

relativism.

Entine fills his book with scientific terminology and statistics. In a section called

“Biology Circumscribes Possibility,” he claims that there “is extensive and persuasive

research that elite black athletes have a phenotypic advantage - a distinctive skeletal

system and musculature, metabolic structures, and other characteristics forged over tens

of thousands of years of evolution. . . . Preliminary research suggests that different

phenotypes are at least partially encoded in the genes - conferring genotypic differences,

which may result in an advantage in some sports” (18). Here, Entine mentions these

scientific buzzwords to give his argument the appearance of authority. However, he pays

almost no attention to proving or even exploring his claim. There is no extended

discussion of the relations between phenotypes and genotypes. Nor is there any in-depth

exploration of this “preliminary research” suggesting that racial phenotypic differences

are “encoded in the genes” Instead, he provides a series of specious and anecdotal

statistics: “A black male would have about 1 chance in 4,000 of playing in the NBA, as

compared to about a 1 in 90,000 shot for a white” (19). And, “All the thirty-two finalists

in the last four Olympic men’s 100-meter races are of West African descent. The

likelihood of that happening based on population numbers alone - blacks with ancestral

roots in that region represent 8 percent of the world’s population - is

0.0000000000000000000000000000000001 percent” (34). Because they sound

impressive, these statistics act to confer a scientific thoroughness to Entine’s book. The

fact that they remain completely anecdotal and out of the context of an extended analysis
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of the relationship between biological and cultural influences does not matter. Just as

nineteenth-century scientists used a plethora of statistical data to adorn their arguments

about absolute racial difference, Entine covers an unsound thesis with the cloak of

“scientific objectivity.”

Ironically, Entine’s book has come under scrutiny from the practitioners of his

messianic Science. Loretta DiPietro, an associate fellow at the John B. Pierce Laboratory

and an associate professor of epidemiology and public health at the Yale University

School of Medicine, mentions what she sees as Entine’s “disingenuous claim” of using

the “scientific method.” She writes, ‘The book does not even attempt to examine a

robust data set, evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of the information, or come to an

evenhanded conclusion. Instead Entine chooses to spare his readers the ambiguities of

robust data, which form the core of a scientific inquiry” (114). In short, Entine’s book

does not proceed according to scientific protocol. As DiPietro mentions, a thorough

scientific inquiry rarely provides such cut-and-dried arguments as Entine advances.

Rather than undertake a rigorous study of imprecise information, Entine uses the mantle

of science to give his argument the appearance of Truth, the appearance of incontestable

“reality,” even as it ignores the “ambiguities of robust data.”

While DiPietro applauds the broad goal of Entine’s study - she agrees in the need

for in-depth examination of the role of “racial difference” in athletic performance, she

laments the student and his methodology, or lack thereof. She raises a number of

questions that Entine fails to engage. Does “rigorous training” precede “physiological

adaptation” or does “the capacity for tough training” reflect “a predisposing genetic

endowment?” She adds, “Whether or not such differences are ‘racial’ remains unclear.”
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DiPietro then lists a number of questions that suggest the logical missteps of Entine’s

work:

Furthermore, can we generalize data on black Africans to black Americans, given
that black Americans have a more diverse gene pool? For example, it is unclear
whether data comparing Scandinavian and East African distance runners can be
extrapolated to black and white American athletes. Another troublesome question
is whether Entine’s use of black individuals to support generalizations about black
populations is valid - particularly if those individuals are not representative of
their ‘race.’” (112-113)4

While Entine creates a division between honest scientists who do real work and

conniving postmodernists who nitpick at racial definitions, DiPietro presents Entine’s

conception of race as scientifically irresponsible and naive.

I have been hard on Entine’s book not so much because I object to his general

ideas. As I suggested above, I think that scientifically-identifiable geographical variations

of biological characteristics will soon become an accepted “reality,” or at least a

possibility with which we will all have to deal. What offends me about Taboo, and what

makes it and like-minded studies particularly dangerous, is Entine’s attempt to

manipulate the authority of science to advance his very unscientific argument through a

claim that science remains “above” the political machinations of cultural theorists.

4 Malcolm Gladwell makes a similar point in his 1997 New Yorker article, “The Sports
Taboo.” Gladwell asks the question, “What are we seeing when we remark black
domination of elite sporting events - an average difference between races or merely a
difference in variability?” (52). In this admittedly unscientific article, Gladwell suggests
that the superiority of black athletes in certain arenas may be attributable to a mixture of
cultural influences and a tendency towards greater genetic variability - with more elite
athletic performers and more below-than-average athletes - in certain racial groups. “It
doesn’t say anything at all about the rest of us, of all races, muddling around the genetic
middle” (53). While Entine cites Gladwell’s article, he never seriously deals with his
suggestions about genetic variability - just one more “scientific” possibility foreclosed by
Entine’s project.
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The question is not whether there is evidence that suggests the existence of

genetic variability. It is whether this variability can ever be called racial. After all, there

are far more cross-“racial” genetic similarities than geographically exclusive genetic

variants. If geneticists discover that a group of people from the Rift Valley of Kenya has

slight genetic differences in, say, their respiratory system from a group from Sweden, can

we really call this a racial difference? What do we even mean by “race” in this context?

What if a people in the south of Kenya do not share the same genetic variants? While

nineteenth-century racial scientists may have wanted to assert that there are two distinct

and undiluted blood lines, or five distinct races in the world, in reality we cannot even

discuss “race” without beginning with the idea of the mixing of geographical groups. As

DiPietro reminds us, while black Africans and black Americans may traditionally have

been placed in the same racial category, genetically they are worlds apart. I hope that my

project has demonstrated that science and politics cannot be so easily divided. Anybody

who reads his book will no doubt discover that, despite his claims of objectivity, Entine

has some very “political” bones to pick.

In the opening pages of the third section of Taboo, Entine states, “Despite the

intriguing scientific evidence and overwhelming on-the-field results, some academicians

and journalists go through contortions to have us believe that tens of thousands of years

of fighting for survival in radically differing climates and vastly different terrain has left

no geneticfootprint on Europeans, Africans, or Asians” (73, emphasis mine). Perhaps at

this point, we should return to my discussion of Thomas Dixon in the introduction.

Dixon presents his hero, Ben Cameron, as a sleuth-like scientist uncovering the racial

identity of the text’s murderer. He writes,
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At the house he could find no trace of the crime he had suspected. Every room
was in perfect order. He searched the yard carefully, and under the cedar by the
window he saw the barefoot tracks ofa negro. The white man was never bom
who could make that track. The enormous heel projected backward, and in the
hollow of the instep where the dirt would scarcely be touched by an Aryan was the
deep wide mark of the African's flat foot. He carefully measured it, brought from
an outhouse a box, and fastened it over the spot. (309-10, emphasis mine)

Even though they write from very different social situations and have very different

agendas - Dixon wants to reassert white racial superiority, while Entine ostensibly wants

to do some “damage” to racist stereotypes - both writers rely on science, or

pseudoscience, for similar reasons. Dixon looks for the actual African footprint left at a

crime scene to establish absolute racial difference - no “white man” could make that

“track.” Ben’s scientific measurement of the footprint serves to prove the racial identity

of the intruder. Similarly, Entine searches for the “genetic footprint” of racial difference,

the identifying characteristics that will definitively clear up the “fuzzy concept” of race.

From this perspective, at least, his attempt to base his ideas in the authority of science has

very little distinguishing it from the logical move made by Dixon.

As Entine acknowledges and Dixon demonstrates, this discussion resonates with

the tum-of-the-century debates of racial degeneration, the stereotype of the black “beast,”

and the notion of racial decadence or “neurasthenia.” Gail Bederman has traced the

fascinating parallels between the heavyweight fight between the African American

champion, Jack Johnson, and Jim Jeffries, the “Great White Hope,” and the discourse of

racial dominance. In short, the bout became an empirical test of theories of racial

difference and dominance. I believe it is no coincidence that Jerry Cooney, a white

heavyweight boxer of the 1980s, was also somewhat sarcastically nicknamed ‘The Great

White Hope.” Indeed, perhaps we can see the return of this moniker, and the
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disappointment at and mockery of his failure, as well as the reemergence of pseudo¬

scientific explanations of athletic racial difference, as signals that the memory and legacy

of claims that link scientific authority to racial classification, such as craniology, racial

eugenics, and biological essentialism, are not as much of a memory as we wish them to

be.

Stand By Me: Battling the “New Racism”

It seems to me that science will present the biggest challenges to our nation’s

contemporary negotiations of race. If, as seems inevitable, geneticists start identifying

and publishing examples of genetic difference, we need to recommit ourselves to resisting

the racist tendency to link biological difference to racial, bodily and intellectual

difference. Even if scientists prove that there are some genotypic differences between

regional groups, we need to maintain our argument that, on many levels, race is a fiction

or, in Higginbotham’s words, a “metalanguage.” Perhaps we need to continue to

distinguish between different levels of “race talk.”5 While scientists may unearth

evidence of genetic geographical difference, race, due to its multivalent nature, remains

what Gates calls “a dangerous trope” (5). Jon Entine’s dismissal of the idea of race as a

social fiction serves as a perfect example of this danger. I believe that soon we will no

longer be able to claim as Gates did fifteen years ago that biological sciences recognize

5 I am adapting here Toni Morrison’s idea of “race talk.” For Morrison, race talk is “the
explicit insertion into everyday life of racial signs and symbols that have no meaning
other than pressing African Americans to the lowest level of the racial hierarchy. In race
talk the move into mainstream America always means buying into the notion of American
blacks as the real aliens” (57). I use the term here to suggest the differing consequences
that will arise from 1) the discussion of genetic racial difference, and 2) the cultural
legacy of the racist notion of absolute racial difference.
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race “to be a fiction” (4) without first clarifying what it is we mean by “race.” Even so,

we must retain his attendant argument about the perils of the metaphor of race.

At the same time, the definitions of race as a cultural and social concept have

begun to create new forms of racial prejudice. As the rhetoric of the invisibility of race -

“Race doesn’t matter” - and the myth of the United States as a “color-blind” society gain

cultural currency, we are presented with pressing new challenges. Giroux and Searls have

identified what they term the “new racism.” They write, “[T]he new racism offers a two¬

pronged argumentation that, on the one hand, refuses to acknowledge that the issue of

race is at the heart of its policymaking (as in welfare cutbacks, tougher crime bills, and

anti-immigration legislation) and, on the other hand, offers rationales for policy changes

that claim to be color blind (as in the call to end affirmative action and racial

gerrymandering)” (7).

This “new racism” seems increasingly evident in society. Those of us in the

teaching profession, and to some degree everybody interested in the educational aspects

of improving the rift of racism, face troubling new developments. Today’s students know

the rhetoric of race and gender oppression. They can analyze a reading for its gender and

race dynamics much better than they could when I started teaching six years ago. They

know how to identify certain aspects of prejudice, they know how they are “supposed” to

react to it - gender prejudice is bad, racism is deplorable, etc. - and they know how to

discuss this in the context of a slew of cultural and literary texts. While the development

of these skills is for the most part a good thing, it presents unique challenges.

Increasingly, students go through the motions of unveiling the bad guy, the racist or sexist

or the racist/sexist rhetoric circulating in the text, and nonchalantly move through the
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issue. These are not troubling questions any more for these students. They are classwork.

We must find new ways to make the students wrestle with the difficult issues within our

discussions of gender and race, present the issues in a way that students cannot dismiss

them after a cursory race or gender analysis. We must make them think anew about the

troubling realities of race and gender oppression and the more subtle and insidious forms

in which they appear today.
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truth remains: sexual immorality is probably the greatest single plague spot among Negro

Americans, and its greatest cause is slavery and the present utter disregard of a black

woman’s virtue and self-respect, both in law court and custom in the South” (42).

While he gives the history of oppression as the cause for this “immorality,”

DuBois still hangs firmly onto the notion that purity is best measured by a woman’s

sexual behavior. Like DuBois, African American women writers such as Pauline

Hopkins in Contending Forces and Ida B. Wells in her anti-lynching activism rail against

the abuse and rape of defenseless black women. DuBois seems to see this primarily as a

problem that affects their “virtue” and “purity,” whereas Hopkins and Wells seek to frame

this abuse within a larger context of gendered violence. While she apparently “lost” her

virginity to a white man at an early age, Zora is not injured by the experience - DuBois

gives no evidence of physical or emotional trauma. In fact, she does not seem to mind

her lack of “purity” until she learns from Bles how terrible it really is and how she must

atone for her sins. Any claim that DuBois creates a “feminist identification of women as

the superior of men” must acknowledge that Zora must be tamed and educated within a

very traditional patriarchal system before she can transcend this patriarchy. DuBois first

defines purity in terms of women’s chastity, and then sees this chastity as primarily

serving the purpose of assuaging men’s jealousy. After all, despite his earlier comment

that purity is subjective, Bles cannot deal with the fact that Zora is not a virgin.

Many of the following sections of the novel picture Zora learning the appropriate

lessons in order to become a “true woman,” rather than an earthy elf-girl. The first step

in Zora’s education comes as Bles helps her dress appropriately and “subdue” her unruly

“curled hair.” The transformation creates “a revelation of grace and womanliness in this
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hoyden.” She was developing a “brilliant, sumptuous womanhood,” but it still contained

“her early wildness and strangeness” (124-125). At this point in her transformation,

Zora’s sexuality remains a dangerous threat, and her developing body serves as a very

visible reminder of this threat. She continues to “advance” under the tutelage of Bles and

Miss Smith of the “negro school,” however, and after a sickness that tamed her

spunkiness, her education nears completion: “[S]he looked different: her buxom

comeliness was spiritualized; her face looker smaller, and her masses of hair, brought low

about her ears, heightened her ghostly beauty” (156). Her near-death experience creates

an emaciated and “ethereal” beauty, one that straightens her hair and tempers her

“buxom” sexuality, as if her high fever and prolonged illness cauterizes her overflowing

passion and fecundity.

As she moves from a corporeal being to a spiritual one, Zora takes on much of the

affect of the elite white women for and with whom she works. In the chapter entitled

“The Training of Zora,” Mrs. Vanderpool provides Zora the education befitting a refined

white lady. If early in The Quest for the Silver Fleece Zora displays a prominent

suspicion of white educators and white systems of education generally, she now enjoys

the fruit from the tree of knowledge, and, like DuBois, revels in her associations with

European intellectual traditions: “She gossiped with old Herodotus. . . [S]he saw the

sculptured glories of Phidias marbled amid the splendor of the swamp; she listened to

Demosthenes and walked the Appian Way with Cornelia - while all of New York

streamed beneath her window” (251). DuBois transforms Zora from a wild hoyden to his

version of a visionary Artist that conquers the “Great Ideas” of Western Civilization.
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What happened to the powerful swamp child and her triumphant claim that “black

folks are wonderful”? What happened to the strong girl that single-handedly saved the

cotton field from the flood? In her place we have a sophisticated women in her finest

dress, one who has developed a new-found respect for traditional notions of “purity.” As

a result, when Bles questions her purity - her virginity - and leaves her because she is not

pure (apparently she was pressured or seduced, but perhaps not raped, into having sex

with white men in Elspeth’s cabin:i), she does not argue because she feels she is tainted

and not worthy of a righteous man such as Bles. Those critics interested in labeling the

novel as a feminist statement point to the fact that at the end of the novel Zora asks Bles

to marry her. But, we must also remember that earlier Bles asked Zora to marry him. She

denied him because she felt she did not fit the paradigm of normative purity, a feeling she

developed after Bles rejects her “impure” past.

Accessing the “Female Within”: DuBois and the African American Sentimental

Tradition

In this chapter, I have tried to demonstrate how tum-of-the-century African

American men have been denied the symbolics of American manhood and examine the

21 In The Philadelphia Negro, DuBois laments the lack of supervision over young black
girls. He claims that it was ‘“the duty of Negroes’ to ‘solve’ the problem of female
‘unchastity’ by ‘keeping little girls off the street at night, stopping the escorting of
unchaperoned young ladies to church and elsewhere’” (cited in Morton 59). Perhaps here
we see the need, in DuBois’ eyes, for Zora’s “proper education.” It would provide
guidance to young African American women, whom DuBois tends to see as naive victims
of men’s lust. This naivete leads to what he identified in The Negro American Family
(1908) as rampant sexual immorality. While he attributes such immortality to the lack
both of women’s “purity” and men’s “continence,” he clearly seems bothered by the
image of violated black womanhood.


